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.ontli bears the First Prixe Winner in our $300.00

fiction Symbol Prize Contest, which closed on May
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found on pages 519, 520 and 531.

In Our Next Issue:

THE MENACE OF MARS, by Clare Winger
Harris. Most of our readers will note with pleas-

ure this aniipuncemeiit of a new story In' Mrs.
Harris. In this tale, the structure of th|e atom
and the analogy of the planetary systems of the

universe thereto, and cosmic changes affecting the

earth disastrously, arc all treated in a most in-

structive manner. And through it all, in the

author’s own style, runs a thread of romance.

THE VOYAGE TO KEMPTONIA, by E. M.
Scott. Certain irregularities of our moon’s motion
have led .some of our a.stronomers to believe that

there is another body—small, to be sure—^l etweeii

the earth and the moon. Around the idea of this

extra-terrestrial body is woven an absorbing tale

of unusual interest.

THE ANANIAS GLAND, by W. Alexander.
What determines the extent of our truthfulness?

It might very well be glandular action of some
kind. Mr. Alexander has given us several unusual
stories of psychological import, and in this very
short story he cleverly Iworks up an idea of ex-

treme interest.

THE SKYLARK OF SPACE, by Edward Elmer
Smith, in collaboration with Lee Hawkins Garby.
(A serial in 3 parts) Part III. In the concluding
chapters of this story, our author confines the

travels of the Skylark to their newly discovered
planet, the inhabitants of which seemed to have
made marvelous strides in mechanical science, but
falling short of the advances in atomic theories and
chemistrj' made by the Earth people. Our author
telhs of truly wonderful devices, and very deftly
includes the human interest element.
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lOTlVE electricityPlentyJOBS—^40to^100aWeek!
Tliis is the Electrical Age

Transportation, manufacturing, onr
homes, our work, our autos and airplanes
are all electrified. 78% of tlie machineryof
the U. S. is operate by electric power.
More than half our homes, offices and
farms are lighted by Electricity. Radio is
Electricity, and so are telephone, tele-
graph, cable, elevators, street cars, refrig-
eration. It would take a big book just to
mention the many uses and Industries of
Electricity. That’s the bind of business
to get into* Solid as the nation itself*
Prosperous and busy timea oco
good or had*

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

ELECTRIC RAILWAYSELECTRICAL MACHINERYHOUSE WIRINGELECTRIC POWER

Contract
of Position and Increased Pay

1 WE GUARANTEE to find you a satisfac-

tory position within 60 days after you finish

our complete course of home-study training in

Electricity; and, ’further,

2 WE GUARANTEE that said position will

pay you a salary of at least 50^ more than
you are earning today, provided your present

calaryisless than $40 per week;

OR, FAILING TO DO SO. we guarantee to

refund to you immediately the entire apiount

that you paid for this training.

THIS GUARANTEE may be withdrawn
without notice unless your enrollment appli-

cation for the above training is sent to the

AMERICAN SCHOOL promptly.
Given under the seal of the
School by ordcrof the Hoard of

Trustees of the AMEllICAN
SC HOOL , this 16thl day of

This ^10 Motor
One of the 8 outfits
of standard tools
and materiais8up«
pllei ivithout
extra cost

Training fay

CHIEF'
ENGINEER
DUNLAP

and 29 Noted Hngi<
necr* firom

Westinghousc
General Electric

Western Electric

Mass. Institute
Cutler - Hammer?
Columbia Univ.
Commonwealtlt

Edison
Am. Tel. « Tel-
Armour Institute

and other

''E ARE looking for more ambitious men to

place in well-paid Electrical positions. To
quf lify, you must have at least a grammar school

edi cation, you must be genuinely interested in

Electricity and willing to devote a part ofyour spare

tim e to getting ready, A two-niillion-dollar institu-

tion offers you this chance of a life-time to get into

Electricity, the world’s livest ini^ustry—without rish

(as explained in our guarantee at the right).

We Say It With JOBS!
Ins tead of saying “learn Electricity and prepare for

a g 3od position”—we sayLEARN ELECTRICITY
Ah D WE’LL GET YOUAGOOD POSITION. At
cost and on easy terms you can without risk

of . i penny, you can get a remarkable training built

by 29 noted Electrical Engineers from America’s

greatest Corporations and Universities. Training

siniplifled so you can understand and do It, at home,

in iipare time. A new, improved kind of preparation

for a good job, which you learn by doing actual

Electrical work with 8 outfits of standard tools and

msterials (supplied by us without extra charge).

There is no reasonwhyYOU can’t have a well-paid

Electrical position* We can and will see that you
’ get one. Mail the coupon and we’ll send facts about

the opportunities in Electricity that will astonish

you, together with my sensational oflFer to prepat©

you, get you a job and raise your pay, or no cost!

WjfliethistJuaranfee

in Dollars and Cents I

A little figuring will show you you can’t afford to

pass up tills chance. Suppose you are earning 230
a week now. Under this agreement you can actually

huy a position paying 24S a week (or more) or no
cost. That means you pay 21.50 a week for a short

time, and it must raise your earning capacity at
least 215 a week, or the small cost will be refunded.

We have made this agreement with 50,000 men in

the past 4 years, and if you’ll get in touch with me
I’ll be glad to tell you how you can qualify for the

same opportunity.
' ——— ——— —
Chief Engineer Dunlap, Electrical Division .
AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. E-6294

,

Drexel Ave. & 58th St., Chicago, 111.
,

Please send f.acts about the great Electrical in-

dustry, and tell me how I can get an Electrical Job
and a S0% Raise—without risking a penny.

Hamt

ACdrcss..

OctMbaiiott-.
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I Tltiought Radio Was a Plaything

But Now My Eyes Are Opened, And
Fm Making Over $100 a Week!

all V^ $50 a week! Man
a salary that big would
of my ambition.

Twelve months ago 1

on starvation wages,
both ends meet. It was
a little job, a salary ju;

while I myself had
in the rut so long I

sides.

If you’d told me a
months’ time I would
more every week in

whew! I know I'd

crazy. But that’s the s(

ing down right now-
expect even more. W!

But I’m getting aheajd

hard up a year ago b
myself, that's all—not

I could have been
sort of job I’m holding

wise to myself. If you’

Radio, but never thou
business, maybe you’re

I was. If so, you’ll

eyes were opened for in

har

\Ihy

When broadcasting
several years ago, I fir ;t began my dabbling

with the new art of Radio. I was “nuts”
about the subject, Ilk; many thousands of

other fellows all over ' :hG_ country’. And no
wonder! There’s a fascination—something
that grabs hold of a fellow—about twirling

a little knob and suddenly listening to a

voice speaking a th jusand miles away.
Twirling it a little moie and listening to the

mysterious dots and dishes of steamers far

at sea. Even today I

strange force. In tlios s days, many times I

stayed up almost the ' rhole night tr>'ing for

If all the Radio setv
with in my time wtn
of each other, they
halfway to Mars. T'\

me was that 1 thou
much about Radio
didn't know the j\-i

thought Radio was
that was all I could .

Fife "fooled"
•e piled on top

d reach about
he trottble with
'%ht I knew so
that I really
rst thing. I
a plaything—^
ee in it for me.

re, just one year ago
have been the height

was scrimping along
just barely making
the same old story

—

t as small as the job,

been dragging along
couldn’t see over the

ar ago that in twelve
be making $100 and

Radio business

—

-e thought you were
ort of money I'm pull-

and in the future I

only today

—

of my story. I was
localise I was kidding
because I had to be.

.ding then the same
now, if I'd only been
ve fooled around with
^ht of it as a serious

in just the same boat
rfant to read how my

irst became the rage.

get a thrill from this

iipssed supper because
away from the latest

DX. Many times I n
I couldn’t be dragged
circuit I was trying out.

I never seemed to get ver^' far with it,

though. I used to read the Radio magazines
and occasionally a Radio book, but I never

unclerstood the subject very clearly, and lota

of things I didn’t see through at all.

So, up to a year ago, I was just a dabbler

—I thought Radio was a nlavthing. I never

I u-sually stayed home in the er'enings after

work, because I didn’t make enough money
to go out very much. And generally during
the evening I'd tinker a little with Radio

—

a set of my own or some friend's. I even
inacle a little spare change this way, which
helped a lot, but I didn’t know enough to

go very far with such work.

And as for the idea that a splendid Radio
job might be mine, if I made a little effort

to prepare for it—such an idea never entered

my mind. When a friend suggested it to me
one year ago, I laughed at him.

“You’re kidding me,” I said.

“I’m not,” he replied. “Take a look at

this ad.”

lie po nted to a page ad in a magazine,

an advci tisement I's seen many
_
times but

just passed up without thinking, never
dreaming it applied to me. This time I read

the ad carefully. It told of many big oppor-

tunities for trained men to succeed in the

great new Radio field. With the advertise-

ment was a coupon offering a big free book
full of information. I sent the coupon in,

and in a few days received a handsome 64-

page book, printed in two colors, telling all

about the opportunities in the Radio field

and how a man can prepare quickly and
easily at home to take advantage of these

opportunities. Well, it was a revelation to

me. I read the book carefully, and when I

finished it I made my decision.

What’s happened in the twelve months
since that day, as I’ve already told you,

seems almost like a dream to me now. For

ten of those twelve months, I've had a

Radio business of my own. At first,
_
of

course, I started it as a little proposition

on the side, under the guidance of the Na-
tional Radio Institute, the outfit that gave
me my Radio training. It wasn’t long be-

fore I was getting so much to do in the
Radio line that I quit my measly little cleri-

cal job, and devoted my full time to my
Radio business.

Since that time I’ve gone right on up,

always under the watchfiij guidance of my
friends at the National Radio Institute. They
would have given me just as much help, too,

if I had wanted to follow some other line

of Radio besides building my own retail

And to think that until that day I sent for
their eye-opening book. I’d been wailing “I
never had a chance!”

Now I’m making, as I told you before,

over $100 a week. And I know the future
holds even more, for Radio is one of the
most progressive, fastest-growing businesses
in the world today. And it’s work that I

like—work a man can get interested in.

Here’s a real tip. You may not be as bad
off as I was. But think it over—are yon
satisfied? Are you making enough money,
at work that you like? Would you sign a
contract to stay where you are now for the
next ten years—making the same money? If

not, you’d better be doing something about
it instead of drifting.

This new Radio game is a live-wire field

of golden rewards. The work, in any of the
20 different lines of Radio, is fascinating,
absorbing, well paid. The National Radio
Institute—oldest and largest Radio home-
study school in the world—^will train you
inexpensively in your own home to know
Radio from A to Z and to increase your
earnings in the Radio field.

Take another tip—no matter what your
plans are, no matter how much or how little

you know about Radio—clip the coupon be-
low and_ look their free book over. It is

filled vrith interesting facts, figures, and
photos, and the information it will give you
is worth a few minutes of anybody's time.
You will place yourself under no obligation—the book is free, and is gladly sent to any
one who wants to know about Radio. Just
address J. E. Smith, President, National Ra-
dio Institute, Dept. 9A2, Washington, D. C.

J. E. SMITH, President.
National Radio Institute, f

Dept. 9A2, Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith:

Please send me your^ 6-4-page free book,
printed in two colors, giving all information,
about the opportunities in Radio and how I

can learn quickly and easily at home to take
advantage of them. I understand this request
places me under no obligation, and that no
salesman wUl call on me.

Name. .

.

Address

.
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Extravagant Fiction Today Cold Fact Tomorrow

OUR AMAZING UNIVERSE
By HUGO GERNSBACK

F we could imagine for a second that there is no such
thing as our universe, and then re’ad an account of a
number of important facts about it, written like a
story by a clever scietitifiction writer, perhaps, in-
stead of by an astronomer, we would probably greet
the volume with jee'rs and disbelief. For truly, if we

_ ,
come right down to it, the actual facts abcut our

universe -are so stupendous and altogether unbelievable, that they
often tax our credulit}’.

A great number of scientists today, for instance, will tell you
that It se'ems to be entirely out of the question that creatures like
human beings are living on Mars or some other far-away world.
These scientists point out that everything is against this, because,
they indicate, the chances are not one in a million that the same
combinations which have: made it possible for a human being to
be evolved on this earth could possibly have happened anywhere
else. This logic wmuld seem to have a good deal of weight at
first, because it does se'em impossible that the same conditions and
circumstances, coupled with evolution and other factors, could pre-
vail anywhere else. Yet, the self-same scientist will make a spec-
trum analysis of a star re'moved maybe a million light years from
the earth—a quite unthinkable and unimaginable distance, and he
will find that that star is made up of practically the same materials
as are found in cur o-wn earth.

_
Spectrum analysis has shown ns

that nearly every celesmai bc-dy is ccmpcsed of, roughly, the same
elements that we find in the earth. Our own sun has the same
elements that are found on earth ; copper, iron, silver, -with the
rest of the metals ; oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, with the rest of the
other gases, are all found on the sun, just as they are found on the
earth, and just as they are found on the distant stars billions of
trillions of miles distant from this earth. So we are led to believe
that the entire universe is -very likely one and the same.thing. Mat-
ter seems to be the same throughout thd universe, regardless of
distance.

Evidently, the same! physical laws also hold good everywhere.
We may, therefore, conclude that somewhere in ffie universe, per-
haps not in our own planetarian system, but somewhere dlse, the
same conditions that made it possible for thinking human beings
to be e’vmlved on earth, probably made such evolution possible some-
where in thd depth of space at some time. Most scientists forget
the time element, which is an important factor when it deals with
evolution. It may be, that there are not many worlds throughout
the universe that maintain human life’, as we know it at this par-
ticular moment, but in the universe itself, a thousand, a million or
a billion years have absolutely no meaning at all. A billion years

—

a term which we cannot comprehend at all—means nothing in the
general universe. It is but a fleeting instant; and the chance's are
overwhelmingly great that back in infinite time, as well as forward,
namely, in future time—the same conditions that were favorable for
the creation of intelligent thinking beings on this planet, probably
have, or will in the future, manifest themselves again on some
Gtherjvorld.
The hi'jman mind is constituted on such a peculiar plan, that it

is difficult for us to understand or grasp the full me'aning of the
space—time phenomena. We never can grasp the idea of infinite
time, nor can we grasp the idea of space, as existing in the uni-
verse; Everything is relative. The ant probably cannot compre-
hend the size of this planet, which is relatively a small body, as
celestial bodies go. A bacterium under the microscope, possibly
cannot comprehend a greater space than a drop of water which, to
him, must already be a great world. And what is true of size, is,

of course, also true of time. A minute in the life of a 'microbe is a

lifetime, and he possibly could not understand such a term as a
hundred years. It is, of course, the same with us. We pan neve'r
comprehend space, due to its tremendous extent ; nor can

,we com-
prehend the amount of time it ft’ould take us to travel even to- our
nearest star Aifka CentauH, This, our nearest star, is four and
three-tenths light-years distant from us. Translated into miles, this
means 26 trillions of miles. A train traveling at the rate of 100
miles an hour, wffiich is a greater speed than any train on earth now
attains, would require about 30 million years to bridge this distance

!

If we assume the existence of intelligent beings on Alpha Cen-
tauri; and if we had a radio transmitter and receive'r

; and if the
people on Alpha Centauri had the same equipment that could bridge
this space, we would have the following strange experience

:

We would call up a friend in Alpha Centauri on January 1, 1928,
and the message traveling by radio—which has the same speed as
light, i.e., 186,000 milds a second—would take four years and
three-tenths to get to Alpha Centauri. It would, therefore, arrive
sometime early in 1932. The friend would promptly ans'wer over
his radio telephone!, and his answer would be received by us some-
time in 1936. .And remember, this is our nearest star. neighbor in
space. It is only a little over four short light-years away. The
overwhelming greater portion of stars are thousands, hundrefds of
thousands, and millions of light-years away from us.

Yet, strange and amazing as this may seem, the entire visible
universe most likely is a very small speck of matte'r after all. The
chances are, that beyond our visible universe, there may be many
other universes, compared to which, our prese'nt universe is only
an atoifi. Present-day science tends to show that our universe is
probably nothing but a speck of matter itself, and that the stars
which give us light may be figuratively termed cosmic electrons.
Our visible universe to some super-creature is probably only a

microscopic atom, the same as the sub-atomic world is only a speck
of matter to our own scientists. It seems likely, that thdre is no
beginning and no end to the entire universe, either downward or
up^ward. You can go on splitting up a piece of matter until it is
so small, that even the! finest apparatus can no longer divide it.

Yet, that is not at all the end of it. You have not even begun. The
same holds true going the other way. It will be found that there
are universe's within universes, and that there is no end, no matter
in what direction you go. The fact is we know very little about
such things.

With a speck of radium, and a little zinc-sulphide, we can create
an entire universe with blazing suns ; but it will be found that some
of the physical laws which we have on earth are entirely different
elsewhere. We know, for instance, that conditions within our own
sun are vastly different from conditions anywhere! on earth that we
can create by means of heat. The truth is that probably due to
gravitational reasons, we cannot create the same conditions on earth
as prevail on our luminary. As huge a body as the sun, or the
stars, due to the tremendous pressure set up within such a body,
gives rise to entirely different phenomena than those which we can
cre'ate in the laboratory. For instance, no satisfactory explanation
has yet been found as to why the sun keeps on going and continues
to supply the earth with heat and light, as it has for millions and
billions of years. Nor ard there visible signs' that the sun will slow
up very soon. It has only reached its middle life, and is good for
many billions of years of service.

Here then, are physical facts that are astounding, and for which
we cannot account. It is quite possible! that in some super-world,
of which we may be . a small particle, different conditions prevail,
of which we have not the faintest conception.

Mr. Hugo Gemsback speaks every Tuesday at 9.30 P, M. from WRNY (326 meters') and 2XAL (30.91 meters) on various scientific subjects.



Author of “The Golden Girl of Munan”

CHAPTER I

T had been a strenuous Saturday for Frank
Chandler, When he closed his office door

and started for the elevators he breathed

a sigh of relief. It was nearly ten in the

evening. All week it had been like this

—

a steady grind, sometimes far into the night. And to

what purpose? he asked himself as the swiftly descend-^

ing car carried him to the street level. He was a suc-

cessful young architect, yes. But he had missed the

fun, the romance, the adventure that his inner being

craved. And to-night he was in a rebellious mood. He
was sick of pampering his fashionable clientSe; sick

of the rich old dowager who wanted a special suite for

Fifi the Pekingese built into her own boudow in the

new Long Island home ; sick of the apoplectic ex-con-

gressman who wanted plans for a residence, part castle-

on-the-Rhine and part Turkish mosque. He was sick

of himself, of hard work, of everything, as he stepped

into lower Broadway from the skyscraper which housed

his offices.

The street was practically deserted. A clanging sur-

face car a few blacks uptown and the tooting of a

taxi horn around the corner were about the only sounds

which greeted his ears. It was hot, oppressively so,

for this was New York in August. And Frank wanted

to get away from it all.

He strolled toward Bat-

tery Park and decided to

cool off, if possible, by

lounging on one of the

benches for a while, some-

thing he had not done in

years.

Frank wasthirty-two, not
handsome, but rugged and

virile, good to look at. He
should have been a man’s

man but was not. The
many friends of his college

days had one by one given

up in the attempt to get

him away from his work and into their social and recre-

ational activities.

Frank loved his work. For eight years he had

thought of nothing else. While he had gained a meas-

ure of financial independence in that short time, the

desire for wealth had not been his incentive. It was

the work itself he loved and he now felt that his love

had proved false.

He had kept himself in good physical trim by the

usual method followed in mid-town bachelor apart-

ment life such as his; a rigid series of indoor calis-

thenics followed by a brisk walk through Central Park

each morning before breakfast.

Now as he sat on the hard wooden bench, he gazed

moodily at an elevated train as it made its screeching'

way around the curve. His life seemed futile. The

sulti'iness depressed him. He wanted to smoke and

to think. He was tired, exhausted in mind and body.

Impatiently biting the end from a cigar, he flicked

back the cap of his pocket lighter. As he twirled the

little wheel, the resulting flare astounded him. It was

not the usual flame but an intense green light which

grew in size with a hiss until it flamed a foot high,

lighting up the park with its weird brilliance. Startled,

he tossed the lighter to the grass. When it struck,

instead of being extinguished as he expected, it exploded

with a terrific roar. The earth shook ;
his senses reeled.

He lost consciousness.

VOICES in an unknown tongue, followed by the

sound of retreating footsteps and the soft closing

of a door, brought Frank to the realization that he was

still in the land of the living. To his mind there came

confused memories of the incident in the park. He
did not at once open his eyes but concentrated on the

intervening period of time, which to his memory was

partly lost, partly filled with vague remembrance. He
knew he had been ill, remembered dimly a sw'eeping

rush through space—kind liands ministering to him and

aiding him to his present comfortable bed—strange

faces—strange forms—con-
fused voices— -unfamiliar

medical treatment. But his

head was now clear and he

knew that the crisis of his

illness, whatever its nature,

had passed. In fact he

seemed to be perfectly well

and nonnal. With this

revelation, there came the

desire for action. He sat

up suddenly and opened his

eyes.

He surveyed the sur-

roundings wonderingly. His

bed was in the center of a medium sized room- whose

walls were bare and windowless. But one door inter-

rupted the smooth symmetrr- of the walls, which were

of highly polished metal of greenish hue. The room

was permeated with soft light which emanated from

the entire ceiling. Two chairs of peculiar wor|cman-

ship, a table, and. a glass cabinet containing stoppered

bottles and surgical instruments, were the only visible

furnishings. The air he breathed held an elusive tang

of mountain heights, of pine forests.

Hesitatingly, Frank touched the uncarpeted metal

floor with his toes, stood up. He had not the slightest

sensation of weakness or giddiness. Walking about

scientificfion jeivel and prophetic in many respects.

In this story, the author, for the first time, we believe,

shows j'OH how it will be possible in the tuture to co,r.niv.r,-,~

cate between two planets, providing each has a high intellU

gence. We are all agreed upon the fact that if is iinposstble

to communicate with dots and dashes, because we have no

basis of contact and not even an expert in code zvould be

able to decipher a Mm-tian message if we did get it.

The author has shown a logical way which suggests the

possibility of bringing about the desired result. We know

you will enjoy this story.



As they w&tched In silence< Ky*Hn entered the room. He walked to the viewing screen and peered In-
tently, waving his hand as a token that he had recognized Frank and could sec the company about hint*
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discovered tliat his muscles functioned

^md he Iiad a feeling of being rested and

re free. His body rras covered by a long

e from a copperj'-colored silk-like material,

ras he? And what had happened ? Seek-

ers. he came upon a push button beside

he pressed and aw'aited results,

there came the sound of hurrying foot-

le door flew open, revealing to Frank’.?

aze a huge figure of a man, stripped to

•id -with skin that glistened with the color

brass. This super-man, for all his strange

e dignity of poise and the features of a
Never had Frank .seen such perfection of

Hopment. He stared agape,

sing and surprising stranger strode into

,th a kindly smile lighting his face, and

rank in perfect English, “Frank Chandler,

and it is with great happiness that I

complete recoveiy. You have been ex-

Had we knowm you -were on the verge of

we .should not have kidnapped jmn a.s we
er, it is proliahly better as it is, since I

T the physicians of Visin would have been
so rapid and entire a cure. I shall not

l|er.soii, but a great surprise awaits you,

for a moment. I go, but return imme-
-me who waits patiently.”

the room with eager quickness while

over the speech he had just heard.

bt, his wishes of the park bench had, in

ious v/ay, been granted. This muj an

ic d

ew seconds Ky-lin returned and with him
blond, 3'outhful-looking chap, at sight of

let forth a whoop of joy.

’|u Jack Conway!” he cried, “Why—^why,

ght you w'ere dead and buried, or lo-st at

ing. Where have you been? Where are

-how— ?”

peak no more. The two men wrung each

until it seemed they must he crushed,

ed and capered like school Ijojas, while

on with beaming countenance,

time, Chau, old boy,” replied his friend,

catch my breath, will you? And get into

pronto. I won’t tell you a tiring until

d, but it’s good to see }'ou again.”

see me? What about yourself, j'ou old

I can’t get over it yet. Why, it's six

iince 3'ou disappeared sp irmsteidousty.

e you up as a goner, long, long ago.”

id now. Chan. Get into those clothes and
iito executive session. Feel okay?”

t better in my life. Can't understand it

I must have been in bad shape, and it

verv long that I was laid up.”

And I mu.st tell }''0u it would have
onths under the conditions to which 3-ou

But here it’s different. And still more
e you are going. Boy, wait ’til you hear

going to hear and see what you are going

he

ed

to see. You’ll get as big a kick out of it as I did at

first.”

During this conversation, Frank was busy donning
his own clothe.s, wdiich Ky-lin had brought from some-
where outside the room. Soon he was ready and hi.s

old pal led him from tlie room and down a long cor-

ridor. Ky-lin had meanwhile taken his departure and
the two young men who had roomed, played, and fought
together in their college daj's, walked arm in arm alone.

F rank wa.s led into a spacious dining room which
reminded him of the first class saloon of an ocean

Huer. Like the room in which he recovered conscious-
ness, it was walled with the polished metal, window-
less, and lighted by the same soft glow from the ceiling.

Ihey sat down at a i^erfectly appointed talile and were
immediately approached b}’' a waiter, another of the

burnished brass giants, but obvioush' net of the class

to Avhich Ky-lin belonged. Frank l^ecame more and
more mystified as his friend ordered the meal in a
foreign and guttural tongue.

“Now we can talk,” he began, as the waiter left

silently. “First off, I know you would like to know
where 3U)U are and how you got here. Chan, you may
be upset and angiy when I tell 3'ou, hut I believe that

when 3’ou have the whole stoiy 3'ou will be glad. I am
talking veiy seriousl}' now, for it was a serious move
on my part to bring you without your consent, and
there is a real reason for my action. Please don’t he

alarmed when I tell you that you are now traveling

through the intense cold and complete vacuum of space

at a speed of something like 6,250 miles a minute. You
are three cla3^s away from Vislu, the world which I

used to, and 3-011 still do, call the Earth. In other word.s,

3’ou are about twent3'-seven million miles from home.
But you shall be returned safely, so dcri’t let that

worry 3-0U.”

The waiter set before them a meal of viands entirely

unknown to Frank, and retired. He stared at his

friend uiibelievingh-.

“B—^l3Ut Doc,” he .stammered, “I—I don’t see
—

”

“Of course you don't, old man,’’ interiupted Jack,
“but just heat me out, and keep in mind that wd'iat I

have to sa}^ is of grave import and tliat I mean every
word of it..

“When I have finished, 3'ou will not
I
have many

question.s to ask.

“We are in a space flier, built h3' the people of Uldur,

the planet which on earth is called Mars.
“We are now bound for Uldur, where we shall arrive

in another tweiit3'-four hours. K}’-lin, whom j-ou first

saw w'hen you awoke, is a Raiidak—a prince—^and is

the onL son of TW-mar, the Ranclenat—-the supreme
ruler or king of the Neloia, the surface dwellers of

Uldur. Chan, I have been on Uldur over two telani,

that is to .sa3" about six 3'ears as time is j-eckoned on.

earth. In that time I have grown to love Neloia; their

soiTows are mine as are their jo3-s. They are a mar-
velous race; intellectuall}-, millions of 3-ears ahead of

our most civilized races on earth
;
physically most beau-

tiful, as 3'ou have olrserved in Ky-lin. Contrary to the

popular superstition on Visin, they are most peaceful
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and kind. Of course there are other dwellers on the

doomed plan;t, but these need hardly be considered as

a race. We shall speak of them later.

“Three da ,'s ago you were kidnapped at my request.

How this was accomplished is not entirely clear to

me even non, although I was taken from the earth in

the same nirnner. The Neloia are in possession of

secrets which would be of incalculable value to the

war-like countries of \"isin. Forces unknown on our

earth and beyond the comprehension of an ordinary

medic like m rself are controlled by them. How many
times. have I wished that I had gathered more tech-

nical knowlet ge before coming to Uldur so that I might

comprehend 1 letter. At any rate, there is a force which

the Neloia understand and which was used to bring

you from your bench in the park to our space flier,

about fifteen miles overhead. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances you would have been entirely unharmed.

As it happen.', you were e.xtremely ill at the time. You
may have hai some hallucinations at the instant the

force acted b it it had nothing to do with your illne.ss.

“Fortunate y, between Ky-lin's knowledge of the

•superior healing art of the Neloia and my own meagre
medical expeiience, we were able to cure you in record

time. Durim the three day period, you were also sub-

jected to a number of hypodermic injections which

iiave suited 3()ur body for life on Uldur. Changes

have taken p ace in your system which make it pos-

sible for you to breathe the rarefied atmosphere and
extract from i : sufficient oxygen to live normally. Other

drugs have al :ered the relation lietween your muscular

power and weight, so the widely different gravitational

effect on Uldt r will not be noticeable. In fact, you are

now breathing an artificial reproduction of Uldur ’s

atmosphere. The floors in this ship are supplied with

energies which simulate tlie gravity constant of Uklur.

Were this not the case you should now be floating in

space without ajiparent weight.

“Our s lace flier is the size of an ocean liner. It is

projectile-tshated, constructed of metal alloys, and is

capable of carrying three thousand passengers, though

the crew on tliis trip consists of but six Neloia. Tlie

force driving the ship is likewise unexplainable by
me, but I do Icnow that it is a reactive force of some
sort which prtpels the flier after the fashion of a huge

rocket. However, this force operates without sound

or vibration, as you can sec from the smooth, silent

progress with the enormous speed at which we are

traversing space.”

Frank had listened in amazement while eating. So
sincere was his friend in the discourse that he could

not disbelieve
;
besides there was Ky-lin and the silent

efficient Iwoiizc waiter to bear out the stoiy'. But he
felt more as if he were in a strangely empty and quiet

hotel than in s ship such as had been i)ortrayed.

“Doc,” he said, “it is all awaj- over mj' head. But
if you say it’s so, it must be so. I have finished my
meal and certainly enjoyed it. I sure was starv-ed.

So now take me through this vessel and show me more

of its interior. We can talk as we go.”

“Just what I was going to suggest, Chan. First

we shall visit Ky-lin in his quarters. From him you

will hear further details and a much better explanation

of our journey and intentious than I could possibly

give. Do you feel all right now?”
“Fit as a fiddle, Doc. But I am burning with curi-

osity and wish to .see and hear more. Strange, but I

have no regret at leaving good old mother earth—^at

least, not yet. I was just about at the end of my rope

back there and needed a change and rest badly. Hope
my assistant keeps things going proi)erly, though.”

“Yes Chan, I knew you W'ere iu a bad way, although

I did not realize that you were so close to collapse. That
is one of the reasons I chose you rather than someone
else

; that and our old friendship and understanding

of each other. But don’t worrj' about that office of

yours. You shall see for yourself that all is well and
also see how it was possil)le for me to keep such close

track of your movements.”

CHAPTER II

They had left the saloon and, after passing

through a lounge and writing room, mounted a

richly carpeted stair which led to a metal door,

in the center of which was emblazoned a sort of coat-

of-arms. All this seemed like a dream to Frank
;
the

siunptuous furnishings of his new surroundings, the

unfamiliar colors of all articles, the strange but de-

licious food, and the unnatural silence and solemnity

which prevailed. It was so mysterious; almost a feel-

ing of supernatural and miraculous power carrying him
on without protest or question.

Jack spoke a word in the strange tongue, directing

his voice toward a bright disc set into a panel of the

metal door. Inunediately the door opened and the two
entered the quarters of Ky-lin. Here all was as silent

as iu the larger rooms. They were greeted by Ky-liii

with a smile and hearty solicitations as to Frank's

appetite and welfare, after which he led theni into his

sitting room. This was truly a royal suite. The interior

l)etokened luxury and wealth. The commonest of ar-

ticles appeareil to he of gold, and as Frank noted tliN,,

he remembered with a start that the entire table service

for the meal he had just left had also been of the same
precious metal, or of some heavy metal greatly resemb-
ling it.

“You two have had a wonderful reunion, I per-

ceive,” said Ky-lin, as the three .seated themselves in

a large room whose furnishings included many mech-
anisms and instrimients. These were apparently for

controlling and navigating the ship.

Addressing Frank, Ky-lin continued, “Jack has un-

doubtedly told you where you are and how you came
to be here. I trust that you will forgive us our drastic

action in bringing you as we did. Our dear Jack

has observed you at your labors on Visin for some
time and was convinced that you would not greatU
object. Come, I shall demonstrate the nianner in,which
this was accomplished before proceeding with nly
story.”

Frank was led to a small table in the middle of the

room. This table was provided with a circular plate,

nearly covering the top and made of some material

which shone with the blackness of highly polished jet.
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Jvy-lin manipu!

of the table, tien grasped a knurled adjusting knob
which he turn

ished, leaving t!

of a dim glow
saw that the cisc pictured a portion of the heavens,

with one of tte planets larger and brighter than the

other bodies, [vy-lin directed him to watch this body
and, as he comjilied, the heavens seemed to rush toward
him through th

“This is the

powerful than

ies on Visin.

Visin itself,

in order that yo

compare. In pi

can continents

with vertigo,

headlong to th

again halted,

of New York a

and feet elevatt

once been seen

ated several control levers at the edge

:d slowly. The luminous ceiling van-
.lem in total darkness with the exception

from the disc. Peering closely, P’rank

medium of the wonderfid contrivance.

Rulgen,” spoke Ky-Iin, “infinitely more
he largest telescopes of the observator-

P'he large orb rushing toward you is

In a moment I shall stop the apparatus
1 may observe your world more closely.”

With incredi jle rapidity the bright orb grew larger

and larger until the outlines of the continents of the

western hemisphere became distinguishable. Soon the
image was fully two feet in diameter and Ky-lin stopped
the motion. The sight to Frank was strange beyond

iaiu relief the North and South Ameri-
were visible, the principal mountain

ranges and largest rivers and lakes being easily dis-

cerned. The rush of approach was resinned after a
moment. Speei lily they seemed to be nearing ; swifter
and swifter bee line the motion until Frank was seized

list as the impression of being dashed
earth became acute, the mechanism

Now they were directly over the city

1 iparently at not more than three thous-

ion. An identically similar view had
by Frank from an aeroplane, but now

the city was stationary, the deep canyons of the finan-

cial district jusi. below them.
Again Ky-lin spoke, as Frank watched in awe, “I

shall now actua e the penetrating energy which enables

us to observe olijects within the buildings. Do not be
alarmed at the illusion of rapid descent. You shall

soon see the interior of your own offices.”

As he spoke, ;he apparent descent re-commenced and
Frank grasped t le edge of the table to steady his nerves.

He recognized his own office building, gasped as the

vision seemed to pass through solid masonry and steel

girders, cried aloud when the motion ceased, leaving
the view in the lisc that of his own offices.

This was positively uncanny. Before his eyes he
observed the usual rush and bustle of his force; the

draftsmen were busy with their lay-outs; the clerks

and stenograph ;rs were at their appointed tasks; in

his own private office Jones was deep in conversation

with Mrs. Van Slyke. She smiled and nodded over

the blueprints o : Fifi’s suite. Evidently all was well

—

Frank had a keen feeling of disappointment for a time.

It appeared tha ; his presence was not as vitally neces-

sary as he had hought. There was a click; the lumi-

nous ceiling agsin flooded the room with its soft light.

The vision was gone. In a dazed manner, Frank
returned to his chair as Ky-lin and Jack laughed over

his wondermc it.

"Marvelous ! Unbelievable !” was his comment when
he recovered some measure of equanimity. “Is there

anything about science unknown to the Neloia?”

“Yes indeed,” was Ky-Iin’s reply. “Many, many
things. If we knew all, we should not have sent for
you or for Jack. We now come to the reasons for this,

and if you will bear with me for a short period, I shall

elucidate.

*‘T?OR countless ages the planet Uldur has been
X dying. The Neloia, who were once a happy and

powerful people, have been slowly reduced in numbers
and driven to the occupancy of a single city by the
gradual disappearing of the water supply and vegeta-
tion, as well as by the depredations of the Breggia, the
creatures who live beneath the surface of Uldur and
who have multiplied rapidly. Food is so scarce on
the surface that practically all we consume now is either

grown under ground or is a synthetic product. The
Breggia, part human, part loathsome beast, have grown
so bold and so powerful that soon there will be
no more Neloia. Life on the surface will be com-
pletely destroyed. The Breggia thrive on the lesser

animals which infest the streams and seas beneath.

The Neloia now number less than one million, and for
all of our scientific knowledge and vastly superior

mental power, we are no longer able to cope with tlie

increasing multitudes of underground dwellers.

“Many telani in tlie past, my people decided to leave
Uldur and to take up their abode on another planet.

After much thought and investigation, your world was
chosen as the most logical destination. But we dared
not descend upon Visin unheralded and unwanted. We
should have been mistaken for war-like invaders

;
prob-

ably a war would have resulted. The Neloia have
nothing but good will for the people of Visin and it

is our desire to iirepare the way and obtain the approval
of the Visinia, as we call your people, before attempt-
ing this migration. On your planet there is plenty of

food for all, even with the addition of our number, and
we are sure that the benefits accruing to your world
from the introduction of our advanced scientific achieve-

ments will more than make up for the increase in

population. But we desire that complete understanding

be reached before making the move, and for this reason
we brought Jack to us to study conditions for a time,

then to return to Visin with the story and with photo-
graphic and other evidence.

“Unfortunately, we have been unable to communi-
cate with the Visinia, although we have been attempt-

ing this for many telani. We have felt, and Jack has

concurred in tliis belief, that were he now to return

alone, his influence would not be sufficient to bring

about the desired result. Communication must be
established and to bring this about we came for you.

Our intention is to keep you on Uldur only until such

time as we have imparted to you the secret of the

Rulgen in its minutest details so that you will be able

to return and cause one of the instruments to be con-

structed for use on Visin. Then communication will

become a simple matter. Jack intends to remain with

us until all arrangements between the two worlds are

consummated. While you and he will not be able to

communicate in spoken words, we shall be able to

show to the people of Visin, conditions as they exist on
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Uiciur. Actual communication will be effected by
means of tiie printed rather than the spoken word,

since the printed or written page is made distinctly

visible in tiie disc of the Rulgen. Jack has kindly

taught your English speech and writing to several of

us, including myself. Thus will the problem of car-

rying on negotiations be solved and thus will j^our

story and that of our dear Jack be substantiated.

Possibly the Neloia are over timid, over fearful. But,

after viewing the horril: ie results of the last great con-

flict of nations on Visin, you can scarceh' blame us for

using caution. Our mission is one of peaceful coloiri-

zation and we .shall repay in many ways, if our wel-

come is assured. Have
“Indeed you have, Kj'-Iin,” Frank answered at once,

“I feel certain that it v
.sired negotiations to a
do have some doubt as

ill lie possible to carry the de-

successful conclusion. But I

to my al)ility to carry out my
own part of the program, hly knowledge of machinery

and of .scientific matter

so stored in your brain

sible for a single thin

chemicals required are

some are rather rare.

I made myself clear ?’

is verj' slight.”

“’My dear Frank, ycu need have no fear on that

score,” he was assured liy Ky-lin. “By a mental im-

pression process known to the Neloia, each detail of

the construction and operation of the Rulgen will be

that it will lie utterly impos-

to escape. All metals and
obtainable on Visin, although

Certain of your optical instru-

ment builders are sufficjiently skilled to con.struct the

apparatus to the specifications to be furnished by you.

ty in any way. It is mo.st un-
which brought you to us acts

. Could we use this energy

a simple matter to deposit a

We anticipate no difficu'

fortunate that the force

only on animate oliject

otherwise, it w’ould be

completed Rulgen in oiie of your observatories after

you had made arrangements for its reception. But we
know of no energy with which this might be accom-
plished, nor could we land one of our fliers in a rejinote

spot with the idea of transporting a completed Riilgen

to its place of use. The instrument is too delica|te to

be moved in any way. You will note the extreme
weight and rigidity of its support in this ship.

“That is enough for the pre.sent, Frank. We shall

continue the discussion after we meet my father and
the Urdia, his counsellors. In the meanwhile I shall

lie pleased to show you through this flier, if it is your
desire to know more of its construction.”

“Ky-lin, you are most kind,” Frank answered, “I
am in such a state of wonder and amazement that I

can .scarcely absorb all of this now. And I am deeply
interested in this vessel. It hardly seems possible that

S EVERAE hours were spent in showing to Frank
the innermost compartments of the vessel. At

each step, each new explanation, his wonder increased.
The only visible mechanisms were those in the control

room where the Rulgen was installed. The several
energies used for various; purposes on board were pro-
duced silently in spherical retorts and conducted to
their destinations without wires or piping. No moving
parts were in evidence. All was so silent, so appar-

ently effortless. Near the stern of the vcs.sel were
about twenty of the large metal spheres which pro-
duced the propelling energy, the outrushiiig’ force vvhicli

drove the flier through space at tremendous speed. Ky-
lin explained that this force was controlled from his

own quarters by one of the machines which emitted
directing waves of suitalde length for the accomplish-
ment of the desired result. The energy which had
brought Frank to the ship was similarly controlled, as
were the gravity-simulating, heating, and atmo.sphere
producing forces. The vessel itself was a huge space-
traversing hotel; the individual staterooms, the crew’s
quarters, everjdhing giving the impression of one of
the palatial ocean liners of Visin, made infinitely more
beautiful and comfortable Iw the unfamiliar furnish-
ings and conveniences. Over all hung the silence like

a pall. Frank shivered at thought of the predicament
of the Neloia, the i>cople doomed unless help came from
his own world.

“Now Frank, old Ijoy,” said Jack when they had seen
about all there was to be seen, “as your physician I

must order you to bed for at least ten hours. You
know you were a veiy sick man and, even though you
may feel first rate now, you are actually a convalescent
and must get an extra amount of rest. Nothing further

to eat until you awake, either. I know that you are
excited and all that, but it is alisoliitely necessary that

you do as I say. Am I not right, Ky-lin?”
“What 5"Ou say is quite true, Jack,” Ky-lin responded.

“It was inexcusable of me to keep your friend on his

feet for so long a time. We shall find a first class

stateroom for Frank at once.”
Frank started to protest Init changed his mind with

the realization that he was, in truth, very tired and
beginning to feel weak and dizzy. So, without further
ado, he permitted them to lead him to bed. Not until

he was between the silken sheets did he fully appre-
ciate the wisdom of Jack’s order. Ky-lin brought a
hypodermic syringe and gave him another injection,

for what purpose he did not know or much care. Al-
most instantly he fell into a deep sleep and his two
friends, the old and new, tip-toed from the room and
closed the door iiehliid tliem.

When Frank awoke, it was with a feeling of re-

freshed vigor and well-being such as he had never
Iiefore experienced. He sprang from his downy bed
with alacrit}- and jumped for the shower bath which
K}’-liii had shown him how to use. The cold bath
enlivened him to a degree approaching exuberance and
quickly he was dressed, and went in search of his

friends. As he had expected, he found them in Ky-Iin's
quarters. They sat before a circular screen similar to
that of the Rulgen. Another of the beautiful bronze
giants was at the controls.

“Good morning Frank. How do you feel now?^’
spoke Ky-lin and Jack as one voice.

“Fine, thanks. Both of you. How long have I

slept?”

Ky-lin laughed. “J'-^st about fifteen hours," he re-
plied, “but observe the screen before you. See where
we are.”

On the screen, like a panoramic motion picture, was
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presented the nigged contour of a weird country, over

which they were passing at moderate speed. The
landscape was seamed and scarred; bare; arid. Tow-
ering crags, of coppery hue, seemed about to crumble

and fall. River beds and canals, long since dry, exposed

strata of vari-colored rock—colors foreign to nature

on earth. Not a sign of life or of vegetation was in

evidence. Ruins of habitations which had once been

pretentious in size and architectural beauty appeared

here and there. Long unused roads, which had in

past ages been smooth and heavily traveled, were now
broken and twisted by the sub-surface convulsions of

a planet in its death throes. Soon they approached the

ruins of a large city, passed directly over it. This city

had been walled, and still showed signs of a former
high degree of organized civilization. Outlines of

public squares, ruins of tall skj^scrapers similar to those

on earth, still remained. Some of the stone among the

ruins gleamed with the myriad hues of mother-of-

pearl. Over everything brooded the mystery of ages.

The winds whipped up and sent into swirling clouds

the dust of decay.

Now they were over the bed of a former sea, dry

as the ruins they had just left. Fissures in what had

once been the bottom of a large body of water emitted

vapors, vicious and searing, some blue as the flame of

a blast lamp, some yellow and sulphurous. Ahead in

the distance could be seen a mountainous coast. Ky-
lin explained that Ulderg, the city of the Neloia, lay

just beyond the range of hills and that they would be

there in less than a half arg, or about twenty minutes,

as time is reckoned on earth.

The time passed quickly and soon the mountain
range was crossed. A greatly different scene was pre-

sented to view. A great valley spread before them,

blue-green with vegetation, scattered and stunted, yet

alive. Networks of irrigating canals stretched as far

as the eye could follow and patches of partly culti-

vated ground made a checkerboard of the laidscapc.

At the horizon, directly ahead, clouds of bice vapor

eddied and drifted. With a momentary clearing away
of the vapors a second range of mountains became

visible only a few miles arvay. To the left, almost

in the center of the valley rose a lone peak, flat-topped.

On the plateau thus formed w^as seen the city of the

Neloia, a cluster of tall buildings arranged with mathe-

matical precision to jirovide roadways between. Each

building glinted in the sunlight with the reds, blues,

and purples of carborundum crystals. Evidently they

were constructed from a material fused in the crucibles

of nature in the interior of the strange planet. The
bizarre appearance of the city tvas further heightened

by the hemispherical domes that topped all of the

buildings. These shimmered and scintillated in the

semi-sunlight wdth the yellow of pure gold.

A central open space surrounded a structure much
larger than the others, likewise covered by an immense
dome. But this building was opal white from the

ground up and was decorated with spires and minarets,

as were none of the other habitations. Ky-lin uttered

a word of command to the mute figure at the controls

and the speed of the vessel slackened as they approached

tne central square of the city. When the ship was
directly overhead, all motion ceased and they hovered
high above the glistening dome of the white cchfice.

Ky-lin explained that this was the palace of his father,

the Randenat, and that it was to be Frank’s home dur-

ing his stay, as it had been Jack’s.

The square was crowded with Neloia, as were the
radiating streets. All faces beneath them were turned
skyward and great excitement seemed to prevail. As
the vessel settled slowly toward the surface, the crowd
drew back from the palace, leaving a clear rectangular

space some seven hundred feet long and two hundred
wide. In this space there appeared a large opening as

a section of the pavement swung back into the cavity

beneath. The flier dropped into this opening and on
the screen the view changed to that of a huge under-
ground shipyard, where nine more of the machines

rested in their cradles. Slowly the vessel carrying our

two Visinia dropped into the one empty cradle and
came to rest without the slightest shock.

Frank followed Ky-lin and Jack to the disembarking
platform with eager anticipation. All three were ex-

cited and expectant. The immense gathering for their

welcome betokened something out of the ordinary. The
Randak gravely remarked that some occurrence of im-
portance must have taken place during his absence to

account for the unusual demonstration.

CHAPTER III

THEIf were greeted at the landing platform by
three of the Neloia, wdio engaged Ky-lin and

Jack in rapid and excited conversation in their

own tongue. These were obviously Neloia of high de-

gree, since they conversed with Ky-lin on a basis of

close understanding.. Their garb consisted of short

tunics of cloth of gold, bound about the waist with
hea\7- cords of white. Ky-lin had donned a similar

garment before leaving the ship. These were certainly

a handsome people, thought Frank, as he watchec the

expressions of the faces while the animated disccurse

continued. The color of the skin did not detract in

the slightest degree from the classic beauty of body and
head. All had curly black hair, close cropped, and in-

tense black eyes, which somehow held an expression of

combined joy and sorrow, of peace mingled with fear.

Ky-lin received the news, whatever it was, with extreme
gravity and concern, and the six hastened over a long

runway toward a point underneath the palace. As the

pace quickened almost to a run. Jack dropped behind

and explained to Frank that a serious misfortune had

excited the populace and that they had been waiting in

the streets for hours for the return of Ky-lin, who was
greatly loved and trusted by all.

It seemed that one of the fotir sources of water sup-

ply had been closed off by a sub-surface tremor of

great magnitude and that several hundred workers had

been entombed at the same time. The water supply,

Jack stated, consisted of four large underground lakes,

which were originally of great depth but had been

gradually lowering in level due to the demands of the

Neloia, until it was becoming a matter of grave con-

cern as to how long a time the supply could be expected
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to hold out. Now with the loss of one-fourth the num-
her of reservoirs the matter was really one to cause

trouble. With the burying of the lake and of several

hundred Neloia there had also been destroyed one of

the pumping and purification plants, and as each of

these had only a definite daily cajiacity the populace

already found it necessaiy' to curtail their use of the

precious liquid. The surface irrigation would have to

be al)andoned and all food oljtained from under ground.

To aggravate matters further Ky-mar was danger-

ously ill. The public had not been notified of this, since

the Urdia feared the result of heaping an added worry

on the heads of the people. Ky-lin was much upset

over the whole affair and wished to see his father im-

mediately. The Urdia, however, felt that it w’ould be

best for him to first appear Ijefore the assembled multi-

tude to quiet and reassure them.

They had now reached the base of an elevator shaft

similar to those in the large buildings on earth. One
of the Urdia directed his voice toward the little bright

disc which was set into the wall adjacent to the shaft.

The car appeared at once and as the passengers en-

tered, it arose swiftly and silently at another word of

command uttered by Ky-lin, who had stationed himself

at the disc in the side wall of the sage. At the halting

of the lift the .six emerged upon a balcony which over-

looked the public square, packed with a dense crowd of

milling, gesticulating Neloia. \\Teu Ky-lin appeared,

there arose a great shout of welcome. “Akra, akra,

Randak!” Frank made out as the salute to their prince.

Ky-lin raised his hand in a dignified gesture of com-

mand and the crowd was stilled. Where, but a mo-
ment before, i^andemonium had reigned, all was now
as quiet as if the streets rvere deserted instead of packed

to overflowing. A highly-polished crystal sphere was
placed on the balcony railing before the Randak, and

when he commenced speaking in a rather quiet tone of

voice, his speech was amplified to the magnitude of a

sonorous I)Ut distinct thundering, which rolled forth

over the square and its surrounding streets like the

benediction of a deity. This reminded Frank of the

puldic address systems in use on earth but was infinitely

more powerful and true to tone. The voice came from

nowhere in particular ; it permeated the consciousness

of the listener as if generated in his own brain.

The words of Ky-lin’s speech were so mucli jargon to

Frank, but it was apparent from the pleased looks of

the Urdia and from the reactions of the crowd, that the

desired result rvas effected. When he finished, a great

roar came up from the assemljly and immediately they

conmienced to disperse, the Neloia streaming from the

square and into the side streets in orderly quiet. Jack

whispered that Ky-lin had used the bringing of the sec-

ond visitor from Visin as a means of encouraging and

reassuring his people, telling them that negotiations

with the di.stant planet were already on the way to a

quick and successful conclusion. He had ascribed al-

most superhuman virtues and influence on his own

earth to the new visitor. Frank chilled inwardly at

thought of what would now l>e expected of him by thi.s

remarkable peo])le, and wondered hopelessly how any

action of liis own could possibly bring about results tliat

would justify the hopes that were now placed in him,

]vy-lin and the three Urdia hurried to Ky-mar ’s bed-

side with the two Visinia a few steps behind. Frank
was impressed more and more with the ancient graudeur

of his surroundings. The rooms through which they

passed were spacious and high-ceilinged, decorated with

splendor seldom seen on earth. Everywhere were ar-

ticles and fittings of gold. He was later to learn that

gold was actually used in its pure form by the Neloia

and was valued solely for its beauty of color, since it

was one of the commonest of metals to be found in the

mines of Uldur.

In reverence Ky-lin and the counsellors approached
the canopied bed wherein reposed the figure of the Ran-
denat. I’ropped up on silken pillows in the midst of un-

told luxury lay the aged ruler. At his Itedside knelt a

girl sobbing as the hand of the obviously dying monarch
stroked her glossy black hair. Standing at the opposite

side of the bed were two court physicians and both

shook their heads gravely as they were greeted l)y

Ky-lin, who neared the death bed alone and in silence.

Strangely enough, the dying words of Ky-mar were in

precise English, painfully enunciated. The Randak
knelt beside the girl with his arm thrown over her

quivering shoulders. The keen black eyes of the old

man softened in tenderne.ss, a kindly smile illuminat-

ing his rugged bronze features. The magnificent head,

surmounted by a crinkled mass of snowy white hair

lay immovable on the pillow. The single hand outside

the coverlet, once strong and sure, now wandered aim-

lessly, alternately stroking the head of the sobbing girl

and fluttering toward the free hand of Ky-lin. Un-
ashamed, Ky-lin looked up with great tears coursing

down his ruddy cheeks and listened intently as the last •

words of his father were spoken, almost inaudibly. »

“Beloved children,” he gasped, “weep not at my pass-

ing. Think rather on the future, the glorious task be-

j

fore you of perpetuating the race of the Neloia, of

delivering them from the fears and horrors of exist-

I
ence on poor ancient Uldur. Ky-lea, I leave you in the

care of your dear l)rother Ky-lin, as I do all of my
dear people. Ky-lin, I have every confidence in your

ability to carry on with our plans and to wisely, lov-

ingly guide and protect your people. My sight fails,'

but I believe that you have brought with you the friend
|

of our dear Jack. Call both of our visitors to me, that

I may look upon their countenances and pass into the

luiknown with assurance that all is well.”
|

Frank now found that he too could not hold back

the flow of tears. It seemed that he was losing an old

and extremely dear friend of his own. As he and

Jack approached, the girl Ky-lea arose weakly and
rushed into the extended arms of Jack, burying her

head on his shoulder. Again Ky-mar beamed and gave

the two his blessing. This was a revelation to Frank;

he had not harbored the slightest idea of anything of

the sort in connection with Iris hid pal, who had never
interested himself in the opposite sex at all in their

younger days.

“Draw near to me. Frank,” requested the dying

man, “that I may see with my own eyes, that what I

have been told of you is true.”
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Frank complied, and gazed sorrowingly into the in-

tense, but now glazing eyes of the Randenat. Ky-mar

regarded him earnestly; then smiled in contentment

and closed his eyes. They thought that the great soul

had passed, but again he spoke with a last painful

effort

:

“I am content. I go, but I shall watch over you all

from that plane where dwell the spirits of our fathers.

Be brave and faithful, my children. Mourn not, hut

carry on with renewed strength. My gratitude to you

two, dear Visinia, knows no bounds. You and yoitr

people shall be richly rewarded for receiving the rem-

nants of my once happy and powerful Neloia. Fare-

well, all. Farewell.”

With the satisfied smile still on the face of the de-

serted body, the spirit of Ivy-mar left to join those of

his forefathers. The emotions of those in the room

Were unrestrained for a time. As the physicians care-

fully covered the still features, the Urdia stood with

bowed heads. Jack comforted Ky-lea as best he could

with his own heart full of sorrow, Ky-lin stood with

arms folded over his deep chest and with eyes that

stared unseeiiigly into the great beyond through a film

of tears. Frank, with a great lump in his throat, looked

on helplessly.

CHAPTER IV

The succeeding days were busy ones indeed.

Frank was accepted by the Urdia and other mem-
bers of the court, as if he were an equal and had

always been among them. He was taken to one of the

mental impression laboratories and in a few hours had

been given the complete language of the Neloia, never

to be forgotten. The news of Ky-niar’s death was re-

ceived in deep sorrow by his subjects and the burial

rites which followed were touching in the extreme.

These were an emotional and sympathetic people. They

had obviously loved the Randenat as no ruler on Visiii

had ever been loved by his subjects.

The beauty and stateliness of the Neloia impressed

Frank more and more as he came to know them better.

The men were of magnificent physique, averaging well

over six feet in height, but of the kindliest and most

understanding disposition. Their striking beauty of

form and feature was accentuated rather than marred

by the color of the skin. The women were marvelous,

smaller in stature and with exquisitely modeled bodies

revealed by the filmy garments they wore
;
much lighter

in color than the males, their skin was of smooth peach-

like texture. Brilliant black hair was piled high on

their heads in soft fluffiness of arrangement. Large,

bright, intelligent eyes looking forth with that inde-

finable expression of mingled hope and sorrow, made
them the most appealing beauties it had ever been

Frank’s good fortune to come into contact with. Of
these, Ky-Iea was liy far the most beautiful, and Frank
told his friend again and again of his good fortune in

having won for himself so glorious a woman.
The succession of Ky-lin to the throne and title of

his father was S5mibolized with little pomp and cere-

mony. At an assembly of the Urdia and the most im-

portant personages among the Neloia, he was presented

ration and distillation

mining of metals and

with the emblem of his sovereignty, a golden sceptre of

curious design, which was placed in his hand by one

of the Urdia with a simple speech outlining the laws of

succession as handed down through, the generations of

their ancestors. This ceremony was held in the large

Urdesil or throne room of tlie palace, not more than

five hundred Neloia being present. Frank learned after-

ward that practically all of tire population actually at-

tended the ceremony in the privacy of their homes, in

the mines, lalroratories, workshops, wherever they might

be, through the Tesk, that most perfected of instru-

ments which brought the speech and movements of the

entire scene to them in faithful reproduction.

The Neloia returned to their nornral mode of living

and to their regular appointed tasks. With the excep-

tion of the curtailment of the water supply all was as it

had been previously. The faith and trust in the new
Randenat was complete.

kleanwhile Frank learned muoh of the past history

and existing conditions of Uldur. He was assigned to

a suite of rooms in the palace adjoining those of Jack,

and the two were constant companions, often joined by

the beautiful Ky-lea. He learned of the undergrotmd

operations of the Neloia, the fil;

of the scanty water su])ply, the

'

minerals required by them, the cultivation of certain

vegetable life which throve only in the dampness far

beneath Ulderg.

He learned of the Breggia, the loathsome creatures

who were the product of their underground environ-

ment, through ages of living near the sub-surface sea,

where their ancestors, who had originally been Neloia,

had fled in terror during an ancient period of quakes,

landslides and other wddespread surface disturbances

which had, at one fell swoop, killed off half of the in-

habitants of the planet. These creatures had degenerated

through eons of time into amphibian monsters, retain-

ing some of the features and brain capacity of the

Neloia, but with bodie.s of reptiles and with eyes that

could see only in darkness. Carnivorous they were, of

necessity, feeding upon the fish and other creatures

that abounded in the inner recesses of their realm. The
Neloia feared them not in .sunlight, but in darkness the

raids of the Breggia were frequent and sometimes of

serious consequence in the number of Neloia killed

and ill the destruction of considerable areas of the

farm lands in the valley surrounding the city. Their

realm was in no wise connected with the underground

workings of the Neloia, hut a constant dread of the

Breggia finding a means of tunneling through or of the

forces of nature opening passages to their stronghold

filled the minds of the harassed people.

The city of Ulderg was constructed on the plateau

for safety from the marauders, hut during the past

generation they had found means of scaling the sheer

cliffs and occasional sorties had netted the Breggia

numbers of the inhabitants, who had been carried away,

screaming, to horrible deaths and ultimate consumption-

by their enemies, as delicacies of food. The dwelling

places of Ulderg were impregnable and the Breggia al-

ways left before dawn, but the Neloia were never sure

whether they dared venture from their abodes after
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nightfall or not. It was an indescribable reign of terror.

Each day Frank spent coirsiderable time in one of

the mental impression laboratories, having the mysteries

of the Rulgen implanted in his mind. Part of this

acquisition of scientific knowledge was liy his conscious

mind, but most of the intricate details were indelildy

left in his .subcoinscious mind by a proce.ss of thought

transference, accomplished while he was in the trance

—

which was his daily experience. It was necessary to

convey the information piecemeal, since the human
body and brain could not long endure the process with-

out rest from the strain. A^ery little of mechanical aid

was required by the Neloia who had this in charge.

After a moment of subjection to the orange rays from
some light-producing device, Frank would lose con-

sciousness, and the Neloia would proceed with the dis-

mantling of portions of the Rulgen, giving to Frank
in his state of coma a detailed description of each

minute part, including dimensions, materials of con-

struction, and the functioning of that particular jrart

in the assembled whole. When Frank left each day,

after this experience, he found that he had no recol-

lection of what had transpired and he anxiously told

his instructors of this. This, they advised him, was the

natural cour.se of events. The material rras entirely

stored in his subconscious mind, he was assured, and
would not be released to his conscious mind until all

data was completely impressed. Then he should be

able to transfer the instructions like blueprints and
printed description from the unsuspected storehouse of

a certain portion of his brain. This was all very aston-

isliing to Frank and he had some doubts as to whether

the process was taking effect, even though it had been

successful in the case of the language of the Neloia.

O NE evening, as Jack and Frank were dining with

Ky-lin and the charming princess, who was to be

Jack’s bride, a shrill wail smote the night air, rising in

swift crescendo until it reached a volume that well nigh

shattered the ear drums. It was the alarm. The Breg-

gia were coming

!

Immediately all was excitement. Dinner was for-

gotten. The four rushed to the balcony and watched

the scene in the square below. ISIany Neloia were on
the streets and now, panic-stricken, these rushed in all

directions. Confusion prevailed for a time but very

soon the streets were practically deserted. All but a

few of the inhabitants had reached safety, and those

remaining behind were guards and police whose duty

it was to see that none remained in unprotected places.

Fearful silence among the watchers
;
then a roar and a

quivering of the building with the measured tread of a

great army- of advancing creatures who must have been

of enormous weight. From the uppermost portions of

the tall buildings shot forth the rayvs of myniad search-

lights, illuminating the streets with the brilliance of

daylighh The Breggia could not see in such light, but

were guided by the building walls and came in such

numbers tliat they could not go wrong. They simply

fdled the streets, covering every' portion of exposed
pavement so that nothing in their. path could escape.

When they came upon one of the Neloia who had failed

to get under cover in time, he was generally' killed by
breaking his neck and carried away when they retired.

Sometimes though, he might be i)orne away in trimnph,

alive, for later subjection to unspeakable horrors of

torture. Frank could hear their approach up one of

the side streets, and as Ky-lea shivered with dread she

was led inside by Jack, who desired that she be spared

the sight so soon after her bereavement. Frank re-

mained with Ky-lin and watched breathlessly.

A scream rang , through the deserted streets from
close at hand as some unfortunate laggard met his fate.

Ky'-lin paled and clenched his fists. Nothing could be

done. The Breggia were so nearly' immortal that the

efforts of the Neloia had thus far produced no means of

exterminating them or of even killing one of the brutes.

All known energies had been tried. Sometimes they

had been able to paralyze one of their enemies for a

space but the victim always recovered and escaped be-

fore a capture could be made. Huge machines had
been constructed at the rim of the plateau to decapitate

the creatures as they' came over the edge. But this did

no good, since the bodies kept on with their progress

and work of destruction, seemingly without missing the

lost appendages. Gases had been used wdthout effect.

Penetrating missiles covered with every' conceivable

variety of poison had been tried. All to no avail. The
scientists of the Neloia were at their w'its’ end.

With a bellow' of rage, one of the creatures turned a

conicr and swung into the square. This w'as evidently

the leader of the horde, and with a shudder of disgust,

Frank cast his ey'es on the first of the Breggia he had
seen. The creature w'as fully' forty' feet in length and
its body reminded Frank of some of the antedeluvian

monsters he had seen in reconstructed skeleton form in

the museum back in New York. This was a huge scaly

lizard with a horrible and ferocious human head. Ky-lin
drew' the now speechless Frank within and bolted tlie

heaw shutters. They watched the scene in the square
through one i)f the screens, such as was used in the

space flier. The leader of the Breggia reared up on its

hind legs, bracing itself in a vertical position with its

massive stumpy tail and clawing the air in a frenzy
w'ith the long curved talons of its forefeet. The huge
head, human, y'et inde.scribabh' inhuman, svvay'ed from
side to side blindly' in the light of a dozen searchlights.

It was a horrid sight, terrifying in the extreme. Hun-
dreds, thousands, of the Breggia swarmed into the
square, packing it to the utmost. The monsters lum-
bered about in their blindness, stumbling against the
palace w'alls, but ever feeling, claw'ing for some poor
Neloe who might have been unable to escape. Some
reared up as the leader had done and claw'ed at the

palace w'alls. Frank w'as trembling wdth excitement,

and Ky-lin almost w'ept in helpless rage.

From the globe in the center of the room came verbal

reports from the outlooks stationed in towers at vari-

ous points about the city'. One by one these turned in

their accounts of Neloia captured and killed. Three
here, tw’elve there, thirty at the entrance to one of the

mines. It was terrible to Frank. How' much more so
it must have been to Ky-lin. These were his people
and he was pow'erless to help them.
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Jack and Ky-Iea had disappeared to one of the inner

rooms but all through the night Ky-lin and Frank

watched the screen and listened to the incoming re-

ports. Things were not as bad as they had been dur-

ing some of the raids, according to Ky-lin’s advice, but

they were bad enough. As nearly as could be made

out from the reports of the look-outs, almost two hun-

dred of the Neloia had fallen victims this time. Often

the number was closer to a thousand. With the first

hint of approaching, dawn the Breggia left, lumbering

away in their speedy awkwardness like the hippopotami

of Visin. Again the ground shook and snarls of rage

and disappointment filled the air.

Jack entered the room with Ky-lea on his arm. She

was exhausted from her vigil, red-eyed from weeping.

Jack had kept her from the viewing screens and the two

had sat in the library throughout the terrible night.

Frank’s heart went out to the sorrow-laden people, and

he swore to himself a great oath that some way, some-

how, he would pave the way for their migration to

his world, and that quickly.

All four were exhausted, and Ky-lin led his sister to

her suite as Frank and Jack repaired to their own
quarters. Frank was so worked up that he had no

thought of sleep in spite of his weariness. He insisted

on talking over the situation with his friend. He had

not realized what a tremendous force this was with

which the Neloia must contend, had not appreciated the

dispiriting effect of such horrors as he had just wit-

nessed. It had been a surprise to him that so wonder-

ful a people as the Neloia could be such fatalists, so

resigned to a condition which, as he thought, must

surely be susceptible of some means of remedy. But

now he understood and he wished to talk about it.

Jack was terribly upset over the effect on Ky-lea this

time, although he had seen many such raids in the pa.st

and was himself more or less hardened to them. Still

he was willing to talk and to forego his own sleep, so

the two men remained in

entire morning, engaged in earnest conversation.

CHAPTER V

Frank's sitting room for the

** 1~^OC, old man,” commenced Frank, as he ner-

I 1 vously paced the floor before his friend, who
^ sat with his head bowed in his hands, “This

thing is awful ;
hideous. Do 3^011 mean to sa3’ that this

sort of terror has been the lot of the Neloia for years?”

“Not 3-ears, Chan,” replied Jack, looking up. “No,

not years merel3n Ages. You must remember that

many generations gone, when our own world was still

very young, the Neloia were a great people and num-
bered several billions. They were happy, peaceful, pros-

perous, and had already mastered science to a far

greater degree than is yet understood on Visin. The
catacl}"sm which reduced the population of Uldur b3-

half and sent millions scurrying to the underground

world, occurred more than ten thousand years ago.

Evolution set to work, both on and under the surface.

The brave souls who remained on the surface developed

into an even more advanced and intelligent race. The
under-surface dwellers developed through the ages into

the monsters 3-011 saw last night.- For several thousand

3’ears there was no contact between the two, and mean-
while the Neloia had been still further reduced in num-
bers by the death agonies of Uldur, upheavals which

have continued w'ith increasing frequenc3- and violence.

Eventuall3% the Breggia, as now existing, ventured forth

under cover of darkness and nearly wiped out, in a

single night, one of the largest cities of the Neloia.

They were fought against with desperation, but what

could be done ?

“Apparently the Breggia cannot be destroyed.

Through the ages has this one-sided warfare continued,

until the number of remaining Neloia became pitifully

small and all retreated to Ulderg, the capitol, and im-

proved and enlarged the old city on the plateau as a

last resort. They were safe for many telani, but

eventually the Breggia learned of their whereabouts and

resumed warfare. Fortunately the city is well pro-

tected by the nature of its habitations, and if all could

be kept within at the time of these raids, none would

perish. But the Breggia come without warning and so

speedy is their approach, that always some fall miser-

able victims, notwithstanding the elaborate look-out and

alarm system that has been developed. The morale of

the Neloia has become absolutely undermined.”

“But, Doc, has ever3i;hing been tried in an effort to

discover some w-ay of destroying these revolting crea-

tures? Have the Neloia tried disease germs, for in-

stance ?”

“Chan, that is ridiculous,” he replied. “You have

seen for yourself how far in advance of our own peo-

ple the Neloia are in scientific matters. Of course they

have tried everything. Bacteria of every known disease

have been used without effect. Heat energy, explosives,

all sorts of energies unknown to us, have been experi-

mented with and no results of consequence obtained.

And the worst of it all is that, even after we satisfy

the Neloia that they will be w-elcome, it will take so

long a time to carry them all to Visin—thirty thousand

per trip of the fleet—^thirty round trips,and all trips can-

not be made as quickl3' as wa
;
yours. The two planets

were almost in conjunction then. j\Ieanwhile the Breg-

gia grow stronger and bolder.” He shook his head

despairingly. Evidently, Jack’s courage was flagging.

“Somehow, Doc, I can't help but feel there is some

way of defeating the brutes,” Frank blurted out, “and

I’m damned if I don’t find it myself, too. Laugh if

you wish. I know I am Just a narrowed, restricted

planner of fool buildings for fool jieople, but I haven’t

lost my nei-ve anyway.”

“No, I won’t laugh at you, old man. But I tell you

it is hopeless. Had 3-011 been here as long as I have

you would readily agree. But go to it. Who knows

but you may be right ?”

“Maybe I was talking a little out of turn. Doc, and

I haven’t a plan of any sort. But just the same I still

think that a way can be found—b3'' some one.”

. “Chan, the greatest scientists of Uldur have been

working on the problem for generations and are still

hard at it. The time is too short for them to do much
more. The migration must be accomplished before the

race is extinct. Think of what good these people can

do for our world. Why, with the combining of the
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peoples of the tivo planets and with the environment of

our earth to help the Neloia, Visin will become a verita-

ble paradise.”

“Indeed it will. Doc. I can hardly wait until the

move is consummated. But I can’t get the idea of the

hideous Breggia out of my head. To think of leaving

the Neloia to their mercies for a year or more is simply

out of the question. But, as you say, and as the Neloia

themselves resignedly repeat, ‘What can be done?’
”

“Now Chan, I know how you are broken up over

the raid. I was the same way myself when I witnessed

the first one. But you must just keep at the mastering

of the Rulgen and get back to Visin to have one con-

structed as quickly as possible. Ever since I have been

here I have been attempting to persuade the Neloia to

take a chance and land at least one shipload on our

earth—^to make their own negotiations in person. They
will not consent. They are too conscientious, too fear-

ful.”

“Oh, I am keeping on 'with the Rulgen, never fear.

I am told that two more lessons will do the trick. Hope
it works.”

“It will work, Chan. I have no fear of that. I have

seen too many of the same sort of things done. It is a
marvelous method, don’t you think ?”

“Wonderful,” agreed Frank, “Think of how the

mental status of our own peoples could be improved by
such methods. It will revolutionize our world, since

by its means the Neloia can well be able to impart all

of their knowledge when they come to us.”

“Yes, Chan, that is exactly what they mean when
they say they will repay. They could bring plenty of

gold, too, but I think that would be a mistake. It

might do more harm than good
;

it might even unsta-

bilize the money markets and cause another war on our

fool planet.”

“Gold !” snorted Frank contemptuously, “What does

gold amount to when there is a glorious race to save.

I hope they never bring an ounce of it to our world.

What they have to offer is far more precious. But Doc,

old friendj don’t take my ravings too seriously. I’m

sorry I’ve kept you up. And now it is time for me to

leave for the laboratory.”

“You didn’t keep me up, Chan. I told you I was
not going fo bed anyway. And besides, I was expect-

ing you to be raging after seeing the raid. I stormed

for days myself the first time.”

Jack ran his fingers through his already badly mussed
blond thatch as Frank prepared to leave. He sighed

when he thought of Ky-lea. He loved her to distraction

and was mortally afraid for her safety. Now, with the

coming of Frank though, he was in some unaccountable

way encouraged. He had not spoken of this to Frank,

but whenever memories came to him of the old days

when his friend had led tlie Varsity eleven to victory

time and again, stubbornly fighting against odds which

would have discouraged anyone but Frank, he cheered

up at once. Good old Chan, he thought, he seemed to

be getting back to his old fighting form. As he watched

his friend disrobe for the sparingly used shower, he

marveled at the steely muscles that rippled under the

film integument of his back; at the determined poise

of his well-shaped head; the strong set of his chin.

From the depths of the cold spray Frank shouted,

“Well, Doc, this helps a lot. Cheer up, old man.
You’ll get back to Texas yet. And believe me, you’ll

show your home town folks a bride to be proud of, too.

Wait ’til your folks see the beautiful Ky-lea. And
wait ’til some of our old chums see the rest of the gor-

geous Neloia girls. Boy, but there’ll be some scramble.

Theatrical and ‘movie’ magnates will be stricken with

apoplexy.” He laughed with his renewed good spirits.

“Attaboy, Chan,” called his friend, “Now you’re talk-

ing like yourself again. Lord, but I feel better now,

too. Keep it up.”

Frank finished his toilet, whistling, while Jack looked

on in amusement. Soon he w'as ready and with a

cheery ‘so long,’ and a playful punch to the ribs, he

was gone.

“Well, what do you know about that?” Jack thought

aloud. “A half hour ago he was as low as I have ever

seen anyone. And he has been drifting into crabbed

old age for years, too, with his confounded hard work.

I have a hunch something is going to happen.”

He started for his own rooms, much heartened.

Frank went through his usual course of instruction

with eagerness, and when he returned to full conscious-

ness, he questioned his instructors regarding the under-

ground life of the Neloia. He expressed a desire to

see some of the cultivation of edible fungi and vegeta-

tion which was carried on beneath the city. Rete, the

chief instructor, offered to take him below for a trip of

inspection. Frank was much pleased at the prospect,

since he had not seen any of the underground activities

at all, so far.

CHAPTER VI

Rete led him to a small lift and in this way they

descended rapidly for what seemed like a long

period of time.

“How deep are those workings?” Frank inquired.

“The portion we are going to visit is some four thou-

sand feet dowfi, as you measure distance,” rvas the re-

sponse, “and I believe you will find this spot of extreme

interest.”

The car stopped suddenly and they enserged into a

huge cavern, lighted by the same soft glow used every-

where by the Neloia. This light was reflected in count-

less colors of vivid brilliancy Irom masses of stalactite

formations high overhead. The air was damp, but

pleasantly odorous of life and of growing things.

Hundreds of Neloia were busy among numberless beds

of vegetation strange to Frank’s eyes. Here was a
veritable forest of mushroom-like growths, fully eight

feet in height and with gleaming purple stems the size

of tree trunks. The umbrella-like tops were from seven

to ten feet in diameter and the undersides of these were
radially pleated and of a roseate hue. Other growths

lay close to the rich black soil and consisted of elliptical

melon-like bodies attached to creeping, leafless vines.

Frank was astounded, as he watched one worker bury
a smooth, round article the size of a baseball and cover

it with soil, to see the immediate sprouting and burst-

ing forth of several bright orange plumules. The plant
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grew rapidly as lie watched, until it reached the height

of about tliree feet, when the bright orange color faded

to a sickly brown and budding fruit commenced to

appear. The rate of growth seemed to slacken then

and Fraiik turned to his guide with an exclamation of

wonder.

“That is intensive cultivation, made necessary by the

plight of our people,” Rete explained. “Not all of our

food-producing- plants grow so fast, but there are sev-

eral similar to this variety which produce edible fruit

in from one to three days. Now, just follo-w me to the

adjoining cavern and I shall sho-w you some further

developments of our experts in the line of food pro-

duction,”

Frank follo-^ved his guide to a circular opening in the

wall of the cavern. This proved to be the entrance of

a long passag'c through the rock, softly lighted by the

usual glow from its arched ceiling. Frank -was over-

come with wonder as he examined the sides of this

pas.sage. Veins of pure gold, a foot thick, appeared at

frequent intervals, sandwiched between strata of vol-

canic rock and quartzes.

He had lagged behind his guide and when he re-

alized this he hurried to catch up. As he started at a
run, he was knocked from his feet by a violent concus-

sion. The ground heaved and twisted under his feet.

A deafening crunching and grinding told of the shifting

of thousands of tons of rock, and Frank found him-
self lying face down in total darkness. He dragged
himself to his feet, bruised and sore, and felt his way
along the passage in the direction Rete had led him.

Not more than tsveiity paces ahead he came against a
barrier of rock which had been forced into the pas-

sage. That way was blocked. He retraced his^ steps

W'ith the intention of returning to the cavern they had
just left. Several times he fell, striking some portion

of his anatomy against jagged rocks each time. In less

than fifty feet he found the passage blocked in that di-

rection also. Frank was entombed

!

He sat do-wu in the darkness and with considerable

effort set about to compose Ms mind and recover his

courage. Possibly he would be compelled to -^vait for

hours, even days, to be dug out by the Neloia. The
prospect was not encouraging but he resolved that he
would not lose Ms head. He -was sure that this Irad

not been a far reaching tremor. It w^as not violent

enough nor of long enough duration for that. Quite
probably the only serious damage had been done in

that very portion of the passage occupied by Frank at

the time.

When he was somewhat recovered, he commenced a
methodical inspection of tire walls of his prison with a
view of locating- some other means of escape. The dark-

ness was complete and he felt along every inch of the

walls on both sides of the narrow space. He spent what
seemed like hours in this manner and was just about to

give up in despair when he felt a breath of fresh air

wafted in from overhead. He stopired at this point
and, stretching on tip-toes, he explored the walls on
both sides as high as he could reach -ndth his finger-tips.

Finally his fingers slipped into
.
an opening and en-

countered emptiness. This -was the lower edge of a

fissure and as he felt along the ledge he found that it

extended some four or five feet in the horizontal plane.

How high this opening went he had no means of know-
ing, but he decided to make the attempt to get up there

and investigate.

That was a task in itself, as he soon learned. He
jumped time and again and obtained a firm finger hold

but could not pull himself up oir account of the slipperi-

ness of the rock. It seemed to be of soapstone, and

whenever he hung Ms weight from the now weakening-

fingers, they slipped and he fell to the floor of the pas-

sage. After several such attempts, he gave up and

started feeling for some loose stones to heap under the

opening. With much painful labor, he gathered about a

dozen rectangular and flat blocks of all sizes, some of

which were so heavy that it was all he could do to

move them. From iJiese he built a jAle of rock some

two feet high and, climbing this, he found that he was

able to get a firm purchase and draw himself up into

the opening. When he had clambered over the ledge,

he -ivas so exhausted, tliat he lay absolutely still for a

moment, breathing heavily.

U PON investigatmg further, he found that the fis-

sure was just about high enough for Mm to crawl

through on all fours, which he proceeded to do, feeling

Ms way cautiously. This passage must have been

opened up by the tremblor or earthquake, which had
closed the other. It led slightly downward and tlje de-

gree of slope increased as he progressed. After an

interminable period of the careful feeling and creep-

ing progress, the passage becoming so low in places

that he was forced to waggle through on the flat of his

stomach, he was electrified by the sound of voices

ahead. He stopped and listened. He could not imke
otit the words at the distance, but he felt sure that these

were none of the Neloia. The qualities of the voices

1 and rasping, wdiere the

jsingly. With a start, he

3se to the realm of the

were entirely different, bars

Neloia spoke softly and cares

realized that he must be cl:

Breggia and he now moved very cautiously, remember-

ing that they could see distinctly in tlie darkness. His

heart thumped so violently, that he feared it would be

heard and his presence l3etrayed thereby. When he

drew closer, he found that he could make out the trend

of the conversation. The speech was a corruption of

the language of the Neloia but still imderstandahle for

the most part. When he was close enough to hear

plainly, lie lay quietly, listenmg.

Two voices w'ere all that he heard, and when he
caught the drift of the conversation, he thrilled with

excitement. Evidently one voice -ft-as tliat of a mother
Breg-gia and she was wailing her grief and berating a

dying son for his carelessness. The son gasped ex-

cuses and apologies and was obviously suffering in-

tensely. The voices came from below, and, feeliti^

ahead, Frank found that his passage ended at a ledge of

some other large cavern and that the two Breggia were
directly beneath this ledge. He could see nothing but

could hear perfectly and as long as he kept back from
the edge it would be impossible for them to see him
either.



So the Breggia were not immortal. He chuckled to

himself at the thought and strained his ears in the effort

to learn what it was that had brought about the intense

Buffering of the young Breggia and his approaching

demise.

“Heedless son,” spoke the mother, "how many times

have I warned yon of the Edlis, the only living thing

feared by the Breggia. Why did you not heed my
warnings? Now shall }mu die in torture and your poor

mother will be disgraced.”

“But mother,” gasped the dying offspring, “no pur-

ple flowers were on this plant. I did not know.”

“You should have known. Have I not told you of

the prickly-edged leaves in groups of five, of the furry

stem which none can mistake? Did I not warn you

that a single drop of the sap of the Edlis, if crushed

on the skin of one of us, is sufficient to cause death by

tlie rapid absorbing of the poison into the blood stream

and the carrying of it to the heart ?”

Frank had heard enough. The young Breggie was

now seized with horrilde convulsions and screamed his

last. The mother wailed and moaned in grief, not so

much over the loss of the son as over what she con-

sidered as her own disgrace in thus losing him.

Now if he could only make his rvay back to the

Neloia, Frank felt sure that he had the secret of con-

quering the dread enemy. He was in high fettle as

he carefully retraced his rvay along the low, slippery

passage. The way was upgrade now and he experi-

enced considerable difficulty on the return trip. It

seemed very much longer going hack, and his feeling of

triumph gave way to one of dejection as he lost strength

and remembered that he was trapped underground and

might never again see the light of day, much less carry

the important news to the Neloia.

Eventually he reached the end of the passage and

felt over the edge irreparatory to the drop into the pas-

sageway which had caved in. Blis only hope lay in the

news of his plight having reached his friends, and in

their quick action in getting to him. He listened for

the sound of drills and picks working at the rock which

closed him off, but heard nothing. He decided to await

his fate, whatever it might lie, in the original passage-

way. As he let himself over the edge, he lost his hold

and fell heavily to the ground, his head striking a rock

with an impact that mercifully rendered him uncon-

scious.

M EANWPIILE turmoil reigned in the palace.

Rete had escaped injury in the underground

tragedy and hurried to the surface with the news. He
had found the passage blocked, and upon communicat-

ing with the rvorks in the first cavern, he learned that

it was closed off at the other end also. He reported

this directly to Ky-lin and the sensation it created was

instant and electrifying. Ky-lin called for Jack and the

Urdia at once and all were greatly perturbed at the

news. Strict orders were given that the story of the

disaster be kept from the public, and a force of one

hundred workers with tools and provisions was sent

below at once.

Jack begged for the personal privilege of leading

the rescue party and his request was granted without

argument.

Two and a half days of gruelling toil followed, the

workers laboring with pick and shovel and rock drills

in shifts of three arg each, the equivalent of about two
hours. All but Jack. He slept not a wink, nor did he

rest. His only respites were during the occasional pe-

riods when one of the workers would urgently request

him to take a portion of food. Even then he bolted it.

How his body stood up under the strain, none of the

Neloia understood. But they did understand love and
sincere friendship and they realized that this inde-

fatigable leader was kept up by his feelings for Iris

friend.

They had removed fully thirty feet of solid rock

from the blocked passage and it seemed that they would
never break through. Jack’s great fear was that his

friend had been actually buried by the falling rock and
crushed, but he worked on with the hope that thi.s was
not the case and that they would find Frank alive.

Just when hope was about to be abandoned, one of

the workers uttered a yell of delight. His pick had
sunk through the barrier to its handle. With a hoarse

cry Jack thrust the workman aside and tore frenziedly

at the rock with his hare hands. Carefully they en-

larged the opening until it was of sufficient size to per-

mit Jack to crawl through. The rest waited anxiously,

hut not for long. Soon Jack returned to the opening

and lifted the .inert form of his friend to the eager

hands of those outside. As they bore the apparently

lifeless form of Frank through to the main cavern.

Jack collapsed and had also to be carried.

Attending physicians pronounced Frank alive, though
very near the point of death. There was great rejoic-

ing as the two men were transported to the palace.

Frank awoke in his own bed in the suite he had oc-

cupied since his arrival on Uldur. Wonderingly, he
looked from Jack, who stood at the foot of the bed with

Ky-lea at his side, to Ky-lin, who was watching with

grave concern. Rete sat at one side of his lied and one

of the court physicians stood at the-other with his finger

on the patient’s pulse. At the physician’s words, “He
will recover immediately,” the expressions of the faces

about him changed magically from that of deep depres-

sion to great joy.

Frank smiled wanly. He didn’t feel so terribly ill.

lie attempted to sit upright hut fell back with a groan.

Every bone in his l)ody ached. His muscles would not

respond. But his head cleared instantly and he al-

most shouted with glee as he recalled the disclosures of

the unwitting Breggia in the strange underground re-

treat.

“Jack ! Ky-lin ! everybody ! I have the secret of the

one vulnerability of the Breggia,” he cried. “Doctor,

administer a stimulant or something to give me strength

to tell the story so that work can l)e started at once.”

The physician shook his head but Frank insisted, “I

am all right I tell you. It is only physical exhaustion

now. I’m not raving. I tell you I visited the Breggia
in their realm and learned of their one weakness. Please,

please do as I say.”

They realized that he was in earnest and in his right
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The physician hared the left arm and gave
Frank a hypodermic injection of some sort. Imme-
diately he felt the blood coursing warmly through his

veins
; a new strength suffused his Ijeing. He sat up

and with eyes bright with excitement, told his story to

the spellbound listeners. At his conclusion, Ky-lin ex-

claimed in wonder

:

“The Edlis,” he repeated in astonishment. “Why
that is one of our commonest underground growths.
To us it is neither food nor poison. It is a w'eed

;

worthless
; a pest that is torn up from our gardens and

burned in the incinerators. Time and again have our
Idologists analyzed its sap and fibres in the effort to

find some use for it. Strange that we have never sus-

pected it might be poisonous to the Breggia. Frank,
you have saved the day. You have relieved my people
from their greatest immediate danger. We shall pro-
ceed at once to prepare for the next raid of the enemy.”
He kissed Frank on both cheeks in his excitement

and gratitude. The effect of the stimulant had now
worn off and Frank sank down in sudden reaction. He
slept. After listening to his heart, the physician pro-
nounced him past dairger, and all of the visitors left the

room silently but with thankfulness in their hearts.

CHAPTER VII

K Y-LIN called together the Urdia and the most
eminent scientists of the Neloia -were sum-
mpned to the Urdesil. Jack was juijilant. Here

was a friend to be proiid of. The confidence of the

Neloia would l)e supreme. Undoubtedly their own flag-

ging courage would be bolstered up and the smoulder-
ing spark of bravery in defensive w'arfare he rekindled.

Jack loved a fight himself and he felt assured that a
real one was coming. The tables would now be turned
and the one-sidedness be shifted to the opposite direc-

tion. The Breggia would receive their just deserts.

The scientists received the news wiMi great surprise.

At first the]’’ could not helieve that the harmless Edlis

was so greatly to be feared by the Breggia, but so con-
vincing was the story told by Frank and repeated by
their monarch that they could not help believing in the

end. Ky-lin issued his orders with speed and with the

sureness of a born ruler of men. Within the arg all

plans had been made and the various department heads
w'ere oir their way to set the machinery of preparation

in motion.

All available workers were sent below to search the

uncultivated underground passages and caverns for the

now precious Edlis. Every chemical laboratory that

could he spared from regular food production was
turned over to the process of extracting the sap from
the fibres of the suddenly important growth. Dozens
of manufacturing establishments were re-tooled and
equipped to produce large numbers of compressed air

rifles for the hurling of breakable capsules of deadly
liquid against the thick scaly hides of the Breggia.
Thousands of men began their instruction in the use of
the new weapons,

By the time Frank had completely recovered from
the effects of his experience, considerable progress had
been made. The pas.sage which he had followed to the

lair of the Breggia had been closed off by solid masonry
to prevent the possibility of an attack from that quar-
ter. Untold numbers of the Edlis plants had been
gathered and sent to the surface in large hampers. The
chemical laboratories had extracted and stored in huge
vats great quantities of the sap. Over ten thousand
of the_ special rifles had l^een constructed and nearly
five thousand men were at work filling and sealing the
capsules to be fired from these w'eapons. An outer
alarm system had been constructed to warn the de-
fenders of the approach of the enemy at an earlier
time than had been provided previously. Ramparts
were being constructed around the edge of the plateau,

behind which the defenders might make the first stand

and give the attackers their initial taste of the doom
which was being prepared for them. Wherever Frank
appeared he was hailed as a great hero, the saviour of
the Neloia. This embarrassed him greatly and, after

the first few experiences, he kept to the palace and the
laboratories as much as possible.

His last lesson on the construction of the Rulgen
had been completed and the final result was even as the
instructors had predicted. When he concentrated on
the instrument, every detail of its intricate mechanism
came to his memory with the utmost clarity. Having-
been a first-class draftsman in his own line, he found
that he could- sit at the drawing Iward and design ac-
curately any separate part, complete with dimensions
and material specifications. Or he could lay out the
completed assembly and dictate minute instructions as
to its operation. In short, he had become a technical

wizard—on the one piece of apparatus.

With the prospect of a pitched battle with the Breg-
gia which could have but one ending, that of their com-
plete defeat, the need for haste in getting the negotia-

tions -with Anisin .started was not so giieat. It was de-

cided that Frank should remain until the battle was
over, and he entered into the preparations himself with
zest. Day l)y day the supply of weapons and the num-
bers of trained |varriors increased. The enthusiasm of
the Neloia grew with their confidence.

The entire atmosphere of Ulderg was changed. Smil-
ing countenances were the rule rather than the excep-
tion. Even the occasional tremblors which shook the
city and warned of impending disaster had little de-
pressing effect. The old planet would probably hold
together long enough to permit of the migration to

Visin. The dread of the Breggia was gone. Their own
revered ancestors and their loved ones must be avenged.

It was a wonderful rejuvenation of a wonderful people.

Frank was given command of a division of the new
army, as was Jack. Ky-lin himself was commander-
in-chief and planned to organize the defense and lead
his forces personally in the impending conflict. Great
numbers of powerful searchlights had been installed

along the ramparts. Twanty thousand trained and
fnlly-armed men ware in readiness. They must not,

could not fail.

Patiently the Neloia waited but the Breggia did not

appear. Frank grew nervous, morose. He craved
action and told Jack .so in the privacy of their quarters.

His friend laughed at his bloodthirstiness but secretly
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admired his vigor and restless energy. This was the

Chan of the old days, the same old Frank who had

been carried so many times from the gridiron on the

shoulders of a howling, hysterical mob. Jack was de-

lighted, knowing that his friend would be a different

and happier man wdien he returned to his own home.

Not once for weeks had Frank thought of his old office.

He had not even inspected it through the Rulgen,

though he spent a great deal of his time exploring

planets other than Visin with its aid. Jack felt sure

that the cure was complete and permanent, and was
proud of his achievement in bringing Frank to Uldur.

He had no regrets. Apparently his friend had none

either.

Ky-lea spent much of her time in the company of

the two men and Frank became more impressed with

her beauty as the days passed. Not only beauty of face

and body but of character as well. The glorious crea-

ture simply adored his friend. She watched his every

move with the light of love shining from her incom-

parable eyes. Her every spoken thought betokened love

and a sweetness of character that was beautiful to see.

And Jack reciprocated this affection with everything in

his make-up. He did not attempt to hide his feelings

from his friend. Suddenly Frank became acutely aware
of his owir need for a companionship of this sort and
he resolved that he would find his own mate among
the Neloia. But that could wait.

Frank grew deeply interested in the study of astron-

omy under the efficient tutelage of Rete, who had held

him in great respect since the day of the cave-in. With
the aid of the Rulgen, he was initiated into the mysteries

of life and civilization on many of the heavenly bodies

he had hitherto thought of only as stars. He now saw
why the Neloia had chosen Visin as a refuge rather

than some of the others. His own world was not so

bad a place after all.

On the fortieth night after his arrival he sat with
Rete, observing the progress! of a terrific battle of

giants on the planet Mercuiy, known on Uldur as

Kevis. As they became greatly wrought up over the

distant events, they were startled by the weird wailing

of the alarm. The time was at hand

!

B oth ran for the lift and were ciuickly carried to

the underground passage that led to Frank’s sector

of the line of defense. Hundreds of his Neloia crowded
the swiftly moving platform headed toward the ram-
parts, and a great cheer arose for Frank as he joined

them. In a trice he had disembarked and, shooting to

the surface in .another lift, he took his place at the head
of his division, which was rapidly forming in perfect

order.

The great searchlights covered the valley In every di-

rection, but all was peaceful as yet. The depth to the

valley W'as about three hundred feet and the face of the

cliff was smooth and sheer. Frank had often wondered
how the Rreggia were able to scale those heights and he
Still could not understand it. No one who had seen them

do this had survived to tell the tale, and it was as much
a mystery to the Neloia as it was to him.

Not yet were the Breggia in sight, hut soon the

rumble of their approach could be heard in the dis-

tance. It was like a stampede of crazed cattle on the
western plains of his own country. He shouted a few
words of encouragement to his men and warned them
not to discharge their weapons until his command was
given. This was to be a complete surprise to the enemy
and was not to be sprung until there was absolute cer-

tainty of the effectiveness of the fire. The rumble in-

creased in intensity and shortly a rippling, rapidly ad-

vancing mass of the attackers could be seen entering

the field of light produced by the searchlights. On they

came with the speed of an express train. The front
line spread wide as the fearsome creatures prepared to

surround the city and attack from all sides. There
must have been fifty thousand of them. This was a
super-raid, many times the usual number were coming.
Blindly now as they came into the brighter circle of

light, they advanced without slackening speed. The
unwonted brilliance must have been a surprise in itself,

but evidently the very light that blinded them guided
their advance.

When the front line was within a thousand yards of

the cliff, the little globe in Frank’s hand spoke forth

Ky-Iin’s order to fire. Instantly he repeated the com-
mand to his men, who, with great fortitude had with-

held their fire and remained steadfast. At his word,
which was carried down the line by his lieutenants, five

thousand of the new weapons spat forth their missiles

of death to the Breggia. Fifteen thousand more of the

W'eapons all around the rim of the plateau were like-

wise discharged for the first time against an actual foe,

the only foe against whom they were effective. Through
his glasses, Frank watched e effect on the advancing

horde. It w^as not instant meous, but suddenly there

was a break in the front 'ine. Many of the Breggia

were down, clawing the air with their talons and filling

it with raucous screams and curses. “The Edlis ! The
Edlis !” they screeched, but the warning seemed to be
unheeded or unheard by those ilk the rear. On they
came, tramiding their dying, squealing fellows under
their ponderous feet. Again came the command to fire

and another break in the rush resulted.

Still the hordes behind pressed on and the struggles

and bellowings of the trampled, dying, stricken Breggia
increased to a bedlam, the clamor echoing and re-

echoing from the surrounding hills. Again and again

the rifles of the defenders sent forth the little capsules

of destruction. Fully half of the number attaching

Frank’s sector were down. But they were courageous,

these dreadful monsters. The writhing mass was within

a hundred yards of the cliff now, when with a tre-

mendous rush, a flying wedge of the creatures reached

its base, directly beneath.

A company of Frank’s Neloia clamored over the

rampart and, lying face down at the edge of the preci-

pice, fired round after round into the yelling, milling

group below. The stricken Breggia, piled high in their

scrambling death agonies, clawed at the walls in efforts

to reach their tormentors. Reinforcements rushed for-

ward with incredible rapidity, climbing over the dead
and dying in frantic rushes toward the top. The pile

had become so great that with a tremendous running
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leap, one of the largest of them reached the edge and

clawed wildly for a section of the rampart, which broke

away in its powerful grasp. It had gained a footing

and Frank rushed to the aid of his Neloia at that

point. This one had enormous resistance, since it had

been literally spattered with the deadly juice of the

Edlis in the bursting capsules fired from every angle.

Frank discharged his own weapon full in the slavering

mouth of the creature and with a screech and a fright-

ful curse, it lost its footing, floundered on the rim of the

plateau, clawed for a new hold. Then, whimpering,

and with several of the terrified Neloia clasped to its

slimy breast, it tumbled over the edge to join the mass

of its fellows below.

Calmly, methodically, the long line of defenders back

of the ramparts continued to pour forth their deadly

fusillades. The enemy was decisively overcome, hut

relentlessly the Neloia continued shooting down the

survivors. This was a just and long overdue vengeance.

The pent-up fear and hatred of the ages now vented

itself in the lust for complete extermination of the

enemy. Very few escaped, and as these sped into the

outer darlmess, not once did they look back on the

scene of the battle. The Breggia would not soon re-

turn for another dose of the destruction which had been

meted out.

After an interminable period of watchful waiting,

the command to disperse came from Ky-lin and was
passed along the line. Cheers and laughter filled the

air as the relieved warriors started for the city, the

city which they had so bravely defended.

F rank made his %vay to the palace as quickly as

possible, and there in tlie Urdesil he found an im-

mense and joyous gathering- Iv3Ain and Jack arrived

at about the .same time and the three mounted the dais

at the end of the room. Ky-lin stood before tire throne

with the two visitors and three of the Urdia flanking

him. He stilled the crowd with a wave of his hand
and they listened breathlessly' to his short speech.

“Dear people,” he said, “we have finally routed the

ages-old foe. Less than twenty' of our number were

killed in the battle, while fully forty thousand of the

Breggia now lie in the valley, polluting it with their

detestable bodies. I am certain that we have no more
to fear from the remaining millions. When the knowl-

edge that we have discovered the secret of the Edlis is

spread among them by the survivors, no more will they

risk attacldug us. Thougdi stubbornly brave in battle,

they are in reality skulking cowards and quite evidently

fear the Edlis to the extreme.

“Our victory' is entirely' the result of the bravery

and quick thinking of our dear Frank, the second visitor

brought to you from distant Visin. In y'our name I

thank him, as well as in the name of Ky-mar, my la-

mented father. Would that he could have remained

with us to witness the victory of our people.

“You may now return to your homes in peace and
witli the assurance that the dread of ages has been re-

moved, Soon will our dear Frank return to his own
home to complete negotiations for our migration to

Visin. Our scientists tell me that Uldur is in no im-

mediate danger of destruction Ity the forces of nature

and that there is left to us plenty of time in which to

accomplish our move without undue haste. Ere I ap-

pear before the crowd iti the square to thank our war-
riors, I feel impelled to amioimce the bethrothal of my
dear sister Ky'-lea to Jack, who has been with us for so

long a time and is so dearly beloved l)y all. This will be
a union that should bring great happiness to all of you
as it -will to me. And it wdll be another bond betw’een
the peoples of the two woidds.”

At his conclusion, the blushing Ky-lea joined her
lover and bowed to the applauding audience, while the

embarrassed warrior at her side grinned sheepishly.

Cries arose for a speech from Frank, but he had already

made his w'ay to tlie balcony to observe the gathering-

in the square and to get away from the plaudits of

those within. Here he was joined by Ky-lin, and the

din in the square became tremendous when the multi-

tude saw the two for the first time since the battle. A
holiday spirit prevailed. All were celebrating hilariously

and cheered the occupants of the balcony -with the com-
bined power of their thousands of robust lungs. Never
had the ancient square of Ulderg seen such a joyous
demonstration before.

After a few minutes of this, Ky-lin and Frank -with-

drew. With a hearty grip they separated and made for

their own apartments. Frank found his friend waiting

for him and they had a little celebration all their own
in Frank’s sitting room.

Far into the night they talked, discussing the battle

and making plans for the future. With great glee they
recounted incidents of the fight as seen in their own sec-

tors. Jack had solved the mystery of the scaling of the

cliffs and it was really no mystery at all. At one point

below his troops there had been a section of the front

line of attackers which was not fully covered by the

fire of the defenders, due to a company' of his men not

having been sufficiently supplied with ammunition. At
this place! the Breggia had gathered in dense foi-mation,

advancing rapidly to the base of the cliff in a solid pha-
lanx. They had simply built a pyramid of living bodies

braced against the cliff, and those Ijriiiging up the rear

had scrambled up the pile, reaching the top just in time
to be met by a company of reinforcements that Jack
had hurried out. They had been repulsed with the loss

of but seven Neloia, and only three of the Breggia had
been able to obtain a foothold at the top. The slaughter

had been complete here, the mass at the base of the cliff

being- entirely annihilated by the withering fire of the

defenders. Oh ! but it had been a great figlit

!

CHx\PTER VIII

Following a few days of rest, the plans for

Frank’s return -were resmned. He -^vas now an-

xious to leave, to get things started on his own
world, to arrange for the coming of the Neloia at once.

What a story he had to tell to the nations of Visin!

And they could not doubt, once the Rulgen was com-
pleted and in operation. He felt like an emissary' of

the gods, and yearned for quick results. Frank -was,

even as his friend Jack had observed, his old self once

more. Never would he become the slave of his work
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on earui, never again desert the fellowship, companion-
ship and love of mankind.

With Ky-lin bound by his new duties as Randenat,

it was not possible for him to leave his people. Thus
was it arranged that Rete would command the vessel

that carried Frank to his own home. Hundreds of the

Neloia petitioned the Randenat for permission to ac-

company Frank on his journey as far as the flier trav-

eled. Ky-lin issued passes to about one hundred of

these Neloia who had been most closely associated

with Frank during his stay and who had come to love

him as one of their own. Jack, of course, was one of

the party and when the day of the start arrived, he bid

the beautiful Ky-lea a fond farewell in the throne room
of the palace as Ky-lin and Frank looked on with misty

eyes.

All was in readiness and the group of accompany-
ing Neloia was aboard one of the space fliers when
jack and Frank w'ere escorted to the landing platform

by Ky-lin and several of the Urdia. After receiving a
few words of parting advice from out the wdsdom of

the magnificent Ky-lin, and hearty hand clasps and good
speeds from the Urdia, Frank regretfully entered the

flier, with Jack bringing up the rear and bolting the
entrance door behind them.

They proceeded to the control room at once. Here
they found Rete at the controls, eagerly awaiting their

arrival. The two Visinia sat beside him at the viewing

screen as the ship swiftly arose from its cradle and
hovered momentarily over the scpiare, where a large

gathering had again formed, this time to witness their

departure. At high speed the ship traveled over the

surface of Uldar to reach that portion facing toward
Visin at the time. Observations had been made in the

laboratories of Ulderg and the course and timing of

the trip had been plotted in advance for the guidance of

the navigator.

On the screen, Frank had his last sight of the deso-

late surface of Uldur and this time he was able to see

a great deal more than he had on his arrival, since the

flier passed nearly a third of the wny around the globe

before leaving its atmosphere. The yawming black pit

which marked the entrance to the realm of the Breggia
was pointed out to him by Rete, and he shuddered as he
visioned the intolerably ugly forms of the creatures.

As the ship headed upward and the speed gradually

increased until the atmosphere of the planet was left

far behind, Frank left the control room, arm in arm
with his friend, and in his heart was a mixture of sad-

ness at leaving the Neloia and of joy at thought of what
he had set out to accomplish in their behalf.

The return trip was uneventful as far as outside hap-
penings were concerned. But within the flier all was
gayety and a continuous round of celebration during all

waking hours of the four and a half days. The Neloia
feted and entertained Frank in every manner that could

be conjured from the recesses of their fertile brains.

Never had one of these space fliers, which had been

constructed in desperation and in sorrow, witnessed

such scenes. The Neloia were a completely rehabili-

tated people—^the sickness of their minds had vanished,

leaving them fearless and joyous, looking into the fu-

ture with faith and hope that all would soon be well.

Eventually the vessel came to rest within some ten
nules of Visin and preparations were made for trans-
porting Franl-c to his own environment by means of the

energy which had been utilized in bringing him to

Ky-lin’s flier. His many friends on board showered
him with praise and good wishes—^not bidding him
good-bye but using the Neloe word which is the equiva-

lent of ail rcvoir. After administering the hypodermic
injections to refit his body for life on Visin," Jack and
Rete accompanied him to the operating room of - the
energy and, as he lay on the table beneath the great
golden sphere which produced the force. Jack pressed
into his hands a bulky case, which he told him con-
tained photographic and written evidence of the life on
Uldur. This he was instructed to grip tightly and to

use in his preliminary representations to his govern-
ment when applying for a staff of experts to construct

the Rulgen. Jack bid him a fond and cheering farewell,

as did Rete, who turned at once to the control board,

which was set into the wall of this cubicle. Several

adjustments were made, whereupon Rete called a warn-
ing for him to grip the packet tightly and another word
of parting cheer ; then he pulled the main switch.

A brilliant green flash, accompanied by the sensation

of a terrific explosion, blinded and temporarily stunned

Frank. He closed his eyes to the glare and dimly,

despairingly, ixalized that he had dropped the precious

case of papers.
jJc ^ 5{c

Through his dosed lids came the impression of
a new and brilliant light striking from the side.

He had not moved ! Something had gone wrong with
the energy. He opened his eyes to the new light. It

was the sun. He sat up with a start and his head
struck a hard object—^the bench in Battery Park

!

It was early morning and the sun, coming up in the

east, gleamed and shimmered with familiar brightness.

Much more brilliant it was than the morning sun on
Uldur. But Frank’s heart sank as he carme to the con-

clusion that he had slept and dreamed in the park like

a common vagrant. His adventures had been but a
vivid dream. He must have rolled under the bench
when he fell asleep, thus remaining hidden from the
eye of the law and the sight of chance passersby.

But, no! He had not dreamed. There lay the

pocket of valuable evidence at his feet. He had dropped
it at landing, not before leaving. Joyfully he picked it

up, hastily opened it. There reposed safely within a

mulitude of photographs of Ulderg, of the barren

wastes of Uldur, of the Neloia, of Jack and of himself

amongst the eerie surroundings of the distant world.

Several bulky manuscripts there were, some in the

language of the Neloia, some in Jack’s own painstaking

English chirography. With a quick recovery of his

good spirits, he started for the street, hailed a passing
taxicab and gave the order to drive to his rooms up-
town.

CflAPTER IX

N early two years later a little ^'oup of dis-

tinguished personages stood expectantly around
the polished black surface of the Rulgen, which
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had been built in accordance with specifications drawn
up by Frank Chandler. The most expert optical in-

strument builders of the United States and Europe had
labored incessantly to produce and assemble the many
delicate parts. Materials from the four corners of the

earth entered into its construction.

It was through representations made to Congress by
Frank’s uncle, Frederick Chandler, then Secretary of
the Interior, that a bill was passed authorizing the erec-

tion of the small observatory in which the group was
now gathered. A large appropriation had covered its

cost as well as that of the marvelous instrument it

housed. Through the Secretary’s influence several for-

eign governments had been interested in the project

and in the proposed negotiations with far-off Uldur.
All of these preparations were made in the greatest

secrecy. It was felt that the time was not ripe for

acquaintmg the world with the momentous undertaking
until actual evidence was obtained through the medium
of the Rulgen.

Now, with everything in readiness, microphones were
set up in the room and operators from the Terrestrial

Broadcasting Syndicate were at their posts, nervously
awaiting the word when their announcements could
speed forth to the unsuspecting millions through the
three thousand radio stations comprising the chain that

linked together the entire civilized world.

Frank left the telephone and approached the group
at the Rulgen with ill-concealed excitement. He had
been in conversation with several astronomical observa-
tories and each had reported strange manifestations

observable on the surface of the planet Mars, which was
then at the point of its orbit closest to the earth. What
these indications betokened they did not know, but it

W'as evident that some unusual activity was in progress.

Among the group rvere high officials of the United
States govermnent, including the Secretary of the In-

terior, diplomats representing the principal foreign

powers, several eminent scientists, and other important
people.

Frank bowed and addressed them

:

“Ladies and gentlemen,” he said. “The moment is

at hand when we shall see definite visual proof of the
story with which most of you here are familiar. I

have been in communication with three of the large
observatories and they report something out of the

ordinary on the planet Uldur, which we call Mars.
With the aid of the Rulgen we shall so.on see that

which they cannot see through their inadequate reflec-

tors. It will be our privilege to know for a certainty

what their unusual observations indicate. I hope that

in some way they are manifestations of preparations

now being made by the Neloia. As you are aware,
they have been able to watch our work through their

own Rulgen, and so have known for some time that we
are approaching completion of our task. But with
your permission I shall proceed at once.”

He stationed himself at the controls and, at his signal,

the lights were extinguished. The group gathered closely

around the black screen, which was dimly visible in

the darkness. There was a whirring of the mechanism
and in the center of the screen appeared a small red

orb which grew rapidly in size as the spectators watched
in breathless silence.

“The machine operates to perfection,” exulted Prank.
“The small red orb is Uldur, the home of the Neloia.

Please observe carefully now.”
The action became speedier with his manipulation of

the controls and the tvatchers gasped as the view of
the planet rushed toward them and grew in size and
distinctness. When the image reached nearly the full

diameter of the screen, the focussing mechanism was
stopped and exclamations of wonder came from the
ob.servers. The canals and other markings of the planet
were clearly outlined and Frank saw tliat a dark-colored
spot obscured a portion of the surface, alternately in-

creasing and decreasing in size. This w'as evidently the
unusual condition observed by the astronomers.
The whirring resumed and the approach became

swifter, Frank, with a homesick pang, was reminded
of his first experience with the Rulgen aboard the

space flier. The same sensations again assailed him
and a hasty glance at the tense faces, eerily lighted by
reflection from the disc, showed him that his audience
W’as deeply impressed.

One of them. Professor Borden, F.R.A., the famous
physicist, remarked tremblingly, as if to himself, “The
W’onders of the universe are about to be revealed. How
I have longed for such an opportunity

!”

All w’ere greatlj^ excited and impatient to see more.
Frank moved the focussing control to its maximtun po-
sition and the image literally sprang at them. Only a
small portion of Uldur’s surface was now visible.

Canals, valleys, ruined cities, became visible at close

range. Objects familiar to Frank, but strange in the

extreme to the other observers were distinctly seen.

When it seemed that they w’ere but a few thousand
feet above the surface, the focus was again fixed and
the exploring controls carried them rapidly along the

route of one of the twisted, broken, unused, ancient

highw’ays. Frank was searching for the location of

the unusual disturbance and his knowdedge of the maps
he had brought back with him told him the w’ay. He
knew that the region affected was in the neighborhood
of the entrance to the realm of the Breggia, and he was
proceeding to that place for a close view.

Remembered objects flashed by on the screen and
Frank thrilled to the memories. Exclamations of sur-

prise came from the spectator.? at the evidences of
former civilization, at the barren appearance of the

countryside, at the huge canyons and crevices from
wdiich poured the vari-colored vapors. Frank W’orried

more and more as it became evident that conditions had
grown steadily wnrse since his departure.

As he carefully manipulated the controls, searching
for the unknown new condition, his mind w’ent back
to the w'ords of Ky-lin, when he bid him farew’ell, just

before his return to Visin.

These last words of the magnificent Raiidenat now
stood out in his mind as if printed there. “Frank,” he
had said, gravely, “you are of the Visinia, a brave and
noble man. But you have become one of us and w’e

love and trust you. I know you wall succeed witli your
own people and I now appoint you Ambassador Ex-
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traordinary to tiiem from my poor Neloia. Farewell,

dear Fi'ank.”

“Ambassador Extraordinary!” he thought. “God
grant I do not fail in my mission.”

The area covered in the screen showed increasing

disturbances. They were now very close to the lair of

the loathsome Ijeasts that had been the terror of the

Neloia. Great convulsions in the interior of the planet

had torn and scarred the surface very recently. Clouds

of steam and of wind-blown ashes obscured the vierv

here and there. Here appeared a river of lava—some-

thing' Frank had not seen during his visit, ik spasm of

fear clutched him.

Soon the location of the great cavern mouth that

had marked the Breggia’s retreat was reached. It was

now the crater oi a great volcano in full eruption.

Frank’s fears were somewhat relieved. At least the

Breggia were no more. And Ulderg was a consider-

able distance from the scene of the disaster. But the

opening into the interior must he of great depth to

have reached its internal heat. Surely a tremendous

quake had been required to open it up!

The watchers, excepting for occasional involuntary

clucks and cvhistles of astomishment, were strangely

silent, spellbound.

Reversing the adjustment of the exploring controls,

Frank hastened for a -view of Ulderg. The greatest

speed of redirecting was used and, within a short time,

the view became that of the valley surrounding the city.

Some signs of the blue-green vegetation had still sur-

vived when Frank last saw it. Now it -\vas almost

entirely barren.

“We are not any too soon,” he muttered when he

ol)served this.

Now the city of Ulderg showed in the screen and

Frank centered this, stopping the motion. Suddenly the

watchers became volnljle. Here was proof indeed
;
The

public square, the ordered streets, the glistening domes

of the habitations, even the people moving hither and

thither aliout their tasks like tiny ants, were dearly

seen. Frank’s spirits mounted. All was well in Ulderg.

With the focus readjusted the scene changed to that

of the public square l)efore the palace at close range.

Some sort of gathering was in progress. Many of the

Neloia crowded there with faces upturned to the bal-

cony from which they were being addressed Ky-lin.

Frank’s heart leaped as he made out the Ijeloved fea-

tures of the Randenat, and the interest of the spectators

grew acute when they saw for the first time the rvonder-

ful people they had Iranded together to aid.

There was some excitement among the assemblage in

the square and, as Frank focussed still closer to obtain

a better view of Ky-lin and of the many upturned faces,

he judged that the people were being advised by their

leader of the fact that the Rnlgen had been finished on

Visin and that negotiations were about to start.

One of the diidomats present, a -woman, leaned close

to obtain a good view of Ky-lin and his subjects. With

deep emotion she murmured, “Oh ! But they are beau-

tiful people—^l^eautiful
!”

The assembled Neloia broke up at a gesture from

Ky-lin and commenced to disperse. Ky-lin went within

and Frank guessed that he had started for the labora-

tory where Rete would undoubtedly be watching in the

Rnlgen.

Again relocating and preparing to refocus, Frank
warned his audience not to be alarmed at the impres-

sion of passing through solid building walls and floors.

The view was that of the dome of the building that

housed the Loyal Laboratoiy, and Frank changed the

adjustments to include the penetrating energy. As the

apparent descent commenced, the watchers drew con-

vulsive breaths. Some even started back in alarm as

they seemed to pass through floor after floor of the

building. Frank's warning had been of little avail

—

the impression was too realistic.

The action ceased when the anew in the screen became
that of a room similar to the one they themselves oc-

cupied. There was a duplicate Rulgen, with several of

the Neloia dimly visible in the semi-darkness of the

room, watching its screen intently. In the far-away

replica of their own disc they could see themselves mir-

rored; their own instrmnent and a vista of reflections

and re-reflections were visible. Good old Jack was
there, and Rete, and four of lhe Urdia! As they

watched in silence, Ky-lin entered the room. He walked

to the viewing screen and peered intently, waving his

hand as a token that he had recognized Frank and

could see the company aljout him.

Frank was happy—speechless with anticipation—but

he saw with sadness that Ky-lin had changed a great

deal since he last saw him. He was thin and haggard.

Beyond doubt he had been through many worries and
troubles in the past two years.

Almost instantly a panel in the floor of the distant

room was lighted. This was the panel upon which com-
munications were to be placed

; a duplicate of the one

in their own oliservation room.

At Frank’s signal their own panel was lighted. On
it had l)een placed the first placard, and when it was
illuminated they could see the distant watchers smile

and nod with pleasure. This- placard was inscribed,

“Greetings Neloia, from friendly Visin.”

Negotiations had opened.

In the disc of their instrument, tlie communication

panel in that little room in UIdberg was Irrightly visilde

as a rectangle aliout the size of an ordinary sheet of

writing paper. All bent their heads over this as one
of the Urdia knelt before it and commenced tracing

hold characters in English. “Greetings acknowledged
and returned with gratitude,” wrote the hand that

stretched out over the panel, “Especial gratefulness to

Frank Chandler, and felicitations from his friend Jack

and from all of ns. We beg speed. Disturbances on
Uldur spreading rapidly. Fear little time remains.”

At that instant the writing shook crazily, the view

twisted and broke. The far-off Rulgen tilted and fell,

carrying with it the surrounding people. Jack’s face

was raised despairingly as he too disappeared in a rain

of falling stones and debris.

Back ill the little observatory in Washington the

group stood in tense, awed silence for a moment Then
pandemonium broke loose. The women sobbed, the

men groaned, and the radio announcers dropped their
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microphones. They had not spoken a word. Frank
actually wept. His fingers shook so he could scarcely

operate the controls.

Eventually he got himself in hand sufficiently to

alter the focus
;
the view changed to include the entire

city of Ulderg. The scene there was indescribable. Tall

buildings crumbled and fell. The palace itself swayed

drunkenly, then was literally torn asunder, falling into

the public square where hundreds of the inhabitants

had fled in their terror. Clouds of dust and of vapors

rose from the doomed city.

“Too late, too late,” moaned Frank. “My friends are

lost. And we can do nothing.”

There was no escaping the catastrophe. As they

watched, a dreadful cliasm opened through the heart

of the city, carrying into its depths what few of the

buildings and inha1)itants remained after the first shock.

Almost immediately a burst of flame and billows of red-

lit steam belched forth, completely obstructing the view.

Frank had again summoned energy and the whirring

of the machine resumed. They were backing away from

Uldur rapidly and soon the disc of the planet rvas

within the confines of .the viewing screen. The dis-

turbance could be seen, a little toward one edge, as a

tremendous upheaval. Canals all over the surface be-

gan to open up, to widen into huge chasms like the

one that had broken through the city. It was horrible

!

The planet disintegrated liefore their eyes. One of the

women fainted, her moan and the thud of her body as

it slipped to the floor being scarcely noticed by the

others, so engrossed were they in the tragedy before

them.

The orb receded rapidly now and, as it grew smaller

on the screen, it suddenly changed shape in a horrible

manner. Awe-inspiring pillars of flame and smoke

burst from all over its surface—a great portion broke

away, probably a fourth of its volume, hurtling away

into space with terrific speed. Behind it trailed a

Stream of burning particles. A new comet ! But it was

rapidly lost to their view. Another and still more vio-

lent explosion rent the remaining portion asunder. It

spread into a huge sunburst, momentarily lighting the

firmament with the glare of myriad fragments huided

in all directions and glowing brilliantly as they were

con.sumed by the heat occasioned by their ultra-rapid

passage into space.

Then all was darkness on the screen. The mechanism

of the Rulgen still whirred on, but Frank did not

stop it.

He, too, had slumped to the floor, and when some-

one snapped on the lights, they saw he was on his

knees, hands clenched in his hair, staring at them with

eyes that did not see.

Gently they helped him to his feet and there he stood

a moment, swaying uncertainly. He beat his fists to-

gether in his anguish of spirit.

“God! It can’t be true!” he almost shrieked at the

stricken group, “Poor Jack. Poor Ky-lin. All my
dear friends there. All gone! I have failed!”

Again he tottered, clutched for support. As he fell,

Professor Borden and his uncle eaught him and bore

STORIES

the rigid body to a couch in the adjoining room. Frank
had fainted.

^ ^ Sk

Those of you who are of sufficient age will re-

member that day in 1942 when the newspapers
bore screaming headlines, when the broadcasting system

sent forth the news to the entire world, when the sub-

ject of discussion on every tongue was the destruction

of the planet Mars. Some few of you may even have
been fortunate enough to witness such of the phe-

nomenon as was visiljle to the naked eye of observers in

the western hemisphere. You will recall the variance

in opinion between the numbers of astronomers who
observed the event through their poor telescopes. You
will likewise recall that one Professor Borden, great-

est of the scientists of his time, silenced all arguments

with the announcement that the thing had been observed

at close range through the then unknown instrument,

the Rulgen. You may have heard vague rumors of life

having been seen on the planet, of a possible war be-

tween the two worlds. Mars and the earth.

But the actual happenings, of the exploits recorded

herein, you have read for the first time. The reason for

this is two-fold. During the sulisequent illness of

Frank Chandler, the remainder of the witnesses sol-

emnly agreed not to divulge the story in detail until all

but one member of the party was deceased. Of course

the professor was privileged to tell of the destruction

as witnessed, l^ut not of the preceding events. In the

first place, it was felt that world-wide criticism and con-

demnation might be occasioned if the story of the

Neloia were published—criticism of the inefficiency and
procrastination of governments, of the many delays dur-

ing the two years required to construct the Rulgen. In
the second place, Frank had requested that his efforts

be kept a secret during his lifetime. He knew that his

diary of the happenings during his visit to Uldur had

made him somewhat of a hero to the company who had

knowledge of his exi^loits there. But he considered that

he had failed in his trust and was extremely sensitive on

the subject. The company respected his wishes.

In justice to all jiresent on that memorable evening

be it said that the pact was never broken. The few
rumors that did spread for a time were based on the

wild fancies of imaginative people, not on fact.

Profes.sor Borden associated Frank with himself

after hailing him as the inventor of the Rulgen, the

remarkable contrivance that soon replaced the huge

telescopes in all of our astronomical observatories, and

has since given us much intimate knowledge of the

heavens and of the various forms of life existing on

many of the planets. These two were great friends

until separated by the death of the professor, and you
W’ill recall the honors that were heaped on the aged

scientist at the time. His theory of the cause of the

explosions which destroyed the planet was accepted

without cavil. Great fissures, he had maintained,

opened into the very heart of the planet by severe

quakes, had allowed water from the subsurface lakes

and .streams of the upper crust to flow down into the

molten mass within in such quantities as to produce
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steam at tremendous pressure, thus blowing the already

weakened globe into fragments.

Frank ne%-er ceased mourning for his friends, who
passed with the passing of Uldur, nor did he ever for-

give himself for the failure of his mission. He found

happiness and consolation in his work with Professor

Borden, who never tired of reminding him that the fail-

ure was not his, that the Rulgen could not possibly have

been completed in less time, and that even if it had

been only a few of his friends could have escaped the

disaster. But at this Frank alwat's shook his head

sadly at thought of one or two trips of the fleet which

might have been made had they finished sooner, and of

the thirty or sixty thousand of his beloved Xeloia who
might have been transported to his own world and to

safety.

Perhaps though, in the light of events that transpired

some twenn- ^-ears later, it is better that this highly-

strung and sensitive people did not reach us. I refer

to the terrible war of 1963 to 1966, which is still fresh

in our memories after these fifteen years. Possibly I

err in this, but it seems to me that the horrible slaughter

and devastation wrought in that period would have

caused a great deal more .agony among them than did

their sudden and quick destruction in their own homes.

Frank, the youngest of the group, has now left us

also and, as the surviving member, it has been my
humble privilege to record the happenings as set down.

I found great interest and not a little of absolute won-

derment in going through the many manuscripts and

photographs carried back to our earth by Frank. Much
of the story was obtained from these records and from

Frank’s diary, but a considerable portion has been

taken from actual descriptions given to me by word
of mouth. Rarely could he be induced to talk on the

subject, but when he did his words were always of the

virtues of the Neloia, of Jack, and of the geography

and characteristics of Uldur. Of his own deeds he

never spoke, and those portions of the tale dealing with

his achievements were culled from pages in his collec-

tion of manuscripts that had come from the pens of

Jack, Rete, or Ky-lin.

My sole object in setting down the story after these

many years is to convey to you the fineness of charac-

ter and the unselfishness of him who was called by

Ky-lin, “Ambassador Extraordinary,” and to perpetuate

his memory. If, in some small measure, I have suc-

ceeded in this, I am content.

THE EXD

LIFE
Dear Life, you came so very far

To give your boon to me,

From primal cell and ancient worm.

And fish that ruled the sea

;

Through saurian that drowsed at noon

And mammal lodged in tree

;

Through apish wight and troglodyte

You came so far to me.

Dear Life that came so very far.

You must not leave too soon.

For I who find your presence sweet

Am loath to lose the boon.

But, Life, because your creatures fill

The earth and air and sea.

Too well I know that when you go

You cannot grieve for me.

By Leland S. Copeland.

What Do You Know?
R eaders of Ahazixc Stories have frequently commented upon the fact that there is more actual knowledge

to be gained through reading its pages than from many a textbook. Moreover, most of the stories are

written in a popular vein, making it possible for any one to grasp important facts.

The questions which we give below are all answered on the pages as listed at the end of the questions. Please

see if vou can answer the questions without looking for the answer, and see how well you check up on your general

knowledge.

1. What is the nature of the force propelling a rocket?

(See page 489.)

2. What element is it supposed that the great scientist,

Madame Curie, discovered in X-Ray tubes? (See

page 508.)

3. What ancient Egyptian monarch in his views on
sun-worship seems to come close to our theory of

the atom? (See page 508.)

' 4. What is the name of the famous ray discovered by
Professor Robert A, Millikan? (See page 510.)

5. Can you conceive of a hole in the universe or de-

scribe it? (See page 510.) '

6. What Jaw is termed the most Inexorable law of
the universe? (See page 512.)

7. Can you explain the stagnation of equilibrium to

which the universe seems to be slowly tending ? (See
page 512.)

8. In what mineral ore deposits can bacterial influence

and. action be inferred? (See page 526.)

9. What two properties of matter usually associated

in the mind with gravitation, are really independent

of it? (See page 534.)

10. In the absence of gravitation, what could take its

place in a vehicle moving through interstellar space

as regards the actions of the passengers in such a
vehicle? (See page 544.)

11. In the absence of gravitation, would mass and
weight both be effective in their action? (See
page 545.)
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T was with considerable surprise that I re-

ceived a note from Dr. Sylvester. At col-

lege our paths had run parallel for a time,

only to diverge when later I had gone on to
the study of medicine and he to an er-

ratically brilliant career as a physicist. During the years
that had elapsed since lea\-ing the university, he had
withdrawn himseli even from his closest friends, and
it had been rumored that this was due to the sudden
and unexplained disappearance of his fiancee. Only
from time to time, with the publication of some of
his papers, did his name come to us, and always as the
storm-centre of scientific controversy.

Now when his note to me showed that he had aban-
doned to some slight degree his hermitage, I welcomed
the opportunity that it afforded and I took care to
present myself punctually at his house on the evening
appointed. I found the address to be in the so-called
Old Chelsea district of New York, where the river-

breeze from the Hudson refreshed the wide, quiet
streets, and where the brown-stone fronts of the old
houses, still bore witness to the moneyed comfort of
their former owners.

_

Time touches the scholar only with the brush of a
light wing and Dr. Sylvester seemed scarcely changed
from the grave and earnest student I had known. Y e
dined with the quiet ceremony that he had alwavs main-
tained, and not until we W'ere seated in the librarv over
our cups of Turkish cottee did he give any hint of the
purpose behind his invitation. But after a pause, while
the light of the fireplace flickered across the plaster
garlands of the high ceiling, he said, “I suppose you
are curious to know why, after all these years, I have
called upon you ?”

I attempted a polite disclaimer.

“Familiarity aside, I need
your help in an experiment — ——

—

that will, without a doubt,

lead us into fields of knowl-
edge where man has never
yet trod. In asking your
help, I will not conceal

from you that, like all ad-
venturing .into places un-
known, it is an ‘experiment

perilous.’
”

“You are no doubt familiar,” he continued, “with
the series of experiments in which Mme. Curie dis-

covered the presence of helium in long-used X-ray
tubes?”

As he spoke of those researches that had for me
always held a peculiar thrill of wonder, my interest
and expectation were aroused to the highest pitch.

You know too the analyses in which Ramsey and
Rutherford failed to substantiate it. But I am sure
that it will interest you to know that I have been able

ttERE is a scientifiction story containing an abundance
^^of good science. If you knoiu even a little about the
ultimate stage of matter, perhaps this story zvill be the
more plausible. This is the sort of story that grows on you,
as you read on; a story that will be even better next year
than it is today. We commend it to your attention.

to repeat the analyses and to verify beyond a doubt the
findings of Mme. Curie.”

I could not repress an exclamation of surprise at

hearing actual confirmation of one of the most inspiring

researches of this century. With a smile, he showed
that he shared my enthusiasm.

“Let me outline for you very briefly the principles

underlying our projected experiments. In following
the course of modern scientific discovery, you must
have been impressed by the strange circle over which,
in the sw^eep of the centuries, we .are returning, with
ever increasing wonder, to the truths so long cast aside

in ridicule, that the ancient world knew. They' had
found them not by experiment as we have, but by pure
reasoning alone.

“The latest investigations into the structure of the
atom have brought us perilously close to the old Greek
doctrine of the essential identity of all matter. Our
latest studies of electro-magnetic waves have brought
us to repeat, with only the change of phrase, what
Akhenaten nearly a thousand years before the Greeks,
had known and felt in his worship of the Aten.* And
perhaps there were even earlier peoples that knew what
we are beginning to perceive by our studies of radio-

active elements—^that matter and energy are inter-

changeable manifestations of one and the same thing.

But even though we know that there are other space-
worlds co-existent with ours, we have still been space-

bound. The limitation that our own bodies impose upon
us holds us prisoner.

“Yet at all times and places in the world men have
known that there were strange intrusions of other space-
worlds into ours. Some things might even make us
believe that, sometime, somewhere, there have been
men that understood the laws that govern these intru-

sions. Men have disap-

peared. ... Do you remem-
ber the strange death of the

young interne at St. Fran-
cis’ Hospital a few years
ago?”

“He was struck by light-,

ning, was he not?” I asked.
'

“So it seemed,” he re-

plied. “He was crossing

the courtyard of the hospi-
tal during a heavy thunderstorm. He was in full view
of a dozen doctors and nurses at the window when the
flash came. But no trace of his body was ever found.

“Are we not justified in supposing, by the analogy
of the reversibility of reactions in chemistry, that the
boundary lines, of space and hyper-space may not be
so rigidly drawn as we have supposed? That is the

by the use of a technique far more sensitive than theirs.

Egyptian Myth. The solar disk, the worship of which
Amenholep IV (d. ab. 1395” B. C.) sought to make a supreme

^ Egypt
; because of this effort, he is sometimes called

the ‘heretic king.”— (Webster.)
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research that will be the subject of our experiments.”

The clock struck a late hour and carrying with me
a whirling vision of this great spatial interflow, I left

the house, to return next day for the commencement
of orrr work,

T he laboratory was a vast room that formed the

whole upper floor of the house, and one end of it

was completely filled with what seemed to be a series of

giant transformers, of which the heavily insulated tops

were almost lost in the shadows of the ceiling. A great

switch-panel held a number of meters and on a large

table was a complicated arrangement of apparatus,

most of it totally unlike anything I had ever seen before.

Only a great tube, a yard in diameter, seemed to

resemble in some sort an X-ray tube, though it was
covered all about wdth what seemed like a fanta.stic

bird-cage of wire. Set near the table were several

booths, heavily sheeted with lead, and two or three

high screens covered with the same metal. Lastly,

in a protected corner, rvere several hutches of rabbits.

“First of all,” said Dr. Sylvester, as I turned to him

in bewilderment, “let me impress upon you, that under

no circumstances nurst you leave the shelter of your

booth until I give the w'ord. The intensity of the rays

that will be produced at one stage of the experiment

is tremendous. The concentrtition of power within the

tube is designed to set up a condition of excessive strain

in the portion of three-dimensional space in which it

acts, a strain that I have reason to believe, once set up,

will remain more or less permanent. Each booth is pro-

vided with a periscope and intercommunication phone.”

While he spoke he was busy at the door of the rabbit

hutch and taking up tw'o "wicker baskets he enclosed

a rabbit in each. He gave one to me, and pointing out

the booth in -which I was to stand for protection, he

entered his o-vm shelter.

I found the interior of my booth by no means so

:ramped and dark as I had expected. On a little screen

;he image of the room was distinct and bright ; a small

pilot-light burned above a control-wheel and through

a loud-speaker telephone I could hear the voice of

Dr. Sylvester.

“The booths are provided w-ith duplicate controls,”

he said. “In case of accident, seven complete turns of

the 'wdieel -will shut off the current.”

As I watched, the great tube began gradually to glow,

at first dully, then with increasing light until the violet

radiance -was dazzling; then suddenly it stopped, but

a moment afterward the whole room seemed bathed

in fantastic flickering light—light that seemed to ema-
nate from the objects in the room and flow over their

surfaces in a play of rippling color.

“Almost all substances seem to fluoresce under the

impact of these rays,” said the doctor.

But this light also passed as the increasing intensity

of current continued to hasten the cycle of the ema-

nated energy. The tube continued dark.

"Now the current is at its maximum,” came from the

telephone.

I saw Dr. Sylvester’s rabbit leap out from the door

of his booth and .scuttle across the laboratory floor.

“Now we can safely leave our booths,” were his next

words. “At this intensity the rays very nearly approach

the magnitude of the ‘cosmic rays’ of Millikan. They

are apparently harmless to life but they seem to be

closely associated with the dimensional relations of

matter.”

As we approached the tube we saw forming in its

centre a small bubble, Ijlack and with no trace of lustre.

No light could pass the etherless space that had beeir

blasted apart under such tremendous force. As we
watched, it grew until it nearly filled the tube.

“What is it?” I exclaimed.

“You might call it the “Quintessence of Nothing,”

he replied. “It is a Hole in the Universe. Let us

return to our shelters while I shut off the current.”

The tube remained dark. No flickering fluorescence

passed over the room. Whatever rays were generated

in the dark heart of the bulible were powerless to pa.ss

the space that was other than the space we know, and

perhaps their titanic and struggling insulation hastened

the disintegration of that three-foot portion of what

had been our three-dimensional world.

The afternoon we spent in writing a complete labora-

tory record of our morning’s work and by evening we
were both exhausted, with tlie nervous exhaustion that

follows excitement.

That night a series of terrific thunderstorms swept

over the city and my sleep, in the intervals between the

climaxes, -was troubled by dreams in which the bubble

—now grown large—assumed fantastic shapes and I

saw it, as I had not in my waking hours, as a menacing

thing. But in the morning with the storms gone and

the sununer sunlight flooding my room, such thoughts

left me. I dressed and met Dr. Sylvester at the little

restaurant he sometimes frequented, breakfasting heart-

ily and at leisure, as though the day before us were

concerned with no important matter.

On returning to the house we found a crowd gath-

ered about the entrance, with two fire-patrol wagons

at the curb and numerous helmeted firemen moving
in and out through the crowd. We hurried. The
crorvd was mainly of the curious, but there were some
who were recognizable as neighbors and of these, two

or three women, bareheaded, answered our query at

the same time.

“It’s the housekeeper’s little boy, sir. He’s lost and

no one knows where—but they could hear him cryin’.

“They thought he’d crawled under the stairs or some-

where ;
—

^liut then he might ’ave gone under the floor

—

it’s an old building, sir-—and they got the firemen to

help with their axes and ladders.”

I saw Dr. Sylvester’s face set with sudden concern.

As we stood there silent, we could hear from time to

time a faint wailing that seemed to come from very far

off, or to be muffled by some enclosing barrier. There

was a murmur of sympathy from the crowd. The
wailing grew nearer, more plain.

“They must ’ave found him,” said a woman. “They

must ’ave found him—^liut funny he’s still cryin’
—

”

The sound grew plainer—seemed for a moment al-

most at our sides, then passed away from us, going

farther and farther from the building till it died away.

“Mother av Moses !” said one of the women. “What
was that?”
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Then the firemen came out, empty-handed. The boy

was not to be found.

“Tliat uoi.se couldn’t have been him—must have come’

from some place else,' they reported.

Gradually the crowd dispersed, and as soon as we
might. Dr. Sylvester and I went upstairs to his laliora-

toiw. There everything was as we had left it the night

before—^ijut the bubble was gone.

WE .stood for a moment loolting at each other. I

think we felt that there was no need to question,

that we both understood in a dim way the connection

between the events. But whatever the liorriblc exjdana-

tion might be, "we knew that in our -work lay the imme-

diate necessity.

Sylvester seemed more shaken by it than I yet I

could see that his brain was working more clearl}' and

more rapidly than mine. Very suddenly he began to

speak, ill a voice I had never heard before.

“I have never told you—^nor anyone—how I lost

Marjorie. Please to consider this aside from senti-

ment as data for a scientific purpose, nothing more.

I was walking down the road that led to her house in

Hazelton when I saw her, a hundred yards away, com-

ing out of the gate of her front lawn. She saw me
and, waving, started to meet me. Aliout half way
she seemed to stumble. I thought she had turned her

ankle and ran forward to help her. At that instant she

disappeared—^vanished—liefore my eyes. I came up

to the spot where she had lieen—^there was nothing.

The surface of the road was solid—the edges of the

road were clear of bushes—I had not taken my eyes

from her. I ran to the house. Her family from the

porch had seen her leave the gate—else I should have

thought that I had gone a little mad. And when I went

liack to the road, I thought I heard her calling me.

That was all. What happened afterward does not con-

cern us now, but this much it is necessary for you to

know in case you ilay be obliged to carry on these ex-

periments alone. Now you see why we must finish

the work."

In a few minutes he pulled himself together with

what must have been a tremendous effort. His next

words were concerned with the technical details of

our work.

“We must, above all,’’ he said, “avoid the possibility

of another bubble escaping from its bonds. We must
make a cage that will be sufficiently powerful to hold

it. I believe that we may, by a change in the confining

screen, attain this end.’’

That day I remember vaguely as a day of feverish

work and dreamlike wonder. In irrational sequence

came phenomenon after phenomenon—strange, unim-

agined and inconceivable—till the world in wliich we
had lived l)ecame remote from our consciousness and

we lost all touch with the reasoning of our accustomed

universe.

In a quiet haste we wired a new retainixig screen, but

thi.s time with additional guards at its intersections—

tiny glass spheres containing substances powerfully

radio-active. With this new screen in place of the old,

we made a new bubble and with terror saw it engulf a

raixbit that we placed there as a hasty victim in the cause

of science. To our wonder we saw the bubble, having

absorbed into its notliingne.ss the living object, slowly

lose its dense obscurit}' and become less and less—saw

it become a shadow—tenuous—saw the beg'inniug'.s of

transluceiicy, as though by some substance newly dissi-

pated through it—and then to us in the silent laboratory

came the screams of the animal, but very faint.

“Then whatever is caught in the damned thing must
be
—

’’ began Dr. Sylvester and broke off with horror

in his voice. We were .silent. We both understood the

significance of that slow clearing of the bubble. W’e
cautiously loosed it from its retaining current, keeping

ready at a touch sufficient magnetism to recapture it.

At its release the bubble, now only a shadowy gray,

flattened suddenly,—assumed an amoebic form and

motion and with a queer flowing, undulating move-

ment, sent out strange pseudopodia (a sort of exten-

sion of the central mass) that seemed to feel and grasp.

Dr. Sylvester took a small tube of radium, fastened

to a glass rod, and with this he drove, as it were, the

strange, shapeless thing about the floor. Once he thrust

the rod into its center and for a moment it assumed

again its rounded shape and clung to the rod.

Another rabbit was placed near it. As by some

attraction the bubble moved toward it—a fat pseudo-

podium seemed to envelope it with a single motion.

Now the sounds from the bubble were of both the rab-

bits but the Inibble itself grew clearer and clearer, till

it became invisible. Almost as it disappeared, 'we led

it to its cage and secured it with the current.

I do not know how much more Dr. Sylvester under-

stood than I the strange translation of these solid atoms.

I only know that by the evening his face showed a grim

despair, as b)^ one means and another, physical or

chemical, we had endeavored futilely to penetrate that

enigmatic space—^to render visible those living things

that had so suddenly a:id so completely been translated

into it. W''e photographed with lenses of glass and

quartz, liefore screens diffusing every sort of ray.

These photographs I took pains to develop and exam-
ine alone, and Dr. 3ylve.ster, as if accepting the inter-

vention as kindiv meant, made no objection.

It was as well that I took this task upon myself, for

at midday of the third day, among a series of plates

hopelessly lilank, I came upon one taken, as the marks

showed, by the light of a powerful spark, that showed

a thing of” horror—^liizarre—contorted, grotesquely and

agonizingly misshapen—writhing forms that filled the

whole space of the bubble. I scraped and hid the plate

without further ado and reported “No result.”

From that moment I felt that there could be only

one ending to the affair. And when we had worked

late into the night witliout result, I saw that the trans-

fusion of objects into the strange universe was a re-

action that could proceed in that one direction only

—

that some strong balance favored the unknown side.

F
or three days we worked unceasingly. On the

evening before the foiiidh day we sat again, with

our eyes Imruing from fatigue, in Dr. Sylvester’s

library over coffee—-much coffee.
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He seemed at first almost too wearied to speak but

after perhaps fifteen minutes of silence, he began in

a tired, quiet voice, to summarize the results of our

work.

“We have discovered by my synthesis the factors

necessary to produce a disturbance of spatial relation.

We see that they may occur in nature ;
that under cer-

tain conditions, by the aid of lightning as well as by
ray tube, there may be produced the globules of hyper-

space, which then seek each other out—flow together

—

and travel in vague and erratic fashion, as they may be

drawn here and there by one influence or another. They
seek each other out, not by any attraction but by the

simple and all-powerful law of chance—the result of

an infinity of chances—^the most inexorable law of any

universe. They seek each other out and flow together

;

—^you will remember that.

“The experiments in which we attempted to reverse

the disturbances of space were a failure. I now see

more clearly why they could not have succeeded. I can

explain it only vaguely perhaps, for our science has as

yet but few words to express or explain such phenom-
ena, but briefly, it is this

:

“There are in the universe certain motions and re-

actions that are utibalanccd—that tend toward a certain

end from which nothing can divert nor arrest them.

Such is the general rush of the whole known universe

through space from an unknowable start to an incon-

ceivable goal. Such is the gradual dissipation of energy
throughout the known universe—^the slow but inexor-

able reduction of unequal centers of force to an ines-

capable stagnation of equilibrium, which no factor of

this universe shall ever be able to break. And one

aspect of this is shown by the elements of higher atomic
weights. Now the fusion-point is at uranium and
radium ;—who can know at what unknown element it

was in time past, or at what elements it may lie in the

future, till the reduction shall be complete.

“This is not new;—in this we have found no more
than others before us have found. Our great discovery

—and it is for humanity a hopeless, barren thing,—is

that, as these great progressions exist in our universe,

so there is an interspatial flow-—from the Known to

the Unknown—as inexorable as the others.

“And since it is inescapable, it will be inadvisable to

publish it to humanity ;
that knowledge might produce

event.s of unnecessary horror—if it were not utterly

disbelieved. I shall, therefore, destroy all our notes
and tomorrow we shall together demolish my apparatus.
It was just as well, perhaps, that you destroyed the one
successful plate. I rather fancied that you might. It

was kind though to spare me, but .needless. In these

last years I have known that strange things existed. I

have watched and sought for them—and I have seen
them,—beyond the utter limits of horror.

“Now let us, in God’s name, leave off this unhappy
experiment for tonight. We are both in desperate need
of sleep. Take the couch in the small room and I will

take that in the library. Good night and good rest.”

The night passed as a single moment and I slept

with complete loss of consciousness till next morning
when the sun was high. I saw at once that it was late

and tiptoed to the door of the library to see if Sylvester

were yet awake. The room was empty, the couch was
bare. I thought that he must have gone early to his

laboratory.

And so he had—for just as I caught sight of a paper

propped against the lamp on the library table, I heard,

or thought I heard, his voice as from far off.

“Frank—old man—I’ve gone—I won’t forget—

”

The room was empty. I rushed to the laboratory.

It also was empty, but the chemical salts on the shelves,

still flickering in their luminous activity, showed that

the full force of the current had been in use but a

moment before. I locked his laboratory and his rooms
and, somehow, got back to my own house. There I

lay for a week, delirious with fever—prey of the most
unheard-of phantasms. There was no one of those

that tended me that did not believe me a little mad.
On the first day that I was able to go about I went

alone to Dr. Sylvester’s rooms and destroyed all of the

ajjparatus of his research. He himself must have
burned all his, papers on that last morning, for I found
none anywhere in his rooms. As I left I told thb jani-

tor of the building that Dr. Sylvester had been called

suddenly away, that he might clear the rooms of what
rubbish was left and re-let them as soon as possible.

Then I went out where the air was clear and fresh.

But now I know that the sound of wind in the trees

at night is not always made by the wind.

THE END
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“Of course you will have to wear a mask also, and probably the treatment will have some effect

on you. I think it would be very interesting for you to take it with your daughter.”

WILL never permit anyone to experiment

on my baby
!”

Anise Howes, the comjjanionate wife of

Robert Howes was speaking. There was
no doubt that she was in earnest and as a

result her husband moved restlessly around the room,

while the old scientist twiddled his fingers and tried to

act as though it were a common experience to face an

irate female.

“I assure you, Mrs.

Howes,” he said in defense

of his suggestion, “that the

little one wfill suffer no

physical harm. I would be

the last one to injure your

little daughter in any way.

I have gone over every step

of the proposed experiment

with iny co-workers and

we are sure that it is harmless in every detail. Of
course the child will be rather unusual for a few years,

but when it reaches maturity it will at once assume a

position of renown in a scientific and educational world.

As the first child who has attained to these wonderful

stages of intelligence, Angelica Howes will make a

name for herself that will go down in the history of

our universe. Her name will be recalled when mine

has long been forgotten,

just as millions know the

Venus of Milo, while only

a few have any idea of the

man who carved her from

the solid block of stone.”

“Mrs. Howes is just a lit-

tle nervous,” said her hus-

band soothingly, “and it is

only fair to state that we
have had enough financial

T T ERE again wc have the perfect “different" story. Dr.
Keller has picked a subject •which, to the best of our

knoidcdge, has never been used in Scicntifiction before, and
it makes a most interesting exposure of heredity in general.

Also, the thing described in this tale is not as impossible as
you might think, because •n'c do know for a fact that instinct

is inherited, and ivhile then may he a gulf hefwecn instinct

end the complicated phenomenon that zve knoiv as language,

yet the gulf may be only apparent. Dr. Keller’s story zoxll

give you a good deal of food for thought.
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trouble lately to make her so. There was sickness and
then our home burned down, and I broke my arm and

the baby was born and we did not have cash to properly

provide for her nurses and things like that—so, she is

just a little nervous, and then, Angelica is her first

child, and you know how it is with a first baby. Per-

haps she would feel better about it if you explained the

entire procedure to her and sliowed her positively that it

w'ould not injure the child in any way. You would
listen to it all, wouldn’t you, clear ?”

“Oh ! I will listen politely, but will make no

promises,” said the young wife. It was evident to all

that she was rather tired.

The old scientist settled himself in the leather arm
chair and started to talk as though he were addressing

a class at the University

“The psychologists have contended for years that

there i.s such a mental process as inherited memory.
Yet, since the days of Jung of Vienna, many of us

have believed that everj-thing a man and woman know
is transmitted to their children and grandchildren and

so on through the generations, increasing in intensity,

as each pair of parents add their specific acquired

knowledge to the previous store of inherited intelli-

gence.

“As a hypothesis, this has been hard to prove. All

of us have experienced the peculiar psychic sensation

in reading a book that somewhere, sometime, we have

read it before : Or we feel that we have performed
a certain act before, or visited a certain shop in a

European city when we know positively that this is

our first trip acros.s the Atlantic. When these sensa-

tions are subjected to careful analysis, they become
difficult to evaluate, and can be put to no scientific

proof.

“In philology, however, we find a valuable aid to

prove our thesis. For years we have been making a care-

ful Study of the sounds made by babies from the day of

their birth. It used to be thought that these were just

haphazardl sounds, made accidently, and with no mean-
ing. This idea was caused by the fact that practically

all parents had only a knowledge of some modern lan-

guage. When the sounds were studied Iw linguists, a
very astonishing thing was determined ; they were not

sounds but words from ancient languages. A Iraby

spoke words from languages; languages long dead,

and it was called baby talk because no one had in-

telligence enough to understand it. We have been able

to identify words from the old Coptic, Aryan, Semetic,

Grecian, early Latin, German and the English of

Chaucer. There were never connected sentences, and
only occasionally were the words used iir appropriate

connection, but, nevertheless, the sounds were v/ords

and correctly uttered as far as the vocal effort was con-

cerned.

“Where did these little babies learn those words?
Not from their parents, but from ancestors hundreds
of years to thousands of years remote from our time.

That is the only logical ans%ver. The sounds came

up from the well of antiquity. Evidently a very small
percent of the raeraorie.s cross the threshold of con-

‘

sciousness. Another interesting fact is that they come

in chronological order. The oldest languages are
hinted at in the earlier mouths of life, and as the child

grows older the words l)ecome more modern, till finally,

at about the age of five or six, there is a complete sur-

render to the language of the parents, which, in our
land, is modern English.
“We have asked ourselves if it is fair to assume the

existence of other memories besides that of word
sounds? Can experiences be recalled? Emotions re-

lived? Educational developments of the past taken

advantage of ? If so, what a wealth of fact would be
added to the knowledge of modern man. There are

thousands of books which we know existed but of

which today we only possess the names. Suppose we
found a child who was descended from one of the old

librarians; who could remember the contents of those

long lost volumes ? How interesting to find a little one
who could tell us hi.s recollections of the actual building

of the pyramids ! Placing the problem in a modern
setting, suppose we were able to have living descend-

ants of Thomas Jefferson and James Madison tell us

who actually wrote the Declaration of Independence.

“Even in such a matter as personal family history,

think of the possibilities of the development of such

a memory. Every person so gifted could dictate page
after page of his ancestral line. There would be no
guess work then as to what service your ancestor.s ren-

dered in the cau.se of the American Revolution.

“T) UT let us consider the matter from the stand-

J3 point of the common good. There would he no
more need of elementary schools. Think of the time
and mone}^ spent in teaching each generation to read

and write. If every child was born with a perfect mem-
ory, the child of literate parents would know all that

his parents knew and could start with that knowledge.
The son of an Edison or Ford could simply continue

where the father had stopped when the child was
created.

“Invention, science, learning in all its branches
rvould advance with tremendous strides. Genetics then
would be more than a theory. A musician married to

a musician would produce a child having all the ability

of lioth parents from its birth. There would he no
need of prolonged years of preliminaiy training.

Specialists could be produced at will. There would be
families of skilled surgeons, descended from the
Mayos; large clans of expert aviators of the family

of Lindbergh
; authors and poets arousing the enthusi-

asm of the world and hearing the name of the great.

“With all this in mind, we worked for some method
of tearing down the tremendous barrier between the

past memories and the present consciousness. What
we wanted to do was to enable the child, in some way.

to remember. If it could remember a few words of

Coptic, why could it not recall two thousand? If it

could speak perfectly one word of ancient Semetic,

why could it not form connected sentences? If it

could remember a vocabulary, why could it not recall

events, campaigns, literature, social life?

“Yes ! That was our aim ! Give us a dozen babie.s

able to talk from birth. Have each child constantly



attended by trained philologists and skilled typists.

Have every word taken down. If a child of two could

speak the Latin of 300 B.C., it could answer ques-

tions in that language. The present gaps in history

could all be filled in. The only limitation to our in-

crease in knowledge would be our inability to know

what to ask next.

“And after we had shown what we could do with

one baby, with a dozen, we should be able to have a law

passed that would give us the right to give every child

such a treatment the day it was born. The first in-

articulate cries might go back to prehistoric man. We
might learn of the stone age, the ice age, the age of the

missing link. Personally, I am not so much interested

in anthropology, as I am in history. We have here in

the United States three hundred persons who are

directly descended from Charlemagne. Suppose we
could get a few babies in those families to tell us just

what the great king actually thought and did ?

“We have worked on the problem from every point

of attack, and finally we believe we have found the

solution. There are so-called silent areas in every brain.

They can be destroyed without seriously injuring the

mental life of the person concerned. We felt that

these silent areas were really great storehouses of the

facts of the past, enormous libraries on whose shelves

reposed, in orderly sequence, these memories so far

inaccessible. The means of connecting them with the

active brain seemed to be a matter of molecular vibra-

tion. We worked on that and finally one of us thought

of passing radiura-arcturium B rays through a vessel

filled with neon gas. The rays were then focussed on
the subject’s brain. We found a man who could not

read and write, never having had the advantages of an
education, but whose grandfather could sign his name.
In many ways our subject for experiment was an idiot.

We had him spend an hour in this special atmosphere,

supporting life in the meantime by oxygen tubes. When
he recovered consciousness, we set him at a table and

placed a pen and inkwell in front of him. lie wrote on

a paper and he wrote his grandfather’s name. Not only

that, but the signature was identical with his ancestor’s.

“We felt then that we were on the track of a wonder-

ful discovery. We were ready to start with a baby,

and we wanted a baby of whose ancestors we could be

reasonably sure. We learned of your child. Your
ancestral lines are well known for at least five genera-

tions. Plere and there have been peculiarly impressive

individuals, men and women who for some reason

stood out in a striking manner above their fellows. We
wanted to use these ancestors as controls. If the facts

remembered about them were 100% accurate, it is

reasonable to suppose that the recalled memories of a

thousand or two thousand years back are equally ac-

curate.

“We had various social agencies make a thorough in-

vestigation of your family life. While you had formed

a companionate marriage, it was evident that you
belonged to the two per cent group of such mar-

riages, who had made a failure of birth control,

and had a child before you were financially able to

provide for one. I do not want to embarrass you by

mentioning your genteel poverty, but I can say that we
are prepared to secure you and your husband a pension

of twenty-five thousand dollars per year for the rest of

your life, if you will allow us to study your child. I

can assure you that it will not come to any harm; in

fact, it will be the constant object of the most profound
solicitude. We all do all we can to maintain it in

perfect health. It seems to us that you have nothing to

lose and everything to gain by giving us the permission
we ask to observe your child under these unusual and
phenomenal conditions.

“Now, I have told you all that we have in mind. I

have been very honest with you and have concealed
nothing. Surely you two parents will give your per-
mission and sign these papers ?”

Robert Howes looked across at liis wife and he
thought of the way she had worked since she had be-

come his wife and of her daily toil and her desire to

grow beautiful roses rather than cook and wash dirty

dishes, and he said, without much hesitation

:

“I am willing to sign the papers.”

His wife. Anise Howes, who had been a Fannin be-
fore her marriage, looked across the room at her hus-

band and to her mind came the thoughts of the win-
ters he had passed without a fur coat and of how he
had gone without books, and without leisure to write yet

other books, so that he could keep a house over and
around her and their little one, and she realized what
the use of twenty-five thousand dollars would mean to

him, and how he would try to buy her jewelry while

she would actually buy him his long-coveted Casanova,

“That would be a wonderful name for my heroine

married life, the tears came to her eyes, making her all

the more beautiful, as she said

:

“If it will not hurt the little one, I also will sign the

papers.”

Then the old scientist produced a legal document
which sparkled with whereases and therefores and he
showed them where to sign

; he gave them a copy and
carefully replaced the original in his pocket; he told

them that when all was ready he would come for the

child and that he wanted them to go with him, so they

could see that notliing of harm happened to it.

And when he was gone from the house the young
man and his wife sat talking it over, and each one lied

to the other as to why each had signed the paper. Rob-
ert said he wanted to have leisure to write his great

novel, and Anise laughingly said that now she would be
able to grow her roses, while a nurse-maid took care

of the bal)y and a servant prepared the meals. Then
they went to the room where little Angelica lay sleeping

and they stood by the side of her crib, which had a

rabbit eating a carrot painted on it, and the father said

:

“She is certainly a beautiful baby.”

“She inherited her beauty from you,” insisted the

mother, but Robert silenced her with noiseless kisses.

So they left the little baby to sleep, while each went on
his and her way to prepare for the morrow.

That afternoon roses came for Anise, and with them
a Spanish shawl, black, with such red roses as never

grew in Andulasia. The little wife amid smiles and

tears dressed for supper in her wedding finery, and as
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a special treat had ice cream and lady-hngcrs to add to

the usual soft-boiled eggs and fried potatoes.

“Why did you borrow money to buy more things for

me?” she demanded that evening as they sat before the

fire.

“That was my money,” he replied bravely. “It was

the gold pieces I sold my story for.”

Thus showing her for the millionth time that he loved

her.

Happy hut frightened because of the morrow they

went to sleep.

*‘T WANT you to let me hold the baby while she is

1 receiving the treatment,” begged Anise Howes.

“She is just a little roly-poly but to be alone with the

oxygen apparatus on will frighten her. If I hold her,

she will think it is a new kind of game and the only

thing that will bother will be her gurgles of delight.”

“There will be no ol)jection to your domg that,” said

the old scientist. “Of course you will have to wear a

mask also, and probably the treatment will have some

effect on you. I believe that it would be very interesting

for you to take it with ymur daughter. It may be of

value to her. You will be able to act as an interpreter

for us in case she speaks a language we are not prepared

to understand.”

“I am glad my wife asked for this privilege,” said the

husband. “Angelica is just a little thing and cannot talk

yet but she has lots of common sense and there is no

use of frightening her if it is not necessary. Can we
see the treatment?”

“Assuredly ! But there is nothing to see. Through

the observation window you see a chair and a few rub-

ber tubes. Later on there will be a peculiar green light

added to the sunlight. That will he all. In a half hour

we will be through. Then I would advise that the three

of you keep quiet and let the child sleep as much as she

can for the next twenty-four hours, after which we will

start with our observations.”

In a short time the three were back in their little

home. The man had resigned his position and was al-

ready happy with his old Corona and a pile of white

paper. His wife had cleared the dining-room table of

dishes and covered it with catalogues of roses.

“I am going to order a half dozen Emily Gray roses,”

she announced to her husband, hut he w'as so busy with

the beginnings of liis new novel about life in Spain

that he did not understand her.

“That would be a wonderful name for my heroine

from Cordova,” he replied, unconscious of what he was

saying.

“It is the name of a rose,” she sighed, hopelessly

wondering why he never could show interest in her love

for the beautiful.

Later he cried

:

“Listen to this paragraph.” But she murmured:

“Wait till I finish this catalogue.”

So the day passed, and the night came and they put

the little baby to sleep and told her that on the morrow

she was going to have a fine nurse with a starched cap

to nurse her. Then Robert Howes told his wife that he

would go out to the Idtchen, so the noise from his

Corona would not worry the baby, for he just had to

finish a few chapters of his book before he could sleep.

This left the mother resting on her bed, while a few

feet away, in the next room, the little Angelica slept.

“A/T '^™ER Dear!”

iVX Anise sat up on the bed, and wondered if she

had been dreaming. The call was repeated, and this

time there was an anxious quality added to the soft

tone

:

“Mother Dear!”
And the woman knew that it was her baby, starting

to talk in English. She lit a candle and almost ran into

the nursery, calling as she w^ent

:

“Mother is coming to her Angelica. Don’t cry. Be
a brave baby.”

She found the child sitting up in her crib, a look of

worried maturity on her face.

“Where is father?” the baby asked.

“He went out to the kitchen to write. He did not

want to wake you.”

“Is he writing that novel about his great-great-grand-

mother in Sj>ain? The one he talked of so often before

you were married?”

“Yes, I guess so. If must be the same one, for he has

begun it fifty times and never finished it.”

“I wish he would let me help him. He made so many

mistakes in it. For example, he' always made her a

brunette and she was a lovely blonde.”

“How do you know?”
“I cannot tell. It is all so strange. Something hap-

pened to me and now it seems I can remember every-

thing. I was her daughter and somehow I was great-

great-grandmother also and a lot of other people I am
just beginning to remember. But I remember her well.

She W'as born in Sweden and her husband met her while

he was Ambassador from Spain. She w'as a lovely

lady though she always sighed for the snow-clad moun-

tains of her native land.”

“Don’t talk any more tonight,” fiegged the anxious

mother. “Just go to sleep and w'e will have a wonder-

ful visit with each other tomorrow.”

“I cannot sleep,” replied the little baby. “There are

too many things on my mind. A memory comes to my
consciousness like a wave dashing against a rock-bound

shore, and back of that wave are other waves, clamoring

for recognition, and still more, and I know that far out

on the boundless ocean of the past the water is surging

on and ever on to me, as I sit here in my crib, and every

year and every moment of the past comes vividly to me
on the crest of the waves like driftage from the Sargasso

Sea. How can I sleep when there is so much to think

about ! I used to have vague dreams
:
you recall how I

used to cry in my sleep, but now the dreams are re-

alities and it is so easy to talk and tell you about them.

Can you understand me ? Would it be better if I talked

in Spanish or Latin ?”

“Where do you get the words from, Angelica, and

the poetry of it all? How do you know about driftage

from the Sargasso Sea?”

“I thought you knew? About the enclycopedist and

the poet?”
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“Of course! My grandfather spent years on the

Century Dictionary. I recall that now, but there never

was a poet in our family.”

“Not in yours, mother, but in father’s. The daughter

of the blonde from Sweden. I recall my life in her so

well. At socteen she spent a summer in Italy and there

she met a poet—and was rushed home to marry a stately

Spaniard—it was a blot on the family but it made us all

poets.”

“Baby I Baby 1” cried the anxious mother, “Please go
to sleep. Such things are too serious for little tow-

heads.”

“I will try to sleep, but I cannot help thinking.”

The mother kissed her baby, tucked her in, and
walked thoughtfully out to the kitchen to talk to her

husband. She found him asleep with his head on the

table, the typewriter pushed to one side. In the ma-
chine was a page of paper, half written. She read it

with interest. The first paragraph described the Span-
ish heroine. She was a heavy brunette, with masses of

black hair
—

“like midnight, and her eyes were stars in

heaven.”

Anise trembled as she saw that he, at least, was
blessed with the privilege of forgetting, even though
the poet ancestor had made his impress on the minds of

all the men who came after him. She softly ran her

fingers through his hair as she whispered

:

“Go on sleeping, and when you wake write again

about those dream-ancestors, and be thankful that they

are as you wish them to be, instead of seeing them as I

am beginning to see mine.”

She went back to the nursery and sat down in the

rocker by the crib. Angelica was asleep but there was
no sleep for the mother who was beginning to remem-
ber. The scenes were not clear and there was a good
deal of scatter to them. Some were pleasant and others

made her shiver, and start to -pray. It was not only

that she saw what had happened to her ancestors, how
they lived and love

that she herself, in

;1 and died, but in some way she felt

them, was re-living their lives. She
tried to concentrate on individuals, and it seemed that

she could remember almost everything about them up to

the time she had been born, and then she could only re-

member what she had seen and heard about them. An-
other psychic phenomena that puzzled her was her sex,

for in some gcneration.s she had been a woman and in

other periods a man, and as she tried to evaluate this,

she realized that she was as much male as female, only
for the time being her spirit was in the body of a

woman, and stranger yet, there seemed to be a time

when she was both sexes in the same body, only then
she was some peculiar kind of reptile, and she prayed
in her despair.

“Not that, oh, God ! Please spare the baby and me
that memory. Let us only remember the human and
the kindly things about our past.”

In her anguish she remembered a habit of her youth
and knelt to pray, and as she was on her knees by the
crib, Angelica awoke with a cry.

“Mother ! Are you there ?”

“Yes, Dear.”

“Do not leave me, Mother.”

“I won’t. Dear.”
“Can you remember as I do. Mother?”
“Perhaps, Little One.”
“I hope not. Mother. I do not want you to remem-

ber as I do.”

“Why not?”

“Because it is too horrible. It is life. Mother, but it is

so brutal. It was the way our ancestors lived, but it

was a hard way. You thought I was asleep but I was
only keeping still, with my eyes closed, looking at the
memories. So many of dur people lived unkindly and
died unhappy. To see them poisoned and burned and
killed in war was hard enough, but when they had a
few days when they might have been wonderfully con-
tent and satisfied, those poor people quarreled—about
trifles. I know all about it because it seems that I am
always the one who was unhappy. In all those previ-

ous lives, I was often cold and hungry and ragged, but
there was always a possibility of attaining peace and a
place in the sunshine if we could have kept on thinking

that we loved each other—but we forgot—” The Baby
started to cry. “We forgot. Mother Dear; it was not
because we meant to be cruel to each other, when every-

body around us was also being cruel to us. It was just

that we forgot. If w’e had been able to remember, life

would have been so different in spite of the storms.”

Anise wrapped her soft arms around the softer

baby.

“Do you think we shall be happy because we re-

member ?”

“I fear not. Mother Mine. In fact, I know that we
shall not. We will remember too much and besides

the ability to remember will not keep us from mistakes.

I remember before you married father. I was both of

you then. You used to quarrel and kiss again with
tears, and you promised that you never would hurt each
other again, and yet you did. The memory of the past
mistakes was not sufficient to keep you happy all the
time. Would a complete memory of the life of five

thousand years help ? No ! It would drive the world
to despair as it will you and me, unless we find some
way of escape through blessed forgetfulness.

“For more of our memories will be bitter than sweet.

Life is like that. There was no golden age in the past.

Our race is climbing heavenward but there is still mud
on our feet and blood on our hands. I wish, Mother
Dear, that I was just a little ignorant baby once more.”

“And so do I wish it, dear child,” echoed Anise
Howes.

She stole back to her bed and tried to sleep, and as

she lay there she prayed for the thing she wanted most,

and as she prayed she saw an enormous blackboard in

front of her and on it was written all that her ancestors

had ever known and done and thought, and as she saw
the record, she closed her eyes and refused to look, yet

through the closed lids the images burned into her mind.

Finally she looked again, and now the board was clean

save only in one little corner, and she knew that record
to be her own life

;
yet here and there on the board were

little remnants of past centuries.

Knowing that her prayer had been answered, she fell

asleep.
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I
T was morning when she awoke. Her hiisl)and was
deeply dreaming l)y her side. Stealing out of bed,

she went to the nursery. The baby awake, was gurgling
and j)laying with her toes. She laughed as she saw her
mother come to the crib.

“Goo—ah—goo,” said the little Angelic-a.

The mother picked her child up, laughing and crying-

tears of joy.

“Oh! Darling! I am so glad you are just an ignor-

ant baby again.”

“Ah—-goo—^g’oo,” cooed the little one.

For some reason the wife decided to keep the events

of the past night from her hu.sbaiid. Of course the old

scientist would be disappointed, but no one could blame

her, and the pension was assured even though the ex-

periment bad been a failure.

Breakfast was as usual.

They were hardly finished when the bell rang. Mrs.
Howes, servantless, answered the door’s summons.
There stood the old scientist and a trained nurse and a
very efficient looking female, who suggested a stenog-

rapher.

“Come in, Professor,” said Mrs. Howes.
“We have no time,” vuiswered the scientist, and it

was evident that he was excited. “It is past eight, and
we are all anxious to start the experiment. Please bring

the baby at once and come with us.”

“I am sorry that I cannot go with j^ou, Anise,” said

her husband, “but I have to go down to the office and

resign my position. I want to go and see a publbsher
also and see what I can do about selling my new Ijook.”
The mother looked at the two men in astonishment.

“I do not understand 1” she said.

“But don’t you remember?” asked the old scientist.

“You and your husband signed papers yesterday per-
mitting me to perform cei'tain experiments on your
baby. Everything is all ready at the laboratory and
we want to begin at once. Please get the child.”

The determined woman ran to tire nursery and picked
up the little Angelica and returned to the front door,
The mother held the child tenderly but it was a grip
that only death could have parted.

“You had better go and find another baby. No one
shall experiment with my child 1”

The two men looked at each other.

Then the old scientist took the two women and
walked back to the waiting automobile.

Robert Howes looked at his wife. He gave a little

sigh

:

“1 must hurry on to the office, dear. The boss comes
early and always expects to find me there waiting for

him. I wish that you would dust off the Corona and
put it back ill the case, and put the paper away in the

bookcase. Good-bye. Take good care of Angelica. I

love both of you.”

“On your way home,” said his wife, “stop at the new
store and get a pound of hamburger. They sell it

cheaiier there.”

THE END
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Results of $300.00 Scientifiction Prize Contest

I
N our April issue, we an-
nounced a $300.00 Prize
Contest. We stated then

that Amazing Stories
wanted a symbol for Scienti-

fiction.

It was pointed out that

Scientifiction is a new and
distinct movement in litera-

ture that is gaining more
impetus as the months roll

by. There wa.s a time when
a Scientifiction book or novel

was a scarcity. Now, with

Amazing Stories Monthly
and Amazing Stories
Quarterly championing the

cause, Scientifiction has ex-

cited the attention of hun-

dreds of thousands of people

who never knew what the

term meant before. More
than that, it is a distinct de-

parture from the sex-in-

fested novels and books that

are so prevalent today.
PRIZE-WIimillG DESIGN

The success of Scientifiction in general means but

one thing, and that is, the public wants a change and
wants it badly. This being so, a symbol representing

the idea of Scientifiction was urgently needed, and the

contest in our April issue was originated for that pur-

pose. We mentioned that the design must be descrip-

tive of the idea of Scientifiction, and we stressed the

point that the important, thing ivas the idea, and not the
design itself. We mentioned that the prize-winning de- said:

sign must be self-explanatory and must be descriptive

of Scientifiction.

The contest came to a successful close on May 3rd.

Some 965 designs and entries were received, the prize

Beck; and from the third
prize winner, Mr. A. J.
Jacobson, we borrowed two
extra wheels, these to mesh
with Mr. Kaufman’s single

wheel.

In substance, Mr. Kauf-
man’s prize-winning design
is preserved in the strictest

sense, except for a few ad-
ditions. It was our aim to
incorporate as much science

as possible in the design, so
the frame of the design, rep-

resenting structural steel,

suggests more machinery.
The flashes in the central

wheel represent Electricity.

The top of the fountain pen
is a test tube, which stands
for Chemistry; while the
background with the moon
and stars and planet, give us
the science of Astronomy.
We believe you will agree

with us, that this makes an
ideal trade-mark for Scientifiction, and we also admit
that we are happy to have had solved for us a difficult

problem.

A number of designs which are reproduced in these
pages were excellent, but none of them lent themselves
as well for trade-mark purposes, as did the one on which
we finally settled.

With our announcement in the April issue we

winners being shown on the following pages. It should

be noted that the first prize, awarded to Mr A. A.
Kaufman, of 521 East 51st Street, Brooklyn, bf. Y., is

reproduced exactly as submitted by Mr. Kaufman. It

was a crude design at best, but it was the idea and not
the artistic effort that counted.

Science is represented by the gear wheel, while the
pen represents the fiction part. Here, then, we have
Fact and Theory. After we had been satisfied that Mr.
Kaufman’s idea was the best one, we started to amplify

his original idea. In doing so, we borrowed the shape

of the design of the second prize wimier, Mr. Clarence

Amazing Stories will pay $300.00 in prizes for
the best representation of the word ‘Scientifiction.’ A
design—a coat-of-arms—a flag—an emblem, or what-
ever you may call it, is wanted for ‘Scientifiction.’

”

Note particularly the word "emblem” The prise-
winning design, therefore,^ had to he one that could be
reduced to a small size, so it could he used as an emblem,
such as, for instance, a pin or button. These require-
ments are ftdfilled in the first prise-zmnning design, and
next month tue tmll, through the pages of Amazing
Stories, launch a nezo activity for Scientifiction fans
in zvhich the nezv emblem zt'ill, zve hope, play a leading
role. But more of this next month.

In the meantime, we congratulate the winners of the
prize contest, and to those who did not win a prize, we
extend our hearty appreciation for their efforts.

LIST OF PRIZES
FIRST PRIZE $100.00 SIXTH PRIZE $15.00 HONORABLE MENTION

A. A. KAUFMAN,
521 East 51st Street, Brooklyn, H. Y.

SECOND PRIZE $75.00
CLARENCE BECK,
108 Seventn ATenne, West Bend, Wis.

THIRD PRIZE $50.00
A. J. JACOBSON,
400 N. 5St]i Avenue, W., Duluth, Minn.

FOURTH PRIZE $25.00

CARL G. WILKENHOENEE,
1429 Ardmore Avenue, Chicago, III.

FIFTH PRIZE $15.00
ALBERT SCHILLER,
1553—45th Street, Brooklyn, H. Y.

JAMES S. KLAR,
44 Dartmouth Street, Springfield, Mass.

SEVENTH PRIZE $5.00
JACK MORGANSTEIN,
1394 Clay Avenue, Bronx, N, Y.

EIGHTH PRIZE ,..$5.00
B. WHEELOCK.
ST. Warren, Pa.

NINTH PRIZE $5.00

E. J. BYRNE,
S West 75th Street, New York City.

TENTH PRIZE $5.00
REX TULLSON,
Grand Haven, Mich.
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i PURCELL G. SCHDBE,
^ 3444 Listton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

HONORABLE MENTION
J. S. TAYLOR,
142 Richmond Street,
Charlottetown, P. E. I., Canada.

HONORABLE MENTION
ERIC ALDWINCKLE,
56 Scarboro Road,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

HONORABLE MENTION
PHILIP SAHTRY,
23 Minerva Street, Swampscott, Mass.
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RESULTS O' ^300^° PRIZE

SECOND PRIZE
Clarence Beck

lOS Seventk Avenue
West Bend, Wis.

sci€yifiFiFfi?iii

FOURTH PRIZE
Carl G. Wilkenhoener

1429 Ardmore Ave.. Chicago, 111.
PRIZE
>- Klar
SprlsgSela, Mass,

44 Dartmouth

FIRST PRIZE
A. A. Kaufman

521 E. 51st Strefl

Brooklyn, W. Y.

FIFTH PRIZE
Albert Schiller
1SS3—4dth Street
Brooklyn, Jf. Y. THIRD

PRIZE
A. J. Jacobson

400 N. 53th Av., V
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SCIENTIFICTION CONTEST

HINTH PRIZE
E. J. Byrne

5 West 75tii Street
Ifew YorR City

TENTH PRIZE
Rex Tullson

Grana Haven, Mic

HONORABLE MENTION'
Purcell G. Schube

3444 Listton Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

honorable
MENTION
J. S. Taylor

142 Richmond S
Charlottetown,

P. E. I., Canadi

HONORABLE
MENTION

Eric Aldwinckle
56 Scarboro Road
Toronto, Ontario

Canada

EIGHTH PRIZE
B. WheelocR

Philip Santry



M* GREAT STEEL PANIC
"ByIryin Lesterand FletcherPratt

Author of “The Octopus Cycle”

ALTER WEYL, A.B., A.M, B.Sc., con-

sulting biologist to the New York Police

Department, snapped his microscope case

shut with a weary sigh. The day, which
he had planned to spend in the study of a

particularly fascinating' group of bryozoans from the

Azores, was practically ruined.

“Tell him all right,” he said to his laboratory assist-

ant, who was waiting, telephone in hand. “I'll be there

in an hour. I suppose somebody thinks he has found
a new kind of cootie running around the Tombs with-

out leash or muzzle.”

“Why don’t you chuck it up?” asked hicrrick, the

assistant, when he had delivered the message. “You’re

too big for this minor bug hunting.”

“Never can tell,” said Weyl, “might be more rats.

And Hert’s a good fellow and a friend of mine.”

He was referring to the incident which had led to

his appointment as consulting biologist to a Department
which would seem to need anything but biologists

;
the

extraordinary plague of giant rats which had infected

the new municipal tenements and which he had curbed

in a manner that brought him an international reputa-

tion, his appointment and the fast friendship of Deputy
Commissioner Ilert.

As Weyl left the house he noted a discarded news-

paper on tile cellar grating. “BROOKLY'N BRIDGE
WOBBLES” the headline announced, and mildly in-

terested, he stirred it with his toe to glance at what

was below. He noted abstractedly that in the place

left vacant when the sheet was moved there were two
jagged, irreg|ular cuts

made tiirough the steel bar.s,

as though they had been

sawn by an inexperienced

hand, and went on to

Hert’s office, his mind still

on the bryozoans.

“I know what it is,” he

offered, as he dropped into

the leather-covered chair by

that dignitary’s desk,

“You’re going to tell me
that it isn’t exactly in my
line, but for goodness’ sake,

find out whether Mrs. Chandler-Chandler de Poket-

broke’s pet Pomperanian died of poison or of the blind

staggers.”

"Only fifty per cent on that one,” said the Com-

'missioner with a grin. “It isn’t exactly in your line,

maybe, but it’s a really good one this time—almost as

good as the rats. Here’s the story:

“You know Brooklyn Bridge is constantly being

painted by a crew which goes over it from one year’s

end to another, every cable and wire rope getting its

coat of paint once a year. Well, about three or four

weeks ago one of the painters reported that a small

wire cable, way high up, had parted. A new one was
fitted, but the next day there were a couple more mi.s.s-

ing, and this was followed by a regular series of reports

of parted wire cables, always small ones.

“The Department of Plants and Structures, which

has the bridge in charge, began to get worried, and

sent an engineer down to make an examination. Pie

reported that the bridge was good for another three

centuries, and that there was no reason in the world
for the parting of the cables unless careless painting had
admitted some moisture and they had rusted through.

“That was about two weeks ago. Right after his

report, the cables began to go in increasing quantities,

and when Plants and Structures ordered another exam-

ination, they found that in every case the cables had

been cut. Then they came to us. There are police-

men on duty at each end of the bridge all the time,

who should have noted anything unusual, but I put

an extra detail on. It looked like the work of a maniac

or some superior bit of Bolshevik frightfulness. You
remember the bombs in the subway?

“But the cal)les kept going in spite oi our extra

detail. Night before last, I threw a regular cordon

of police around each end of the bridge with orders

to stop all suspicious persons and placed plain clothes

men on all the footpaths. Y^esterday morning there

were more cables missing and one of those big main

supporting cables over a foot in thickness, was nearly

cut through in two places—and not one of the police

had seen a thing! ^loreover the cuts were so far up
that they couldn’t have been

^ BRAND n-cw idea in a scie-ntifiction story is zcell told

-At ly our nnv authors. Perhaps you do not heliez-e that

certain organisms cat metals or at least bore holes in solid

metal. A story zaas published some years ago in Science

AND Invention magacinc zvhcrc certain ants had put a tele-

phone e.rchangc out of business by eating and boring their

tmy through solid lead sheathing surrounding telephone

cables, an e.rcccdingly heavy substance, and from the human
understanding, quite indigestible. Anyzvay, zve are certain

you zvill enjoy this story, and ive state with certainty that

it is not half as impossible as it sounds.

reached from the bridge

floor, without the cutter

climbing high up and being

sharply outlined against the

light we had on the place.

“Naturally, we had to

close the bridge to traffic.

We haven’t been able to

accomplish a thing ; the

papers have got hold of it,

and I’ll admit, it has me
Worried.”

Weyl gave a low whistle.

“Looks as though someone had made himself invisible

and were giving a demonstration,” he said, “but I

fancy it’s simpler than that. How about the painters?

Have you thought of one of them introducing some sort

of slow-acting acid either into his paint or on the

cables direct? I’ll grant I don’t know of any acid that

would act that way, but that’s no reason there couldn’t

be one.”

“Yes, we thought of the painters, too. The gang

only consists of ten men. We have had every one of

them under surveillance since Plants and Structures



. . . aad that the growlag terror should lack no element of horroti a large section o£ the Third Avenue
Elevated came crashing te the street, hearing with it a train loaded with passengers.

^2^
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complained to us, but notliing serious has come of it.

“And that isn’t all. I’ve looked at the ends of the

severed cables. They have been cut with a regular

hacksaw; no rust, edges sharp and bright. Biit the

funniest part of the whole business turned up this

morning just before I called you up. You know they’re

tearing down the old post office building opposite the

City Hall. The masonry is mostly gone from the upper

stories and they are getting ready to tackle the steel.

Well, this morning Plants and Structures, wTIch has

this in charge also, as it’s city property, came in wdth

a report that some of the steel l^eams have been sawed

through just like the Brooklyn Bridge cables. It seems

like a senseless act of vandalism.”

The scientist was silent for a moment, tapping his

fingers on the desk. “Tell you wdiat I w’ant you to

do,” said he, “get me samples of mild bar steel, struc-

tural steel, and any other kind of steel you happen to

think about and of cast iron and send them over to

the laboratory. I’ll see if I can find what did it. Send

small samples, please.”

“Want one of the bridge cables ?”

“No-o-o. Wouldn’t have room for it in the house.”

Weyl reached the street in time to find that the latest

sensation, an elevator accident in the Municipal Build-

ing in which several people had been killed, vras already

eclipsing the threatened collapse of the great bridge,

and reflected that elevator cables are also made of steel

wire, as he made his way to his laboratory.

*<TTriIY do people saw other people’s cellar grat-W ings, Merrick?” Wejd asked his assistant as

he arranged and ticketed the samples of steel which had

been brought in by a policeman.

“To burgle their houses, I suppose,” answered the

young man.

“But if there is nothing in the house worth burg-

ling? And if the grating is only part cut through?

And if nobody could possibly get through even if it

were all cut through? And wljy shpuld anyone want

to burgle the Brooklyn Bridge? Ilert thinks it’s radi-

cals, but Hert sees red flannel bogies under every bush.

It’s all so like ‘Alice in Wonderland,’ ” murmured the

scientist. “Suppose you possess yourself of a hacksaw

and get me one of the bars that somebody has been

chewing on out in front.”

In a few minutes the young man was back. “Look,”

said Weyl. “Whoever cut this must have been a very

inexperienced hand. The edges are irregular. And

see these fine starred lines running up the bar. It’s

almost as though the iron were brittle like glass and

someone had smashed it.”

“Chemicals?” inquired Merrick.

“I doubt it—but to be on the safe side, you had bet-

ter take this end of it and analyze for corrosive acids,

especially the halogens. You needn’t bother about the

oxydizing agents. There seems to be no trace of rust.

You might try the spectroscope, too. But I have a

peculiar idea
—

’

With this indefinite statement he handed Merrick

one end of the broken bar and drawing on a pair of

surgical gloves began to treat the other in a manner

that would have astonished any metallurgist.

With a fine file, he rasped off a little pile* of filings

from the sawn end of the bar. A pinch of these was
placed on each of the samples sent him by Commis-
sioner Ilert, and each sample was placed on a little

porcelain dish and put into the temperature regulator

where germ cultures were usually grown. A small

pinch of the filings remained. This was carefully

divided into three parts, and each part mounted on

a separate microscope slide. One was treated to a bath

in haemotoxylin stain, a second to Wright and Sem-

ple’s stain and a third, left as it was, was slipped into

the microphotographing apparatus.

The summer sun went down and the lights were

turned on as Weyl worked over his slides, making

adjustments here, comparisons with voluminous note-

books and works of reference there, and now and

again filing off another tiny sample from a bar of the

damaged cellar grating for further examination. Half

a dozen microphotographic negatives were drying on

the rack, the big X-ray machine was purring softly

over another sample and the clock was registering

3:30 when Merrick came in to find his chief with

something like a smile of satisfaction on his face.

“What did you get?” asked W’eyl.

“No halogens,” rvas the reply. “I got a tiny trace

of phosphoric acid on one analysis, but it may have

been a mistake. Spectroscope shows strong carbon

lines though; seems to be a higher carbon steel than

I had supposed. Shall I carry on?”

“In the morning,” said Weyl with a yawn. “I think

I’ve got it, but I want confirmatory chemical evidence.

You had better make quantitative analyses of samples

from the cut end and from the other end of the bar,

giving especial attention to the carbon content. Let’s

go to bed.”

They were awakened in the morning by the ring-

ing of the telephone. It was Hert again, anxious and

excited.

“I suppose I needn’t tell you to u ;e all possible haste

in your work,” he said. “This thirg is getting out of

hand. An elevator in the Municipal Building fell yes-

terday and several pcoi)le were killed.”

“Yes, I saw the paper,” said Weyl.

“But the inspector who examined it said that both

the ordinary lifting cable and the emergency cable had
been cut nearly through with a saw, ready to fall at

the first strain. The power cable snapped when the

others went. We raided all known radical haunts last

night and have every available man w'orldng on the

case, but we can’t prove anything till we know how
these devils did it. Have you hit on anything yet?”

“A little,” said Weyl. “Forget about the Bolsheviks,

Hert. They’re not to blame.”

“But I got an anonymous letter saying Sacco and

Vanzetti -were avenged. What makes you think it

isn’t the radicals? What can we do?”

“Well, you might give the other elevators in the

municipal Building a bath in carbolic acid,” said Weyl,

and hung up while the commissioner was still begging

him to be serious.

N ew YORK—and the world—^wlll long remem-

ber that day as the beginning of a grim reign
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of terror. It was about half-past nine in the morning
when Hert called Weyl up, and some millions of New
Yorkers, perusing their morning papers were pleased

to learn that the anarchistic radicals who had systematic-

ally weakened the Brooklyn Bridge and sent people to

their deaths in Municipal Building elevators had been

caught in the general round-up of hard cases and were
now cooling their heels in the Tombs, where they would
be confroirted with the anonymous letter one of them
had written to Deputy Police Commissioner Hert.

But by noon the disquieting tidings that saw-cuts
had appeared in cables of the Manhattan Bridge leaked

out somehow, and an hour later came the first of those

really serious catastrophies that shook the great city

in the next week—a terrible subway wreck due to a
broken—or cut—rail that had precipitated the speed-
ing train from the tracks and crushed it against the
stone walls of its tunnel, with an appalling loss of life.

Nobody thought of connecting the unusual munber
of auto smashes due to the failure of some essential

part (all, like the previous occurrences, in the down-
town district) with thi.s, or with the singular accident

in which a man was injured when an iron electric light

standard suddenly toppled over on him.

Police reserves were molnlized for duty and vaca-
tions cancelled as in times of extreme emergency, but
even police reserves, It seemed could not prevent the
.sudden collapse of a surface car on lower Broadway
early the next morning, or a second subway wreck
that afternoon. And when the towering steel pinnacle
of a new thirty-story skyscraper on Nassau Street

swayed gently and then came thundering down into

the narrow traffic-crowded thoroughfare, carrying with
it in its fall a smaller building, and spreading death
and de.struction, something like a panic began to appear.
That evening, too, the Neiu York World failed to
appear for the first time in its history, and hastily run
single sheets carried an explanation that due to serious

breakdowns in the great presses it had been impossible
to print the paper.

The next daj''—the third from the radical round-up
and Hert’s telephone call to Weyl—^the Ncxv York
American joined the World in .silence. Two more ele-

vator falls were reported, and the whole elevator sys-
tem of several skyscrapers was declared unsafe upon
inspection. Subway trains were running dead slow
throughout the city ; traffic v/as paralyzed. The police,

driven frantic, were wringing confessions olwiously
false from the jailed radicals under the impetus of a
growing popular clamor for finding the culprits—and
that the growing terror should lack no element of
horror, a large section of the Third Avenue Elevated
came crashing to the street, bearing with it a train
loaded' with passengers.

Repeated telephone calls from Commissioner Hert
had lieen answered by Merrick with the information
that Weyl was “out” until the final one brought the
information that “The line has been temporarily dis-

connected” from Central. The scientist, in truth, had
abandoned his laboratory work on the second day, satis-

fied with the result, and liad gone to poke about lower
New York examining the wreckage left by the growing
list of catastrophes. What he saw seemed to satisfy

him, for he had returned to his office with a more
cheerful expression than he had worn for many days
and that night an observer would have seen his window
lighted till near dawn.

Ihe morning of the fifth day of the reign of terror,

counting from the fall of the Municipal Building ele-

vator, brought with it further tidings of disorganiza-
tion and wreckage. An outside fire escape on a crazy
old btiikling in Chinatown had slid to the street, bury-
ing half a dozen Orientals in the wreckage. The ele-

vated roads, after a second collapse, had Iieen declared
unsafe and had ceased operations. The intelligence

of a track-walker had averted another subway wreck
by the discovery of a rail neatly cut in two.

But the morning also brought with it some feeling

of relief to the harassed Police Commissioner, in the
shape of a telephone call from Weyl, asking him to
come to the laboratory and liriiig with him the execu-
tives of several leading electrical firms. “Appeal to
them,” said the scientist. “Tell them they are tiie

only men who can save the situation. I’ll explain why
and how when you bring them.”

C OMMISSIONER HERT sat not too comfortably
on the edge of a laboratory table, on which were

displayed a row of the samples of iron and .steel sent

to Weyl, together with the compound microscope and
a sheaf of microphotographs. Before him stood the
biologist, like a showman displaying his wares, and in .

the five chairs the laboratory afforded were grouped
the executives of as many electrical companies.
“You will pardon me,” said Weyl, “if I seem long

and discursive. I have found the criminal who has
made all this trouble, but it is necessary to prove Ids

guilt.

“I will start by reminding you that Commissioner
Hert called me into the case in the matter of Brooklyn
Bridge. He believed that the cablets had been severed
by the radicals as an act of terrorism, but wanted me
to find out how it was done.

“Now it at once struck me that if a human agency
had been at work it was to say the least a very unusual
human agency, for the bridge had been brilliantly

lighted and under the care of a large number of trained
observers when some of the cutting took place. A
slow-acting acid either in the paint or applied to the
cables, was suggested, but the action of any acid would
be revealed by a trace of its salts, and chemical analysis

showed no such thing. Besides I had noted that morn-
ing that .some of my own cellar-gratings had been cut

in a similar i^eculiar fasliion, and there was no reason
whatever why any radicals should want to waste time
on my coal-hole.

“So I had to hunt further afield. As the manifesta-
tions of .this terror spread, several singular facts began
to appear. In every case, the accident was due to the

failure of some piece of iron or steel. The accidents
were, in the beginning, confined to a comparatively

narrow area around Brooklyn Bridge—^Iiand me that

map, will you, Merrick? Thank you. On this map
of New York I have made a red dot at the scene of

each of these steel faihtres. You see thej/ are chistered

thick around Brooklyn Bridge, and thin out gradually
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in all directions, except that there seems to be another

small center here in Brooklyn.

“In every case the iron or steel that failed had been

cut through—not in a clean, straight cut, but in a some-

what jagged fashion, and wdth lines radiating out from

the cut almost as though the metal were brittle and

had been shattered by the blow of some blunt and

hear^ cutting instrument.

“The 'failures were in all sorts and kinds of iron or

steel, causing accidents that ranged from the terrible
^

to the absurd. There were broken .sulnvay rails and

broken typewriters; half-built skyscrapers collapsing

and iron fences, like that around the City Hall, devel-

oping cuts. If this were due to any human agency, I

argued, it was certainly the work of an insensate

maniac.

"But maniacs, proverbially cunning though they are,

could hardly have cut the cables on the Brooldyn Bridge

while they were under observation or clambered up

into elevator shafts to sever wire rope hanging in

vacancy, many feet above the bottom of the shaft. This

w’as conclusive to me of the inliuman agency of the

phenomena. I hope it wall be so to y'ou as w'ell.

“But I had one fact to go on. All the accidents took

place in some place wdiere the iron or steel was exposed

to the air.

“Then I got a piece of the steel from my cellar grat-

ing and set to work on it. The chemical analysis showed

only a rather higher percentage of carbon than usual,

for which there was no adequate explanation. But

the microscope gave me something. There are always

a certain number of bacteria—germs—^floating around

in the air and resting on things. Filings from the cut

place on the grating bar showed the normal bacteria,

but also a large, a perfectly extraordinary number of

a hitherto uncatalogued type of bacteria, ladder-like in

form and perfectly amazing in activity. If you will

examine these microphotographs you will see some of

them.” He passed around the pictures amid an inter-

ested silence on the part of the electrical men and a

fidgety silence on the part of Commissioner tiert.

“Could this cutting of steel, then, he due to bacteria

action, I asked myself?” continued Weyl. “Every

other fact fitted in with it. Bacteria could wmrk with-

out being seen on Brooklyn Bridge ;
bacteria could get

into elevator shafts, bacteria would not care wdiether

it was a typewriter or a .skyscraper they were wrecking.

“It is perfectly true that iron and steel seem to be

unusually hard and difficult objects for bacterial action,

but then I began to remember the geological history

of iron.

“As you know, bacterial activity has occurred in ore

deposits in many parts of the earth. But how did

bacteria get into these deposits? According to geolo-

gists, n orking in the light of modern biological science,

the ore deposits are the work of algae and iron bacteria.

In other words, there were, far back in geologic ages,

bacteria—germs—which secreted and deposited iron

oxide, just as the bacteria of disease secrete and de-

posit poisons.

“They lived on iron, in fact. Now this may appear

peculiar, but it is not at all incredible when one con-

siders that there are many animals in nature, which

make short work of much harder substances. The
whelk, to mention one, lives on oysters, which it ex-

tracts from boring through the extremely hard shell

surrounding the bivalve. Some worms bore rock, and

—well, I could multiply instances, but it would be

unnecessary.

“So for the time, I accepted the hypothesis that the

steel was attacked by bacteria of this new type; in

other words, was diseased, was sick. I set myself to

prove it by experiment. From the diseased end of my
cellar grating I took some filings and placed them on
each of these samples of steel sent me by Commissioner

Hert.

“That was five days ago. Look at them now.” He
pointed to the little blocks of steel, each on its por-

celain dish. Each had melted as a lump of sugar melts

when touched by water, some from the center, some
from the edges, till hardly anything of them was left.

“If your policemen hadn’t been so busy hunting for

radicals, Hert,” the scientist went on, “they would have

noticed that after every break the broken steel kept on

melting away from the point where the break occurred.

“Well, I had my criminal, or rather my disease. The
next thing was to prescribe a remedy. Carbolic acid

kills these bacteria as it does many others—I was per-

fectly serious when I told you to give the Municipal

Building elevators a bath in it, Hert—^but of course,

it would be almost impossible to apply carbolic acid to

all the infected places in the city. Moreover, while we
were doing it, new centers would develop.

“These bacteria multiply very rapidly and spread

wdth phenomenal speed.

“Their action consists in uniting the iron with

carbon dioxide and some material they secrete, form-

ing a compound that is very soluble, and hence leaves

the edge of the diseased steel with a bright appearance

as the compound dissol’'P®^i a little moisture. There-

fore the iron or steel they work on must have free

access to the air (which conttilns a certain amount of

carbon dioxide) for them to exist. I fancy that is the

reason why w'e have not heard of any ^teel giving way,

except where it is exposed. It would be terrible indeed,

if all the steel in New York’s skyscrapers were open

to their attacks.

“During the past few days I have been working along

the line of excluding the steel from air. No really

satisfactory way presented itself. To give only one
instance, the subw’ay rails could not well be covered

by any kind of protective coating.

“Then I obseiwed something else. In the subway

and elevated breakages, it was always the running rails

and not the power rails that were attacked ; in the ele-

vator failures the supporting cables but not the power
cables gave way; telephone cables were undamaged.
It occurred to me that these bacteria found steel which

was near to an electric current decldely unhealthy.

“So I experimented again, first with high voltage

and gradually with reduced voltage, and I found that

not only do the bacteria not attack steel near to which

an electric current is passing, but that even the mildest

electrical shock is fatal to them. If you will come to

the microscope—

”

He attached a small dry cell to one of the dissolving
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steel samples with copper wire and placed it in the

object piece of the big microscope, with a small switch

breaking the circuit. “Now Hert
—

” said Weyl, and
the police commissioner, looking through the glass, saw
the metal swarming with a monstrous growth of ladder-

like shapes that swam slowly.

“Now I’m going to close the switch,’’ said the sci-

enti.st, and instantly the moving shapes were still.

In silence the electrical men followed him to the glass

and saw the miracle repeated.

“Now I do not profess to know how these bacteria

developed or how they got here. That is a subject

for future investigation,’’ said Weyl. “But I do know

that civilization is faced with a terrible danger, and
that you electrical men are the only ones who can save

us. A current, no matter how weak, must be passed
through every piece of exposed iron or steel in the,city!

It’s up to you.”

It was Howells of the New York Light & Power,
who was first on his feet, with the words that marked
the beginning of the end of the terri!)le steel sickness

and the accidents it had brought about. “Mr. Weyl
and Commissioner Hert,” he said, “our resources are
at your disposal. One of the pleasures of being head
of a large corporation is that one can take part in

large movements.”

THE END
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Me SKYLARK oj SPACE
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What Went Before;

URING an experiment for the Goi’ernmcnt Bureau of
Chemistry, in srhich Richard Seaton, a clever ehemist,

had heen clcctrolymng his solution of the tinknottnt

metal, he accidentally discovered the enormous pozocr of this

solution when acted on by the electric current. When the

steam-bath, upon xvliich he had been experimenthut, suddenly

flies out of its place, throui/h the air, and beyond the range of a

pozverful telescope, he realises that he has discovered the means

for liberating intra-atomic energy. Luckily for him, the energy

zvas giz’cn off slozcly that time.

A demonstration in the goz'crnment laboratories the follozving

day prozvd zmsucccssfiil on account of a flazti in- the electrical

connection, so Seaton Icaz’cs the goz'crnmcnt employ and takes

his solution zvith him for some personal experiments.

Mr. Reynolds Crane, a tnillionaire friend of Seaton, becomes
interested, and they decide, together, to build first a space-flier,

to be propelled by this intra-atomic energy, and later a pozver

plant to supply the zoo-rid zvith all its necessary pozver.

Mr. Marc DuQuesne, a fcllozv chemist in the goz’crnmcnt

employ, is certain that the unsucccsttful demonstration zvas

“faked” zchen he learns that Crane is helping Seaton. lie goes

to Brookings, head of the Steel Trust, and offers to help them

get the solution and utilize it. He had nefarious dealings zvith

them before. He asks an enormous sum in return. Brookings

refuses DuQuesne his offer and gets some of the solution of
"X." Their ozvn chemist is sent to a lonely spot to experiment

zvith a fezu drops of the solution, and z'cry shortly after that the

zvorld hears of a mysterious explosion that takes zvith it the

chemist and a considerable amount of the surrounding ground
and property.

When .Seaton and Crane learn of the explosion, they con-

clude that someone, somchozv, has gotten hold of “X,” and a

test of the contents of their vial zvhich contained it, proves that

some of this solution zvas taken out of if. They are later led to

suspect DuQuesne, because he is the only chemist zvho zvould

knozo anything about the solution, and zvho would dare to e.y-

periment zvith it, but they cannot “get” him. Follozving Du-
Ouesne zvith a special compass zvhich Seaton had inz’ented, they

knozo that somchozv Steel is connected zvith him. They can do

nothing but become extra cautious and zvary. Steel, zvho is nozv

zvilling to give DuQuesne anything he zvants, and DuQuesne,

have made several attempts at stealing the solution, hut so far

have been able to get nothing but some plans and a small vial of

diluted solution.

Steel, ill building the ship for Crane, uses faulty znaierial,

zvhich they hope zvill not be noticed, until the ship is out in inter-

stellar space. Hoivcz-er, Seaton and Crane discover the faulty

znaterial and arc secretly haznng another ship built, wuch larger

and better equipped, unknozvn to Steel,

During a consultation zvith Perkins, a super-criminal detec-

tive, they decide that they might make Crane or Seaton “talk”

if they kidnap Dorothy Vancman, daughter of a prominent

lazvyer, and Seaton’s szveetheart.

Margaret Spencer, Brookings’ secretary, has obtained some

damaging cz’idcnce against Steel, particularly in relation to

some inz’entions originated by her father zvhich that company

szvindlcd him out of. To znake her surrender that evidence,

they decide to abduct her also, when they take Dorothy Vane-

man to another planet for azvhile.

Just before Seaton and Crane are ready for their initial big

flight, Seaton hands Mr. Vancman a sealed envelope containing

instructions, in reference to the solution and its practical use,

nozv in invisible sympathetic ink, hetzvecn the lines of a typed

znanuseript. This is to be used in the event that both Seaton

and Crane are killed.

CHAPTER VIII

Indirect Action

t
art II

|HE afternoon following the homecoming of

the Skylark, Seaton and Dorothy returned

from a long horseback ride in the park.

After Seaton had mounted his motorcycle

Dorothy turned toward a bench in the

shade of an old elm to watch a game of tennis on the

court next door. Scarcely had she seated herself when
a great copper-plated ball alighted upon the lawn in

front of her. A heavy steel

door snapped open and a
~~~

powerful figure clad in avi-

ator’s leather, the face com-

pletely covered by the hood,
.

leaped out. She jumped to

her feet with a cry of joyful

surprise, thinking it was'

Seaton—^a cry which died

suddenly as she realized

that Seaton had just left her

and that this vessel was

nrHE author of this story, being a chemist of high stand-

ing and an e.vcellent znathe-maiician. gk>es us a rare gezn

in this interplanetary tale. For one thing, he suggests an

intcrc.zting use of the action of acceleration. In this -instat-

znent it is made to fake the place of grazdty zvhen the inter-

planetary vehicle is out in open space. In order to get the

gravity effect, a positive or negative acceleration could be

given out.

This instalment retains its easy flozv of language and con-

tinues to develop surprise episodes zvith a remarkable degree

of realism.

far too small to he the Skylark. She turned in flight,

hut the stranger caught her in three strides. She found

herself helpless in a pair of arms equal in strength to

Seaton’s own. Picking her up lightly as a baby, Du-
Quesne carried her over to the space-car. Shriek after

shriek rang out as she found that her utmost struggles

were of no avail against the giant strength of her cap-

tor, that her fiercely-driven nails glanced harmlessly off

the heavy glass and leather of his hood, and that her

teeth were equally ineffective against his suit.

With the girl in his arms DuQuesne stepped into the

________________ vessel, and as the door

clanged shut behind them
Dorothy caught a glimpse

of another woman, tied

hand and foot in one of the

side seats of the car.

“Tie her feet, Perkins,”

DuQuesne ordered brusque-

ly, holding her around the

body so that her feet ex-

tended straight out in front

of him. “She’s a wildcat.”
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The great tree standing on the farmer edge of the island suddenly bent over, lashing out like a snake
And srsspi&s DOtli. It tr&nsfizcd them with the terrible thorns, which were now seen to be Armed with

needlepoints And to possess barbs like fish-hooks.
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As Perkins threw one end of a small rope around her
ankles Dorothy doubled up her knees, drawing her feet
as far away from him as possible. As he incautiously
approached, she kicked out viciously, with all the force
of her muscular young body behind her heavj^ riding-
boots.

The sharp heel of one small boot struck Perkins
squarely in the pit of the stomach— a true “solar-
plexus ’ blow—and completely knocked out, he stag-

gered back against the instrimient-board. His out-flung
arm pushed the speed lever clear out to its last notch,
throwing the entire current of the batteries through the
bar, which was pointed straight up, as it had been when
they made their landing, and closing the switch which
threw on the power of the repelling outer coating.
There was a creak of the mighty steel fabric, stressed
almost to its limit as the vessel darted upward with its

Stupendous velocity, and only the carefully-planned
spring-and-cu.shion floor saved their lives as they were
thrown flat and held there by the awful force of their

accelleration as the space-car tore through the thin
layer of the earth’s atmosphere. So terrific was their
speed, that the friction of the air did not have time to
set them afire—they were through it and into the per-
fect vacuum of interstellar space before the thick steel

hull was even warmed through. Dorothy lay flat upon
her back, just as she had fallen, unable even to move
her arms, gaining each breath only by a terrible effort.

Perkins was a huddled heap under the instrument-
board. The other captive, Brookings’ ex-secretary, was
in somewhat better case, as her bonds had snapped
like string and she was lying at full length in one of
the side-seats—forced into that position and held there,

as the design of the seats was adapted for the most
comfortable position possible under such conditions.
She, like Dorothy, was gasping for breath, her strain-

ing muscles barely able to force air into her lungs be-
cause of the paralyzing weight of her chest.

DuQuesne alone was able to move, and it required
all of his Herculean strength to creep and crawl, snike-
like, toward the instrument-board. Finally attaining

his goal, he summoned all his strength to grasp, not the
controlling lever, which he knew was beyond his reach,
but a cut-out switch only a couple of feet above his
head. With a series of convulsive movements he fought
his way up, first until he was crouching on his elbows
and knees, and then into a squatting position. Placing
his left hand under his right, he made a last supreme
effort. Perspiration streamed from him, his mighty
muscles stood out in ridges visible even mider the heavy
leather of his coat, his lips parted in a snarl over his

locked teeth as he threw every ounce of his wonderful
body into an effort to force his right hand up to the
switch. His hand approached it slowly—closed over it

and pulled it out.

The result was startling. With the mighty power
instantty cut off, and with not even the ordinary force
of gravitation to counteract the force DuQuesne was
exerting, his own muscular eft'ort hurled him up toward
the center of the car and against the instrument-board.

The switch, still in his grasp, was again closed. His
shoulder crashed against the levers which controlled the
direction of the bar, swinging it through a wide arc.

As the ship darted off in the new direction with all its
old acceleration, he was hurled against the instrument-
board, tearing one end loose from its supports and fall-
ing unconscious to the floor on the other side. After a
time, which seemed like an eternity, Dorothy and the
other girl felt their senses slowly leave them.
With four unconscious passengers, the space-car

hurtled through empty space, its already iiiconceir^able
velocity being augmented eveiy second by a quantity
biinging its velocity near to that of light, driven onward
by the incredible power of the disintegrating copper bar.

S EATON had gone only a short distance from his
sweetheart’s home when over the purring of his

engine he thought he heard Dorothy’s voice raised in a
scream. He did not wait to make sure, but whirled his
machine about and the purring changed instantly to a
staccato roar as he threw open the throttle and ad-
vanced the spark. Gravel flew from beneath his skid-
ding wheels as he negotiated the turn into the Vaneman
grounds at suicidal speed. But with all his haste he
arrived upon the scene just in time to see the door of
the space-car close. Before he could reach it the vessel
disappeared, with nothing to mark its departure save
a violent whirl of grass and sod, uprooted and carried
far into the air by the vacuum of its wake. To the
excited tennis-players and the screaming mother of the
abducted girl it seemed as though the great metal ball
had vanished utterly—only Seaton, knowing what to
expect, saw the line it made iii the air and saw for an
instant a minute dot in the sky l)efore it disappeared.

Interrupting the clamor of the young people, each
of whom was trying to tell him what load happened, he
spoke to Mrs. Vaneman.

“Mother, Dottle’s all right,” he said rapidly but
gently. “Steel's got her. but they won’t keep her long.
Don’t worry, we’ll get her. It may take a week or it

may take a year, but we’ll bring her back,” and leaping
upon his motorcycle, he shattered all the speed laws on
his way to Crane’s house.

“Elart !” he yelled, rusliing into the shop, “they’ve
got Dottle, in a bus made from our plans. Let’s go!”
as he started on a run for the testing shed.

“Wait a minute!” crisply shouted Crane. “Don’t
go off half-cocked. What is your plan ?”

“Plan, hell!” barked the enraged chemist. “Chase
’em!”

“Which way did they go, and when?”
“Straight up, full power, twenty minutes ago.”
“Too long ago. Straight up has changed its direction

several degrees since then. They may have covered a
million miles, or they may have come back and landed
next door. Sit down and think—^we need all your
brains now.”

Regaining his self-possession as the wisdom of his
friend’s advice came home to him, Seaton sat down and
pulled out his pipe. There was a tense silence for an
instant. Then he leaped to his feet and olarted into his
room, returning with an object-compass whose needle

pointed upward.

“DuQuesne did it,” he cried exultantly. “This baby
is still looking right at him. Now let’s go—^make it

snapity
!”
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“Not yet. We should find oitt how far away they

are ; that may give us an idea.”

Suiting action to word, he took up his stojnvatch and
set the needle swinging. They watched it with strained

faces as second after second went by and it still con-

tinued to swing. When it had come to rest Crane read

his watch and made a rapid calculation.

About three hundred and fifty million miles,” he
stated. “Clear out of our solar system already, and
from the distance covered he must have had a constant

acceleration so as to approximate the velocity of light,

and he is still going with full . .
.”

“But nothing can possibly go that fast. Mart, it’s

impossible. How about Einstein’s theory?”

“That is a theory, this measurement of distance is a

fact, as you know from our tests.”

“That’s right. Another good theory gone to pot.

But how do you account for his distance? D’you sup-

pose he’s lost control ?”

“He must have. I do not believe that he would will-

ingly stand that acceleration, nor that he would have
gone that far of his own accord. Do you ?”

“I sure don’t. We don’t know how big a bar they

are carrying, so we can’t estimate how long it is -going

to take us to catch them. But let’s not waste any more
time. Mart. For Cat’s sake, let’s get busy!”

“We have only those four bars, Dick—two for each
unit. Do you think that will be enough? Think of

how far we may have to go, what we may possibly get
into, and what it will mean to Dottie if we fail for lack

of power.”

Seaton, though furiously eager to be off, paused at

this new idea, and half-regretfully he replied

:

“We are so far behind them already that I guess a
few hours more won’t make much difference. It sure
would be disastrous to get out near one of the fixed

stars and have our power quit. I guess you’re right,

we’d better get a couple more—make it four, then we’ll

have enough to chase them half ofir lives. We’d better

load up on grub and X-plosive ammunition, too.”

WHILE Crane and Shiro carried additional pro-
visions and boxes of cartridges into the “Sk}'--

lark,” Seaton once more mounted his motorcycle and
sped across the city to the brass foundry. The manager
of the plant took his order, but blandly informed him
that there was not that much copper in the city, that it

would be a week or ten days before the order could be
filled, Seaton suggested that they melt up some copper
cable and other goods already manufactured, offering

ten times their value, but the manager was obdurate,
saying that he could not violate the rule of priority of
orders. Seaton then went to other places, endeavoring
to buy scrap cojDper, trolley wire, electric cable, anything
made of the ruddy metal, but found none for sale in
quantities large enough to be of any use. After several

hours of fruitless search, he returned home in a tower-
ing rage and explained to Crane, in lurid language, his
failure to secure the copper. The latter was unmoved.

“After you left, it occurred to me that you might not
get any. You see. Steel is still watching us.”

Fire shot from Seaton’s eyes.

“I’m going to clean up that bunch,” he gritted

through his teeth as he started straight for the door.

“Not yet, Dick,” Crane remonstrated. “We can go
down to Wilson’s in a few minutes, and I know we can

get it there if he has it. The “Skylark” is all ready to

travel.”

No more words were needed. They hurried into the

space-car and soon were standing in the oftice of the

plant in which the vessel had been built. When they

had made their wants known, the iron-master shook his

head.

“I’m sorry, Crane, but I have only a few pounds of

copper in the shop, and we have no suitable furnace.”

Seaton broke out violently at this, but Crane inter-

rupted him, explaining their inability to get the metal
anywhere else and the urgency of their need. When he
had finished, Wilson brought his fist down upon his

desk.

that I’ll bring her

“I’ll get it if I have to melt up our dynamos,” he
roared. “We’ll have to rig a crucible, but we’ll have
your bars out just as soon as the whole force of this

damned scrap-heap can make ’em !”

Calling in his foreman, he bellowed orders, and while

automobiles scoured the nearby towns for scrap cop-

per, the crucible and molds were made ready.

Nearly two days passed before the gleaming copper

cylinders were finished. During this time Crane added
to their already complete equipment every article he

could conceive of their having any use for, while Seaton

raged up and down the plant in a black fury of impa-

tience. Just before the bars were ready, they made
another reading on the object-compass. Their faces

grew tense and drawn and their hearts turned sick as

second followed second and minute followed minute
and the needle still oscillated. Finally, however, it came
to rest, and Seaton’s voice almost failed him as he read
his figures.

“Two hundred and thirty-five light-years, Mart.
They’re lost, and still going. Good-bye, old scout,”

holding out his hand, “Tell Vaneman
back or else stay out there myself.”

“You must be crazy, Dick. You khow I am going;

“\Wiy? No use in both of us taking such a chance.

If Dottie’s gone, of course I want to go too, but you
don’t.”

“Nonsense, Dick. Of course this is somewhat
farther than we had planned on going for our maiden
voyage, but where is the difference? It is just as safe

to go a thousand light-years as only one, and we have
power and food for any contingency. There is no more
danger in this trip than there is in one to Mars. At all

events, I am going whether you want me to or not, so

.save your breath.”

“You lie like a thief. Mart—^you know what we are
up against as well as I do. But if you insist on coming
along, I’m sure glad to have you.”
As their hands met in a crushing grip, the bars were

brought up and loaded into the carriers. Waving good-
bye to Wilson, they closed the massive door and took
their po.sitions. Seaton adjusted the bar parallel with

the needle of the object-compass, turned on the coil, and
advanced the speed-lever until Crane, reading the pyro-
meters, warned him to slow down, as the shell was
heating. Free of the earth’s atmosphere, he slowly
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advanced the lever, one notch at a time, until he could

no longer support the increasing weight of his hand,
but had to draw out the rolling support designed for

that emergency. He pushed the lever a few notches

farther, and felt himself forced down violently into the

seat. He was now lying at full length, the seat having

automatically moved upward so that his hand still con-

trolled the lever. Still he kept putting on more power,
until the indicator showed that more than three-quarters

of the power was in operation and he felt that he could

stand but little more.

“How are you making it, Mart?" he asked, talking

with difficulty because of the great weight of his tongue

and jaws.

“All right so far,” came the response, in a hesitating,

almost stammering voice, “but I do not know how much
nrore I can take. If you can stand it, go ahead.”

“This is enough for awhile, until we get used to it.

Any time you want to rest, tell me and I’ll cut her
down.”
“Keep her at this for four or five hours. Then cut

down until we can walk, so that we can cat and take

another reading on distance. Remember that it will

take as long to stop as it does to getmp speed, and that

we must be careful not to ram them. There would be

nothing left of either car.”

“All right, Talking's too darn much work, I’ll talk

to you again when we ease down. I sure am glad we’re
on our way at last.”

CHAPTER IX

Lost In Space

F
or forty-eight hours the uncontrolled 'atomic

motor dragged the masterless vessel with its four

unconscious passengers through tlie illimitable

reaches of empty sjjace, with an awful and constantly

increasing velocity. When only a few traces of copper
remained in the power-plant, the acceleration began to

decrease and the powerful springs began to restcre the

floor and the seats to their normal positions. The last

particle of copper having been transformed into energy,

the speed of the vessel became constant. Apparently
motionless to those inside it, it was in reality traversing

space with a velocity thousands of times greater than
that of light. As the force which had been holding

them down was relaxed, the lungs, which had been able

to secure only air enough to maintain faint sparks of

life, began to function more normally and soon all four

recovered consciousness, drinking in the life-giving

oxygen in a rapid succession of breaths so deep that it

seemed as though their lungs must burst with each

inhalation.

DuQuesne was the first to gain control of himself.

His first effort to rise to his feet lifted him from the
floor, and he floated lightly to the ceiling, striking it

with a gentle humi^ and remaining suspended in the

air. The others, who had not yet attempted to move,
Stared at him in wide-eyed amazement. Reaching out

and clutching one of the supporting columns, he drew
himself back to the floor and cautiously removed his

leather .suit, transferring two heatw automatic pistols

as he did so. By gingerly feeling of his injured body,

he discovered that no bones were broken, although he
was terribly bruised. He then glanced around to learn
how his companions were faring. He saw that they
were all sitting up, the girls resting, Perkins removing
his aviator's costume.

“Good morning, Doctor DuQuesne. What happened
when I Idcked your friend?”

DuQuesne smiled.

“Good morning, Miss Vaneman. Several things hap-
pened. He fell into the controls, turning on all the
juice. We left shortly afterward. I tried to shut the
power off, and in doing so I balled things up worse
than ever. Then I went to sleep, and just woke up.”

“Have you any idea where we are ?”

“No, but I can make a fair estimate, I think,” and
glancing at the empty chamber in which the bar had
been, he took out his notel)ook and pen and figured for

a few minutes. As he finished, he drew himself along
l)y a handrail to one of the windows, then to another.

He returned with a puzzled expression on his face

and made a long calculation.

“I don’t know exactly what to make of this,” he said

thoughtfully. “We are so far away from the earth that

even the fixed stars are unrecognizable. The power
was on exactly forty-eight hours, since that is the life

of that particular bar under full current. We should

still be close to our own solar system, since it is theoreti-

cally impossible to develop any velocity greater than
that of light. But in fact, we have. I know enough
about astronomy to recognize the fixed stars from any
point within a light-year or so of the sun, and I can’t

see a single familiar star. I never could see how mass
could be a function of velocity, and now I am convinced
that it is not. We have been accelerating for forty-

eight hours!”

He turned to Dorothy.

“While we were unconscious. Miss Vaneman, we
had probably attained a velocity of something like

seven billion four hundred thirteen million miles per
second, and that is the approximate speed at which we
are now traveling. We must be nearly six quadrillion

miles, and that is a space of several hundred light-

years—away from our solar system, or, more plainly,

about six times as far away from our earth as the

North Star is. We couldn’t see our sun with a tele-

scope, even if we knew which w'ay to look for it.”

At this paralyzing news, Dorothy’s face turned white
and Margaret Spencer quietly fainted in her seat.

“Then we can never get back?” asked Dorothy
slowly.

At this question, Perkins’ self-control gave way and
his thin veneer of decency disappeared comidetely.

“You got us into this whole thing 1” he screamed as

he leaped at Dorothy with murderous fury gleaming in

his pale eyes and his fingers curved into talons. In-

stead of reaching her, however, he merely sprawled
grotesquely in midair , and DuQuesne knocked him clear

across the vessel with one powerful blow of his fist.

“Get back there, you cowardly cur,” he said evenly.

“Even though we are a long way from home, try to

remember you're a man, at least. One more break like

that and I’ll throw you out of the boat. It isn’t her
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fault that we are out here, but our own. The blame for

it is a very small matter, anjuvay ; the thing of impor-

tance is to get back as soon as possible.”

“But how can we get back ?” asked I’erkins sullenly

from the corner where he v/as crouching, fear in every

feature. “The power is gone, the controls are wrecked,

and we are hopelessly lost in space.”

“Oh, I wouldn’t say ‘hopelessly,’ ” returned the other,

“I have never been in any situation yet that I couldn’t

get out of, and I won’t be convinced until I am dead

that I can’t get out of this one. We have two extra

power bars, we can fix the board, and if I can’t navigate

us back close enough to our solar system to find it, I

am more of a dub than I think I am. How about a

little bite to eat ?”

“Show us where it is!” exclaimed Dorothy. “Now
that you mention it, I find that I am starved to death.”

DuOuesne looked at her keenly.

“I admire your nerve. Miss Vaneman. I didn’t sup-

pose that that animal over there would show such a

wide streak of yellow, but I tvas rather afraid that you

girls might go to pieces.”

“I’m scared blue, of course,” Dorothy admitted

frankly, “but hysterics won’t do any good, and we sim-

ply must get back.”

“Certainly, we must and we will,” stated DuQuesne
calmly. “If you like, you might find something for us

to eat in the galley there, while I see what I can do

with this board that I wrecked with my head. By the

way, that cubby-hole there is the apartment reserved for

you two ladies. We are in rather cramped quarters,

but I think you will find everything you need.”

As Dorothy drew herself along the handrail toward

the room designated, accompanied by the other girl

who, though conscious, had paid little attention to any-

thing around her, she could not help feeling a thrill of

admiration for the splendid villain who had abducted

her. Calm and cool, always master of himself, appar-

ently paying no attention to the terrible bruises which

disfigured half his face and doubtless half his body as

well, she admitted to herself that it was only his ex-

ample, which had enabled her to maintain her self-

control in their present plight. As she crawled over

Perkins’ discarded suit, she remembered that he had
not taken any weapons from it. After a rapid glance

around to assure herself that she was not being watched,

she quickly searched the coat, bringing to light not one,

but two pistols, which she thrust into her pocket. She

saw with relief that they were regulation army auto-

matics, with whose use she was familiar from much

target practise with Seaton.

In the room, which was a miniature of the one she

had seen on the Skylark, the girls found clothing, toilet

articles, and everything necessary for a long trip. As
they were setting themselves to rights, Dorothy electing

to stay in her riding suit, they surveyed each other

frankly and each was reassured by what she saw. Dor-

othy saw a girl of twenty-two, of her own stature, with

a mass of heavy, wavy l)lack hair. Her eyes, a singu-

larly rich and deep brown, contrasted strangely with

the beautiful ivory of her skin. She wa.s normally a

beautiful girl, thought Dorothy, but her beauty was

marred by suffering and privation. Her naturally

slender form was thin, her face was haggard and worn.
The stranger broke the silence.

“T’M Margaret Spencer,” she began abruptly, “for-

A mer secretary to His Royal Highness, Brookings

of Steel. They swindled my father out of an invention

worth millions and he died, broken-hearted. I got the

job to see if I couldn’t get enough evidence to convict

them, and I had quite a lot when they caught me. I had
some things that they were afraid to lose, and I had
them so well hidden that they couldn't find them, so

they kidnapped me to make me give them hack. They
haven’t dared kill me so far for fear the evidence will

.show up after my death—which it will. However, I

will be legally dead before long, and then they know
the whole thing will come out, so they have brought me
out here to make me talk or kill me. Talking won’t do

me any good now, though, and I don’t believe it ever

would have. They rvould have killed me after they got

the stuff back, anyway. So you see I, at least, will

never get Ijack to the earth alive.”

“Cheer up—we’ll all get back safely.”

“No, we won’t. You don’t know that man Perkins

—

if that is his name. I never heard him called any real

name before. He is simply unspeakalde—^vile—^hide-

ous—everything that is base. He was my jailer, and I

utterly loathe and despise him. He is mean and under-

handed and tricky—^lie reminds me of a slimy, poison-

ous snake. He will kill me : I know it.”

“But how' about Doctor DuQuesne ? Surely he isn’t

that kind of man? He wouldn’t let him.”

“I’ve never met him before, but from what I heard

of him in the office, he’s even worse than Perkins, but

in an entirely different way. There’s nothing small or

mean about him, and I don’t believe he would go out of

his way to hurt anyone, as Perkins would. But he is

absolutely cold and hard, a jierfcct fiend. Where his

interests are conce:

good or bad, that

ned, there’s nothing under the sun,

he won’t do. But I’m glad that

Perkins had me ii .stead of ‘The Doctor,’ as they call

him. Perkins raises such a bitter personal feeling, that

anybody would rather die than give up to him in any-

thing. DuQuesne, however, would have tortured me
inqiersonally and scientifically—cold and self-contained

all the while and using the most efficient methods, and
I am sure he would have got it out of me some way.

He always gets what he goes after.”

“Oh, come. Miss Spencer 1” Dorothy interrupted the

half-hysterical girl. “You’re too hard on him. Didn’t

you see him knock Perkins down when he came after

me?”
“Well, maybe he has a few gentlemanly instincts,

which he uses when he doesn’t lose anything by it.

More likely he merely intended to rebuke him for a

usele.ss action. He is a firm Pragmatist—anything that

is useful is all right, anything that is useless is a crime.

More probably yet, he wants you left alive. Of cour.se

that is his real reason. He went to tlie trouble of kid-

napping you, SO naturally he won’t let Perkins or any-

body else kill you until he i.s through with you. Other-

wise he w'ould have let Perkins do anything he wanted
to with you, without lifting a finger.”

“I can’t quite believe that,” Dorothy replied, though
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a cold chill struck at her heart as she rememhered the

inhuman crime attributed to this man, and she quailed

at the thought of being in his charge, countless millions

of miles from earth, a thought only partly counteracted
by the fact that she was now armed. “He has treated

US with every consideration so far, let’s hope for the

best. Anyway, I’m sure that we’ll get back safely.”

“Why so sure? Have you something up your sleeve?”
“No—or yes, in a way I have, though nothing very

definite. I’m Dorothy Vaneman, and I am engaged to

the man who discovered the thing that makes this space-

car go. . ,

“That’s why they kidnapped you, then—to make him
give up all his rights to it. It’s like them.”

“Yes, I think that’s w-hy they did it. But they won’t
keep me long, Dick Seaton will find me, I know, I

feel it.”

“But that’s exactly what they' want !” cried Margaret
excitedly, “In my spying around I heard a little about
this very thing—^the name Seaton brings it to my mind.
His car is broken in some waj', so that it will kill him
the first time he tries to run it.”

“That’s where they underestimated Dick and his

partner. You have hea'rd of Martin Crane, of course?’’

“I think I heard his name mentioned in the office,

together with Seaton’s, but that’s all.”

“Well, besides other things, Martin is quite a won-
derful mechanic, and he found out that our Skylark
was spoiled. So they built another one, a lot bigger,

and I am sure that they are following us, right now.”
“But how can they possibly follow us, when we are

going so fast and are so far away?” queried the other

girl, once more despondent.

“I don’t quite know, but I do know that Dick will

find a way. He’s simply wonderful. He knows more
now than that Doctor DuQuesne will ever learn in all

his life, and he will find us in a few days, I feel it in

my bones. Besides, I picked Perkins’ pockets of these
two pistols. Can

“Yes,” replied

,
you shoot an automatic ?’'

the other girl, as she seized one of
the guns, assured herself that its magazine was full,

and slipped it into her pocket. “I used to practise a lot

with my father’s. This makes me feel a whole lot bet-

ter. And call me Peggy, won’t 5’ou ? It will seem good
to hear my name again. After what I’ve been through
lately, even this trip will be a vacation for me.”

“'\\'’ell, then, cheer up, Peggy dear, we’re going to be
great friends. Let’s go get us all something to eat. I'm
simply' starved, and I know you are, too.”

The presence of the pistol In her pocket and Dor-
othy’s unwavering faith in her lover, lifted the

stranger out of the mood of despair into which the long
imprisonment, the brutal treatment, and the present

situation had plunged her. and she was almost cheerful

as they drew themselves along the hand-rail leading to

the tiny galley.

“I simply can’t get used to the idea of nothing having-
any weight

—

look here !” latiglied Dorothy, as she took

a boiled ham out of the refrigerator and hung it upon
an imaginary hook in the air, where it remained mo-
tionless. “Doesn’t it make you feel funny?”

‘‘It is a queer sensation. I feel light, like a toy bal-

loon, and I feel awfully weird inside. If we have no
weight, why does it hurt so when we hump into any-
thing? And when you throw anything, like the Doc-
tor did Perkins, why does it hit as hard as ever ?”

‘Tt’s ma.s.s or inertia or something like that. A thing
has it everywhere, whether it weighs anything or not.
Dick explained it all to me. I understood it when he
told me about it, hut I’m afraid it didn’t sink in very
deep. Did you ever study physics ?”

‘T had a y'ear of it in college, hut it was more or
less of a joke. I went to a girls’ school, and all we
had to do in physics was to get the credit ; we didn’t
have to learn it.”

“Me too. Next time I go to school I’m going to
Yale or Harvard or some such place, and I’ll learn so
much mathematics and science that I’ll have to wear a
Ijandeau to keep my massive intellect in place.”

During this conversation they had prepared a sub-
stantial luncheon and had arranged it daintily upon two
large trays, in spite of the difficulty caused by the fact
that nothing would remain in place by its own weight.
The feast jsrepared, Dorothy took her tray from the
table as carefully as she could, and saw the sandwiches
and bottles start to float toward the ceiling. Hastily
inverting the tray above the escaping viands, she pushed
tnem hack down upon the table. In doing so she lifted

herself clear from the floor, as she had forgotten to hold
herself down.

“What’ll we do, anyway?” she wailed when she had
recovered her position. “Everything wants to fly all

over the place
!”

“Put another tray on top of it and hold them to-

gether,” suggested Margaret. “I wish we had a bird-
cage. Then we could open the door and grab a sand-
wich as it flies out.”

By covering the trays the girls finally carried the
luncheon out into the main compartment, where they
gave DuQuesne and Perkins one of the trays and all

fell to eating hungrily. DuQuesne paused with a glint

of amusement in lils Dne sound eye as he saw Dorothy
trying to pour ginger ale out of a bottle.

“It can’t be done, Mi.ss Affinemaii. You’ll have to
drink it through a straw. That will work, since our air

pressure is normal. Be careful not to choke on it,

though
: your swallowing will have to be all muscular

out here. Gravity won’t help you. Or wait a hit—

I

have the control board fixed and it will be a matter of
only a few minutes to put in another bar and get enough
acceleration to take the place of gravity.

He placed one of the extra power l)ar.s in the cham-
ber and pushed the speed lever into the first notch, and
there was a lurch of the whole vessel as it swung
around the bar so that the floor was once more perpen-
dicular to it. He took a couple of steps, returned, and
advanced the lever another notch.

“There that’s about the same as gravity. Now we
can act like human beings and eat in comfort.”

“That’s a wonderful relief, Doctor !” cried Dorothy.
“Are we going hack toward the earth?”

“Not yet. I reversed the bar, but we will have to ii.se

up all of this one before we can even start hack. Until

this bar is gone we will merely be slowing down.”
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As the meal progressed, Dorothy noticed that Du-
Quesiie’s left arm seemed almost helpless, and

that he ate with great difficulty because of his terribly

bruised face. As soon as they had removed the trays

she went into her room, where she had seen a small

medicine chest, and brought out a couple of bottles.

“Lie down here. Doctor DuQiiesne,” she com-
manded. “I’m going to apply a little first-aid to the

injured. Arnica and iodine are all I can find, hut they’ll

help a little.”

“I’m all right,” began the scientist, but at her im-

perious gesture he submitted, and she bathed his bat-

tered features with the healing lotion and painted the

worst bruises with iodine.

“I see your arm is lame. Where does it hurt ?”

“Shoulder’s the worst. I rammed it through the

board when we started out.”

He opened his shirt at the throat and hared his shoul-

der, and Dorothy gasped—as much at the size and
power of the muscles displayed, as at the extent and
severity of the man’s injuries. Stepping into the gal-

lery, she brought out hot water and towels and gently

bathed away the clotted blood that had been forced

through the skin.

“Massage it a little with the arnica as I move the

arm,” he directed coolly, and she did so, pityingly. He
did not wince and made no sign of pain, Imt she saw
beads of perspiration appear upon his face, and won-
dered at his fortitude.

“That’s fine,” he said gratefully as she finished, and
a peculiar expression came over his face. “It feels one
hundred per cent better already. But why do you do
it? I should think you would feel like crowning me
with that basin instead of playing nurse.”

“Efficiency,” slie replied with a smile. “I’m taking a
leaf out of your own hook. You are our chief engineer,

you know, and it won’t do to have you laid up.”

“That’s a logical explanation, but it doesn’t go far

enough,” he rejoined, still studying her intently. She
did not reply, but turned to Perkins.

“How are you, Mr. Perkins ? Do you require medi-

cal attention?”

“No,” growled Perkins from the seat in which he
had crouched immediately after eating. “Keep away
from me, or I’ll cut your heart out

!”

“Shut up!” snapped DuOuesne. “Remember wdiat

I said?”

“I haven’t done anything,” snarled the other.

“I said I -would throw you out if you made another
break,” DuOuesne informed him evenly, “and I meant
it. If you can’t talk decently, keep still. Understand
that you are to keep off Miss Vanemaii, -words and
actions. I am in charge of her, and I will put up -with

no interference whatever. This is your last warning.”
“How about Spencer, then?”
“I have nothing to say about her, she’s not mine,”

responded DuQuesne with a shrug.

An e-vil light appeared in Perkins’ eyes and he took
out a wicked-looking knife and began to strop it care-

fully upon the leather of the seat, glaring at his victim

the while.

‘Well, 7 have something to say . . .” blazed Dor-
othy, but she was silenced by a gesture from Margaret,

who calmly took the pistol from her i)Ocket, jerked the
slide hack, throwing a cartridge into the chamber, and
held the weapon up on one finger, admiring it from
all sides.

®*T^ON’T worry about his knife. He has been
.sharpening it for my benefit for the last month.

He doesn't mean anything by it.”

At this unexpected show of resistance, Perkins stared
at her for an instant, then glanced at his coat.

“Yes, this was yours, once. You needn’t bother
aliout picking up your coat, they’re both gone. You
might be tempted to throw that knife, so drop it on
the floor and kick it over to me liefore 1 count three.

“One.” The heavy pistol steadied into line with his

chest and her finger tightened on the trigger.

“Two.” He obeyed and she picked up the knife. He
turned to DuOuesne, who had watched the scene un-
moved, a faint smile upon his saturnine face.

“Doctor!” he cried, shaking -with fear. “Why don't

you shoot her or take that gun away from her? Surely
you don’t want to see me murdered ?”

“Why not?” replied DuOuesne calmly. “It is noth-

ing to me whether she kills you or you kill her. You
brought it on yourself by yoiir own carelessness. Any
man with brains doesn’t leave guns lying around within

reach of prisoners, and a blind man could have seen

Miss Vaneman getting your hardware.”
“You saw her take them and didn’t warn me?’’

croaked Perkins.

“Why should I warn you? If you can’t take care of

your own prisoner she earns her lilierty, as far as I am
concerned. I never did like your style, Perkins, espe-

cially your methods of handling—or rather mishandling—^women. You could have made her give up the stuff

she recovered from that ass Brookings inside of an
hour, and woukhi’t have had to kill her afterward,
either.”

“How?” sneered the other. “If you are so good at

that kind of thing, why didn’t you try it on Seaton and
Crime?”
“There are seven different methods to use on a

woman like Miss Spencer, each of which will produce
the desired result. The reason I did not try them on
either Seaton or Crane is that they would have failed.

Your method of indirect action is probably the only
one that will succeed. That is why I adoiked it.”

“Well, what are you going to do about it?” shrieked

Perkins. “Are you going to sit there and lecture all

day?”

“I am going to do nothing whatever,” answered the

scientist coldly. “If you had any brains you would see

that you are in no danger. Miss Spencer will undoubt-
edly kill you if you attack her—^not otherwise. That
is an Anglo-Saxon weakness.”

“Did you see me take the pistols ?” queried Dorothy.
“Certainly. I’m not blind. You have one of them

in your right coat pocket now.”
“Then why didn’t you, or don’t you, try to take it

away from me?” she asked in wonder.
“If I had objected to your having them, you would

never have got them. If I didn’t want you to have a
gun now, I would take it awat^ from you. You know
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that, don’t you?” and his black eyes stared into her

violet ones with such calm certainty of his ability that

she felt her heart sink.

“Yes,” she admitted finally, “I believe you could

—

that is, unless I were angry enough to shoot you.”

“That wouldn’t help you. I can shoot faster and
straighter than you can, and would shoot it out of your

hand. However, I have no objection to your having the

gun, since it is no part of my plan to offer you any
further indignity of any kind. Even if you had the

necessary coldness of nerve or cruelty of disposition

—

of which I have one, Perkins the other, and you neither

—you wouldn’t shoot me now, because you can’t get

back to the earth without me. After w'e get back I wall

take the guns away from both of you if I think it de-

sirable. In the meantime, play rvith them all you
please.”

“Has Perkins any more knives or guns or things in

his room?” demanded Dorothy.
“How should I know' ?” indifferently

; then, as both
girls started for Perkins’ room he ordered brusquely:

“Sit down, Miss Vaneman. Let them fight if- out.

Perkins has his orders to lay off you—^j'ou lay off him.
I’m not taking any chances of getting you hurt, that’s

one reason I w'anted you armed. If he gets gay, shoot

him
;
otherwise, hands off' completely.

Dorothy threw up her head in defiance, but meeting

his cold stare she paused irresolutely and finally sat

dow'n, biting her lips in anger, while the other girl

went on.

“That’s better. She doesn’t need any help to whip
that yellow dog. He’s whipped already. He never
would think of fighting unless the odds w'ere three to

one in his favor.”

WHEN Margaret had retunied from a fruitless

search of Perkins' room and had assured herself

that he had no more w'eapons concealed about his per-

son, she thrust the pistol back into her pocket and sat

down.

“That ends that,” she declared. “I guess you will

be good now', won’t you, Mr. Perkins ?”

“Yes,” that worthy muttered. “I have to be, now
that you’ve got the drop on me and DuQuesne’s gone
back on me. But W'ait until w'e get back ! I’ll get you
then, you ...”

“Stop right there!” sharply. “There’s nothing I

W'ould rather do than shoot you right now', if you give

me the slightest excuse, such as that name you w'ere

about to call me. Now go ahead!”

DuQuesne broke the silence that followed.

“Well, now that the battle is over, and since we are

fed and rested, I suggest that w'e slow dow'n a bit and
get ready to start back. Pick out comfortable seats,

everybody, and I’ll shoot a little more juice through
that bar.”

Seating himself before the instrument board, he ad-
vanced the speed lever slow'ly until nearly three-quar-
ters of the full power was on, as much as he thought

the others could stand.

For sixty hours he drove the car, reducing the accel-

eration only at intervals during which they ate and
walked about their narrow quarters in order to restore

the blood to circulation in their suffering bodies. The
power was not reduced for sleep; everyone slept as
best he could.

Dorothy and Margaret talked together at every op-

portunity, and a real intimacy grew up between them.

Perkins was for the most part sullenly quiet, kno.wing

himself despised by all the others and having no outlet

here for his particular brand of cleverness. DuQuesne
W'as ahvays occupied w'ith his work and only occa-

sionally addressed a remark to one or another of the

party, except during meals. At those periods of gen-

eral recuperation, he talked easily and well upon many
topics. There was no animosity in his bearing nor did

he seem to perceive any directed toward himself, but

W'hen any of the others ventured to infringe upon his

ideas of how discipline should be maintained, Du-
Quesne’s reproof was merciless. Dorothy almost liked

him, but Margaret insisted that she considered him
w'orse than ever.

When the bar was exhausted, DuQuesne lifted the

sole remaining cylinder into place.

“We should be nearly stationary with respect to the

earth,” he remarked. “Now we will start back.”

“Why, it felt as though we were picking up speed for

the last three days !” exclaimed Margaret.

“Yes, it feels that way because we have nothing to

judge by. Slowing down in one direction feels exactly

like starting up in the opposite one. There is no means
of knowing whether we are standing still, going away
from the earth, or going toward it, since we have noth-

ing stationary upon which to make observations. How-
ever, since the two bars were of exactly the same size

and W'ere exerted in opposite directions except for a
few minutes after we left the earth, we are nearly

stationaiy now. I w'ill put on pow'er until this bar is

something less than half gone, then coast for three or

four days. By the end of that time we should be able

to recognize our solar system from the appearance of

the fixed stars.”
|

He again advanced the lever, and for many hours
silence filled the carl as it hurtled through space. Du-
Quesne, waking up from a long nap, saw that the bar
no longer pointed directly toward the top of the ship,

perpendicular to the floor, but was inclined at a sharp
angle. He reduced the current, and felt the lurch of
the car as it swung around the bar, increasing the angle

many degrees. He measured the angle carefully and
peered out of all the windows on one side of the car.

Returning to the bar after a time, he again measured
the angle, and found that it had increased greatly.

“What’s the matter. Doctor DuQuesne?” asked Dor-
othy, who had also been asleep.

“We are being deflected from our course. You see

the bar doesn’t point straight up any more? Of course

the direction of the bar hasn’t changed, the car has
sw'ung around it.”

“What does that mean ?”

“We have come close enough to some star so that

its attraction swings the bottom of the car around.

Normally, you know, the bottom of the car follows

directly behind the bar. It doesn’t mean much yet ex-

cept that we are being drawn away from our straight

line, but if the attraction gets much stronger it may
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make us miss our solar system completely.
^

I have been

looking for the star in question, but can t see it yet.

We’ll probably pull away from it very shortly.”

H e threw on the power, and for some time watched

the bar anxiously, expecting to see it swing back

into the vertical, but the angle continually increased.

He again reduced the current and searched the heavens

for the troublesome body.

“Do you see it yet?” asked Dorothy with concern.

“No, there's apparently nothing near enough to ac-

count for all this deflection.”

He took out a pair of large night-glasses and peered

through them for several minutes.

“Good God ! It’s a dead sun, and we’re nearly onto

it ! It looks as large as our moon !”

Springing to the board, he whirled the bar into the

vertical. He took down a strange instrument, went

to the bottom window, and measured the apparent size

of the dark star. Then, after cautioning the rest of the

party to sit tight, he advanced the lever farther than it

had been before. After half an hour he again slackened

the pace and made another observation, linding to his

astonishment that the dark mass had almost doubled its

apparent size! Dorothy, noting, his expression, was

about to speak, but he forestalled her.

“We lost ground, instead of gaining, that spurt,” he

remarked, as he hastened to His post. “It must he in-

conceivably large, to exert such an enormous attractive

force at this di.stance. We’ll have to put on full power.

Hang onto yourselves as best you can.”

He then pushed the lever out to its last notch and

left it there until the bar was nearly gone, only to find

that the faint disk of the monster globe was even larger

than before, l^eing now visible to the unaided eye. Re-

vived, the three others saw it plainly— gre-at dim cir-

cle, visible as is the dark portion of the new moon

—

and, the pqwer .shut off, they felt themselves falling

toward it with sickening speed. Perkins scfeamed wdth

mad fear and flung himself grovelling upcn the floor.

Margaret, her nerves still unstrung, clutched at her

heart wdth both hands. Dorothy, though her eyes looked

like great black holes in her white face, looked Du-

Quesne in the eye steadily.

“This is the end, then ?”

“Not yet,” he replied in a calm and level voice. “The

end will not come for a good many hours, as I have

calculated that it will take at least two days, probably

more, to fall the distance we have to go. We have all

that time in which to think out a way of escape.”

“Won’t the outer repulsive shell keep up from strik-

ing it, or at least break the force of our fall ?”

“No. It was designed only as protection from me-

teorites and other small bodies. It is hea\y enough to

swing us away from a small planet, but it will be used

up long before we strike.”

He lighted a cigarette and sat at ease, as though in

his own study, his brow wrinkled in thought as he

made calculations in his notebook. Finally he rose to

his feet.

“There’s only one chance that I can see. That is to

gather up every scrap of copper w'e have and try to

pull ourselves far enough out of line so that we will

take an hyperbolic orbit around that body instead of

falling into it.”

“M'hat good will that do us?” asked Margaret, striv-

ing for self-control. “We will starve to death finally,

won’t we?”

“Not necessarily. That will give U3 time to figure

out something else.”

“You won’t have to figure out anjdhiug else, Doctor,”

stated Dorothy positively. “If we miss that moon, Dick

and Martin will find us before very long.”

“Not in this life. If they tried to follow u.-^ they're

both dead before now.”

“That’s where even you are wrong!” she flashed at

him. “They knew you were wrecking our madiiiie, so

they Imilt another one, a good one. And they know a

lot of things about this new metal that you have never

dreamed of, since they were not in the plans you stole.”

D uOLTESNE went directly to the heart of the mat-

ter, paying no attention to her ])arbed shafts.

“Can they follow us through space without seeing

us?” he demanded.

“Yes—or at least, I think they can.”

“How do they do it?”

“I don’t know—I wouldn’t tell you if I did.”

“You’ll tell if you know,” he declared, his voice cut-

ting like a knife. “But that can wait until after we get

out of this. The thing to do now is to dodge that

world.”

He searched the vessel for copper, ruthlessly tearing

out almost everything that contained the metal, ham-

mering it flat and throwing it into the power-plant. He
set the bar at right angles to the line of their fall and

turned on the current. When the metal was exhausted,

he made another series of observations upon the body

toward which they were falling, and reported quietly:

“We made a lot of distance, but not enough. Ec'ery-

thing goes in, this time.”

He tore out the single remaining light-wire, leaving

the car in darkness save for the diffused light of his

electric torch, and broke up the only remaining motor.

He then took his almost priceless Swiss w'atch, his

heavy signet ring, his scarf pin, and the cartridges from

his pistol, and added them to the collection. Flashing

his lamp upon Perkins, he relieved him of everjMung

he had which contained copper.

“I riiiiik I have a few pennies in my pocketbook,”

suggested Dorothy.

“Get ’em,” he directed briefly, and while she w'as

gone he searched Margaret, without result save for the

cartridges in her pistol, as she had no jewelry remain-

ing after her imprisonment. Dorothy returned and

handed him everything she had found.

“I would like" to keep this ring,” she_ said slowly,

pointing to a slender circlet of gold set with a solitaire

diamond, “if you think there is any chance of us get-

ting clear.”

“Ever}1:hing goes that has any copper in it,” he said

coldly, “and I am glad to see that Seaton is too good a

chemist ta buy any platinum jewelry. You may keep

the diamond, though,” as he cvrenched the jewel out of

its setting and returned it to her.

He threw all the metal into the central chamber and
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the vessel gave a tremendous lurch as the power was

again applied. It was soon spent, however, and after

the final observation, the others waiting in breathless

suspense for him to finish his calculations, he made his

curt announcement.
“Not enough.”

Perkins, his mind weakened by the strain of the la.st

few days, went completely insane at the words. With
a wild howl he threw himself at the unmoved scientist,

who Struck him with the butt of his pistol as he leaped,

the mighty force of DuOuesne’s blow crushing his skull

like an eggshell and throwing him backward to the op-

posite side of the vessel. Margaret lay in her seat in a

dead faint. Dorothy and DuQuesne looked at each

other in the feeble light of the torch. To the girl’s

amazement, the man w’as as calm as though he were
safe in his own house, and she made a determined effort

to hold herself together.

“What next. Doctor DuQuesne?”
“I don’t know. We have a couple of days yet, at

least. I’ll have to stud}^ awhile.”

“In that time Dick will find us, I know.”

“Even if they do find us in time, which I doubt,

what good will it do? It simply means that they will

go ftuth us instead of saving us, for of course they

can’t pull away, since we couldn’t. I hope they don’t

find us, but locate this star in time to keep away
from it.”

“Why?” she gasped. “You have been planning to

kill both of them ! I should think you would be de-

lighted to take them with us ?”

“Far from it. Please try to be logical. I intended

to remove them because they stood in the w'ay of my
developing this new metal. If I am to be out of the

way—and frankly, I see very little chance of getting

out of this—I hope that Seaton goes ahead with it. It

is the greatest discovery the tvorld has ever known, and

if both Seaton and I, the only two men in the world

who know how to handle it, drop out, it will be lost for

perhaps hundreds of years.”

“If Dick’s finding us means that he must go, too, of

course I hope that he won’t find us, but I don’t believe

that. I simply know that he could get us away from
here.”

She continued more slowly, almost speaking to her-

self, her heart sinking with her voice

“He is following us, and he won’t stop even if he
does see this dead star and knows that he can’t get

away. We will die together.”

“There’s no denying the fact that our situation is

critical, but you know a man isn’t dead until after his

heart stops beating. We have two whole days yet, and
in that time, I can probably dope out some way of get-

ting away from here.”

“I hope so,” she replied, keeping her voice from
breaking only by a great effort. “But go ahead with

your doping. I’m worn out.” She drew herself down
upon one of the seats and stared at the ceiling, fighting

to restrain an almost overpowering impulse to scream.

Thus the hours wore by—Perkins dead; Margaret
still unconscious

;
Dorothy lying in her seat, her

thoughts a formless prayer, buoyed up only by her

fmth in God and in her lover ; DuQuesne self-possessed,

smoking innumerable cigarettes, his keen mind grap-

pling with its most desperate problem, grimly fighting

until the very last instant of life—^while the powerless

space-car fell with an appalling velocity, faster and
faster

; falling toward that cold and desolate monster of

the heaven.

CHAPTER X
The Rescue

S
EATON and Crane drove the Skylark in the di-

rection indicated by the unwavering object-com-

pass with the greatest acceleration they could

stand, each man taking a twelve-hour watch at the

instrument board.

Now, indeed, did the Skylark justify the faith of her

builders, and the tw'o inventors, with an exultant cer-

tainty of their success, flew out beyond man’s .wildest

imaginings. Had it not been for the haunting fear for

Dorothy’s safety, the journey would have been one of

pure triumph, and even that anxiety did not prevent a

profound joy in the enterprise.

“If that misguided mutt thinks he can pull off a stunt

like that and get away with it, he’s got another think

coming,” asserted Seaton, after making a reading on
the other car after several days of the flight. “He went
off half-cocked this time, for sure, and we’ve got him
foul. We’d better put on some negative pretty soon,

hadn’t we. Mart? Only a little over a hundred light-

years now.”

Crane nodded agreement and Seaton continued

:

“It’ll take as long to stop, of course, as it has taken

to get out here, and if. we ram them—GOOD NIGHT

!

Let’s figure it out as nearly as we can.”

They calculated their own speed, and that of the

other vessel, as shown by the A^arious readings taken,

and applied just enough negative acceleration to slow

the Skylark do'wn to the speed of the other space-car

when they should come up with it. They smiled at

each other in recognition of the perfect Avorking of

the mechanism Avhen the huge vessel had spun, with a
sickening lurch, through a complete half-circle, the in-

stant the power was reversed. Each knew that they

Avere actually traveling in a direction that to them
seemed “doAvn,” but Avith a constantly diminishing

velocity, even though they seemed to be still going “up”

Avith an increasing speed.

Until nearly the end of the calculated time the two
took turns as before, but as the time of meeting drew

near both men were on the alert, taking readings on the

object-compass every fcAV minutes. Finally Crane an-

nounced ;

“We are almost on them, Dick. They are so close

that it is almost impossible to time the needle—less than

ten thousand miles.”

Seaton gradually increased the retarding force until

the needle shoAved that they Avere very close to the other

vessel and maintaining a constant distance from it. He
then 5hut off the power, and both men hurried to the

bottom windoAV to search for the fleeing ship with their

pOAverful night-glasses. They looked at each other in

amazement as they felt themselves falling almost di-

rectly dowmvard, with an astounding acceleration.
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‘‘What do }'oa make of it, Dickt” asked Crane
calmly, as he brought his glasses to his eyes and stared

out into the lilack heavens, studded with multitudes of

brilliant and unfamiliar stars.

“I don’t make it at all, Mart. By the feel, I should

say we were falling toward something that would make
our earth look like a pin-head. I remember now that I

noticed that the bus was getting a little out of pluml)

with the bar all this last watch. I didn't pay much at-

tention to it, as I couldn’t see anjnhing out of the way.
Nothing but a sun could be big enough to raise all this

disturbance, and I can’t see any close enough to be
afraid of, can you?"

“No, and I cannot see the Steel space-car, either.

Look sharp.”

“Of course,” Seaton continued to argue as he peered

out into the night, "it is theoretically possible that a

heavenly body can exist large enough so that it could

exert even this much force and still appear no larger

than an ordinary star, but I don’t Ijelieve it is prob-

able. Give me three or four minutes of visual angle

and I’ll believe anything, but none of these stars are

big enough to have any visual angle at all. Further-
more . .

.”

“There is at least half a degree of visual angle!”

broke in his friend intensely. “Just to the left of that

constellation that looks so much like a question mark.

It is not bright, but dark, like a very dark moon—barely

perceptible.”

Seaton pointed his glass eagerly in the direction indi-

cated.

“Great Cat!” he ejaculated. “I’ll say that’s some
moon! Wouldn’t that rattle your slats? And there’s

DuQuesne’s bus, too, on the right edge. Get it?”

As they stood up, Seaton’s mood turned to one of

deadly earne-stness, and a grave look came over Crane’s

face as the seriousness of their situation dawned upon
them. Trained mathematicians both, they knew in-

stantly that that unknown wmrld was of inconceivable

mass, and that their chance of escape w-as none too

good, even should thpy abandon the other craft to its

fate. Seaton stared at Crane, his lists clenched and
drops of per.spiration standing on his forehead. Sud-
denly, with agony in his eyes and in his voice, he spoke.

“Mighty slim chance of g'etting away if we go
through with it, old man. . . . Hate like the devil . . .

Have no right to ask you to throw yourself away, too.”

“Enough of that, Dick. You had nothing to do with

my coming; you could not. have kept me away. We
will see it through.”

Their hands met in a fierce clasp, broken by Seaton,

as he jumped to the levers with an intense;

“Well, let’.s get busy!’’

In a few minutes they had reduced the distance until

they could plainly see the other vessel, a small black

circle against the faintly luminous disk. As it leaped

into clear relief in the beam of his powerful search-

light, Seaton focused the great attractor upon the fugi-

tive car and threw in the lever which released the full

force of that mighty magnet, while Crane attracted the

attention of the vessel'.s occupants by means of a mo-
mentary burst of solid machine-gun bullets, which he
knew would glance harmlessly off the steel hull.

AhlER au interminable silence, DuQtiesne drew
liiiiiself out of his seat. He took a long inhala-

tion, deposited the butt of bis cigarette carefully in lus

Uvsh tray, and made his way to his room. He returned

with three heavy fur suits provided with air helmets,

two of which he handed to the girls, who were huddled
in a seat Avith their arms around each other. These
suits were the armor designed by Crane for use iii

exploring the vacuum and the intense cold of dead
worlds. Air-tight, braced with fine steel netting, and
supplied with air at normal pressure from small tanks
Ijy automatic valves, they made their wearers independ-
ent of surrounding conditions of pressure and tem-
perature.

“The next thing to do,” DuQuesne stated calmly, “is

to get the copper off the outside of the ship. That is

the last resort, as it robs us of our only safeguard

against meteorites, but this is the time for last-resort

measures. I’m going after that copper. Put these

suits on, as our air will leave as soon as I open the door,

and practically an absolute vacuum and equally al).so-

lute zero Avill come in.”

As he spoke, the ship was enveloped in a blinding

glare and they Avere throAvn flat as the vessel sloAved

doAAUi in its terrific fall. The thought flashed across

DuQuesne’s mind that they had already entered the

atmosphere of that monster globe and Avere being

sloAved doAvn and set afire by its friction, but he dis-

missed it as quickly as it had come—^the light in that

case Avould be the green of copper, not this bluish-Avhite.

His next thought Avas that there had Ijeen a collision of

meteors in the neighborhood, and that their retardation

Avas due to the outer coating. While these thoughts
Avere flickering through his mind, they heard an in-

sistent metallic tapping, Avhich DuQuesne recognized

instantly.

“A machine-gun!” he blurted in amazement. “How
in . .

‘It’s Dick!” screamed Dorothy, AA’ith flashing eyes.

“He's found us, just as I kncAV he AA'ould. You couldn’t

beat Dick and Martin in a thousand years
!’

The tension under Avhich they had Iseen laboring so

long suddenly released, the tAvo girls locked their arms
around each other in a half-hysterical outburst of re-

lief. Margaret’s meaningless AA'ords and Dorothy's in-

coherent praises of her loA^er and Crane mingled Avith

their racking sobs as each fought to recoA'er self-pos-

session.

DuQuesne had instantly mounted to the upper Avin-

doAv. TiirGAAing back the cover, he flashed his torch

rapidly. The glare of the searclilight Avas snuffed out

and he saAV a flashing light spell out in dots and dashes

:

“Can 3'ou read Morse?”
"Yes,” he signalled back. “Power gone, drifting

into . .
.”

"We know it. Will you resist?”

“No.”
"HaA^e you fur pressure-suits?”

“Yes.”

“Put them on. Shut off your outer coating. Will

touch so your upper door against our loAver. Open,
transfer quick.”

“O. K.”



DuQuesne seized her and tossed her lightly through the doorway in such a manner that she would not

touch the metal, which would have frozen instantly anything coming into contact with it#
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H astily returning to the main compartment, he

briefly informed the girls as to what had hap-

pened. All three donned the suits and stationed them-

selves at the upper opening. Rapidly, but with unerring

precision, the two ships were brought into place and

held together by the attractor. As the doors were

opened, there was a screaming hiss as the air of the

vessels escaped through the narrow crack between them.

The passengers saw the moisture in the air turn into

snow, and saw the air itself first liquefy and then freeze

into a solid coating upon the metal around the orifices

at the touch of the frightful cold outside—^the alrsolute

zero of interstellar space, about four hundred sixty de-

grees below zero in the every-day scale of temperature.

The moisture of their breath condensed upon the in.side

of the double glasses of their helmets, rendering sight

useless.

Dorothy pushed the other girl ahead of her. Du-

Quesne seized her and tossed her lightly through the

doorway in such a manner that she would not touch

the metal, which rvould have frozen instantly anything

coming into contact with it. Seaton was waiting. Feel-

ing a woman’s slender form in his arms, he cru-shed her

to him in a mighty emltrace, and was astonished to feel

movements of resistance, and to hear a strange, girl-

ish voice cry out

:

“Don’t! It’s me! Dorothy’s next
!’’

Releasing her abruptly, he passed her on to Martin

and turned just in time to catch his sweetheart, who,

knowing that he would be there and recognizing his

powerful arms at the first touch, returned his embrace

with a fierce intensity which even he had never sus-

pected that she could exert. They stood motionless,

locked in each other’s arms, while DuQuesne dove

through the opening and snapped the door shut behind

him.

The air-pressure and temperature back to normal,

the cumbersome suits rvere hastily removed, and Sea-

ton’s lips met Dorothy’s in a long, clinging caress.

DuOuesne’s cold, incisive voice broke t're silence.

“Every second counts. I would suggest that we go

somewhere.”

“Just a minute!” snapped Crane. “Dick, what shall

we do with this murderer?”

Seaton had forgotten DuQuesne utterly in the joy

of holding his sweetheart in his arms, but at his friend’s

words, he faced about and his face grew stern.

“By rights, we ought to chuck him back into his

own tub and let him go to the devil,” he said savagely,

doubling his fists and turning swiftly.

“No, no, Dick,” remonstrated Dorothy, seizing his

arm. “He treated us very well, and saved my life

once. Anyway, you mustn’t kill him.”

“No, I suppose not,” grudgingly asseirted her lover,

“and I won’t, either, unless he gives me at least half

an excuse.”

“We might iron him to a post?” suggested Crane,

doubtfully.

“I think there’s a better way,” replied Seaton, “He

may be able to work his way. His brain hits on all

twelve, and he’s strong as a bull. Our chance of get-

ting back isn’t a certainty, as you know.” He. turned

to DuQuesne.

“I’ve heard that your word is good
”

“It has never been broken.”

“Will you give your word to act as one of the party,

for the good of us all, if we don’t iron you?”
“Yes—until we get back to the earth. Provided, of

course, that I reserve the right to escape at any time

between now and then if I wish to and can do so with-

out injuring the vessel or any member of the party in

any way.”

“Agreed. Let’s get busy—we’re altogether too close

to that dud there to suit me. Sit tight, everybody,

we’re on our rvay !” he cried, as he turned to the board,

applied one notch of power, and shut off the attractor.

The Skylark slowed down a trifle in its mad fall, the

other vessel continued on its way—a helpless hulk,

manned by a corpse, falling to destruction upon the

bleak wastes of a desert world.

“Hold on!” said DuQuesne sharply. “Your power
is the same as mine was, in proportion to your mass,

isn’t it?”

“Yes.”

“Then our goose is cooked. I couldn’t pull away
from it with everything I had, couldn’t even swing out

enough to make an orbit, either h}q)erbolic or elliptical

around it. With a reserve bar you will be able to make
an orbit, but you can’t get awa}' from it.”

“Thanks for the dope. That saves our wasting some

effort. Our power-plant can be doubled up in emer-

gencies, thanks to Martinis cautious old bean. We’ll

simply double her up and go away from here.”

«(^’T^HERE is one thing we didn’t consider quite

X enough,” said Crane, thoughtfully. “I started

to faint back there before the full power of even one

motor was in use. With the motor doubled, each of us

will be held down by a force of many tons—we would

all be helpless.”

“Yes,” added Dorothy, wdth foreboding in her eyes,

“we w'ere all unconscious on the way out, except Dr.

DuQuesne.”

“Well, then, Blackie and I, as the huskibt members

of the party, will give her the juice until only one of us

is left with his eyes open. If that isn’t enough to pull

us clear, -we’ll have to give her the whole works and

let her ramble by herself after wc all go out. How
about it, Blackie?” unconsciously falling into the old

Bureau nickname, “Do you think we can make it stop

at unconsciousness with double power on?”

DuQuesne studied the two girls carefully.

“With oxygen in the helmets instead of air, we all

may be able to stand it. These special cushions keep

the body from flattening out, as it normally would

under such a pressure. The unconsciousness is simply

a suffocation caused by the lateral muscles being unable

to lift the ribs—in other words, the air-pumps aren’t

-

strong enough for the added work put upon them. At
least we stand a chance this way. We may live through

the pressure while we are pulling away, and we cer-

tainly shall die if we don’t pull away.”

After a brief consultation, the men set to work

wdth furious haste. While Crane placed extra bars in

each of the motors and DuQuesne made careful obser-

vations upon the apparent size of the now plainly visible



world toward which they were being drawn so ir-

resistibly, Seaton connected the helmets with the air-

and oxygen-tanks through a valve upon the board, by
means of which he could change at will the oxygen
content of the air they breathed. He then placed the

strange girl, who seemed dazed by the frightful sensa-

tion of their never-ending fall, upon one of the seats,

fitted the cimibersome helmet upon her head, strapped

her carefully into place, and turned to Dorothy. In an
instant they were in each other’s arms. He felt her
labored breathing and the wild beating of her heart,

pressed so closely to his, and saw the fear of the un-
known in the Holet depths of her eyes, but she looked
at him unflinchingly.

“Dick, sweetheart, if this is good-bye . .

He interrupted her with a kiss.

“It isn’t good-bye yet, Dottie mine. This is merely
a trial elTort, to see what we will have to do to get away.
Next time will be the time to worry.”

“I’m not worried, really . . , but in case . .
.
you see

. . . I . .

.

we .

.

The gray eyes softened and misted over as he pressed

his check to hers.

“I understaid, sweetheart,” he whispered. “This is

not good-bye, but if we don’t pull through we’ll go to-

gether, and that is what we both want.”

As Crane and DuQuesne finished their tasks, Seaton
fitted his sweetheart’s helmet, placed her tenderly upon
the seat, buckled the heavy restraining straps about her
slender body, and donned his own helmet. He took his

place at the main instrument board, DuQuesne station-

ing himself at the other.

“What did you read on it, Blackie ?” asked Seaton.

“Two degrees, one minute, twelve seconds diameter,”

replied DuQuesne. “Altogether too close for comfort.
How shall we apply the power? One of us must stay

awake, or we’ll go on as long as the bars last.”

“You put on one notch, tlren I’ll i)Ut on one. We
can feel the bus jump with each notch. We’ll keep it

up until one of us is so far gone that he can’t raise the

bar—the one that raises last will have to let the ship

run for thirty minutes or an hour, then cut down his

power. Then the other fellow will revive and cut his

off, for an observation. How’s that?”

“All right.”

They took their places, and Seaton felt the vessel

slow down in its horrible fall as DuQuesne threw
his lever into the first notch. He responded instantly by
advancing his own, and notch after notch the power ap-
pli«l to the ship by the now doubled motor was rapidly

increased. The passengers felt their suits envelope
them and began to labor for breath. Seaton slowly

turned the mixing valve, a little with each advance of

his lever, until pure oxygen flowed through the pipes.

The power fevers had moved scarcely half of their

range, yet minutes now intervened between each ad-
vance Instead of seconds, as at the start.

As each of the two men was determined that he
would make the last advance, the duel continued longer
than either would have thought possible. Seaton made
what he thought his final effort and waited—only to
feel, after a few minutes, the upward surge telling, him

that DuQuesne was still able to move his lever. His
brain reeled. His arm seemed paralyzed by its own
enormous weight, and felt as though it, the rolling
table upon which it rested, and the supporting frame-
work were so immovably welded together that it was
impossible to move it even the quarter-inch necessary
to operate the ratchet-lever. He could not move his

body, which was oppressed by a sickening weight. His
utmost efforts to breathe forced only a little of the
life-giving oxygen into his lungs, which smarted pain-
fully at the touch of the undiluted gas, and he felt that
he could not long retain consciousness under such con-
ditions. Nevertlieless, he summoned all his strength
and advanced the lever one more notch. He stared at
the clock-face above his head, knowing that if Du-
Quesne could advance his lever again he would lose

consciousness and be beaten. Minute after minute went
by, however, and the acceleration of the ship remained
constant. Seaton, knowing that he was in sole control

of the power-plant, fought to retain possession of his

faculties, while the hands of the clock told off the in-

terminable minutes.

After an eternity of time an hour had passed, and
Seaton attempted

I to cut down his power, only to find
with horror that rhe long strain had so weakened him
that he could not reverse the ratchet. He was still

able, however, to give the lever the backward jerk

which disconnected the wires completely—^and the
safety straps creaked with the sudden stress as, half

the power instantly shut off, the suddenly released

springs tried to hurl five bodies against the ceiling.

After a few minutes DuQuesne revived and slowly
cut off his power. To the dismay of both men they
were again falling

!

DuQuesne hurried to the lower window to make the
observation, remarking

:

“You’re a better man than I am, Gunga Din.”
“Only because you’re so badly bunged up. One

more notch would’ve got my goat,” replied Seaton
frankly as he made his way to Dorothy’s side. He
noticed as he reached her, that Crane had removed his

helmet and was approaching the other girl. By the
time DuQuesne had finished the observation, the other
passengers had completely recovered, apparently none
the worse for their experience.

ID we gain anything?” asked Seaton eagerly.

“I make it two, four, thirteen. We’ve lost

about two minutes of arc. How much power did we
have on?”

“A little over half—thirty-two points out of sixty

possible.”

“We Avere still falling pretty fast. We’ll have to

put on everj-thing we’ve got. Since neither of us can
put it on wc'll have to rig up an automatic feed. It'll

take time, but it’s the only way.”
The automatic control is already there,” put in Crane,

forestalling Seaton’s explanation. “The only question

is whether we will live through it—and that is not

really a question, since certain death is the only alterna-

tive. We must do it.”

“We sure must,” answered Seaton soberly.

Dorothy gravely nodded assent.
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“What do you fellows think of a little plus pressure

on the oxygen?” asked Seaton. “I think it would help

a lot.”

“1 think it’s a good idea,” said DuQuesne, and Crane

added

;

“Four or five inches of water will be about all the

pressure we can stand. Any more might burn our

lungs too badly.”

The pressure apparatus was quickly arranged and

the motors filled to capacity with reserve liars—enough

to last seventy-two hours—the scientists having decided

that they must risk everything on one trial and put in

enough, if possilile, to pull them clear out of the influ-

ence of this center of attraction, as the time lost in

slowing up to change bars might well mean the differ-

ence between success and failure. Where they might

lie at the end of the wild dash for safety, how they

were to retrace their way with their depleted supply

of copper, what other dangers of dead star, planet, or

sun lay in their path—all these were terrifying ques-

tions that had to be ignored.

D uQUESNE was the only member of the party

who actually felt any calmness, the quiet of the

others expressing their courage in facing fear. Life

seemed very sweet and desirable to them, the distant

earth a very Paradise! Through Dorothy’s mind
flashed the visions she had built up during long sweet

hours, visions of a long life with Seaton. As she

breathed an inaudible prayer, she glanced up and saw
Seaton standing beside her, gazing down upon her

with his very soul in his eyes. Never would she forget

the expression upon his face. Even in that crucial

hour, his great love for her overshadowed every other

feeling, and no thought of self was in his mind—his

care was all for her. There was a long farewell caress.

Both knew that it might lie goodbye, but both were
silent as the violet eyes and the gray looked into each

cither’s depths and conveyed messages far beyond the

power of words. Once more he adjusted her helmet

and strapped her into place.

As Crane had in the meantime cared for the other

girl, the men again took their places and Seaton started

the motor which would automatically advance the
sjieed levers, one notch every five seconds, until the
full power of both motors was exerted. As the power
was increased, he turned the valve as before, until

the helmets were filled with pure oxvgen under a pres-
sure of five inches of water.

Margaret Spencer, weakened by her imprisonment,
was the first to lose consciousness, and soon afterward
Dorothy felt her senses leave her. A half-minute, in
the course of which six mighty surges were felt, as
moie of the power of the doubled motor was released,
and Crane had gone, calmly analyzing bis sensations
to the last. After a time DuQuesne also lapsed into
unconsciousness, making no particular effort to avoid
it, a.s he knew that the involuntary mu.scles w'ould
function quite as %vell without the direction of the will.

Seaton, although he knew it w'as useless, fought to keep
his senses as long as jiossihle, counting the impulses
he felt as the levers rvere advanced.

“Thirty-two.” He felt exactly as he had before.

when he had advanced the lever for the last time.

“Thirty-three.” A giant hand shut off his breath

completely, though he was fighting to his utmost for

air. An intolerable weight rested upon his eyeballs,

forcing them backw'ard into his head. The universe

whirled about him in dizzy circles—orange and black

and green stars flashed liefore his l)ur.sting eyes.

“Thirty-four.” The stars became more brilliant and

of more variegated colors, and a giant pen dipped in

fire was writing equations and mathematico-chemical

symbols upon his quivering brain. He joined the cir-

cling universe, which he had hitherto kept away from

him by main strength, and whirled aliout his owm body,

tracing a logaritlmiic spiral with infinite velocity—Cleav-

ing his body an infinite distance behind.

“Thirty-five.” The stars and the fiery pen exploded

in a wild” coruscation of searing, blinding light and he

plunged from his spiral into a black aliyss.

I
N spite of the terrific stress put upon the machine,

every part functioned perfectly, and soon after

Seaton had lost consciousness the vessel began to draw'

aw'ay from the sinister globe; slowly at first, faster

and faster a.s more and more of the almost unlimited

pow'er of the mighty motor w'as released. Soon the

levers were out to the last notch and the machine was

exerting its maximum effort. One hour and an ob-

server upon the Skylark would have seen that the

apparent size of the massive unknown world was

rapidly decreasing: tw'enty hours and it was so far

aw'ay as to be invisible, though its effect was still great';

forty hours and the effect w'as slight; sixty hours and

the Skj’lark w'as out of range of the slightest measurable

force of the mon.ster it had left.

Hurtled onward by the inconceivable power of the

unleashed copjier demon in its center, the Skylark flew

through the infinite reaches of inter.stellar space with

an unthinkalile, almost incalculable velocity— beside

w'liich the velocity of light was as that of a snail to

that of a rifle bullet ; a velocity augmented every second

by a quantity almost double that of light itself,

CHAPTER XI

Through Space Into the Carboniferous

S
EATON opened his eyes and gazed about him

w'onderingly. Only half conscious, bruised and

sore in every part of his body, he could not at

first realize what had happened. In.stinctively draw-

ing a deep breath, he coughed and choked as the undi-

luted oxygen filled his lungs, bringing with it a com-

plete understanding of the situation. Knowing from

the lack of any apparent motion that the power had

been sufficient to pull the car away from that fatal

globe, his first thought was for Dorothy, and he tore

oft' his helmet and turned tow'ard her. The force of

even that slight movement, wafted him gently into the

air, w'here he hung suspended several minutes before

his struggles enabled him to clutch a post and draw

himself down to the floor. A quick glance around

informed him that Dorothy, as w'ell as the others, was

still unconscious. Making his w'ay rapidly to her, he
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placed her face downward upon the floor and began

artificial respiration. Very soon he was rewarded by

the coughing he had longed to hear. He tore off her

helmet and clasped her to his breast in an agony of

relief, while she sobbed convulsively upon his shoulder.

The first ecstacy of their greeting over, Dorothy started

guiltily.

“Oh, Dick!” she exclaimed. “How about Peggy?

You must see how she is!”

“Never mind,” answered Crane’s voice cheerily.

“She is coming to nicely.”

Glancing around quickly, they saw that Crane had

already revived the stranger, and that DuQuesne was

not in sight. Dorothy blushed, the vivid wave of color

rising to her glorious hair, and hastily disengaged her

arms from around her lover’s neck, drawing away
from him. Seaton, also blushing, dropped his arms,

and Dorothy floated away from him, frantically clutch-

ing at a brace just beyond reach.

“Pull me down, Dick!” she called, laughing gaily.

Seaton, seizing her instinctively, neglected his own
anchorage and they hung in the air together, while

Crane and Margaret, each holding a strap, laughed

with unrestrained merriment.

“Tweet, tweet—I’m a canary!” chuckled Seaton.

“Throw us a rope
!”

“A Dicky-bird, you mean,” interposed Dorothy.
“I knew that you were a sleight-of-hand expert,

Dick, but I did not know that levitation was one of your

specialties,” remarked Crane with mock gravity. “That

is a peculiar pose you are holding now. What are you
doing—sitting on an imaginary pedestal?”

“I’ll be sitting on your neck if you don’t get a wiggle

on with that rope !” retorted Seaton, but before Crane

iKid time to obey the command the floating couple had

approached close enough to the ceiling so that Seaton,

with a slight pressure of his hand against the leather,

sent them floating back to the floor, within reach of

one of the handrails.

Seaton made his way to the power-plant, lifted in

one of the remaining bars, and applied a little power.

The Skylark seemed to jump under them, then it

seemed as though they were back on Earth—everything

had its normal weight once more, as the amount of

power applied was just enough to equal the acceleration

of gravity. After this fact had been explained, Dor-

othy turned to Margaret.

“Now that we are able to act intelligently, the party

should be introduced to each other. Peggy, this is

Dr. Dick Seaton, and this is Mr. Martin Crane. Boys,

this is Miss Margaret Spencer, a dear friend of mine.

These are the boys I have told you so much about,

Peggy. Dick knows all about atoms and things; he

found out how to make the Skylark go. Martin, who
is quite a wonderful inventor, made the engines and

things for it.”

“i may have heard of Mr. Crane,” replied Margaret

eagerly. “My father was an inventor, and I have heard

him speak of a man named Crane who invented a lot

of instruments for airplanes.
^

He used to say that the

Crane in.struments revolutionized flying. I wonder if

you are that Mr. Crane ?”

“That is rather unjustifiably high praise. Miss Spen-

cer,” replied Crane, “but as I have been guilty of one
or two things along that line, I may be the man he
meant.”

“Pardon me if I seem to change the subject,” put in

Seaton, “but where’s DuQuesne?”
“We came to at the same time, and he went into the

galley to fix up something to eat.”

“Good for him !” exclaimed Dorothy. “I’m simply

starved to death. I would have been demanding food

long ago, but I have so many aches and pains that I

didn’t realize how hungry I was until you mentioned
it. Come on, Peggy, I know where our room is. Let’s

go powder our noses while these bewhiskered gentle-

men reap their beards. Did you bring along any of

my clothes, Dick, or did you forget them in the

excitement ?”

“I didn’t think anything about clothes, but Martin
did. You’ll find your whole wardrobe in your room.
I’m with you. Dot, on that eating proposition—I’m

hungry enough to eat the jamb off the door!”

After the girls had gone, Seaton and Crane went

to their rooms, where they exercised vigorously

to restore the circulation to their numbed bodies,

shaved, bathed, and returned to the saloon feeling like

new men. They found the girls already there, seated

at one of the windows.
“Hail and greeting 1” cried Dorothy at sight of them.

‘T hardly recognized you without your whiskers. Do
hurry over here and look out this perfectly wonderful

window. Did you ever in your born days see anything

like this sight? Now that I’m not scared pea-green,

I can enjoy it thoroughly!”

The two men joined the girls and peered out into

space through the window, which was completely in-

visible, so clear was the glass. As the four heads bent,

so close together, an awed silence fell upon the little

group. For the blackness of the interstellar void was
not the dark of an earthly night, but the absolute black

of the absence of all light, beside which the black of

platinum dust is pale and gray; and laid upon this

velvet were the jewel stars. They were not the twink-

ling, scintillating beauties of the earthly sky, but minute

points, so small as to seem dimensionless, yet of dazz-

ling brilliance. Without the interference of the air,

their rays met the eye steadily and much of the effect

of comparative distance was lost. All seemed nearer

and there was no hint of familiarity in their arrange-

ment. Like gems thrown upon darkness they shone in

multi-colored beauty upon the daring wanderers, who
stood in their car as easily as though they were upon
their parent Earth, and gazed upon a sight never before

seen by eye of man nor pictured in his imaginings.

Through the daze of their wonder, a thought smote

Seaton like a blow from a fi.st. His eyes leaped to the

instrument board and he exclaimed:

“Look there. Mart ! We’re heading almost directly

away from the Earth, and we must be making billions

of miles per second. After we lost conscioiisnes.s, the

attraction of that big dud back there would swing us

around, of course, but the bar should have stayed

pointed somewhere near the Earth, as I left it. Do
you suppose it could have shifted the gyroscopes?”-
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“It not only could have, it did,” replied Crane, turn-

ing the har until it again pointed parallel with the object-

compass which bore upon the Earth. “Look at the

board. The angle has been changed through nearly

half a circumference. We couldn’t carry gyroscoiies

heavy enough to counteract that force.”

‘‘But they were heavier there—Oh, sure, you’re right.

It’s mass, not weight, that counts. But we sure are in

one fine, large jam now. Instead of being half-way

back to the Earth we’re—where are we, anyway ?”

They made a reading on an object-compass focused

Upon the Earth. Seaton’s face lengthened as seconds

passed. When it had come to rest, both men calculated

the distance.

“What d’you make it, Mart? I’m afraid to tell you

my result.”

“Forty-six point twenty-seven light-centuries,” re-

plied Crane, calmly. “Right?”

“Right, and the time was 11 ;32 P. M. of Thursday,

by the chronometer there. We’ll time it again after a

while and see how fast we’re traveling. It’s a good

thing you built the ship’s chronometers to stand any

kind of stress. My watch is a total loss. Yours is,

too?”

“All of our watches must be broken. We will have

to repair them as soon as we get time.”

“Well, let’s eat next! No human being can stand

my aching void much longer. How al)out you. Dot?”

“Yes, for Gat’s sake, let’s get busy!” she mimicked

him gaily. “Doctor DuQucsne’s had dinner ready for

ages, and we’re all dying by inches of hunger.”

The wanderers, battered, bruised, and sore, seated

themselves at a folding table, Seaton keeping a

watchful eye upon the bar and upon the course, while

enjoying Dorotliy’s presence to the full. Crane and

Margaret talked easily, but at intervals. Save when

directly addressed, DuQuesne maintained silence—not

the silence of one who knows himself to be an intruder,

but the silence of 'perfect self-sufficiency. The meal

over, the girls washed the dishes and busied them-

selves in the galley. Seaton and Crane made another

observation upon the Earth, requesting DuQuesne to

stay out of the “engine room” as they called the par-

tially-enclosed space surrounding the main instrument

board, where were located the object-compasses and the

mechanism controlling the attractor, about which Du-

Ouesne knew nothing. As they rejoined DuQuesne

in the main compartment, Seaton said

:

“DuQuesne, we’re nearly five thousand light-years

away from the Earth, and are getting farther at the

rate of about one light-year per minute.”

“I sujjpose that it would be poor technique to ask

how you know ?”

It w'ould—veiyr poor. Our figures are right. The

difficulty is that we have only four bars left—enough

to stop us and a little to spare, but not nearly enough

to get back with, even if we could take a chance on

drifting straight that far without being swung off

—

* which, of course, is impossible.”

“That means that we must land somewhere and dig

some copper, then.”

“Exactly.

“The first thing to do is to find a place to land.”

Seaton picked out a distant star in their course and

observed it through the spectroscope. Since it was

found to contain copper in notable amounts, all agreed

that its planets probably also contained copper.

“Don’t know whether we can stop that soon or not,”

remarked Seaton as he set the levers, “but we may as

well have something to shoot at. We’d better take

our regular twelve-hour tricks, hadn’t we. Mart? It’s

a wonder we got as far as this without striking another

snag. I’ll take the first trick at the board—^beat it

to bed.”

“Not so fast, Dick,” argued Crane, as Seaton turned

toward the engine-room. “It’s my turn.”

“Flip a nickel,” suggested Seaton. “Heads I get it.”

Crane flipped a coin, tleads it was, and the worn-

out party went to their rooms, all save Dorothy, wdio

lingered after the others to bid her lover a more inti-

mate good-night.”

Seated beside him, his arm around her and her head

upon his shoulder, Dorothy exclaimed

:

“Oh, Dicky, Dicky, it Is wonderful to be wdth you

again ! I’ve lived as many years in the last week as we
have covered miles

!”

Seaton kissed her with ardor, then turned her fair

face up to his and gazed hungrily at every feature.

“It sure was awful until we found you, sweetheart

girl. Those two days at Wilson’s were the worst and

longest I ever put in. I could have wrung Martin’s

cautious old neck!

“But isn’t he a wiz at preparing for trouble? We
sure owe him a lot, little dimpled lady.”

Dorothy was silent for a moment, then a smile

quirked at one corner of her mouth and a dimple ap-

peared. Seaton promptly kissed it, whereupon it deep-

ened audaciously.

“What are you thinking about—^mischief ?” he asked.

I

“Only of how Martin is going to be paid what we
owe him,” she answered teasingly. “Don’t let the

1 debt worry you any.”

“Spill the news, Reddy,” he commanded, as his arm

tightened about her.

She stuck out a tiny tip of red tongue at him.

“Don’t let Peggy find out he’s a millionaire.”

“Why not?” he asked wonderingly, then he saw her

point and laughed:

“You little matchmaker
!”

“I don’t care, laugh if you want to. Martin’s as

nice a man as I know, and Peggy’s a real darling.

Don’t you let slip a word about Martin’s money, that’s

all
!”

“She wouldn’t think any less of him, would she?”

“Dick, sometimes you are absolutely dumb. It would

spoil everything. If she knew he was a millionaire

she would be scared to death—^not of him, of course,

but because she would think that he would think that

she was chasing him, and then of course he would think

that she was, see? As it is, she acts perfectly natural,

and so does he. Didn’t you notice that while we were

eating they talked together for at least fifteen minutes

about her father’s invention and the way they stole the

plans and one thing and another? I don’t believe he

has talked that much to any girl except me the last five
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years—aad he wouldn’t talk to me until he knew that

I couldn’t see any man except you. Much as we like

Martin, we've got to admit that about him. He's been

cha.sed so much that he’.s wild. If any other girl he

knows had talked to him that long, he would have been

off to the North Pole or soinevrhere the next morning,

and the best part of it is that he didn't think anything

of it.”

**^7041 think she is domesticating the wild man.''’

A. “Now, Dick, don’t be foolisb. You know what

I mean. Martin is a perfect dear, Init if she knew that

he is the M. Reynolds Crane, everything would be

ruined. You know yourself how horribly nard it is

to get through liLs shell to the real ilartin underne-ath.

He is lonely and miserable inside, I know-, and the

right kind of girl, one tliat would treat him right, would

make life Heaven for him, and iierself too.

"Yes, and the w'rong kind w'ould make it . . .

"She would,” interrupted Dorothy hastily, "but

Peggy’s the right Ivind. \Youldn t it be fine to have

Martin and Peggy as happy, almost, as you and I are?”

“All right, girlie, I’m %%dth you,” he ansrvered, em-

bracing her as though he intended never to let her go,

“but you’d better go get some sleep—you’re all in.”

Considerably later, when Dorothy had finally gone,

Seaton settled himself for the long vigil. Promptly' at

the end of the twelve hours Crane appeared, alert of

eye and of bearing.

“You look fresh as a daisy. Mart. Feeling fitt”

“Fit as the proverliial fiddle. I could not hay'e

slept any better or longer if I had had a yveek off.

Seven hours and a half is a luxury', you know.”

“All yvrong, old top. I need eight every night, and

I’m going to- take about ten this rime.”

“Go to it, twelve if you like. You have earned it”

Seaton stumbled to hi.s room and slept as though in

I a trance for ten hours. Rising, he took his regular

morning exercises and went into the saloon. All save

' Martin yvere there, but he had eyes only for his syveet-

heart, yvho yvas radiantly lieautiful in a dress of deep

hronze-hrown.

“Good morning, Dick,” she hailed him joyously.

“You woke, up ju-st in time—we are all starving again,

and yvere just going to eat yvithout you!”

“Good morning, everybody. I yy'ould like to eat

yvith you, Dottie, but I’ve got to relieve Martin. How d

it be for you to- bring breakfast into the engine room

and cheer my solitude, and let Crane eat yvith the

others?”

“Fine—^that’s once you had a good idea, if you never

have another
!”

After the meal DuOuesne, who abhorred idleness

yydth all his vigorous nature, took the watclres of the

party and went upstairs to the “shop,” yvhich yvas a

completely-equipped mechanical laboratory, to repair

them. Seaton stayed at the board, -where Dorothy

joined' him as. a matter of course. Crane and ISIargaret

sat doyvn at one of the yvindows.

She told him her stoiy, frankly and fully', shuddering

yvith horror as she recalled the ayvfiil, helpless fall,

during which Perkins had met his end.

“Dick and I have a heavy score to settle with that

Steel crow'd and yvith IXtOuesne,” Crane said slowly.

"We hay'e no evidence that yvill hold in law, but some

day DuOuesne yvill over-reach himself. We could con-

vict him of abduction noyy', but the penalty for that i.s

too mild for yvhat he has done. Perkins’ death yvas

not murder, then?”

"Oh, no, it yvas purely self-defense. Perkins yvould

have killed him if he could. And he really deserved

it—Perkins yvas a perfect fiend. The Doctor, as they

call him, is no better, although entirely different. He
is so utterly heartless and ruthless, so cold and scientific.

Do you knoy him very yvell ?”

“We knoyy all that about him, and more. And yet

Dorothy said he saved her life?”

“He 'did, from Perkins, i3Ut I still think it yvas be-

cause he didn’t yvant Perkins meddling in his affairs.

He seems to me to he the very incarnation of a fixed

purpose—to advance himself in the yvorld.”

"That expresses my thoughts exactly. But he slips

occasionally-, as in this instance, and he yvill again.

He yvill have to yvalk veiw carefully yvhile he is with

us. Nothing yvould please Dick better than an excuse

for killing liim. and I must admit that I feel very much

the same yvay.”

"Yes, all of us do, and the yvay he acts proves what

a machine he is. He know's just exactly hoyv far to

go, and never goes beyond it.”

They felt the Skylark lurch slightly.

"Oh, Mart 1” called Seaton. "Going to pass that star

we yvere headed for—too fast to stop. I’m giving it

a yvide berth and picking out another one. There’s a

big planet a few' million miles off in line yvith the main

door, and another one almost dead ahead—^that is,

straight doyvn. We sure are traveling. Look at that

sun flit by!”

They saw the two planets, one like a small moon,

the other like a large star, and sayv the strange

.sun increase rapidly in size as the Skylark fleyv on at

such a pace that any earthly distance yvould have lieeii

covered as soon as it yvas begun. So appalling yvas

their velocity that their ship yvas loathed in the light

of that sun for only a short time, then was again sur-

rounded by the indescribable darkness. Their seventy-

two-liour flight without a xiilot had seemed a miracle,

noyv it seemed entirely possible that they might fly in

a straight line for yveeks without encountering any

obstacle, so y'ast w'as the emptiness in comparison with

the points of light that punctuated it. Noyv and then

they passed so close to a star that it apparently m.oved

rapidly, but for the most part the silent sentinels stood,

like distant mountain peaks to the travelers in an ex-

press train, in the same position for many minutes.

Ayved by the immensity of the universe, the two at

the yvindoyv yvere silent, not yvith the silence of em-

harassment, but with that of two friends in the presence

of something beyond the reach of yvords. As they

stared out into the infinitj' each felt as never before the

pitiful smallness of even our yvhole solar system and

the utter insignificance of human beings and their

yvorks. Silently their minds reached out to each other

in mutual understanding.

Unconsciously Margaret half shuddered and moved
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closer to her companion, the movement attracting his

attention but not her own. A tender expression came

into Crane’s steady blue eyes as he looked down at the

beautiful young woman by his side. For beautiful

she undoubtedly was. Untroubled rest and plentiful

food had erased the marks of her imprisonment
;
Dor-

othy’s deep, manifestly unassimied faith in the alnlity

of Seaton and Crane to bring them safely back to

Earth had quieted her fears
; and a complete costume

of Dorothy’s simple but well-cut clothes, wdiich fitted

her perfectly, and in which she looked her best and

knew it, had completely restored her self-possession.

He quickly glanced away and again gazed at the stars,

but now, in addition to the wonders of space, he saw

masses of wavy black hair, high-piled upon a queenly

head ; deep down brown eyes half veiled by long, black

lashes; sweet, sensitive lips; a firmly rounded but

dimpled chin ; and a perfectly-formed young body.

After a time she drew a deep, tremulous breath.

As he turned, her eyes met his. In their shadowy

depths, still troubled by the mystery of the unknowable,

he read her very soul—the soul of a real woman.

‘T had hoped,” said Margaret slowly, “to take a

long flight above the clouds, but anything Ifee this

never entered my mind. How unbelievably great it is

!

So much vaster than any perception we could get upon
earth ! It seems strange that wc were ever awed by

the sea or the mountains . . . and yet . .

She paused, with her lip caught under two white

teeth, then went on hesitatingly:

"Doesn’t it seem to you, Mr. Crane, that there is

something in man as great as all this? Otherwise,

Dorothy and I could not be sailing here in a wonder
like the Lark, which you and Dick Seaton have made.”

S INCE from the first, Dorothy had timed her wak-
ing hours with those of Seaton—^waiting upon him,

preparing his meals, and lightening the long hours of

his vigils at the board—Margaret took it upon herself

to do the same thing for Crane. But often they assem-

bled in the engine-room, and there was much fun and
laughter, as well as serious talk, among the four. Mar-
garet was quickly accepted as a friend, and proved a

delightful companion. Her wavy, jet-black hair, the

only color in the world that could hold its own with
Dorothy’s auburn glory, framed features self-reliant

and strong, yet of womanly softness ; and in this genial

atmosphere her quick tongue had a delicate wit and a

facility of expression that delighted all three. Dorothy,

after the manner of Southern women, became the

hostess of this odd “party,” as she styled it, and uncon-
sciously adopted the attitude of a lady in her own home.

Early in their flight. Crane suggested that they should

take notes upon the systems of stars through which
they were passing.

“I know very little of astronomy,” he said to Seaton,

“but with our telescope, spectroscope, and other instru-

ments, we should be able to take some data that will be
of interest to astronomers. Possibly Miss Spencer

would be willing to help us ?”

“Sure,” Seaton returned readily. “We’d be idiots to

let a chance like this slide. Go to it
!”

Margaret was delighted at the opportunity to help.

“Taking notes is the best thing I do !” she cried, and
called for a pad and pencil.

Stationed at the window, they fell to work in earnest.

For several hours Crane took observations, calculated

distances, and dictated notes to Llargaret.

“The stars are wonderfully different !” she exclaimed

to him once. “That planet, I’m sure, has strange and
lovely life upon it. See how its color differs from
most of the others we have seen so near? It is rosy

and soft like a home fire. I’m sure its people are

happy.”

They fell into a long discussion, laughing a little at

their fancies. Were these multitudes of worlds peopled

as the Earth? Could it be that only upon Earth had
occurred the right combination for the generation of

life, so that the rest of the Universe was unpeopled?

“It is unthinkable that they are all uninhabited,”

mused Crane. “There must be life. The beings may
not exist in any form with which we are familiar

—

they may well be fulfilling some purpose in ways so

different from ours that we should be unable to under-

stand them at all.”

Margaret’s eyes widened in startled apprehension,

but in a moment she shook herself and laughed.

“But there’s no reason to suppose they would be

awful,” she remarked, and turned with renewed interest

to the window.

Thus days went by and the Skylark passed one solar

system after another, with a velocity so great that it

was impossible to land upon any planet. Margaret’s

association with Crane, begun as a duty, soon became
an intense pleasure for them both. Taking notes or

seated at the board in companionable conversation or

sympathetic silence, they compressed into a few days

more real companionship than is ordinarily enjoyed in

months. Oftener and oftener, as time went on. Crane
found the vision of his dream home floating in his

mind as he steered the Skylark in her meteoric flight

or as he strapped himself into his narrow bed. Now,
ijowevcr, the central figure of the vision, instead of be-

ing an indistinct blur, was clear and sharply defined.

And for her part, more and more was Margaret drawn
to the quiet and unassuming, but utterly dependable and
steadfast young inventor, with his wide knowledge and
his keen, incisive mind.

S
OMETIMES, when far from any star, the pilot

would desert his post and join the others at meals.

Upon one such occasion Seaton asked

:

“How’s the book on astronomy, oh, learned ones ?”

“It will be as interesting as Egyptian hieroglyphics,”

Margaret replied, as she opened her notebook and
showed him pages of figures and symbols.

“May I see it. Miss Spencer ?” asked DuQuesne from
across the small table, extending his hand.

She looked at him, hot hostility in her brown eyes,

and he dropped his hand.

“I beg your pardon,” he said, with amused irony.

After the meal Seaton and Crane held a short con-
sultation, and the former called to the girls, a.sking

them to join in the “council of war.” There was a mo-
ment’s silence before Crane said diffidently

:

“We have been talking about DuQuesne, Miss
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Spencer, trying- to> decide a very important problem.”

Seaton smiled in spite of himself as the color again

deepened in Margaret’s face, and Dorothy laughed out-

right,

“Talk about a red-headed temper ! Your hair must

be dyed, Pfeggy
!”

“I know I acted like a naughty child,” Margaret said

ruefully,, “but he makes me perfectly furious and scares

me- at the same time-. A few more remarks like that T
beg your pardon’ of his and I wouldn’t liave a thought

left in my head
!”

Seaton, who- had opened his mouth, shut it again

ludicrously, without saying a word, and Margaret gave

him a startled glance.

“Now I have said it !” she exclaimed. I’m not afraid

of him, boys, really. What do you want me to do-?”

Seaton plunged in.

“What we were tiying to get up nerve enough to

say is that he’d be- a good man on the astronomy job.”

and Crane added quickly :

“He undoubtedly knows more about it than I do,

and it would be a pity to lose the chance of using him.

Besides, Dick and I think it rather dangerous to leave

him so much time to- himself, in which to work up a

plan against us.”

“He’s cooking one right now, I’ll bet a hat,” Seaton

put in, and Crane added

:

“If you are sure that you have no ohjections. Miss

Spencer, we might go below, where W'e can have it dark,

and all three of us .see what we can make of the star-

gazing, We are really losing an unusual opportunity.”

Margaret hid gallantly any reluctance she might

have felt.

“I wouldn’t deserve to be here if I can’t work with

the- Doctor and hate him at the same- time.”

“Good for you, Peg, you’re- a regular fellow !” Seaton

exclaimed. “You’re a trump!”

F inally, the enormous velocity of the cruiser was

sufficiently reduced to effect a landing, a copper-

hearing sun was located, and a course was laid tov/ard

its. nearest planet.

As the vessel approached its goal a deep undercur-

rent of excitement kept all the passengers fe^'erishly

occupied. They watched the distant globe grow larger,

glowing through its atmo.sphere more and more clearly

as a great disk of white light, its outline softened by the

air about it. Two- satellites were close beside it. Its

sun,, a great, blazing- orb, a little nearer than the planet,

looked soi great and so hot that Margaret became un-

easy.

“Isn’t it dangerous to get so close, Dick? We might

burn up, mightn’t we ?”

“Not without an atmosphere,” he laughed.

“Oh,” murmured the girl apologetically, “I might

liave known that.”

Dropping rapidly into the atmosphere of the planet,

they measured its density and analyzed it in apparatus

installed for that purpose, finding_ that its composition

was very similar to^ the Earth’s air and that its pres-

sure was not enough greater to be uncomfortable-.

When within one thousand feet of the* surface, Seaton

weighed' a five'-poun.d weight upon a spring-balance.

finding that it weighed five and a half pounds, thus

ascertaining that the planet was either somewhat larger

than the Earth or more dense. The ground was almost

hidden by a I'ank growth of vegetation, but here and
there appeared glade-like oiJenings.

Seaton glanced at the faces about him. Tense inter-

est marked them all. Dorothy’s cheeks were- flushed,

her eyes shone. She looked at him with awe and pride-.

“A strange world, Dorothy,” he said gravely. “You
are not afraid?”

“Not with you,” she answered. “I am only thrilled

with wonder.”

“Columbus at San Salvador,” said Margaret, her

dark eyes paying their -tribute of admiration.

A dark flush mounted swiftly into Seaton’s brown
face and he sought to throw most of the burden upon
Crane, but catching upon his face also a look of praise,

almost of tenderness, he quickly turned to the controls.

“Man the boats 1” he ordered an imaginary crew, and

the Shjlark descended rapidly.

Landing upon one of the open spaces, they found

the ground solid and steiJped out. What had appeared

to lie a glade was in reality a rock, or rather, a ledge of

apparently solid metal, with scarcely a loose fragment

to be seen. At one end of the ledge rose a giant tree,

wonderfully symmetrical, hut of a peculiar form. Its

branches were longer at the top than at the bottom,

and it possessed broad, dark-green leaves, long thorns,

and odd, flexible, shoot-like tendrils. It stood as an out-

post of the dense vegetation beyond. Totally unlike

the forests of Earth were those fern-like trees, to-,ver-

ing two hundred feet into the air. They were of an

intensely vivid green and stood motionless in the still,

hot air of noonday. Not a sign of animal life was to

be seen; the whole landscape seemed asleep.

The five strangers stood near their vessel, conversing

in low tones and enjoying the sensation of solid ground
lieneath their feet. After a few minuteg DuQuesne
remarked

:

“This is undoubtedly a newer planet than ours. I

should say that it was in the Carboniferous age. Aren’t

those trees like those in the coal-measures, Seaton?”

“True- as time, Blackic'—^there prolialily won’t he a

human race here for ages, unless we bring out some
colonists.”

Seaton kicked at one of the loose lumps of metal

que-stioningly with his heavy shoe, finding that it was
as immovable as though it were part of the ledge. Bend-

ing over, he found that it required all his great strength

to lift it and he stared at it with an expression of sur-

prlscj which turned- to amazement as he peered closer.

“DuQuesne I Look at this 1”

D tjQUESNE studied the metal, and "was shaken

out of his habitual taciturnity.

“Platinum, by all the little gods !”

“We’ll grab some of this while the grabbing’s good,”

announced Seaton, and the few visible Imnps were

rolled Into the car. “If we had a pickaxe we could chop

some more off one of those sharp ledges down there.”

“There’s an axe in the shop,” replied DuQuesne;

“I’ll go get it. Go ahead, I’ll soon he with you.”'

“Keep- close together,” warned Crane as the four

1

t
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moved slowly down the slope. “This is none too safe,

Dick.”

“No, it isn't. Mart. But w'e’ve got to see whether we

can't find some copper, and I would like to get some

more of this stuff, too. I don’t think it’s platinum, I

believe that it’s X.”

As they reached the broken projections, Margaret

glanced back over her shoulder and screamed. The

others saw that her face was white and her eyes wide

with horror, and Seaton instinctively drew his pistol as

he whirled about, only to check his finger on the trig-

ger and lower his hand.

“Nothing but X-plosive bullets,” he growled in dis-

gust, and in helpless silence the four watched an un-

speakably hideous monster slowly appear from behind

the Slcylark. Its four huge, squat legs supported a

body at least a hundred feet long, pursy and ungainly

;

at the extremity of a long and sinuous neck a com-

paratively small head seemed composed entirely of a

cavernous mouth armed with row upon row of car-

nivorous teeth. Dorothy gasped with terror and both

girls shrank closer to the two men, who maintained a

baffled silence as the huge beast passed his revolting

head along the hull of the vessel.

“I dare not shoot, Martin,” Seaton whispered, “it

would wreck the bus. Have you got any solid bullets ?”

“No. We must hide behind these small ledges until

it goes away,” answered Crane, his eyes upon Mar-

garet’s colorless face. “You two hide behind that one,

we will take this one.”

“OH, well, it’s nothing to W'orry about, anyway. We
can kill him as soon as he gets far enough away from

the boat,” said Seaton as, with Dorothy clinging to him,

he dropped behind one of the ledges. Margaret, her

staring eyes fixed upon the monster, remained stand-

ing until Crane touched her gently and drew her down

beside him.

“He will go away soon,” his even voice assured her.

“We are in no danger.”

In spite of their predicament, a feeling of happiness

flowed through Crane’s whole being as he crouched be-

hind the wall of metal with one arm protectingly around

Margaret, and he longed to protect her through life as

he was protecting her then. Accustomed as he was to

dangerous situations, he felt no fear. He felt only a

great tenderness for the girl by his side, who had

ceased trembling but was still staring wide-eyed at the

monster through a crevice.

“Scared, Peggy?” he whispered.

“Not now, Martin, but if you weren’t here I would

die of fright.”

At this reply his arm tightened Involuntarily, but he

forced it to relax.

“It will not be long,” he promised himself silently,

“until she is back at home, among her friends, and

then , .
.”

There came the crack of a rifle from the Skylark.

There was an awful roar from the dinosaur, which was

quickly silenced by a stream of machine-gun bullets.

“Blackie’s on the job—let’s go!” cried Seaton, and

they raced up the slope. Making a detour to avoid the

writhing and mutilated mass, they plunged through the

opening door. DuOuesne shut it behind them and in

overwhelming relief, the adventurers huddled together

as from the wilderness without there arose an appalling

tumult.

The scene, so quiet a few moments before, was

instantly changed. The trees, the swamp, and the

air seemed filled with monsters so hideous as to stagger

the imagination. Winged lizards of prodigious size

hurtled through the air, plunging to death against the

armored hull. Itidescribable flying monsters, with

feathers like birds, but with the fangs of tigers, at-

tacked viciously. Dorothy screamed and started back

as a scorpion-like thing with a body ten feet in length

leaped at the window in front of her, its terrible sting

spraying the glass with venom. As it fell to the ground,

a huge spider—if an eight-legged creature with spines

instead of hair, many-faceted eyes, and a bloated, globu-

lar l)ody weighing hundreds of pounds, may be called a

si)idcr—leaped upon it and, mighty mandibles against

poisonous sting, the furious battle raged. Several

twelve-foot cockroaches climbed nimbly across the

fallen timber of the morass and began feeding voraci-

ously upon the body of the dead dinosaur, only to be

driven away by another animal, which all three men
recognized instantly as that king of all prehistoric crea-

tures, tEe saber-toothed tiger. This newcomer, a

tawny beast towering fifteen feet high at the shoulder,

had a mouth disproportionate even to his great size

—

a mouth armed with four great tiger-teeth more than

three feet in length. He had barely begun his meal,

however, when he was challenged by another night-

mare, a something apparently half-way between a

dinosaur and a crocodile. At the first note the tiger

charged. Clawing, striking, rending each other with

their terrible teeth, a veritable avalanche of blood-

thirsty rage, the combatants stormed up and down the

little island. But the fighters were rudely interrupted,

and the earthly visitors discovered that in this primi-

tive world it was not only animal life that was dan-

gerous.

The great tree standing on the farther edge of the

island suddenly bent over, lashing out like a snake and
grasping both. It trairsfixed them with the terrible

thorns, which were now seen to be armed with needle-

points and to possess barbs like fish-hooks. It ripped

at them with the long branches, which were veritable

spears. The broad leaves, armed with revolting suck-

ing disks, closed about the two animals, w'hile the long,

slender twigs, each of which was now seen to have an

eye at Its extremity, waved about, watching each move-

ment of the captives from a safe distance.

If the struggle between the two animals had been

awful, this was Titanic. The air was torn by the roars

of the reptile, the screams of the great cat, and the

shrieks of the tree. The very ground rocked with the

ferocity of the conflict. There could be but one result

—soon the tree, having absorbed the two gladiators,

resumed its upright position in all its beauty.

The members of the little group stared at each other,

sick at heart.

“This is NO place to start a copper-mine. I think

we’d better beat it,” remarked Seaton presently, wiping

drops of perspiration from hi.s forehead.
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“I think so,” acquie,sced Crane. “We found air and

liarth-like conditions here
;
we probalily will elsewhere."

“Are you all right, Uottie?” asked Seaton.

“All right, Diclt}',” she replied, the color flowing back

into her cheeks. “It scared me stiff, and I think I

have a lot of white hairs right now, but I -wouldn’t have

missed it for anything.”

She paused an instant, and continued

;

“Dick, there must be a queer streak of brutality in

me, but would you mind blowing up that frightful tree?

I wouldn’t mind its nature if it were ugly—^l3ut look

at it! It’s so deceptively beautiful! You wouldn’t

think it had the disposition of a fiend, would you?”

A GENERAL laugh relieved the nervous tension,

and Seaton stepped impulsively toward Du-

Otiesne with his hand outstretched.

“You've squared your account, Blackie. Say the

word and the -war’s all oft'.”

DuQuesne ignored the hand and glanced coldly at

the group of eager, friendly faces.

“Don’t he sentimentalr’ he remarked evenly as he

turned away to hi.s room. “Emotional scenes pain me.

I gave my word to act as one of the party.”

“Well, may I be kicked to death by little red spiders
!”

exclaimed Seaton, dumbfounded, as the other disap-

peared. “He ain’t a man, he’s a fish
!”

“He's a machine. I always thought so, and now I

know it,” stated Margaret, and the others nodded agree-

ment.

“Well, -we'll sure pull his cork as soon as we get

back!” snapped Seaton. “He asked for it, and we’ll

give him both barrels !”

“I know I acted the fool out there,” Margaret apolo-

gized, flushing- hotly and looking at Crane. “I don’t

know what made me act so stupid. I used to have a

little ner\c.” ,

“You were a regular little brick. Peg,” Seaton re-

turned instantly. “Bpth you girls are all to the good

—

the right kind to have along in ticklish places.”

Crane held out his steady hand and took Margaret’s

in a warm clasp.

“For a girl in your weakened condition you were

wonderful. You have no reason to reproach yourself.”

Tears filled the dark eyes, but were held liack bravely

as she held her head erect and returned the pressure

of his hand.

“Just so you don’t leave me behind next time,” she

returned lightly, and the last word concerning the in-

cident had been said.

Seaton 'applied the power and soon they were ap-

proaching another planet, which was surrounded by a

.
dense fog. Descending slowly, they found it to be a

mass of boiling-hot steam and rank vapors, under

enormous pressure.

The next planet they found to have a clear atmos-

phere, but the ground had a peculiar, barren look
;
and

analysis of the gaseous envelope proved it to be com-

posed almost entirely of chlorin. No life of an earthly

type could be possible upon such a world, and a search

for copper, even with the suits and helmets, would

probably be fruitless if not impossilde.

“Well,” remarked Seaton as they -srere again in

space, “we’ve got enough copper to visit several more
worlds—several more solar systems, if necessary. But

there's a nice, hopeful-looking planet right in front of

us. It may be the one we’re looking for.”

Arrived in the belt of atmosphere, they tested it as

before, and found it satisfactory.

CHAPTER XII

The Mastery of Mind Over Matter

TFIEY descended rapidly, directly over a large and

imposing city in the middle of a vast, level, beau-

tifully-planted plain. While they were watching

it, the city vanished and the plain was transformed into

a heavily-timbered mountain summit, the valleys falling

away upon all sides as far as the eye could reach.

“Well, I’ll say that’s SOME mirage !” exclaimed

Seaton, rubbing his eyes in astonishment. I’ve seen

mirages before, but never anything like that. Wonder
what" this air’s made of ? But we’ll land, anyway, if

we finally have to swim !”

The ship landed gently upon the smmnit, the oc-

cupants Eilf expecting to see the ground disappear be-

fore their eyes. Nothing happened, however, and they

disembarked, finding walking somewhat difficult be-

cause of the great mass of the planet. Looking around,

they could see no sign of life, but they felt a presence

near them—a vast, invisible something.

Suddenly, out of the air in front of Seaton, a man
materialized ;

a man identical with him in every feature

and detail, even to the smudge of grease under one eye,

the small wrinkles in his heavy blue serge suit, and the

emblem of the American Chemical Society upon his

watch-fob.

“Hello, folks,” the stranger began in Seaton’s char-

acteristic careless speech. “I see you’re surprised at

my knowing your language. You’re a very inferior

race of animals—don’t e-\|en understand telepatliy, don’t

understand the lumiiiifeirous ether, or the relation be-

tween time and space. Your greatest things, such as

the Sk3'lark and your object-compass, are merely toys.”

Changing instantlj' from Seaton’s form to that of

Dorothy, likewise, a perfect imitation, the stranger con-

tinued without a break

:

“Atoms and electrons and things, spinmng and whirl-

ing in their dizzy little orbits. . .
” It broke off

abruptly, continuing in the form of DuQuesne:

“Couldn’t make myself clear as Miss Vaneman—^not

a scientific convolution in her foolish little brain. You
are a freer type, DuQuesne, unhampered by foolish,

soft fancies. But you are veiy clumsy, although work-

ing fairly well with your poor tools—Brookings and

his organization, the Perkins Cafe and its clumsy wire-

less telephones. All of you are extremely low in the

scale. Such animals have not been known in our uni-

verse for ten million years, which is as far back as I

can remember. You have millions of years to go before

you ffill amount to anything ; before you will even rise

above death and its attendant necessity, sex.”

The strange Ijeing then assumed form after form

with bewildering rapidity, while the spectators stared

in dmnb astonishment. In rapid succession it took on

the likeness of each member of the party, of the vessel
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itself, of the watch in Seaton’s pocket—reappearing as

Seaton.

“Well, bunch,” it said - in a matter-of-fact voice,

“there’s no mental exercise in you and you’re such a

low form of life that you’re of no use on this planet;

so I’ll dematerialize you.”

A PEGLTLIAR light came into its eyes as they

stared intently into Seaton’s, and he felt his senses

reel under the im
2
)act of an awful mental force, but he

fought hack with all his power and remained standing.

‘‘What’s this?” the stranger demanded in surprise,

“This is the first time in history that mere matter

—

which is only a manifestation of mind—has ever re-

fused to obey mind. There’s a screw loose some-

where.”

“I must reason this out,” it continued analytically,

changing instantaneously into Crane’s likeness. “Ah!

I am not a perfect reproduction. This is the first mat-

ter I have ever encountered that I could not repro-

duce perfectly. There is some subtle difference. The

external form is the same, the organic structure like-

wise. The molecules of substance are arranged as they

should be, as are also the atoms in the molecule. The

clecte-ons in the atom—ah! There is the difficulty.

The arrangement and number of electrons, a.s well as

positive charges, are entirely different from what I had

supposed. I mu.st derive the formula.”

“Let’s go, folks !” said Seaton hastily, drawing Dor-

othy back toward the Slcylark. “This dematerializa-

tion stunt may be play for him, but I don’t want any

of it in my family.”

“No, you really must stay,” remonstrated the

stranger, “kluch as it is against my principles to em-

ploy brute force, you must stay and be properly de-

materialized, alive or dead. Science demands it.”

As he spoke, he started to draw his automatic pistol.

Being in Crane’s forni, he drew slowly, as Crane did

;

and Seaton, with the dexterity of much sleight-of-hand

work and of years of familiarity with his weapon, drew

and fired in one incredibly rapid movement, before the

other had withdrawn the pistol from his pocket. The

X-plosive shell comiiletely volatilized the stranger Jtod

hurled the party backward toward the Skylark, into

which they fled hastily. As Crane, the last one to

enter the vessel, fired his pistol and closed the massive

door, Seaton leaped to the levers. As he did so, he saw

a creature materialize in the air of the vessel and fall

to the floor with a crash as he threw on the power.

It was a frightful thing, like nothing ever before seen

upon any world ;
with great teeth, long, sharp claws,

and an automatic pistol clutched firmly in a human

hand. Forced flat by the terrific acceleration of the

vessel, it was unable to lift either itself or the weapon,

and lay helpless.

“We take one trick, anjTV'ayl” blazed Seaton, as he

threw on the power of the attractor and diffused its

force into a screen over the party, so that the enemy

could not materialize in the air al)ove them and crush

them by mere weight. “As pure mental force, you’re

entirely out of my class, but when you come down to

matter, which I can xuiderstand, I’ll give you a run for

your money until my angles catch fire.”

“That is a childish defiance. It speaks well for your

courage, but ill for your intelligence,” the animal said,

and vanished.

A moment later Seaton’s hair almost stood on end

as he saw an automatic pistol appear upon the board

directly in front of him, clamped to it by bands of steel.

Paralyzed by this unlooked-for demonstration of the

ma.stery of mind over matter, unable to move a muscle,

he lay helpless, staring at the engine of death in front

of him. Although the whole proceeding occupied only

a fraction of a second. It seemed to Seaton as though

he watched the weapon for hours. As the sleeve drew

back, cocking the pistol and throwing a cartridge into

the chamber, the trigger moved, and the hammer de-

scended to sj^eed on its way the bullet which was to

blot out his life. There was a sharp click as the ham-

mer fell—Seaton was surprised to find himself still

alive, until a voice spoke, apparently from the muzzle

of the pistol, with the harsh sound of a metallic dia-

phragm.

“I was almost certain that it wouldn’t explode,” the

stranger said, chattily. “You see, I haven’t derived

that formula yet, so I couldn’t make a real explosive. I

could of course, materialize beside you, under ybur pro-

tective screen, and crush you in a vise. I could ma-

terialize as a man of metal, able to stand up under this

acceleration, and do you to death. I could even, by a

sufficient expenditure of mental energy, materialize a

planet around your shija and crush it. However, these

crude methods are distasteful in the extreme, especially

since you have already given me some slight and un-

expected mental exercise. In return, I shall give you one

chance for your lives. I cannot dematerialize either

you or your vessel until I work out the formula for

your peculiar atomic structure. If I can derive the

formula before you reach the boundaries of my home-

space, beyond which I cannot go, I shall let you go

free. Deriving the formilla will be a neat little prob-

lem. It should be fairly easy, as it involves only a

simple integration in ninety-seven dimensions.

S
ILENCE ensued, and Seaton advanced his lever to

the limit of his ability to retain consciousness. Al-

most overcome by the horror of their position, in an

agony of suspense, exjiecting every instant to be

hurled into nothingness, he battled on, with no thought

of yielding, even in the face of those overwhelming

mental odds.

“You can’t do it, old top,” he thought savagely, con-

centrating all the power of his highly-trained mind

against the intellectual monster. “You can’t demateri-

alize us, and you can’t integrate above ninety-five di-

mensions to save your neck. You can’t do it—^you’re

slipping—^you’re all balled up right now 1”

For more than an hour the silent battle raged, dur-

ing which time the Skylark flew millions upon millions

of miles toward Earth. Finally the stranger spoke

again.

“You three win,” it said abruptly. In answer to the

unspoken surprise of all three men it went on: “Yes,

all three of you got the same idea and Crane even

forced his body to retain consciousness to fight me.

Your efforts were very feeble, of course, but were
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enough to interrupt niy calculations at a delicate stage,

every time. You are a low form of life, undoubtedly,

hut with more mentality than I supposed at hrst.^ I

could get that formula, of course, in spite of you, if I

had time, but we are rapidly approaching the limits of

my territory', outside of which even I could not think

my way back. That is one thing in which your mechani-

cal devices arc superior to anything my own race de-

veloped before we became pure intellectuals. They

point the way back to your Earth, which is so far away

that even my mentality cannot grasp the meaning of

the distance. I can understand the Earth, can visualize

it from your minds, but I cannot project myself any

nearer to it than we are at present. Before I leave you,

r will say that you have conferred a real favor upon

me—you have given me something to think about

for thousands of cy'cles to come. Good-bye.”

Assured that their visitor had really gone, Seaton

reduced the power to that of gravity and Dorothy soon

sat up, Margaret reviving more- slowly.

“Dick,” said Dorothy solemnly, “did that happen or

have I been unconscious and just had a nightmare?”

“It happened, all right.” returned her lover, wiping

his brow in relief. “See that pistol clamped upon the

top of the board ? That’s a token in remembrance of

him.”

Dorothy, though she had been only half conscious,

had heard the words of the stranger. As she looked

at the faces of the men, white and drawn with the

mental struggle, she realized what they had gone

through, and she drew Seaton down into one of the

seats, stroking his hair tenderly.

Margaret went to her room immediately, and as she

did not return, Dorothy followed. She came back pres-

ently with a look of concern upon her face.

“This life is a little hard on Peggy. I didn’t realize

how much harder for her it would be than it is for me

until I went in there aird found her crying. It is much

harder for her, of course, since I am with you, Dick,

and with you, Martin, whom I know so well. She must

feel terribly alone.”

“Why should she?” demanded Seaton. ‘We think

she’s some game little guy. WTiy, she’s one of the

bunch ! She must know that
!”

“Well, it isn’t the same,” insisted Dorothy. “You

be extra nice to her, Dick. But don’t you dare let her

know I told you about the tears, or she’d eat me alive
!”

Crane said nothing—a not unusual occurrence—but

his face grew thoughtful and his manner, when Mar-

garet appeared at mealtime, was more solicitous than

usual and more than brotherly in its tenderness.

“I shall be an interstellar diplomat,” Dorothy whis-

pered to Seaton as soon as they were alone. “Wasn’t

that a beautiful bee I put upon IMartin?”

Seaton stared at her a moment, then shook her gently

before he took her into his arms.

T he information, however, did not prevent him
from calling to Crane a few minutes later, even

though he w'as still deep in conversation with Mar-

garet. Dorothy gave him an exasperated glance and

walked away.

“I sure pulled a boner that time,” Seaton muttered

as he plucked at his hair ruefully. “It nearly did us.

“Let’s test this stuff out and see if it’s X, Mart, while

DuOuesne’s out of the way. IE it is X, it’s SOME
fnKfl”

Seaton cut off a bit of metal with his knife, ham-

mered it into a small piece of copper, and threw the

copper into the power-chamber, out of contact with the

plating. As the metal received the current the vessel

started slightly.

“It is X ! Mart, we’ve got enough of this stuff to

supply three worlds !”

“Better put it away somewhere,” suggested Crane,

and after the metal had been removed to Seaton’s cabin,

the two men again sought a landing-place. Almost in

their line of flight they saw a close cluster of stars, each

emitting a peculiar greenish light which, in the spectro-

scope, revealed a blaze of copper lines.

“That’s our meat, Martin. We ought to be able to

grab some copper in that system, where there’s so much

of it that it colors their sunlight.”

“The coi>per is undoubtedly there, but it might l)e

too dangerous to get so close to so many suns. We
may have trouble getting awaj-.”

“Well, our copper’s getting horribly low. We’ve got

to find some pretty quick, somewhere, or else walk back

home, and there’s our best chance. We’ll feel our way

along. If it gets too strpng, we'll beat it.”

When they had approached so close that the suns

were great stars widely spaced in the heavens. Crane

relinquished the controls to Seaton.

“If you will take the lever awhile, Dick. Margaret

and I will go downstairs and see if -we can locate a

planet.”

After a glance through the telescope, Crane knew
that they were still too far from the group of suns to

place any planet with certainty, and began taking notes.

His mind was not upon his work, however, but was

completely filled with thoughts of the girl at his side.

The interv'als between his comments became longer and

longer until they were standing in silence, both staring

with unseeing eyes out into the trackless void. But it

v.-as in no sense their usual companionable silence. Crane

rvas fighting back the words he longed to saj'. This

lovely girl was not here of her own accord—she had

been tom forcibly from her home atid from her friends,

and he would not, could not, make her already difficult

position even more unpleasant by forcing his attentions

upon her. Margaret sensed something unusual and

significant in his attitude and held herself tense, her

heart beating wildly.

At that moment an asteroid came within range of the

Skylark’s watchful repeller, and at the lurch of the

vessel, as it swung around the o'ostmction, Margaret

would have fallen had not Crane instinctively caught

her with one arm. Ordinarily this bit of courtesy would

have gone unnoticed Iry both, as it had happened many
times before, but in that heardly-chargcd atmosphere

it took on a new significance. Both blushed hotly, and

as their eyes m.et each saw that which held them spell-

bound. Slowly, almost as if without volition. Crane

put his other arm around her. A wave of deeper crim-

son swept over her face and she bent her handsome

head as her slender body yielded to his arms with no
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effort to. free itself. Finally Crane spoke, his usually

even voice faltering,

‘Alargaret, I hope you will not think this unfair of

me . . . l)ut we have been through so much together that

I feel as though we hafl Imown each other forever.

Until we went" through this last experience I had in-

tended to wait—l)ut why should we wait? life i.s not

lived in years alone, and you know how much I love

you, my dearest !" he finished,, passionately.

Her arms crept up. around his neck, her bowed head

lifted, and her eyes looked deep into his as she whis-

pered her answer

:

“I think I do. . . . Oh, Martin !”

Presently they made their way back to the engine-

room, keeping, the singing joy in their heart.s inaudible

and the kisses fresh upon their lips invisible. They
might have kept their secret for a time, had not Seaton

promptly asked

:

“Well, what did 3’ou find, ilart?”

A panicky look appeared upon Crane's self-])ossessed

countenance and Margaret’s fair face glowed like a

peoinc

‘'Yes, what did you find?” demanded Dorotliy, as she

noticed their confusion.

“My future wife,” Crane answered steadiljc

The two girls rushed into each other's arms and the

two- men silently gripped hands in a clasp of steel ;
for

each of tlie four knew that these two unions were not

passing fancies, lightly entered iirto and' as lightly cast

aside, but were true partnerships which would endure

throughout the entire span of life.

A PLANET was located and the Skylark flew to-

rard it. Discovering that it was apparently situ-

ated in the center of the cluster of suns, they hesitated

;

but finding that there was no dangerous force present,

they kept on. As thej- ckew nearer, so that the planet

appeared as a veiy small moon, they saw that the Sky-

lark was in a blaze of green light, and looking out of

1 seventeen great suns,, scat-the windows. Crane counte

tered in all directions in' the sky! Slowing do.wn

abruptl}' as the planet was a]ijrroached, Seaton dropped

the vessel slowly through the atmosphere, while Crane

and DuOuesne tested and analyzed it.

“Pressure, thirty- pounds per square inch. Surface

gravity as compared to that of the Eaidh. two-fifths.

Air-pressure about double that of the Earth, while a

fine-pound weight weighs only two pounrls. A peculiar

combination,” reported Crane, and DuQuesne added

:

“Analy.si.s al)out the same as our air except for two

and three-tenths per cent of a gas that isn’t poisonous

and which has a peculiar, fragrant odor. I can’t analyze

it and think it prohabty an element unknown upon

Earth, or at least verj^ rare.”

“It would have to lie rare if you don't know what it

is,” acknowledged Seaton, locking the Skylark in place

and going over to smell the strang-e gas.

Deciding that the air was satisfactory, the pressure

inside the r'e-ssel was slowly raised to the value of that

outside and two doors were opened, to allow' the new
atmosphere free circulation.

.Seaton shut oft the porver actuating the repeller and

let the vessel settle slowdy tow'ard the ocean which was

directly beneath them—an ocean of a deepv intense,

wondroiisly lieautiful lilue, which the scientists studied

with interest. Arrived at the surface, Seaton moi.stened

a rod in a wave, and tasted it cautiously, then uttered a

yell of joy—a yell liroken off abruptly as he heard the

sound of his own voice. Both girls started as the vi-

Ijrations set tip in the dense air smote upon their ear-

drums. Seaton moderated his voice and continued

:

“I forgot altout the air-pressure. But hurrah for

this ocean—it’s ammoiiiacal copper sulphate solution!

We can sure get all the copper we w'ant, right here, but

it W'ould take tveeks to evaporate the water and re-

cover the metal. We can probably get it easier ashore.

Let’s go
!” '

They started off just above the surface of the ocean

tow'ard the nearest continent, wdiich they had observed

from the air.

CHx\BTER XIII

Nalboon of Mardonale

AS the Skylark approached the .shore, it.s occupants

heard a rapid succession of heavy detonations,

- apparently coming from the direction in which
they were travelmg.

'

“Wonder wdiat that racket is?” asked Seaton.

“It sounds like big guns,” said Crane,, and DuOuesne
nodded agreement.

“Big gnus is right. They’re shooting, high explo-

sive shells, too, or I never heard any. Even allowing

for the density of the air, that kind of noise isn’t made
by pop-guns.”

“Let’s gO‘ see w'hat’s doing,” and Seaton started to

walk toward one of the window's with his free-, swing-

ing stride. Instantly he was a-.spraw'l, the effort neces-

sary to carrj' his w’eight upon the Earth’s surface lift-

ing him mto the air in a succession of ludicrous hops,

but he soon recovered himself and walked normally.

“I forgot this two-fifths gravity stuff,” he laughed.

“Walk as though we liad oiilj' a notch of pow'er on and

it goes all right. It sure is funny to feel so light wdien

we’re so close to the ground.”

He closed the doors to keep out a part of the noise

and advanced the speed lever a little, so that the vessel

tilted sharply under the pull of the- almost horizontal

bar.

“Go easy,” cautio-^ed Crane. “V/e do not want to

get in the way of one of their shells. They may l)e

of a different kind than those w--e aia familiar wdth.”

“Right—easy it i.s. We’ll stay forty miles above

them, if necessary.”

As the great speed of the ship rapidlj^ lessened the

distance, the sound grew' heavier and clearer—^like

one continuous explosion. So closely did one deafening

concussion follow another that the car could not dis-

tinguish the separate reports.

“I see them,” simultaneously announced Crane', wdio-

w'as seated at one of the forw'ard wdiidow's .searching

the countiy with his. binoculars, and- Seaton, who>. from

the pilot’s seat, could see in any direction.

The others hurried to the w'indow's w'ith their glasses

and saw an astonishing sight.

“Aerial battleships, eight of ’em !” exclaimed Seaton,
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“as big as the Idaho. Four of ’em are about the same

shape as our battleships. No wings—they act like

helicopters.”

“Four of them are battleships, right enough, but

what about the other four?” asked DuOuesne. “They

are not ships or planes or anjdhing else that I ever

heard of.”

“They are animals,” asserted Crane. “Machines

never were and never will be built like that.”

As the Skylark cautiously approached, it was evident to

the watchers that four of the contestants were undoubt-

edly animals. Here indeed was a new kind of animal, an

animal able to fight on even terms with a first-class bat-

tleship! Frightful aerial monsters they were. Each

had an enormous, torpedo-shaped body, with scores of

prodigiously long tentacles like those of a devil-fish

and a dozen or more great, soaring wings. Even at

that distance they could see the row of protruding eyes

along the side of each monstrous body and the terrible,

prow-like beaks tearing through the metal of the war-
ships opposing them. They could see, by the reflection

of the light from the many suns, that each monster was
apparently covered by scales and joints of some trans-

parent armor. That it was real and highly effective

armor there could be no doubt, for each battleship

bristled with guns of heavy caliber and each gun was
vomiting forth a continuous stream of fire. Shells

bursting against each of the creatures made one con-

tinuous blaze, and the uproar was indescribable—^an un-

interrupted cataclysm of sound appalling in its intensity.

The battle was brief. Soon all four of the battle-

ships had crumpled to the ground, their crews ab-

sorbed by the terrible sucking arms or devoured by the

frightful beaks. They did not die in vain—three of

the monsters had been blown to atoms by shells which

had apparently penetrated their armor. The fourth was
pursuing something, which Seaton now saw was a fleet

of small airships, vhich had flown away from the scene

of conflict. Swift as they were, the monster covered

three feet to their fine.

‘‘We can’t stand for anything like that,” cried Seaton,

as he threw on the power and the Skylark leaped ahead.

“Get ready to bump him off, Mart, when I jerk him
away. He acts hard-boiled, so give him a real one

—

fifty milligrams 1”

Sweeping on with awful speed the monster seized the

largest and most gaily decorated plane in his hundred-

foot tentacles just as the Skylark came within sighting

distance. In four practically simultaneous movements
Seaton sighted the attractor at the ugly beak, released

all its power, pointed the main bar of the Skylark di-

rectly upward, and advanced his speed lever. There
was a crash of rending metal as the thing was torn loose

from the plane and jerked a hundred miles into the

air, struggling so savagely in that invisilile and incom-
prehensible grip that the three-thousand-ton mass of the

Skylark tossed and pitched like a child’s plaything.

Those inside her heard the sharp, spiteful crack of the

machine-gun, and an instant' later they heard a report

that paralyzed their senses, even inside the vessel and in

the thin air of their enormous elevation, as the largest

X-plosive bullet prepared by the inventors struck full

upon the side of the hideous body. There was no smoke,

no gas or vapor of any kind—only a huge volume of

intolerable flame as the energy stored within the atoms

of copper, instantaneously liberated, heated to incan-

descence and beyond all the atmosphere within a radius

of hundreds of feet. The mon.ster disappeared utterly,

and Seaton, with unerring hand, reversed the bar and
darted back down toward the fleet of airships. He
reached them in time to focus the attractor upon the

wrecked and helpless plane in the middle of its five-

thousand-foot fall and lowered it gently to the ground,

surrounded by the fleet.

The Skylark landed easily beside the wrecked ma-
chine, and the wanderers saw that their vessel was com-

pletely surrounded by a crowd of people—men and

women identical in form and feature with themselves.

They were a superbly molded race, the men fully as

large as Seaton and DuQuesne ; the women, while

smaller than the men, were noticeably taller than the

two women in the car. The men wore broad collars of

metal, numerous metallic ornaments, and heavily-

jeweled leather belts and shoulder-straps which were

hung with weapons of peculiar patterns. The women
carried no weapons, but were even more highly deco-

rated than were the men—each slender, perfectly-

formed body scintillated with the brilliance of hun-

dreds of strange gems, flashing points of fire. Jeweled

bands of metal and leather restrained their carefully-

groomed hair; jeweled collars encircled their throats;

jeweled belts, jew^eled bracelets, jeweled anklets, each

added its quota of brilliance to the glittering whole. The
strangers wore no clothing, and their smooth skins shone

a dark, livid, utterly indescribable color in the peculiar,

unearthly, yellowish-bluish-green glare of the light.

Green their skins undoubtedly were, but not any shade

of green visible in the Earthly spectrum. The “whites”

of their eyes were a light yellowish-green. The heavy

hair of the women and the close-cropped locks of the

men were green as well—a green so dark as to be al-

most black, as were also their eyes.

“Well, what d’you know about that?” pondered Sea-

ton, dazedly. “They’re human, right enough, but ye

gods, rvhat a color I”

“It is hard to tell how much of that color is real,

and how much of it is due to this light,” answered
Crane. “Wait until you get outside, away from our

daylight lamps, and you will probably look like a

Chinese puzzle. As to the form, it is logical to suppose

that wherever conditions are similar to those upon the

Earth, and the age is anywhere nearly the same, de-

velopment would be along the same lines as with us.”

“That’s right, too. Dottie, your hair will sure look

gorgeous in this light. Let’s go out and give the natives

a treat I”

“I wouldn’t look like that for a million dollars 1” re-

torted Dorothy, “and if I’m going to look like that I

won’t get out of the .ship, so there 1”

“Cheer up, Dottie, you won’t look like that. Your
hair will be black in this light.”

“Then what color will mine be ?” asked Margaret.

Seaton glanced at her black hair.

“Probably a very dark and beautiful green,” he

grinned, his gray eyes sparkling, “but we’ll have to wait
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and see. Friends and fellow-countrjnnen, I've got a

liunch that this is going t(3 be SOME visit. How aJjout

it, shall we go- ahead with it?”

Dorothy went up to him, her face bright with eager-

ness.

“Oh, what a lark ! Let’s go-!”

in DuOuesne's cold presence, Margaret’s eyes

sought those of her lover, and his sleeve, barely

toucliing her arm, was enough to send a dancing thrill

along it.

“Onward, men of Earth !” .she cried, and Seaton,

stepping, up to the window, I'apped sharply upon the

glass with the l)utt of his pistol and raised l:)oth hands
high above his head in the universal sign of peace.

In respo-nse, a man of Herculean mold, so splendidly

decorated that his harness was one blazing mass of

jewels, waved his arm and shouted a conunand. The
crowd promptly fell back, leaving a clear space of sev-

eral hundred yards. The man, evidenthr one in high
command, unbuckled his harness, dropping every
wea])on, and advanced toward the Skylark, both arms
upraised in Seaton's gesture.

Seaton went to the door and started to open it.

“Tetter talk to him from inside,” cautioned Crane.
“I don't think so, Mart. He's peaceable, and I’ve got

my gun in my pocket. Since he doesn't know what
clothes are he’ll think I’m unarmed, which is as it

should be; and if he shows fight, it won’t take more
than a week for me to get into action.”

“^\11 right, go on. DuQuesne and I will come along.”

“AI)sohitely not. He’s alone, so I’ve got to be. I

notice that some of his men are covering us, though.
You might do the same for them, with a couple of the
machine guns.”

Seaton stepped out of the car and went to meet the
stranger. Ydien they had approached to within a few
feet of each other the stranger stopped. He flexed his

left arm smartly, so that the finger-ti])s touched hisdeft

car, and smiled broadha exposing a row of splendid,

shining, green teeth. Then he spoke, a meaningless

jumble. of sounds. His voice, though light and thin,

nevertheless seemed to l)e of powerful timbre.

Seaton smiled in return and saluted.

“Hello, Chief. I get your idea all right, and we’re
glad you’re peaceable, but your language doesn’t mean
a thing in m3' young life.”

The Chief ta])ped himself upon the chest, saying dis-

tiuctlv and impres.sivdy

:

“Nalboon.”

“Nalboon,” repeated Seaton, and added, pointing to

himself

:

“Seaton.”

“See Tin,” answered the stranger, and again Indicat-

ing himself. “Domak gok Mardonale.”
“That must be his title,” thought Seaton rapidly.

“Have to give m3'self one, I guess.

“Ras.s of the Road,” he replied, drawing himself up
with pride.

The intrexiuction made, Nalboon pointed to the

wrecked plane, inclined his head in thanks, and turned

to hi.s people with one am: upraised, shouting an order

in which Seaton could distinguish something that

sounded like “See Tin, Bass uvv}' Rood.” Instantly

every right arm in the assemblage was aloft, that of

each man bearing a weapon, while the left arms snapped

into the peculiar salute and a mighty cry arose as all

repeated the name and title of the di.stinguished visitor.

Seaton turned to the Skylark, motioning to Crane to

open the door.

“Bring out one of those lug four-color signal rockets,

Jilart !” he called. “They’re giving us a ro3'al reception

—let’s acknowledge it right.”

T HIC party appeared, Cr.ane carr3'ing the huge
rocket with an air of deference. As they ap-

proached, .Seaton shrugged one shoulder and his cigar-

ette-case appeared in his hand. Nalboon started, and
ill spite of his utmost efforts at self-control, he glanced

at it in surprise. The case flew open and Seaton, tak-

ing a cigarette, extended the case.

“Smoke?” he asked affabl}'. The other took one, but

showed plainly that he had no idea of the use to which
it was to be put. This astonishment of the stranger at

a simple sleight-of-haiid feat and his apparent ignoraiice

of toliacco emboldened Seaton. Reaching into his

mouth, he pulled out a flaming match, at which Nalboon
started violeutRc While all the natives watched in

amazement, Seaton lighted the cigarette, and after half

consuming it in two long inhalations, he apparently

swallowed the remainder, onl}^ to bring it to light again.

Having smoked it, he apparently swallowed the butt,

with evident reli.sh.

“Thc}' don’t know an3'lhing about matches or smok-
ing,” he said, turniug to Crane. “This rocket will tie

them up in a knot. Step back, everybody.”

He bowed deeply to Nall)oou, pulling a lighted match
for his ear as he did so, and lighted the fuse. There
was a roar, a shower of sparks, a l)laze of colored lire

as the great rocket flew upwai'd; but to Seaton’s sur-

prise, Nalboon took it quite as a matter of course, salut-

ing as an acknowledgment of the courtcs3^

Seaton motioned to his party to approach, and turned

to Crane.

“Better not, Dick. Let him think that you are the

king of everything in sight.”

“Not on 3'onr life. If he i.s one king, wc are two.”

and he introduced Crane, with great cercmoii}', to the

Domak as the “Boss of the Skylark,” at which the

salute 1)}’- his peoj)le was repeated.

Nalboon then shouted an order and a company of

.soldiers led by an officer came toward them, surround-

ing a small group of people, apparently prisoners. These
captives, seven men and seven women, were much
lighter in color than the rest of the gathering, having-

skins of a ghasth', pale shade, practicall}^ the same color

as the whites of their e3'es. In other bodily aspects they

were the same as their captors in appearance, save that

they were entirely naked except for the jeweled metal

collars worn b}' all and a massive metal belt worn by
one man. They walked with a proud and lofty car-

riage, scorn for their captors in every .step.

Nallioon Ijarked an order to the prisoners. They
stared in defiance, motionless, until the man wearing

thc belt, who had studied Seaton closeh', spoke a few
•words in a low tone, when they all prostrated them-
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selves. Naloon then waved his hand, giving the whole

group to Seaton as slaves. Seaton, with no sign of his

surprise, thanked the giver and motioned his slaves to

rise. They obeyed and placed themselves behind the

party—two men and two women behind Seaton and

the same number behind Crane; one man and one

woman behind each of the others.

Seaton then tried to make Nalboon understand that

they wanted copper, pointing to his anklet, the only

copper in sight. The chief instantly removed the trin-

ket and handed it to Seaton ;
wdio, knowing by the

gasp of surprise of the guard that it w'as some power-
ful symbol, returned it with profuse apologies. After

trying in vain to make the other understand what he

wanted, he led him into the Skylark and show'ed him the

remnant of the power-bar. He showed him its original

size and indicated the desired number by counting to

sixteen upon his fingers. Nalboon nodded his compre-

hension and going outside, pointed upward toward the

largest of the eleven suns visible, motioning its rising

and setting, four times.

He then invited the visitors, in unmistakable sign

language, to accompany him as guests of honor, but

Seaton refused.

“Lead on, MacDuff, we follow,” he replied, explain-

ing his meaning by signs as they turned to enter the

vessel. The slaves followed closely until Crane re-

monstrated.

"We don’t want them aboard, do we, Dick? There
are too many of them.”

“All right,” Seaton replied, and waved them away.

As they stepped back the guard seized the nearest, a

woman, and forced her to her knees; while a man,
adorned with a necklace of green human teeth and
carrying a shining broadsword, prepared to decapitate

her.

“We must take them with us, I see,” said Crane, as

he brushed the guards aside. Followed by the slaves,

the party entered the Skylark, and the dark green peo-

ple embarked in their airplanes and helicopters.

Nalboon rode in a large and gaily-decorated plane,

which led the fleet at its full speed of six hundred miles

an hour, the Skylark taking a placing a few hundred

yards above the flagship.

“I don’t get these folks at all. Mart,” said Seaton,

after a moment’s silence. “They have machines far

ahead of anything we have on Earth and big guns that

shoot as fast as machine-guns, and yet are scared to

death at a little simple sleight-of-hand. They don’t

seem to understand matches at all, and yet treat fire-

works as an every-day occurrence.”

“We will have to wait until we know them better,”

replied Crane, and DuQuesne added

;

“From what I have seen, their power seems to be

all electrical. Perhaps they aren’t up with us in chem-

istry, even though they are ahead of us in mechanics ?”

F lying above a broad, but rapid and turbulent

stream, the fleet soon neared a large city, and the

visitors from Earth gazed with interest at this metro-
polis of the unknown world. The buildings were all the

same height, flat-roofed, and arranged in squares very
much as our cities are arranged. There were no streets.

the spaces between the buildings being park-like areas,

evidently laid out for recreation, amusement, and sport.

There w’as no need for streets; all traffic was in the

air. The air seemed full of flying vehicles, darting in

all directions, but it was soon evident that there was
exact order in the apparent confusion, each class of

vessel and each direction of traffic having its own level.

Eagerly the three men studied the craft, which ranged
in size from one-man helicopters, little more than sin-

gle chairs flying about in the air, up to tremendous
multiplane freighters, capable of carrying thousands of

tons.

Flying high over the city to avoid its congested air-

lanes, the fleet descended toward an immense building

just outside the city proper, and all landed upon its

roof save the flagship, wffiich led the Slcylark to a land-

ing-dock nearby—a massive pile of metal and stone,

upon which Nalboon and his retinue stood to welcome
the guests. After Seaton had anchored the vessel im-

movably by means of the attractor, the party disem-
barked, Seaton remarking with a grin:

“Don’t be surprised at anything I do, folks. I’m a

walking storehouse of junk of all kinds, so that if oc-

casion arises I can put on a real exhibition.”

As they turned toward their host, a soldier, in his

eagerness to see the strangers, jostled another. With-
out a word two keen swmrds flew from their scabbords

and a duel to the death ensued. The visitors stared in

amazement, but no one else paid any attention to the

combat, which was soon over
;
the victqr turning away

from the body of his opponent and resuming his place

without creating a ripple of interest.

Nalboon led the way into an elevator, which dropped
rapidly to the ground-floor level. Massive gates were
thrown open, and through ranks of pepple prostrate

upon their faces the party went out into the palace

grounds of the Domak, or Emperor, of the great nation

of Mardonale.

Never before had Earthly eyes rested upon such
scenes of splendor. Every color and gradation o:: their

peculiar spectrum was present, in solid, liquid, and gas.

The carefully-tended trees were all colors of the rain-

bow, as were the grasses and flowers along the walks.

The fountains played streams of many and constantly-

changing hues, and even the air was tinted and per-
fimied, swirling through metal arches in billows of

ever-varying colors and scents. Colors and combina-
tions of colors impossible to describe were upon every
hand, fantastically beautiful in that peculiar, livid light.

Diamonds and rubies, their colors so distorted by the

green radiance as to be almost unrecognizable
; emer-

alds glowing with an intense green impossible in earthly

light, together with strange gems peculiar to this

strange world, sparkled and flashed from railings,

statues, and pedestals throughout the ground.

Isn’t this gorgeous, Dick?” whispered Dorothy. “But
what do I look like ? I wish I had a mirror—^you look

simply awful. Do I look like you do?”
“Not being able to see myself, I can’t say, but I

imagine you do. You look as you would under a

county-fair photographer’s mercury-vapor arc lamps,

only worse. The colors can’t be described. You might

as well try to describe cerise to a man born blind as to
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try to express these colors in English, but as near as I

can come to it, your eyes .are a dark sort of purplish

green, with the whites of your eyes and your teeth a

kind of plush green. Your skin is a pale yellowish

green, except for the pink of your cheeks, which is a

kind of black, with orange and green mixed up in it.

Your lips are black, and your hair is a funny kind of

color, halfway between black and old rose, with a little

green and ...”

“Heavens, Dick, stop ! That’s enough !” choked Dor-

othy. “We all look like hobgoblins. We’re even worse

than the natives.”

“Sure we are. They were born here and are accli-

mated to it—we are strangers and aren’t. I would like

to see what one of these people would look like in

Washington.”

N ALBOON led them into the palace proper and

into a great dining hall, where a table was already

prepared for the entire party. This room was splen-

didly decorated with jewels, its many windows being

simply masses of gems. The walls were hung with a

cloth resembling silk, wEich fell to the floor in shim-

mering rvaves of color.

Woodwork there was none. Doors, panels, tables,

and chairs were cunningly wrought of various metals.

Seaton and DuQuesne could recognize a few of them,

hut for the most part they were unknown uijon the

Ifarth; and were, like the jewels and vegetation of this

strange world, of many and various peculiar colors.

A closer inspection of one of the marvelous tapestries

showed that it also was of metal, its threads numbering

thousands to the inch. Woven of many different metals,

of vivid but harmonious colors in a strange and intri-

cate design, it seemed to writhe as its colors changed

rvith every variation in the color of the light ;
which,

pouring from concealed sources, was reflected by the

highly-polished metal and inumerable jewels of the

lofty, domed ceiling.

"Oh . . . isn’t this too perfectly gorgeous?” breathed

Dorothy. “I’d give an)d;hing for a dress made out of

that stuff, Dick. Cloth-of-gold is common by com-

parison !”

“Would you dare wear it, Dottie?” asked Margaret.

“Would I? I’d wear it in a minute if I could only

get it. It would take Washington by storm
!”

“I’ll try to get a piece of it, then,” smiled Seaton.

“I’ll see about it while we are getting the copper.”

“We’d better be careful in choosing what we eat

here, Seaton,” suggested DuQuesne, as the Domak him-

self led them to the table.

“We sure had. With a copper ocean and green

teeth, I shouldn’t be surprised if copper, arsenic, and

other such trifles formed a regular part of their diet.”

“The girls and I will wait for you two chemists to

approve every dish before we try it, then,” said Crane.

Nalboon placed his guests, the light-skinned slaves

standing at attention behind them, and numerous ser-

vants, carrying great trays, appeared. The servants

were intermediate in color between the light and the

dark races, with dull, unintelligent faces, but quick and
deft in their movements.
The first course—a thin, light wine, served in metal

goblets—was approved by the chemists, and the dinner

was brought on. There were mighty joints of various

kinds of meat ; birds and fish, both raw and cooked in

many ways
;
green, pink, purple, and white vegetables

and fruits. The majordomo held each dish up to Sea-
ton for inspection, the latter waving away the fish and
the darkest green foods, but approving the others.

Heaping plates, or rather metal trays, of food were
placed before the diners, and the attendants behind

their chairs handed them pecidiar implements—^knives

with razor edges, needle-pointed stilettoes instead of

forks, and wide, flexible spatulas, which evidently were
to serve the purposes of both forks and spoons.

“I simply can’t eat with these things !” exclaimed

Dorothy in dismay, “and I don’t like to drink soup out

of a can, so there
!”

“That’s where my lumberjack training comes in

handy,” grinned Seaton. “With this spatula I can eat

faster than I could with two forks. What do you want,

girls, forks or spoons, or both?”
“Both, please.”

Seaton reached out over the table, seizing forks and
spoons from the air and passing them to the others,

while the natives stared in surprise. The Domak took
a bowl filled with brilliant blue crystals from the major-
domo, sprinkled his food liberally with the substance,

and passed it to Seaton, who looked at the crystals

attentively.

“Copper sulphate,” he said to Crane. “It’s a good
thing they add it at the table instead of cooking with it,

or we’d be out of luck.”

Waving the copper sulphate away, he again reached

out, this time producing a pair of small salt- and
pepper-shakers, which he passed to the Domak after
he had seasoned the dishes before him. Nalboon tasted

the pepper cautiously and smiled in delight, half-empty-
ing the shaker upon his plate. He then sprinkled a few
grains of salt into his palm, stared at them with an
expression of doubting amazement, and after a few
rapid sentences poured them into a dish held by an
officer who had sprung to his side. The officer studied
them closely, then carefully washed his chief’s hand.
Nalboon turned to Seaton, plainly asking for the salt-

cellar.

“Sure, old top. Keep ’em both, there’s lots more
where those came from,” as he produced several more
sets in the same mysterious way and handed them to
Crane, who in turn passed them to the others.

The meal progressed merrily, with much conversa-
tion in the sign-language between the two parties.

It was evident that Nalboon, usually stern and reticent,

was in an unusually pleasant mood. The viands, though
of peculiar flavor, w^ere in the main pleasing to the
palates of the Earthly visitors.

“This fruit salad, or whatever it is, is divine,” re-

marked Dorothy, after an experimental bite. “May
we eat as much as we like, or had we better just eat a

little?”

“Go as far as you like,” returned her lover. “I

wouldn’t recommend it as a steady diet, as I imagine
everything contains copper and other heavy metals in

noticeable amounts, and probably considerable arsenic.
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liufe foe" a few,' daj-a it can^t 'Kexy well' hurt us much.’’

Aftec the meal, Nalbaen .
bade them; a- ceremoniQua

farewell, and they -were escorted to. a series: of five

connecting, rooms by tire, royaf usher,, escortedi By an.

entire comgany of soldier's, who* mounted- guard; out-

sidfe the doors.. Gathered: ih: one room,, they discussed

sleeping arrangements-. The. girJs insisted' that they

would- sleep togrther,,. and-' that the men should' occupy

the.' EOGms at either, side: As the- girls turned: away;, the-

four slaves followed:

“We: don’t want these people; and I can’t make them:

go, awayT’' cried' Dorothy.

“i- don’t want them, either,” replied Seaton, hut if

we chase them: out thej'-’ll get their heads chopped, off..

You girl's- take the women. and we’ll take the men.”

Seaton, waved all. the women into the girls’ I'oom,

Buf they paused, irresolutery. One of them went up to

the man. wearing; the: metal belt,, evidently- their leader,

and; spoke: to him rapidly as she;-,threw her arms around
his neck: He: shook, his; head; motioning toward Seaton

several; times as, he spoke to her reassuringly. With
his arm about her tenderly, he. led her to the door, the

other women following. Crane and DuQuesne having

gone to their rooms; with their attendants, the man
wearing, the: belt drew the.,blinds.- and' turned’ to assist

Seatoir in .taking off his- clothes,

.

"T never had: a, valet B:efo;re, hut go as far as you
like if it pleases- you,” remarked Seaton, as he began
to. throw off his clothes. A multitude of small articles

fell, from their hiding-places in his garments as he re-

moved; them. Almost stripped, Seaton: stretched vigor-

ously, the' muscles writhing and rippling in great ridges

under the: satin: skin of his broad back and mighty arms
and- shoulders as he- filled his: capacious lungs and?,

twisted- about, working off the stiffness- caused by the
days of comparative confinement
The four slaves stai’ed in open-mouthed astonish-

ment at this display of muscular development and: con-

versed among themselves as they gathered up Seaton’s

discarded clothing. Their leader picked up a salt-

shaker, a couple- of silver knives and forks, and, some
other articles, and turned to- Seaton, apparently asking

permission to do something with them. Seaton nodded
assent carelessly and: turned to his bed. As he did so,

he. heard, a slight clank of arms in the hall as the guard
was changed, and lifting the blind a trifle- he saw that

guards were- stationed outside. as. well.. As he went to
bed,, he, wondered whether the; guards were guards of
honor or jailers; whether he and his- partywere-honored
guests or prisoners.

Three of the slaves, at a word from their chief,

threw themselves upon the floor and slept, but he him-
self did not rest. Opening the apparently solid metal
belt, he took out a great number of small tools, many
tiny instruments, and: several: spools, of insulate.d wire,

He then took the articles Seaton had given: him, taking

great pains not to spill a single grain of' salt, and set

to work. Hour after hour he- labored, a strange, ex-
ceedingly complex instrument taking form under his

cler-er fingers.

END OF PART II

tetais.-.departnient WB snail. discuss, every-mouth, topics;. of. ijit.erest:to, readers. Tire editors invite correspondence- on all subjects
directly- or indirectly- related, tiiitbe- stories, appearing, in this- magazine. In case, a special personal ans-wer is reaulred, a nominal

fee of 25c to cover time and:- postagie is? req.uiredv

BRICKBATS, AT LAST
Editor-^ Stories?
Them- were; never, so • many mistakes' in, A'mazinG'

Stories . raonth'ly as- in the.- June,- issue; The- editing;

and; proofreading-; of,' your scientifiction magazine-
is: simpiy fieroe-y, misprintsi- on every pa-ge,. bad:
gr.antmar andi, worst' of. all, dje most ridiculo-us-

contributions, j fox- instance^, on: page. 245,. in. the-
fpurthi paragraphy “Aithough: it means it revolves
in: the; same,* direction; as- Mars,, and:' the rest of:

the.- planets, namely, from west: to? east, on ac.coimt,
of its-, greater speed? it- appears: as-: it were* moving;
from: west.- tou eas.t/’

'

Page: 2’4’5:> again—‘TIor this- and;? other reasons)'

—

findi that: light and! heat: are- practically the;
same am the;' two-> planets; (-^lars. and Earth)- with:
SBverall points; . etc;”'
Now turn to. page- 2'50^—“and for that reason the-'

nights, on Mars: are- extremely cold'. This is- true;
o.f! the temperate;, etc;”

Eage: 245>—‘‘A- great
,
dead more: Heat ik absorbedl

and: retained! on: Mars thaui on earth.”
Page 24V-

—“Naturally such as thin blanket; of
ain ('speaking; of Mars.)? cannot: retain the solar
heatv”
The other articles are. full of. such nonsense;

You; must, admit; that-: the: editing; of: your Amazing
Stories.-, isi very deficient;; ands the- pro.ofreaden
likewise.',

C?EO’» Sanoerst
1S4' Foye- Street,. B'tonx-,, N; Y.' City.

[This iss th®' first, letter.; that, reachedi us; where-
complaint; is- ma-de- that- the* proofreading; for' the:-

magazine- is\ “simply fierm”’ and. that there-' are:
misprints oni every; page;- "^e^ were- not' awar.e-^ of-
this, and. wish; our correspondent would, send us
a copy marked? up; with* such mistakes. We shall
gladly- pay. hini> his . trouble;
As . to the other/ remarks; which? onr- o^rrespondent

refers to, i.e.,. page 243, 250. and. 249? these state-
ments- as to- the rotation, of the moon-satellites of.

Mars are correct. We refer, our correspondent
to. any text bo9k-: on astronomy,, and. if. he will
refieet a little, bit. He will find that the statements;
must be. correct,. strange, as they soundi

Regarding.the other quotations, there seems to be,;.

to us, nothing" wrong with them. The. author-
simply wanted to.-? point out that although. Mars is

much, further, removed from, the' sun than is the,-

earth, still, astronomers: today believe that. the. mean'
temperature: of the two. planets does not vary very
much. Qh the earthy where we. have, a, very thick,
atmosphere,, we, also. have, many clouds^, which are-
non-existent on Mars. These clouds- reflect and;
intercept' a good deal of the solar-radiation,, and- if.

this were not so, . the ^rth . would, he ; a
,
great deal

hotter than it actually- is.. Then again,, the, thick:
atmosphere of the earth, while, it retains the- heat-
better- than the thin Martian atmospherej. does not
allow so much of the solar radiation to rtrike the
surface, of the earth,, because the atmosphere absorbs
much of: this heat. The difference between, the. two
planets is,, that on M’ars. the sun. heats, up? the
surface- directly; while? on, earthy the process- is:

indirect^ to? a greater degree because the. surface-
is heatedTargely by the atmosphere.. Any- treatise-
on? physics: will show that where- light, passes-
through' a- thick- medium- (in this. case, the atmos-
phere), a great deal of the energy, is. absorbed.
That* is- the - case : on earth. We therefore ; find", that
the' Martian days are, probably, as, hot or hotter,
than- those- on earth; but the Martian, nights are-
probably much; cooler than those, on earth, - because;
Mars;, having, no- protecting; atmosphere,- radiates?
the- accumulated' Heat o;f the surface- out: into- space:
quickly, during- the night; , Our. correspondent, should.;
distinguish between’ mean temperatures^, surface-
temperatures' and* atmospheric temperatures.-r-Ei).L-

THE QXJESTIOKNAIRE—OUR ARTISTS
AND- A SUGGESTION

Editor^, Amazing-- Stories:

I am an- old “friend^’ of the publication, Amazing
Stories, having read* it since- its debut. I not
only read; the first- numbers, but have them> all
on, file, wdth; an index- by authors' names too^
I do not' like- the majority of the short stories,
agreeing: with Prof. Hatch that it is “impossible:
to work- o.ut adequately ... the implications con*-
tained; in a new situation.”

The. questionnaire is all right, but the* questions
might: be better, chosen.

Absolutely, we want more illustrations; At least
one to, every two; pages., ,Paul is a fine- artist, but
I think, that he- mi^t divide the cover: with one?
of the others occasionally. You. might pair artists,
and authors,. -that is,

,
have an artist draw the pic>

tures who will create an atmosphere much the-
same as that of the. story. By the way, your new
artist, Lawlor,. is very fine, and his. picture for
A Story, of the. Days to was a. masterpiecci
even if a little too futuristic fo.r-H. G. Wells.

Howard Campaigne,
8740' S. Wood St., Chicago,-. IllinoiSr

[As? regards' the* length- of* stories, we feet
that we should give more than two or three storfes
in. an issue,, and? are glad? to.- have some short ones
to put in, tor, we- find the tendency of; authors: is.
to., give- long,: rather, than short texts. "We realize-
our own imperfections- and. know that the ques-
tionnaire might be, better,, but for its length; it is
the most- difficult article,' if we may- so term? it,
in . thej magazine. IT interests us very, much: to^ get
such; intelligent criticism of our aTtists* work as
you. give. We, will see - that Mr; tawlor is ia--
fbrmed of. your, appreciation; of his work;—

«

EDITOR.]
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OUR KAME; DETECTIVE STORIES

OBJECTED TO

Editor, Amazing Stories:

Since the inception of Amazing Stories you
have not had a more devoted reader than myself.
Having been a reader of practically all of your
publtcations since 1917, I am in a position to
commend your company on its almost strictly edu-
cational program which it has followed. Amazing
Stories is no exception to this. French Humor
was the first departure from what one might term
rigid educational lines. But then what would the
world be without humor?

Getting down to the purpose of this letter, I have
few suggestions which may or may not be con-

sidered constructive criticism; yet they have given
me much thought, and I think that calling them
to yoiir attention is the obvious thing to do if
anything in the way of materialization is to l)e

brought about.

First: Eliminate the detective type of stories
from Amazing Stories, as it has no place in a
publication which claims to be THE magazine of
scientifiction.

Second: The name Amazing Stories should be
discontinued, and it should be changed to Scienti-
EiCTiON [Magazine, Upon asking for a copy of
Amazing Stories at the news stand, I was in-

formed that it had not yet l)een received, and the
newsdealer promptly told me that he bad Weird
Tales and Ghost Stories. I was mortified. If
there is anything that humiliates me, and I think
that is typical of many people, it is anything that
tends to give the impression that I am stimulated
by superstitious hair-raising ghost stories, et cetera.
This would be quite a revolutionary change, ami
I don’t expect to see it carried out.

Third: The readers vote of jirefcrence coupon
is entirely misplaced. One may find it anywhere
in the magazine. It is quite obvious why it is

not used by all of your readers. No one wants
to mutilate his magazine by cutting a large portion
of a page._ Amazing Stories is a small scientific

education in itself, and it is an excellent addition
to a library. The voting slii> should be placed
on the last page of each issue where there is no
text.

Fourth:^ You should include the date and a
concise biography of the author with the stories
published in Amazing^ Stories so that the reader
may know and appreciate the insight and imagina-
tion of the author, i.e.. Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea, by Jules Verne is a good example,
in which the author’s idea became a fact, and a
great one at that, in the space of fifty years or
less. You printed a picture and biography of A.
Hyatt Verrill in one issue. It was a laudable
act on your part, but none have appeared since,
ifore would be appreciated by your readers.

Fifth:
^
Your staple method of binding is not

as convenient for the readers as the former method
which was used, because the l>ook is much harder
to hold. Also the quality of paper in Amazing
Stories has deteriorated.

Now that I have unburdened myself of this

—

wouhl you call them brickbats or constructive
criticism—I .<shall try to write something which
will counterbalance the premises.

It may be of interest to you to know that after
careful deliberation, I have chosen the following
as the .six best stories appearing in Amazing
Stories, including the Quarterly and the Annual;

1. Station X.
2. Moon Pool.
3. A Story of the Stone Age,
4. [Master Mind of Mars
5. Columbus of Space
6. The Second Swarm

I hare done all a loyal reader of Amazing
Stories could do to promote the publication. I
have influenced at least six boys at our high school
to purchase Amazing Stories by introducing it

to them, having purchased the introductory copies
myself. Of course this was not encouraging,
financially, to jne, but I gain a sort of satisfaction
in knowing that the circulation is increasing. I
ne\er lend my copy because I want it in such a
comlition so that it can he incoriKirated into my
continually increasing number of bound volumes
of Amazing Stories.

t think that some of your readers are more or
less prejudiced against certain authors when they
can not find some good qualities in them. The
purpose of the Discussions Column should not be to

find’ fault with theories or apparatus advanced by
the authors, but should be given to discussions
substantiating theories, processes, and findings in
the stories, with criticism of style also.^ If every-

thing must be restricted to fact, then it ceaf-e.s to

be fiction. The fact that one can get good prac-

tical science, natural and applied, in fiction makes
it preferable to technical discourses on various
scientific subjects.

Here are two more things I wish to state before
closing: Mr.^ Paul is really the be.st artist on
ymir staff; his drawings are clear- and lifelike,

and he certainly has an imagination. More luck to
him : he is an asset to your publication. Mr. Gerns-

they are printed prevents me from having them
l^ound, but nevertheless they are a valuable addi-
tion to my scientific library.

Well, this is an excessively long letter from
an eighteen year old high school boy, does net
contain much, and will eventually reach the pro-
verbial waste basket, ilr. Editor, if you or your
readers can find at least a little constructive criti-

cism in this letter, my efforts will not have I^eeii

in vain.
John J. Kelly, Jr.

St. Paul, Miim.

[The poet, Horace, says, “What forbids a laugh-
ing man to tell the truth?” Perhaps you will find
a lot of truth told in the humorous pages of Tidbits.
As regards detective stories, they admit of the
introduction of a great deal of .science. Those
which we have published, in many cases show
more science than many others. Science is being
applied more and more to iK)lice methods. Perhaps
some time in the future, science may operate to
eliminate torture a.s it is now applied in the so-
called “third degree.”

It is rather a serious thing to change the name
of so widely known, and we flatter ourselves, so
admired a magazine as Am.azing Stories.

Many of our correspondents, not wishing to cut
out the vote coupon, write us their preferences as
you do.

Almost all magazines are now staple bound. The
perfect binding we formerly used, was objected
to by many correspondents.

And now finally, we must tbank you for all
your good wishes and for what we are pleased to
consider constructive criticism, and thank you for
your interest in our circulation.—EDITOR.]

“BOUQUETS” AND “CABBAGES” FROM AN
APPRECIATIVE READER

Editor, Amazing Stories:

I am, and have been for over a year, an en-
thusiastic reader of your incomparable magazine.
I was promoted last month from fifteen to sixteen
years of age—I mention this in order that you may
know the age of some of your readers. In my
vicinity, practically all of your readers are about
my age. You may also know just how seriously
to receive the following “bouquets” and “cab-
bages.”

Baron Munchhausen’s space-traveler (you told
us) was surrounded by a network screen of “mar-
conium.” If we look at Group I of Memlelejeff’s
periodic table, we notice that the melting points
of the alkali metals become lower as we go from
top to the bottom of the table; thus: sodium has
a lower melting point than lithium, potassium’s
melting point is lower than sodium’s; rubidium’.s
lower than potassium’s and caesium’s melting point
IS not far above room temperature. The only ele-
ment not discovered in the alkali list is below
caesium; therefore, I assume that this element
which you—or rather Miinchhausen has named
“marconium,” must be a liquid at ordinary (not
standard perhaps) conditions. If [Munchhausen
had managed to construct a network of this liquid
around his spacc-'traveler, he would probably have
been confronted with the problem, since *‘mar-
conium’s” place on the table would make it the
most active of all metals, of keeping it from chem-
ically reacting with the nitrogen, oxygen, water
content, etc. of the air.

iEr. Tliomkins and Mr. "Wait beat me to a
criticism I intended to make on the Disintegrating
Ray.

Sir. Paul^ I consider an infinitely superior illus-
trator to his^ rival artists. Sometimes an incon-
gruity finds its way into his drawings, such as a
ridiculously out-of-proportion head compared to the
rest of the man. (I think I deserve congratulation
for successfully resisting that impulse, so common
among your criticizers and authors, to say “mem-
bers of the gcmis homo.”)

Science! Give us science! Save the list of
untliscovered and remarkable elements; such as
“crysinium” and ‘‘munium,” which wi!I jirnhahly
never he discovered. You noticed that I did not
include “marconium” on thi.s list, and for a reason:
you, althougn you ascribe to it prodigious powers,
gave us the name of the family to which it
belonged.

If the “cabbages” have hopelessly outnumbered
the “bouquets,” be assured that the verv fact that
I so avidly read your Amazing Stories each month
proves that I think highly of it.

ITarold Scott,
P. O, Box 523, Sebastopol, Calif.

D’‘ou must realize that imagination had to be
drawn on, to some extent, in the adventures of
Miinchhausen. The very gist of Munchhausen is
this element of imagination, and we will have to
forgii'e

^
hini for not sticking more rigorously to

the periodic table. Most people have admired his
adventures greatlv.
Mr. Paul, as an illustrator, fits our magazine

wonderfully well. He has had many years ex-
perience in scientific illustration, and we certainly
hope that we will never part company with him.
Iris mode.sty would be perturbed if he saw the

NOTES ON THE COMET IN “TEN MILLION
MILES SUNWARD”-THE INTELLECTUAL

PROCESSES OF ANXS-EVOLUTION

Editor, Amazing Stories:

Your magazine is O.K., and of all the magazines
I have ever read, it is my favorite. Your stories
are practically all good ; although I think that
some^ of A. ^Ier^itt’s, such as The Moon Fool
and The Face in the Abyss run a trifle too strong
on the impossible order,* with little or no science,
and without even the redeeming feature of a happy
ending. They could very well have been left out
without lowering the standard of the magazine.

I cannot understand why anyone should object
to Jules Venie’s and 11. G. Wells’ stories. Some
of their tales are, I understand, considered world
classics; and both of these authors are, I believe,
pioneers in this type of fiction. I remem1>er well
reading Wells’ Way of the JVorlds when it first

came out about forty years ago. If I remember
rightly, it was published in the Co.’imepolitan as a
serial, running through several issues. I missed
the last number, and was glad to get the whole
story complete in Amazing Storie£J.

In Geoffrey Ileweicke’s Ten Millio-n Miles Sun-
ward he fails to explain just how the shifting of
a cousidcralde part of the earth’s weight to another
part of its surface would cause the earth to move
some millions of mile.s nearer the sun. I believe
that scientists are agreed that this would have a
tendency to retard the earth’s rotation on its axis.
But in order to cause the earth to move nearer
the, sun, it would be necessary to lessen the speed
in our journey around the sun; when the earth
would naturally travel in a smaller orbit on account
of offering le.ss re.sistance to the force of gravity.
Another oversight of Mr. Ileweicke’s—According to
Dr. Farintosh’s calculations, the heat from the
comet would “kill everything on earth weeks before
it hits it,” and yet toward the end of the story
the author says: ^‘The comet is now only eighteen
million miles distant and is still approaching at
the rate of aliout thirty thousand miles a second.”
According to the figures—two weeks, over 36 billion
miles distant, near enough to destroy all life upon
the earth—yet at 18 million miles, a good part
of the earth’s inhabitants still survived.

Mr. Gem.sback’s editorial on “Amazing Thinking”
IS truly amazing. I would be pleased to learn
where he got his information and authority as
to the ants* “very high order of thinking and
relatively high order of reasoning.” It seems
to me that plants in selecting proper plant food,
sending out their roots in search for this food
and water, hurrying the time of maturity (as many
plants do in the time of a short season), the re-
buHding of the cells and tissues

^
in the human

body, and^ the functions of the minute organismsm removing waste material, combating disease.s,
repairing broken bones and destroying injurious
germs that find their way into the sy.stem appar-
ently display much, if not more intelligence and
reasoning power than the ant does, who has the
added gift of brain and locomotive power. Tet

would hardly
^
credit these organisms with

thinking and reasoning power.s, which, science tells
US, are functions of a brain only.

I think there is a great deal of truth (n Jfr.
Gernsback s statement that we do very litt !e real
thinking. The great majority of the human race
vseem content

^
to let others do their thinking for

them. This is quite apparent in the credulity of
the general public in regard to the various re-
ligious beliefs throughout the world.
Commenting on the letter of T. A. Netland of

Oakland, California, published in the March edi-
tion—I believe that most of our fiction writers
aim to make their stories true to life as they see
it, and in line ivith public opinion. The spirit of
selfishness and other inhuman characteristics which
still seem to dominate the human race are traits
inherited from our animal ancestors, without which
evolution would have been impossible. The con-
tinual struggle for existence and the sundval of
the fittest, resulted -in the weeding out of the
unfit, and was the means of bringing man up to
the present standard. The human race is still far
from true cmlization. The martial spirit and
other inhuman traits are relics of barbarism, and
may take thousands of years yet to eradicate. The
“ITowers of Tluraanity” Mr. Netland mentions,
such as Buddha, Jesus, Confucius, etc. were, I
believe, born thousands of j'ears ahead of their
time, and may be con.ridered as forerunners of
what the human race may be in time to come; with
the exception th.at superstition and fanaticism will
he replaced in the new civilization by logic and
good sound sense.

.
^ consider the progress man has made

in the few thousands of years since the highest
type on the earth was the cave man, and the
handicaps with which he had to contend, we must
admit that he has done remarkably well. The
height that may be attained by the end of the
next million years is perhaps beyond our com-
prehension.

In regard to the difference between sleeping
and waking consciousness—^I believe that scienti.sts
are mostly agreed th.at the conscious mind domi-
nates the brain during our waking moments, and
the subconscious during sleep. As the brain is
always more or less engaged in thought during
consc!ousnr.ss. it is necessary to lose conscionsnej5s
in sleep in^ order to give the brain the rest which it
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What These Have Done
YOUCANDO!

"Since I hate hem slaiyini with your school I hate

hem appointed chemist for the Scranton Coal Co.,

les'ins all (he coal and ash by proximate analysis."

—Morlais Couzens.

'*/ also hate some news for you. I hate been made

assistant chemist for the concern I am Working for."
—A. G. Delwarte.

'/ am now cleaner and dyer for the alone named
company. My salary is almost double what it

was when I started the course."

—E. H. Lsiater.

Your training has opened things to me ihat other-

wise 1 would prohally he years in acquiring. I

now enjoy comforts that before I had to do without.

It enabled me lo hate a wonderfut little home, a

fine laboratory of my own, end gave me a respected

position in one of the foremost textile concerns in

the country.”

-J. J. Kelly.

"If it weren’t for your course I wouldn’l have the

fob I've got now.”
—George Daynes.

"Since beginning your course of study 1 have

received an increase in my pay check, and as I

progress my work becomes lighter through a

better understanding. ’ _ .

-M. G. Cole.

"I am mighty glad I took this course. My salary

has been increased several times, and different in-

dustrial plants are coming to me for a little advice

on different things, netting me a fair side income."

—M. E. Van Sickle, e

I
F you are dissatisfied with your present

work, if you wish to earn more money, If

you want to get into a profession where the

demand for trained men is increasing as the

Chemist plays a more and more important role

in the industrial life of this country, let us

teach you Chemistry.

You, Too, Can Learn

CHEMISTRY
AT HOME

To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate

specialized training. Forinerly it was necessary to attend a

university for several years to acquire that training, but

thanks to our highly perfected and thorough system of in-

struction, you can now stay at home, keep your position,

and let us educate you in Chemistry during your spare time.

Even with only common schooling you can take our course

and equip yourself for immediate practical work in a

chemical laboratory. Dr. Sloane gives every one of his

students the same careful, personal supervision that made
him celebrated throughout his long career as a college

professor. Your instruction from die very beginning is

made interesting and practical, and we supply you with
apparatus and chemicals for performing the fascinating

analyses and experimental work that play such a large part

in our method of teaching, and you are awarded the

Institute’s oflidal diploma after you have satisfactorily

completed the course.

FORTUNES HAVE BEEN MADE
THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented dyna-
mite, made so many millions that the income alone from
his bequests provides live $40,000 prizes every year for

the advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the

chemist who discovered how to manufacture aluminum,
made millions through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell,

who devised a valuable process for recovering the waste

from flue gases, James Gayley, who showed how to save

enormous losses in steel manufacture, L. H. Baekeland,

who invented Bakelite—these are only a few of the men
to whom fortrmes have come through their chemicid
achievements.

NOW IS THE TIME TO STUDY
CHEMISTRY

Never before has the world seen such splendid oppor-

tunities for chemists as exist today. In factories, mills,

laboratories, electrical shops, in<lustri<al plants of aU
kinds, chemistry plays a vital part in the continuation
and expansion of the business. In every branch of human
endeavor the need for chemists has arisen. Those who
have the foresight and ambition to learn chemistry now
will have the added advantages and greater opportunities

afforded while the chemical field is growing and expanding.

EASY MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

You do not have to have even the small

price of the course to start. You can pay
for it in small monthly amounts or earn it

as many others are doing. The cost is very

low, and includes even the Chemistry

outfit—there are no extras to buy ^th
our course. Write us and let us explain

how you can qualify for a. trained tech«

nical position without even giving up

your present employment.

COMPLETE laboratory
EQUIPMENT

We give to every student, without addi-

tional chargOj his chemical equipment,

including fifty-two pieces of laboratory

apparatus and supplies, and
j

ferent chemicals and reagents. The fitted

heavy wooden box serves not only as a
case for the outfit, but also as a laboratoty

flrrpssorv for performing countless experi-

Sr Full particulars about this speda!

feature of our course are contained in our

free book, “Opportunities for Chemists.

DIPLOMA AWARDED TO
EACH GRADUATE

Upon graduation each student is awarded
our Diploma in Chemistry, certifying that
he has successfully completed his studies.
Your name on this certificate will be a
source of pride to you all your life, as well
as an aid to obtaining a position in Chem-
istry.

MAIL THE COUPON FOR
FREE BOOK

Clip the coupon below and mail it at
once. Your name and address on the
coupon will bring you by return
mail our interesting free book
“OPPORTUNITIES FOR
CHEMISTS” and fuU ^
particulars about the ^
course and whatU
it will do for you. of new YORK

Home Extension Div. 9

A&-0.2fi

Don’t Wait—Mail the Coupon NOW !

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE of NEW YORK, Inc.

lC-18-A-East Both St.,N.Y.
Please aeni! me .at onee,

wiMiout any obligation on my
pare, ymir free book “Opportnnltips

^^ for Ohembte," and full particulars about
. the Experimontal Rqulpment given to every
* Bturtent. Afeo plca-se tell me about your plan

of payment.
^ NAME.
AT>r«lESS. .

.
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T* bees

“Ymi Must Have Spent
Years on Shorthand

'

“No; ILearned it in (fWEEKS! -

Her employer laughei ' E. r ."?.-.’

You’re- jokins. Mi?? Bair* .

learu shorthand in six -^rris. \ :

with us about a m jntn ani ; t are ty -ar

the- most competent serrerary I ever had.

Surely you don't expert me to OeLeve that you.

gained' your present speed arm armpry in only

six weeks! Why—a great many ?; j-Z stenog-

raphers have* studied shorthand ten moatii? or

a year or more and still they maite a great

many errors.”

“That isn’t their fault, Mr. Chapman. Old-

fashioned shorthand- requires months, of hard
study and practice, and even when it is mastered

it is difficult tO' read. But Speedwriting is very
easy. I

”

‘‘Speedwriting?' What’s that?”

For answer the girl handed the big business

man her notebook.

“Why,, this is remarkable. Miss Bakeri It’k

in simple. A, B, C’s!”

“Yes,, surely. Thar's how I [earned it so

quickly. Any -at' can learns ypeeiwmnna.
.There are- only a tew easy rscies. There ire rt

hooks or curves; every ’ciiaracrer’ yn _se a i

letter you already know—.one that y: -i -irr

needs no- special training to make.”

“Y/eir, that’s the most remarkable thing I

ever heard of. I could, use that myself at. board

meetings and a dozen, other places. You can

write it rapidly, tool”
'

“One- boy- 1, know who- studied Speedwriting;

• in- Ms own horns toot cx>Mit testimony at the. rate

of 106 words, a minute after only Id hours of

study.”

“Miss Baker, where can I get some iiterarure

on. Speedwriting; I really believe I ;; rake it up

myself!”

Two months later Mr. Chapman and all h;?

-^stenographers, were- SpeeAwriters!

Nttrm\

M'dress

Tens o£ thousands have been freed from the. drudgery

of the old-fashioned methods, of learning and writing

shorthand by this marvelous new system, which may
be written with a pencil or on a typewriter:, can be

learned in s third the titns needed' to masterly other

sy^em; is more accurate, and; can be written with

amazing rapidity.

Mail the coupon toni^r. It will teing you. an illus-.

trated book hill: of examples and stories of successful

Speedwriters, alt over the- world, mart^ ickai your

need for shorthand may be—yxju can SIl taat need

better^with Speedwriting-,

BRIEF ENGLISH SYSTEMS, Inc.

200 Madison Avenue, Dept. J94, New York City

BRIEF ENGEISH‘ SYSTEMS,. Inc.

Dept. I94„200j Madison Avenue, NewYork City

I dOi want to> know- moipei' about Speedwriting, You
may send? me the booklet: without; abligation. on

my part.

{Contimed' from page- 550)

[Regarding Mr. Gernsback’s editorial, *''A=ir-lrj,

Thinking,*” liie: correspondent would’ like to k=7» i

where- Mir. Gemsback got: his.: infomrstian: —

*

authority asi to: the antsi ‘‘very hig^ o-c-r ^
thinking; andi relafively high;, order- of ressocinz

While- a. large- number of works could ae =n=>
tioned which Mr. Gernsback uses constantly ^
references on ants, the two following books

probably give aur correspondent excellent

into ants, and their, civilization:

TJie Anp People by Franz Ewers.
TJic Life^ of: the White Akt by Maurice Ilketec-

liock
Both of these books are- written in popular tiu::,

and can be easily understood by anyone.
There is no .

question, today, that the_ ^z- :
•

and think very well at that.

—

EDLl'1^2-!

APPSECIAXION AND CRITICI«S T2TX
A YOUNG READER

Editor, Amazing Stories:

I have, been an interested reader c: yrur
zine since its publication. The- ExpzaracEsrHa
a nne. magazine.- and the scientfucrisu ~r-.ih run
in it, as well as in Science and Lb—y— or and
Radio. N-ews was fine. I have s enjoye-i

your publications, and I knew I -srili ci-nttnue

to- do; so.
^

I am only 14; in September 1 will be a__Junior
in high school. In my classes Amazing Stories
has received severe comment. I uphold the maga-
zine and can, always^ quiet a sconer by askieg him
to prove, “impossibilities” in the stories or by
showing.-- that the story under comment is ^written

by snrae'; famous author. As for criticisms, ierence
once said: ‘'Quot homines, tot scr-£T.zitLt"

many men, so many opinions). The series, as =.;11

as other material in your magazine, are of enzrenre

interest to me.
In the story, The Master Ants (May ^issue t-i

Amazing Stories) the author describes the world
of the future. The future world is overrun and
dominated by insects, mostly of the arthropoda
branch, class insecta. Man is inferior- to these

animal classes.

The Time
,
Travelers after being rescued by-Jbe-

“Scientians” send a message; via a time machine,
to our present. The future: world is overrun by
ants. How,, then, by sending a wamihg-^^ to^ our
present, could the actual future, as describ^. be
changed?- The actual future -wouli be dduErenr
if the warning were hee-ied. bur tr

is not rirmged. so why seni^a
_I am grad, ro kn-3Tr rhar _ -s _

[The views exrressea oy one or cur younger
readers, are very interesting and coincide closely

with ours. You can tell your associates to “go
slow,” as some say, about the idea of impossibility.

Pixifess-oT Simon Newcomb, one of the greatest

astronomers., that America, has produced,
_

asserted:,

some decades ago that._ it was. absolutely impossible

for’ man to- fly by heavier-than-air machines-. More-
over- he “proved” it mathematically! We are living

in an-, age- o.f miracles o.f invention and achievements
and the best, scientists are- those’ who are* siow' tO/

pronounce arnTbing to be an impossibility. Some
years ago. a doctrine called the “Conservation of

Force” was pram-uigated and a cuHous little book
srns r--Allshei giving views -of direrent scientific

atrihiriueE on this- {fretrine. Tr is interesting to

see hiTT Famiay in h£= roodesry.^ while he could

' rm fz-mnne of “Cbn-
tytk TCane^ for

aosuzu unuTue

call^ scientinc ssniry. .-rryu
was regarded S3 aursi-i" rue ~i!

no re: erterr

clurefy ume a= h has
an inclinaxioa to believe th
energy may not, be as
been- taken, to- be.

Your letter is very inieresdn?. hr-^-ever.

your presentation, of the problmns of presenr mi
future iS' certainly- very 'well pun yru
will continue? tO: enjoy Aoiazing tyTJZzzs,—roirox.}

.State,

Read - - -

li^ADIO
XEWS

THESE
SPECLAL SECTIONS
FOR E^TRY FAN
Besides the latest set cotistruction arrizie-:

and editorial matter covering each rs'-

development, there are many sections thz:
make S-4DIO yEWS especudly attractrre

to all radio enthusiasts.

THE LISTENER SPEAKS
This seefforz belongs to the or
NEWS. Its pirrpose £3 no nrrvrhe a n
*‘st32T:axrtg grzKCxi ' for cue Trews or rh

OZLOlTS. itzs

B^ADdASneS

TELEVI5IOS
A section in 'which she la.zesz u-=--^e.*r nnt*
television are rerrzewed each mourh-
narazsvelT nsw frrsfersTry is f=sT
laritj. I *

7H5 BEGl

A QUESTION OE ORIENTATION
; Editor-,. Amazi-ng: S.tories-:

In. Dr. Keller’s- story;. The’ Yeast Men, it seemv
to me" he.T has overlooked; one- important point. He-
states that the; embry.oi yeast men. when projeatedi

from the: guiis. would! start, their movement difodly
forward, from where: they; dropped. The law oE
averages would indicate- that^ at- least fifty per
cent of them would alight, facing-' Moronia instead
CFT Fupenia. in which; case they- would walk right

back into Moronia. This would have- proved, a
boomerang indeedi

In spite of the- inevitable inaccuracies iti some
of the stories, I, enjoy Amazlng Stories very much
and ba-ve seldom; missed' a; copy.

S. N! Mobereey,
Hotel Eondon,. London,. Ky;

[Similar criticism about The Yeast Men has-
‘ hem. vQic^ by others',. s<b weMll hawe- to- suppose that-

ro zirB radio Ail the e.ezr.eurary
principles of radio are discussed and full cor.”

structional data for the simpler sets give.r

Full-sized blue prints of the circuits treated
are FREE.

RADIO WRINKLES
This: department- cxtntains many
helpful to the radio enthusiasts. each t re-
tribution published entitles the acteor ~z 2

;
year’s . sxjJoscriptioa to RAJ^IO r * -r

cases where he is already a_5uo|cri^r. 2^,ve£r_i

subscription to either SCIcSCn. A_'»D

TION or AMAZING STORIES.

RADIOTLCS
A humorous page of misprints- contributed by
our readers'. For each one published $1.00 wiLl

be paid, provided- that:the>axxtual article in which
\ the- misprint occx/rs is enclosed with a few

\
h-umotaua words from the^ reader:.

Rmm NEWS LABQiRATQBJES
Ttt this section- all apparatus was; awarded the^

HAZrZO- NEWS' EABOFhATQRY C.ERTIFLCATE
OF MERIT in. the month- past:, is.- hated, arrrf-

a technical: description, given, of ita^purpose and
CCL3T&cteristic&

I WANT TO KNOW
cie^arraienf is conducted by Mr. C.

?a£=r:2ir.- Tis purpose is.ta:answer: th&-difficultly

of our readers. The value in which the -fansl'

hold rhrs seerfon can be better realized when
003 oooarifers that, there-, are: over 5,(300 letters

rscefs-erf from readers, each month: Natural'r
on^v rhe more important ones: are printed in.

;
RM)Tf> ITEWS.

< Bo nor neglect toj obtain your epp, of
! Bjuao yEWS. Each.issue over im poses.

fuOy aiustrated^larspimagitzine size.

THE COPY

:AT ale NEWSSTANnS OK WSETB DIRECT

EXPESmESTER PtJBJISHISG CO., INC
,
230-EIETH AVEJyCE - - liEST YCSJE.ii. T.

City.
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Follow
thisMan!
Secret Service Operator

38 Is on the Job!

F
ollow him through all the ex-
citement of his chase of the
counterfeit gang. See how a

crafty operator works. Telltale finger
prints on the lamp stand in the mur-
dered girl’s room I The detective’s
cigarette case is handled -by the un-
suspectii^ gangster, and a great
mystery is solv^ Better than fiction.

It’s true, every word of it. No obliga-
tion. Just send the coupon.

FREE!
The Confidential Reports

No. 38 Made to His Chief

And the best part of it all is this. It

may open yoiu- eyes to the great
futiire for YOU as a highly paid
Finger Print Expert. More men are
needed right now. This school has
taken men just like you and trained
them for high official positions. This
is the kind of work you would
like. Days full of excitement. Big
salaries. Rewards.

CanYou Meet
This Test?

Can you read and write? Are you ambitious?
Would you giveSOminutesadayofyourspare
time preparing yourself for this profession?
Would YOU like a life of excitement, thrilling
adventures and high pay ? Answer yes ana
I’ll show you how to attain all this.

Send the coupon and I’ll send the Free Re*
ports “also a wonderful illustrated book
telling of the future awaiting you as a
Finger Print Expert.

T, G. COOKE. Pres.

University ofApplied Science
1920 SiumysideATe.,Dept,11-9e .Chicago, IlL

University of Applied Science, Dept. 11-96 !
1920 SnnnysideAve., Chicago, III. !

_ Gentlcinen.*— Without any obligration whatever. Bendmo the f-reo Reporta of Operator No. S8 and yonr inew, folJy lUnatrated Free book on Finger Prints.
J
I

II
Namo

g
I
I

I .Address........ . I
I
I

City and StaU !

A CHAEMINii LETTER FROM TWO TOTJNG
SCHOOL GIRLS

Editor, Amazing Stories:

\\>, two fcurteon-year-old schoolgirls, are taking
the liberty of writing to the Discussions Column of
your iKijiular magazine.
We read your Discussion section as well as the

rest of the magazine with great interest every
month, and have not noticed letters from many girfs

in the ’teen age.
This certainly cannot be liecause girls do not

read Amazing Stories. Whenever we bring our
magazine to school, everyone wants to borrow it at
once.

Defore giving our otvn criticism, we would like

to say a word or two about the letter written by
li. F. Dc Britt. He complains about everything
concerning the magazine which it is possiljlc to
complain about. Such letters as that of Mr. De
Britt cr.Iy gc to pre-ve the worth of your magazine,
as Mr. De ririrt plainly is of the class of persons
who Cl lici buy anything unless it is well worth
ike prfcf.

In one of yenr recent issues, we read a story by
IT. G. WelL?, called P-siiock and ike P&rroh Man,

e don't see hew this story fits in yenr magazine.
There is no science in it, but may we say that it is

more interesting than most of 11, G. WeBs’ stories?
e like the other authors very well. As we arc

taking a science course at High School, and are in
our secoiMi year, we sometimes your ntagazine
very helpful.
We read in *'Di.‘anissiGcs” something about a

Science Club.
^

If possible, wc would like to know
more about this club.

We have nothing to say about Am.^zing Stortf.s
other than that we certainly think the magazine is

worth its meagre price. Wishing the magazine
every success in the future, we remain,

Vivian Chudom and
Lottie Pitman,

Kelvin School, Winnipeg, Man., Can.

^
[It is a pleasant thing for an editor to picture to

himself his correspondents and to wonder how it

would seem to meet them face to face. This letter
is so charged with kindnc.ss ami good will that it

makes us feel a very warm friendship toward the
voung writers. There is one thing we wish to say:
\\ ells* story. Pollock the Porrok Man, is charged
with psychology and is a very interesting bit of
ethnology. We are glad to sec, however, tlmt while
von did not realize how much science was there,
it did please you as a story. As regards the cor-
respondent you speak of, we wish to publish what
arc technically termed “brickbat.s,** and we certainly
cannot^ hope that all our correspondents will be as
appreciative as you arc of our efforts.

—

Editor.]

A 15-YEAR.OLD ENTHUSIAST AND HIS
VIEWS ON THE FUTURE OF SCIENCE

Editor, Amazing Stories:

I am so enthused over the Amazing Storif.s
that when -I received a letter giving me a chance
to read more of the kind of stories that are is.sued
through the best magazine in the world I imme-
diately out the card without looking what
I was buying. I knew that Amazing Stories
would give me stories not only thrilling in fiction
but full of education. I think now that 1 can
look the wcrld more in the face and say “I know
you and your secrct.s, and if you have secrets
unsolved I will try and solve them in some of my
wild dreams. Is it not ‘Extravagant I'iction today,
. , . Cold Fact Tomorrow’: yes, ohi world, you
cannot fool me today: ‘There is a reason for
everytliing.* I am j<ist a 15-year-oId amateur
scientist with some wild ideas and funny actions.
But if my parents and neighlx)rs call me crazy,
“goofey” aiul any other popular nickname I know
some people that will stand by me, they arc the
devout readers and editors of Amazing Stories.
I feel no enmity or fear toward them because the
age is fast coming where truth will dominate. And
personal things will be everyday talked about, and
1 have also realized after reading Wells’ Research
Magnihccnt that fear is ‘‘the first limitation of
man.” So you see, truth is fast becoming domi-
nated. you do not understand what I mean,
read this last paragraph through slowly.

I am making up a story, a scientifiction story
that shows my ideas vividly and truthfully, it deals
with the future of this universe, nearly all of the
planets are involved. I base it upon my own
life. I tell the misfortunes and tryings of my
younger life what I think now, and the many wild-
est dreams of what 1 might do, what is possible
for me to do in the future, and how I save my
earth from the most complicated and inexplicable
scheme ever thought up trom a villain mind. I

do not know wlu-tlier I will make it of book-length
or into a grouj) of short stories sequeling c.'icli other,

I am very interested in the new Science Club,
and hope that the age limits are lowered.

Amazi.s’G Stories shall not discontinue. It has
proved my place in this world, and as long as
there is life ni me J will not see the best magazine
in the world go to pieces. I say this simply
and truthfully for what good is there keeping
something secret that is useful and truthful to
the world ?

Yours for a big and better Amazing Stories.
Tiiaddf.us Wjialen,

3812 No. Madison, Tacoma, Wash.
[This letter, by one of our younger readers, tells

its story so well that we can atld little or nothing
thereto. Wc certainly do not propose to let Amaz-
ing Stories discontinue and wc thank you for
your very pleasant good wishes.

—

Editor.]

There’S

You Get THOROUGH
Training NOW!

AVIATION—the fastest-growing industry in the
world today—offers unlimited opportunities as
a commercial pursuit as well as unsurpassed
pleasure. Learn aviation NOW and he one of
the leaders a few years hence. Don’t wait until
aviation becomes overcrowded. Our courses
give you ALL the training you need. They
cover EVERYTHING about planes, motors, their
jcMintenancc and construction, etc. EVERY-ITHING a pilot or mechanic must know to
•secure a good paying position.

We Give PRACTICAL Training

Short Courses—Low Cost
Our school Registered. All Instructors Licensed Trana-
iMirt Pilor-s or Llc<;n.sed Mechanics. All Airplanes
Licensed by L. S. Government. Aeronautics Branch
Dept, or Corainnree. We teach you bv actual flying and

E
rartical ground instruction. We guarantee sufliclent
ours in the air to make each student ma.ster of hj.s ship

tiur Pilot Courses give you uU the dual instruction, all the
Rolo hours, all the Iheorotical and practical knowledge to
ciualify for TJeense Examinations upon completion No
extras. We require no student bond for brejik.ago
Tuition Includes everything. Cost Is low considering
daily flying and thoroughn(«s of Instruction on late.st
modern planes. Wright Whirlwind and other standard
motors. Our new book, “Aviation and You.” tells allthe facts!

VON HOFFMANN AIRCRAFT SCHOOL
709 Lambert-Saint I.ouls Flylni* Field (Llndbcrdh’s

_ _ Own Field), Aoglum, Missouri

CET THIS

FREE
BOOK

MAIL
COUPON W

I

VON HOFFMANN AIRCRAFT SCHOOL
I
709 Lambert-Saint Louis Flying Field
(I.lndbergh's Own Field), Angium, Missouri
Send me your big, new book, “AVIATION AND
YOl^,” giving all the facw about your ground and
flying courses. I assume no obligation.

I Check ... I am intere.ste<l In GROUND COURSE
I
Here ... lam Interested in FLYING COURSES

I

I

Name

I

Addre-ss

i
Town .

. . .Age. . ,

.

. . ..State. -
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This book has been written
by Joseph Dunniger, chair-
man of the Science and In-
venfion Investigating Com-
mittee for Psychical Re-
search.

Houdini was deeply interested in spiritualism.

He spent years in the study of this .Fascinating

subject.. When he had fully mastered eyery

angle, he turned his attention to exposing the fraudu-

lent practices of mediums. Mysterious voices in the

air, unearthly tappings on the table, weirdly moving
furniture, floating figures, hands,, lights—every trick

employed by mediums in order to make their seances

EXPERIMENTER PUILISHING CO,

more realistic:, Houdini was able to explain and dupli-
cate by perfectly natural means.

With his dealh the work of exposing the practices of
spiritualistic mediums slackened in a very noticeable
degree. In consequence, mediums, each day, have grown
bolder until now the voice of Houdini, as if called from
the grave, has returned and can be heard to echo
throughout the pages of this amazing book, “HOU-
DINI’S SPIRIT EXPOSES.” Here Houdini lives
again to crush the swelling number of mediums para-
siticaUy bleeding their victims of their most cherished
possessions while posing in the guise of the living dead.
All should read this tremendously interesting book. The en-
tire treatise has been written from the personal notes of Hou-
dini-^ startling expose on one of the biggest frauds of the
day. Do not fail to get your copy—112 pages—fully illustrated.

The SO© Copy
At all Newsstands or Write Direct

230 Fifth Ave,, New York, N. Y,
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SKINDERVIKEN
Transmitter Units

^5c

Have hundreds of uses. Everv ausate-p shorfd have

two or three of these ampliSers in his laboratorj-.

A FEW USES FOR THESE UNITS

12 PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET

BARON MHENCHHAUSEN AND "THE
return of the MARTIANS”

Editor, Amazing Stories:

I have just finished reading the
_
second

ment of Baron Miinchliausen’s Snentihc Adven-

tures, also The Return of the Udrttans, by Cecil

B White, in the April issue of Amazing Stories.

*Did you borrw your ideas from Mr. White;

vice versa; or have you been collaborating? ^>w
don’t sue me for libel, Mr. Gernsback: I just

asked that question to set you thinking, as the

“Discussions’" Editor says.
•

. 4.u i

Have you ever noticed how persistently the law

(or is it laws?) •f coincidence manifest their (or

its) power in the affairs of everyday life?

During the course of my own life I have noti^d

it time and again. I might Cite a few typical

cases to illustrate my meaning
^

better.
^

r or in-

stance, about eight years ago, while making a trip

down through the Middle Atlantic States and South-

ern States of the Atlantic Seaboard, with a couple

c£ “Mis"' of about my age, one of them acc^entally

became separated from our little tno, in Pennsyl-

vania. However, the. two of us continued on our

journey southward as we had planned to da VVe

caw no more of him for two months. On our

return to New York State from the South _we

had to change trains in Scranton, Pa. Imagine

our surprise when we chanced to meet our missing

pal, who had likewise done a lot of r<»mng
was returning homeward (without the slightest idea

of meeting us).
,

A^in, I cite another incident which _pvors

strouglv of coincidence:—A while ago, while

^rtmenting with ultra-violet rays, I developed a

rather severe case of conjunctivitis (due, of course,

to carelessness on my part). Shortly after

eves had nearly recovered from the bad effects

of this peculiar and painful derangement, my
fiancee asked me if my eyes . were strong enough

to attend a movie, I asked her if she had. any

special preference and she replied negatively, so

we drove to Syracuse and entered a movmg-picture

emporium in that city, with no foreknowledge
,
ot

the bill they were' then presenting. Again, imagine

my surprise to find that the hero of the picti^e

is a rather voung inventor who (in the play)

comes blind temporarily, while experimenting with

a supposedly new form of electric rays. Mv own
eves were swollen shut for two days while afflicted

with conjunctivitis, and so, you see, could spn-

pathize with the poor young inventor in the play*

I could name many other cases but for lack of

space and so must curtail this narrative.

Oh, yes! Last, but not least, there are ttvo

Martian Stories in one issue of
_
a magazine. Is

that not a good example of a coincidence?
C. H. Osbourne,

17 N. . Sth St., Fulton, N. Y.

.

[Co-incidence has played a very curious part in

the world. It has made people believe in spiritual-

ism, in premonitions and has been responsible for

a good deal of what we_ may term plain super-

: stition. You cite a coincidence, yet wait and see

how many years will pass without any more of

them. The reason why there
^
are

^

two ilartian

stories in one issue of a inagazine, is because we
have found that our readers like them and so we
put them in. The two stories were written at

different periods. Mr. Gernsback’s story was first

published in 1915. Each story is independent of

the other.

—

Editor.1

containing suggestions and diagrams for innumerable
uses, furnished with each unit.

WE PAY $5.00 IN CASH
for every new use developed for this unit

and accepted and published by us.

P. G. MICROPHONE (TRANSFORMER

’a

A Modulation ^Trans-
former specially de-
signed for use with
the Skinderviken Trans-
mitter Unit. Has many
other uses. Primary
resistance,

ohm; sec-
ondary, 55
ohms.

For Sale at Leading Dealers

Or Order Direct, Using Coupon Below

SEND NO MON E Y
When the postman delivers your order you pay him for

whatever you have ordered, plus a few cents postage.

PRESS GUILD, INC.
, xt v A-9-28

16-18-A—East 30th St., New York, N. Y.

Please mail me at once as many of the following items

as I have radicated.

. Skinderviken Transmitter Units at 95c. for 1, 51.75

for 2; S2.S0 for 3; $3.20 for 4.

, . P. G. Microphone Transformers at $2.

When delivered I will pay the postman the cost of the

items specified plus postage.

Name

Address. ..... - • • •

City .State

A VERY AMUSING LETTER; SUICIDE
threatened:

Editor, Amazing Stories:

Although I am only seventeen years old I think

I have something of interest to tell you in regard

to “time-traveling.”
. ,

It all began about three "weeks ago with the

appearance .in my science class, of an old man who
said he was gathering material for a book on

“Student Psychology.” He appeared there quite

often and I soon grew to be on intimate terms

with him. From the very first he seemed to know
all about my personal and private affairs without

my having told him anything of them and he
seemed to take a special, almost exclusive interest

in me. I asked him how he happened to know all

these things about me when I was sure he bad

not been pumping my friends to obtain his in-

formation, and he said:

“Well, I’m just conceited enough tO tell you.

As I count myself a pretty smart man it naturally

follows that you’re a fairly bright boy and can

be trusted with what I am about to tell you. Now
my real name is Nabours, Don, H. Nabours to

be exact, and—

”

“But that’s my name too!” I cried in surpnse.

“Correct. Except that the adverb “tod," is

superfluous, for we are one and the same person.

When he (or I) said that, Mr, Editor, I was

so surprised you could have knocked me over with

a pick-handle, but as I am a confirmed reader of

Amazing Stories, even this didn’t stun me for

long and I soon recovered my breath and begged

him to go on.
• , v

“Well,” he continued slowly so that I might be

sure to follow what he was saying. “You see 1

have invented a method of
^

time traveling, and

naturally one of my first visits would be back to

my boyhood days, just for the sake of curiosity and

also to interview you for my autobiography as you

will doubtless refresh my memory.”
He had his nerve, interviewing me! Why it

it hadn’t been 'for me he couldn’t have even been

in the future, much less come back to the present,

but I said nothing and he continued:

ll Yotilfeiit Tlirills^

Popiilarlty>Bi^Fay

LEARNAYIMION
QUICK!

A EE you a red-blooded,

daring he-man? Do
yon crave adventure,
popularity, admiration,
and the awlause of great
crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation In-

dustry—the greatest ad-'

venture since time began
—the greatest thrill ever,

offered to man?

TKnS what Aviation offers you. The praise and

plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get m
on the ground floor where rewards may be unhmitedi

AviatioD is growing so swiftly that one can hardly

keep trade of all the astonishing new developments.

Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire y« S. Many Gom»
tnercial Airlines and airplane factories are dow being

organized. Men like Henry ^1*
lions in the future of conuserclal A’waUca for they

eee its great possibilities.

Easy to Get Into Aviation By
This Home Study Method

Get into this thrilling

profession at once while
the field is new and un-
crowded. Now— by a
unique new plan—you can
quickly secure the basic

and preparatory training
at home, in spare time.
Experts will teach you the
secrets and fundamentals
of Practical Aviation

—

give you all the inside

facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this

remarkable method is al-

most as fascinating as the
actual work itself.

Send Cor FREE
. Boeki'
Send coupon for our new

free book, just out^Oppor*
tunities in the Airplane In*
diistry. It Is vitally Interest*
ing, readslike aromanceand
tells you things about th^
astonishing profession you
never even dreamed ofi
Write for your copy todayj

AMERSCAN SCHOOt OF AVIATION
S6.I Michigan Ave., Dept. sigS Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. ,386 , Chicago, III.

Without obligation, please send meyourFREEboofc,
OpporlunitiesiniheAirplane Industry. Alsoinformation
about your Home Study Couraein Practical Aviation.

PICK Yoim
JOB!

Flying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane RepairmaiS
Airplane Assembler
AirplaneMechanician
Airplane Inspector
AirplMie Builder •

Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
AirplaneMotorExpert
Airplane Designer

Name^

Address^

City

I

1
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EXPERIM enter POS. CO.
230 FIFTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITV

USSEN—SMATTER POP IS WHAT IM
LOOKIH0 FOR. ’SMATTgR POP I SAV/ SO
DONT HOLD ME OP. DON’T HOLD UP
mail* MV copy NOW— NOW I SAV--'
HERES NIV QUARTER—MV TWENTV-
FivE ceNT3-**—SO rush:
NAME-.—...
ADDRESS
CITV. STATE.

The fiumiest comic in America.’Smatter
Pop? vrill keep you in stitches from the
moment you open it until you hare read
and reread every page time and time
again. Fifty fuU-i>age comics in this
edition of ’Smaller Pop .^—Hundreds of
real laughs. C. M. Payne sure knows
how to get under your skin and bring
out every laugh in your system.

Meet “Pop,” “Desperate Ambrose,” and Pop’s little
family. They can make you laugh when everything
else has failed. Ask your newsdealer or, if he can’t
supply you. fill in the coupon and mail to us. The
funniest comic ever written. Don't miss it I Get your
copy now ! Barrels of FAN !

BE A MAN OF MYSTERY !

Amaze and Mystify !

Fool your friends. Earn ^fOTley at Clubs and
Parties. No slJilf required. Easily learned.
Our boot, **Fufi—Magic— Mystery/' tells

how and explains many tricks you can do.
Also catalogs over 700 Mystifying Tricks—
Illusions—Jokes—-Puzzles—Books, and Eur-
opean NoviSties, at Reduced Prices. New
1928 Edition, profusely illustrated, sent
postpaid, only 10c.

LYLE DOUGLAS, Station A-9. DALUS. TEX.

PROMPT SERVICE—LOW PRICES

ffiiiEiHim05 TO ^75 WEEKLY
'2[ ( > B7- Mail Clerk ( ) Steno*T;pist

( ) P. O. Laborer ( } ImiDigrsQtlDSpe«tor
( ) K. F. D. Oarrier ( ) Seamstress

-:Z ( ) Special Agent ( ) Auditor
(investigator) ( ) Steno-Secretary

( > City Mail Carrier ( ) U. S. Border Patrol
( ) Meat Inspector ( ) Chanffeur-Carriw
( ) P. 0. Clerk ( > Watchman
( • ) File CHerk 1 ) Skilled Laborer

3

I

.( ) General Clsrk C ) Postmaster
( ) Matron i J Typist
OzmenPs Instruction Bur.. 141, $t. Louis. Mo.

rn SandmdFR&EiparticolftreHowToQQatiry for^oai-
tlaoamaiked "&”• Salariee, locations, opportunitiea.

y etc.

.NAME -

B ADDRESS mm

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub scribe to AMAZING STORIES—$2.50 a year.
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 230 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

I am the professor of Biological Chemistry at
Rice Institute and being an ardent reader of
Amazing Stories my thoughts kept turning to
time-traveling as the most worthwhile adventure
of them all and so I set my talents along this
line. I wasted six years trying to build a fourth
dimensbnal machine but failed, then turned my
attention to drugsu I have now developed a drug
wfaich_ does not kill the body, but allows the soul
or spirit, that is, the intelligence which functions
through the brain, to go free and leave the body
compietelr, and as space and time are only en-
enmbr^ces tl« mortal, physical body, I can go
any place and get there any time I wish.’^

**But yoa don't look like a ghost,” I told him.
Ah. indeed I am not,” he replied, “my soul

year I92S, and seeking a healthy
Idiot in tne state asyla^ I usurped his perfectly
n^itay body and as it had no mind, only instinct,
the job was easily done. On my good and sane
liehaviour I was soon let out and then I came
to see you, and my, or maybe I should say OITR
Ix)dy now' (or, I mean it will I>e in thirty-three
yprs) rests in a vault locked from the inside, in
Houston, Texas.

“In a few more days I shall concoct another
iwtiori 01

^
my drug, you see I can’t very well

Take it W'ith me, so t have to make it fresh every
time, and go_ see what’.s happening in 3028 A. D.”

I asked him to' foretell some things for me but
he said no, the surprises are w'hat make life
iaterc.sting.

Now Mr. Editor, I have always planned to be
^t'tist and thought I would be too, but it seems

that f_am to be a school teacher, and, as I have
an artistic temperament and the w'eather is warm
today I

^

think I'll commit suicide as soon as I
finish this letter. Will you be so good as to in-
form my parents that my Iwdy can probably be
found a short way downstream from the Walker
otreet Bridge?
Thanking you, I remain

Yours truly,
I>ON Nabours,

^ark Place, Oklahoma City.
P.w. ^'ince this ‘‘me oi the future was evidently

alive I am just beginning to wonder if my suicide
will be a success.

[\aur letter is what the boys call a ^'puzzle.”
As we have had to say in other cases, we think
It will speak for itself and the old gentleman you
refer to is undou1>tedly a crank. DonT you think
that instead of .committing suicide you’d better
form a partnership with your old friend and take
a nice trip into the hereafter, and then come back
and tell the readers of Amazing Stories what
happened f—Editor.]

A CORRESPONDENT WHO REALIZES THAT
TASTES OF READERS YARY—

SCIENCE CLUB

Editor. Amazing Stories:
Ever since Amazing Stories has !?een first pul>

lished I have been a regular reader. Inasmuch
as I have never written you before, I am taking
the liberty of writing you now on two subjects.
The first is the magazine itself. It is extremely
difficult for me to criticize the text app^ring in
it l)ecause I am one of those who keep all criticisms
to himself.

^
Suffice to say, however, I find no fault

and even if I did find any, then I would have
to keep them to myself for it is a well-known fact
that W’hat one likes another may dislike and vice
versa, or as the Romans used to say, ‘''De- gustibus
non esi dispxitandnm.”
The second subject is the projw.scd Science Club,

about which I have read in several issues. The
idea that prompted me to write vou was that one
proposal by Mr. D. Mason in the April 1923 issue.
I think that his idea is the best so far. What
surprised me was that no actiem has l)een taken
to promote such an extremely interesting club. It
seems to me that outside of the educational advan-
tages of such a club, it w'onld be the most enjoy-
able way of advancing the interests of science.

1. personally, would like to get in touch with
Mr. Mason so that we could put our heads together
and see what we could do about starting this club
on its W’ay. If ^Ir. Alason wishes can write
me and we’ll *Svrite” it over.
My jdea for putting the “Science Club” into

action is as follows

:

1_. To have a representative of Canada and the
"United States.

2. To have a representative from each state
anti province.

3. To have a representative from each citv in
the two nations.

4. These representatives will handle all cor-
respondence and direct the activities of their centers,
reporting the state or provincial representative every
thing that is being done. This state or provincial
representative will in turn report to the national
representative who will see to it that anything of
interest is made public so that every member may
know^ of the whole cluYs activities.

This is my idea for keeping the chib up. The
next thing is to see that all those interested make
known their interest and do something alx>ut it.

The best way that I think this could be brought
about is for all would-be-members to send in their
names and addresses to the editor and let the
editor publish them in the Discussions.

M. M. Pereestein,
4271 Laval Avenue, Montreal, Canada.

[This letter, from a viewpoint which, we are
glad to say, fits a number of others, is a comfort.
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The correspondent says that it is difficult for him ta
criticize:, and -goes- on to intimate that . if he did
find faulty- be would have to keep it to himself
because' tastes vary. And this variation of tastes
is precisely the basis of the editorial problem. So
many, thousand people read Ajjazikg Stories that
it is absolutely impossible to please all. and the
editors are not conceited enough to want to force
their views on anybody. We certainly appreciate
your letter.

-As regards.the Science Club, we will have a most
interesting announcement regarding this very
shortly.—

E

ditor.]

. AIT ADMIRER OF KELLER, WELLS AND
VERNE—CRITICISM OF TIME

MACHINE STORIES
Editor, Amazing Stories:

I have read Amazing Stories since its first is-

sue,
^
and have: kept every <Mpy ever published, in-

cluding the Annual and Quarterly issues, for
future reference. And I will remain one of vour
ardent supporters just as long as it is possible to
do so.

The best stories,- I believe, are written by Dr.
David H, Keller. He has the knack, which very
few of your writers possess, of combining science,
romance and pathos, all in the same gripping story.
For example, take The Revolt of the Pedestrians
and A Biological Experiment.
As for the ^critics of Wells and Verne, I like

both, and anybody who doesn’t is probably not on a
high enough intellectual plane to understand them
with sufficient clarity. They say Wells’ stories are
slow and too long drawn out. But does he say
any more than is necessary to put across his idea”?
-^And in addition, a r^der of Wells, or Verne, will
•get more out of their stories from a grammatical
standpoint than the readers of stories written by
many of the “favorites,” who murder the “King’s
English” atrociously. When we went to school
we read Milton’s “Paradise Lost” and “Paradise
Regained,” and Burke’s “Conciliation of The
American Colonies,” and poems by Burns, Shelley,
Keats, etc., to gain a command of our native lan-
guage.. Was anything ever more drawn out than
those- first-named books? So, if your readers find
Wells -too slow for them, I l^lieve the benefit they
would obtain grammatically would pay for the
spent in the reading.

Regarding these time
.
machine stories, they

make good reading, but it is one example of pseudo-
science which will never, never become real science.
Some time ago one of these stories was published
in which the inventor had three, I believe, -small
samples of his machine which he sent into the past
or future. Now, supposing this gentleman was giv-
ing a demonstration of these > machines to some
friends. He has three working models. He tells
his friends that in ten minutes, by the clock (and
you can.’t ignore the time as recorded by the
chronometer), he is going to send one of these
models into the past five minutes. That is, five
minutes before the time ten minutes hence, or five
minutes in the future from the present time. In
other words, the clock says 8:30. At 8:40 the in-
ventor intends to send into the past, to 8:35, one
of his machines. All right, the clock ticks on and
at 8:35 a model of this machine makes its appear-

• ance on the table. Now let's see, at 8:30 he had
three models, and at 8:35 he has four, one more
than was ever manufactured. The original three,
because -Jie lliasn’t sent the one into the past yet,
and will not nintil 8 :40, and the one which appeared
at 8:35. He has these machines, four of them,
for five minutes. Now the g’entleman's intentions
are good, he fully expects to send this machine
mto*the past at 8:49. But at 8:37 something hap-
pens which prevents him sending this machine into
the past. You say that’s foolish, that the machine
wouldn’t have appeared at 8:35 if something was to
happen to stop his sending it back at 8:40. Is that
any more foolish than the fact that he was in pos-
session of four machines for five minutes, when only
three were ever made? If he didn’t send the ma-
chine back at '8:30, he would be possessor of four
machines forever. Is it any more foolish to own
four machines for all times, than it is to own them
for 'five minutes, when only three were made ?
Now, as to sending a larger machine into the

future. The clock says 9:00. The inventor says
he will gO' into the future ten minutes, that is until
9:10. He disappears. His machine stops. The
clock registers 9:10 to him, because he is ten min-
utes in the future, or ten minutes later than 9:00
o’clock. To his companions the clock says 9:00.
The same clock, remember, registers both times
(an example of the same thing being in two places
at once). The inventor now will have to wait ten
minutes until his companions catch up. But can he
wait? The clock ticks on. Five, ten minutes past.
To the companions of the inventor, the time is now
9:10 and the traveler into time should appear. But
does he? No! In the meantime, ten minutes have
passed for him. Not the same ten minutes, but ten
future minutes. While the inventor waited ten
minutes, the clock was not idle, and at 9:10 to the
friends, it was 9:20 to the inventor, and he was
still ten minutes in the future. The only way he
could see his friends again would be to journey
back ten minutes.

.
idea -of no such a thing as time, because of

Its infinity, *is the bunk.” And the idea that we
cannot measure time, that everything happens simul-
taneously,

^
and is registered on our brain in

sequence, is more bunk. Because space is infinite,
doesn t say it is a compact thing, and all in one
place, and then registers on our brain as millions
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and bili-io.ns- of ligiit-years, does it? Space^
finite space,, can be measuredi Time,, infinite time,
can be measuiiedr, and we use- a clock tq- measure it.
Therefore,, in: all treatises> on, time,, the doc^, or
measurer timcj, must, enter, into: the calculations.
Is it not SO'? i^s. for happenings, registering; on our
brains in sequence. Why should they' register in

Seems te me there- would be an awful
inmbie. And- there would' be quite a few examples
of two*; or an infinite number,, of things being in
the same place at the same time. Audi I know
tim I, mysdf. would be in a-n awful large number
of places at -the same time.

\yirhout this theory of tia time, the time machine
stories iTouId fail flat.

if anything wrong with my reason-
ing. I wQCi± like to know w-hereirc the- error, or
errors, lie.

Lester A. MaplEj,,

Box 647, Lisbon Ohio-*

[We are not so- sure- that -we know all about time
at. the present state- of science. While out corre-
spondent gives a seemingly lucid expla-nation ' of
certa-in. mechanics of time, we- append herewith the
modern Einstein conception, which we- take from
the book; G-ravitaiio.n- vs'. Relaiivity:,. by Charles
Lane- Poor, Ptofessor of Celestial Mechanics of
Columbia University:

“The time, interval being larger,, a clock must run
more slowly, or as Einstein puls it:, ‘A.Si ca conse^
quence iftr mottom the clock g.oes more’ slowly
than- when', at: rest’ (44-)-.. Now-,, this statement;, or
assertion,, or aasumptioit of Einstein in. regard to
time, and- time intervals, is in direct opposition: to
our fundamental concepts, it v-mlates: ,o.ur whole
made- and method of thinking. Heretofore;, time
has. been thotight of as. being: independent, of every-
one and everything;:, time was the same for ah- par-
tioas space; for aU bodies,; whether in motion-, or
at rest; a minute was; a minute the- world around

everywhm in spa^ This id^ddt-y of time and
mrervals Einstein denies^ according tG> his

rdaziviiy theory, time iepeids up^ motion;, and
every bcdy has its own particular time: ‘unless we
are told the. reference-body to which the ^tement
of time refers,, there- is. no, meaning in a statement
q£ the time of an evenP (32)., The- faster the body
maves,. the longer become the- time- interval. The
earth, travels about the sun at a rate- of 19- miles
per second, Mercury at from 23 to 3-5. miles- per
second,. dep.ending, upon its. place: in its orbit,, and
Neptune at only 3 1/3 miles per ^cond. T® an
observer on Neptune,, therefore,, the interval of. time^
which -we know as. a year,, would appear shorter^
while to- an astronomer on M-ercury the- year, would-
appear longer. While the speeds of the planets thus
diner gr^ily^ yet th^ are all very small fractious.
q£ the spe^ ot light,^ and hence the variations in
time- intervals will be very miniite, only alxtut' one

in a hundred million. The- lengths of the year,.
a3_measured on the earth and on Mercury,, would
diiier by only a couple of seconds or soi

“This basic, idea of the relativity of time should
be thoroughly understood,, and a further illustration
may aid one in forming a conception as to- what
relativity, as enunciated by Einstein, 3:eally- means.
A CLaGK GOES MORE SLOWLY WHEJN IN
MOTION THAN WHEN- AT REST; THE
FASTER. A BO-HY MOVES' THE L.O'NGEIL THE
TIME INTERiVAES. As the- speed of a body in-
creases,. therefore,.

^
a clock runs more and more

slowly^ and each minute ?md second becomes longer
and longer. Supposing that as I write these words,,
mj room could- be sealed up and shot oft into; space
with a speed- approaching, that of waves of light,
one hundred and fifty, or one- hundred and eighty
thousand miles- per second. As the speed of my
room increased,, my desk clock would' nin more
and

^

more slowly, each tick would represent the
passing, of an hour or a day, perhaps even of a
year of ordinary earthly time I would not know
the ditference,. my heart would beat regularly, but
each beat would mark, the passing of months. At
the end of half, an hour my clock, an.d. before this-
parag-raph- could be completed,, my room-, would have
traversed the depths- of space and been returned,
a-gaih to my- r'slknd borne. But,, as I glance up from,
my paper, what a change of scene! The- peaceful
bay on which iny windows give,, would be filled
with strange craft, alien peoples would troop;
around, and I would leam that America had fallen*
as Rome fell, centuries before. The name of Hard-

Llo>”d George,. Poincare would be meauxiig-l’ess,;.
the World War even would have been forgotten,!
or remembered only to plague some schoolboy witli
the histories of past and long, forgotten races. This-
is what relativity of time, really means.

“Now motion takes place- in space- and;, if rela-
tivity be true and time varies with- motion,, time and;
space,' can no- longer be- considered as independent:,
they are

^

bound together in some- way, neither can-
esdst without the other, A point in space cannot
be thought^ of without predicting a time, and an in-
terval of time- has no- meaning except in connection
with a. definite moving body in space. It is per-
fectly true,, if s-uch a phrase be allowable in- a dis-
cussion of relativity, that, even under the- old con-
cepts-^of time and space; it is extremely- difficult t®
conceive; of time without space,, or of space- without
time;^ yet the essential point of the- old concepts,
the- independence of space- and time,, is easy tO;

understand: that an instant of time is the same in'--

stant througho-ut all space-,, that an interval of time’
is. the same;, whether measured in one part of
space: or in another^ upon a- body at rest or upon-
a. body in tnotion. It is. t-Ms essential poi-nt in- the-

old theories, that, the- relativitist denies. Time;
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corfling to the new tlicoiy, is relative-,, relative to-

position in space and to the motions of bodies

therein. An interval between two ev’cnts is not a
fixed, definite interval; it is longer or shorter, dc-

penfiing upon the speed with which the observer is

m-ivtng through space-.”

Perliaps this will give those of our readers who
have not read thu> book, a good deal of food for

thought.—EuiTOR.l

BOB OLSEN AlfD THE EOTOTH
DIMENSION

Editor, AifAriN'G Stories:
I am a sixteen year old boy. a Junior in high

school. f am interested in Science and am a

regular reader o£ your magazine, because the

meagre course exHered by our school docs not satisfy

my craving £oI science. Your magazine fills the

empty place perfectly.

I have no “kick” to register about your stories

because I rc;Uize how liard it is to please cv<iryoue

aud so, when 1 come to a story 1 don’t like, I just

pa.-^s it up.
LTowever, I do like to go through tin; stones

and see wh.nt faults 1 can find. Here arc a few
things t w'isli you would set me straight on.

In Bob Olsen’s Great Fourdi-Dimcnsioual’ Rob-
beries be describes a culie as seen in the £oiu-th

dimensrou or rather a fourth dimensional cube,

if this were to be two cul>cs exactly the same di-

mension, according to solid geometry, they would
coincide and appear exactly as one. I can’t un-

derstand what perspective has to do with fourth
dimension.
My other “kick” is about the Blue Dimension

by Francis Flagg, Mr. I-Tagg says that there are
several planes of vibration which cannot he seen

by our eyes. Now everything is composed of

atoms (needless statement) and if this other
“plane” w'cre to he really substantial and existent,

it wouUl h:ive to he comi)o.sed of atoms and inole-

cnles. These aj'e not a'fcctcd by vibration, hut

are first existent. Granted that they would be
invisible, would this writer have us believe that

the atoms anil molecules become non-existent when
the experimenter moves from one plane to an-
other? f would be very glad- if you could explain
this to me.

I really don't care if tbis^ letter ever sees the
Dt-senssion Colmpn, hut f would like you to answer
my questino, because there is ni> one in my town
that has the requiretl knowledge to do so.

James Phelan.
224 N. ^lain St., EdwardsTiIle, III.

[To carry out the fourth dimension pictorially

would be quite a puzzle in Mr. Oisen’.s story,

which makes your cii.ticisin periiap.s ample on this

attempt. Afany wlio think that Ihcy understand the

fourth dimension and claim to- be familiar with
all that Miustcin tells u.s, consider that they know
the shape of a “tessaract” but their attempts .at

drawing. It always seem confused. As regard.s

atoms; keep in mind that the old word “atom”
€xi)ressed the smallest possildc quantity of any-
thing. and that not so very long ago in cosmic
times this idea was succtNxled !)>* that of the mole-
cule and the word “atom” relegated to^ a new con-
ception, and that very recetuly, as time goes, the
atom itself has been torn up, as it were, and is

now pictured to u.s as principally vacnimi .-nul

a.s a very composite body. \Vc have got down
now to electrons and protons as the basis of mat-
ter. Aud where we will be five years from now
in the scientific conception of matter, it is abso-
lutely imiK)ssihle to say. Do you not think, in

view of ^ these^ changes in the past ami of un-
doubted changes imminent in the future, tliat your
criticisms are not quite valid?

—

Editor.]

TIME AND THE FOURTH DIMENSION
Editor, Amazing Stories:

Peculiar that a letter like that of Mr. D. L.
Cummings of ElizrL])eth, N. J. could di.sfurb my
peace of mind to the extent of forcing nu* to do
a thing that I most detest and that is w-riting let-

ters. Of course his ideas are very much dih-'erent

from mine. In his first paragraph he tclLs of

onr interest in “nur magiczine,” so far so good, but,

stories in which time is turned backward or for-

ward art: not imiiossiblo. Anj*thiug can be tampered
witli, on paper, in laboratories or shops.

Heside the present w'e also have the past, the
future, no. But leave the future alone, it will

take care of itself. Speaking dimensionally, a
fourth dimension is just as plausible as a first, sec-

ond or third dimension. fourth dimension is just
as plausible a.s time- and jiropagation. The itica

of defining d'ime as a fourth dimension i.s not a

had one. Considering tlie fact that time in itself

is infinite, time as we know it is merely a medium
of measure.
Time measurement is definite in the f.act that

solar movement is confi.ncd to space and motion,
i^lotion in si)ace is restricted ti» periods. Time
i.s motion in sii.'ice between the same i>eriofls. It

takes so long to go from here to there, and it takes
SO- long to get back!

It is just n.s^ f>lau.'^i!)Ie that the fourth <limension
can be located in time, ('fliis was an unintentional
pun.) \^'hy cot? Are wc to let the third dimen-
sion confuse and warp our line of rea.soning.?

Then ag.aiii, “Can a thing be said to. exist without
mas-s?” or a.s, he- furtUer states, without -time?
.-\,s I hav’e said, time is infinite. Be It eternal or
instant.
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coupon today.
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There's the Man Who's

Holding You Down
Yes, sir f Tliere’s the rnan. You
see him every time you look in the
mirror* Mis name isn’t Brown or
Smith or Jones hut Y-O-U. He’s
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decides whether your salary will
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to do it—train yourself to do the day’s work, b^ter
than any other man in the office. Ability is bound
to count. Your employer will be glad to pay you
more money if you show him you deserve it.

A home-study course with the International Corre-
spondence Schools will prepare YOU for the position
you want in the work you like best. All it takes is an
hour a day of the spare time that now goes to waste.
At least find out how by marking and mailing the

coupon that has meant the differ-ence between failure
and Success to so many other men. It doesn’t tail-
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New Summer Issue of

RADIO LISTENERS’ GUIDE
AND GALL BOOK

Just Out!

Be sure and obtain your copy of this big book
of radio. A new, revised list of the call letters
for every broadcasting station in the country
together with a list of all the short-wave stations
(an innovation) are just two of the many inter-
esting features for_ the radio enthusiast. Full
constructional details for building the latest,
improved radio receivers.

50 CENTS
THE COPY

At all newsstands, or write direct

CONSRAD COMPANY, INC.
230 Fiftb Avenue New York, N. Y.

Glancing through the advances made in science,
of electricity," chemistry and physics within the
past few years, one is really dumbfounded at the
rapid strides that have been taken. For just an
example, The electron. It exists, it has almost
no mass, its life defies all conception of time as
wc know time. It is there. Indisputablv there.
Unharnessed energy. What is it? It is there.
It has been measured into our third dimension as
far as its molecular construction is concerned.
But the plane that it moves in has not been; when
that is done I am sure that we shall be a great
step nearer to the fourth dimension. Then again
it would hardly be worth while to mention atoms
and molecules. These are not abstract terms Mr.
Cummings; in some cases these have been drawn
and classified, but they have never been touched.
The immaterial can and will be associated with

material bodies in time. Of course the imperfect
association of the sciences causes many and con-
flicting theories. Future, according to the science
of medicine can be attained only through the medium
a propagation. The science of Theology tells us
that the future can be attained only in after-life.
The science of Sociology tells us that there is no
after-life, and that in some cases propagation as
a medium to the future is not absolutely needed.

All very incomprehensible as the editor tells us,
very confusing but good reading. I read .all my
stories with a grain of salt, take them as they are
meant, as fiction and nothing else. I most cer-
tainly enjoy every minute of Amazing Stories.

This is a good long one for one so out of prac-
tice and I hope that it will be taken in the spirit
meant, merely pitting opinion against opinion.

Just hang right on to Paul; he could hardly be
replaced on a moments notice for the type of
work that you require. Keep up the good work.

Albert J.' Hadvigar,
322 Winter St., Bridgeport, Conn,

yen say. ar.v-ihing can be tampered with
cn paper. One of the troubles of humanity, is
that tco much has been so tampered with that a
bewildering number of theories are formulated and
each formulator is what we may call *‘onensiveIv*’
certain of his own veritude.

—

Editor.]

A YOUNG EXPERIMENTER IN TELEPATHY
Editor, Amazing Stories:

I am only thirteen years of age, but I would like
to say a few words on the time-four-dimensional
theory that you have played up so much in the
stories you have published.

If you insist on there being a fourth dimension,
why pick on time? You might as well use weight,
temperature, and hardness, etc., all of which would
be a lot of '‘bunk.” True, all are factors, but they^
are not dimensions. Dimensions are concerned with
linear measure.

Let us assume that we are transported to a two-
dimensional world. A circle, fiat on the ground,
would appear as a straight line, being on a level
with the eye. Thus, we would be inconvenienced
by not seeing the circumference. With our three-
dimensional senses, we are enabled to see only half
a sphere, so with four dimensions we should be
able to see^ the entire area of a sphere. VAien we
can use this dimension, we will be able to see the
other side of the moon without going there.
MentaT telepathy is not impossible, as you think.

Another boy and I came to talking about the sub-
ject. and we decided to give it a tryout, I closed
my eyes and made my mind as <»mplete a blank as
I could, while the other tried to transmit a thought
to me. I received the same thought that he sent,
and that was a picture of a \east Man! We tried
this out on each other about twenty times, using
different thoughts, and six trials were successful.
Try it out yourself, some day.

Leonard May,
333 Lexington Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

[Regarding the fourth dimension, many scientists
today are in accord, that the fourth dimension
really must be time. The following excerpt, taken
from the book ^'Gravitation versus Relativity/’ by
Charles Lane Poor, Professor of Celestial Me-
chanics of Columbia University, should be of in-
terest to you:

*Tf space and time are thus connected, it should
be possible to express the connection in terms of
mathematical symbols and equations. It is at this
point and for this purpose that the formulas and
methods of Four Dimensional Geometry are intro-
duced into the relativity theory. To most people,
the very words, four dimensions, are enough:
everything at once becomes incomprehensible and
absurd. Yet there is no reason for this too preva-
lent idea : in the broad senvse of the words, there
is nothing^ new or startling in the four dimensional
idea. It Is a matter of common, every-day knowl-
edge that, in order to describe fully an event, we
must tell, not -only where the event took place, but
when. To speak of the Battle of the Marne does
not definitely fix the event, for more than one
battle was there fought; in the World War there
were at least two distinct battles on the Marne.
The when, the date, is essential if we are to par-
ticularize a certain definite battle, or event. To
fix definitely the place at which an event occurs
requires

^
three elements, or coordinates, for all

objects in space have three dimensions, length,
breadth, and thickness. To locate the place of the
battle the three place elements, or coordinates are,
the surface of the^ earth, the latitude, and the
longitude of the point on the river at which the
battle was fought. But to identify, the First Battle,
or the Second Battle, or any particular event of
either we must have a fourth element, the date on

Hotel
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by

Professor A. M. Low
“THE FUTURE” is one of the most

remarkable books of the age. Professor

Low, the author, is a scientist of interna-

tional reputation, also an experimenter
and inventor in the many branches of
science. This book written by him has
aroused wide-spread interest. It deals

with the world of the future, certa'^^ an
unusually absorbing subject. Written in

the popular, non-technical fashion, “The
Future” reveals the many advances and
changes that are in store for humanity in

a new life to come.

This book has received favorable com-
ment in book reviews the world over. Do
not neglect to read this treatise on the
future by Professor A. M. Low. It is a

literary treat for everyone.

Mail your order now! Don’t wait, every-

body is reading this remarkable book.

Price—$2.00

Experimenter Publishing Co.

230 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find . . .check or . . . money order
(check which) for $2.00. Kindly send me a cony of
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whicb the event happened. That is, to completely

identify any event, a battle on the earth’s surface,

-the fall of a meteor, the collision of two stars,

?^e must have four elements; three to fix the posi-

tion in space, and one to fix it in time. Thus, in

^he broad, general sense of the words, we live and
- iiave our lieing in a world of four dimensions, and
mathematically speaking it requires four numbers,

statement, or coordinates, to identify fully, in space

and time, an event or happening.
“There is nothing new in all this. But what is

• new, what is startling, is the point emphasized ni

the relativity theory, the introduction of a definite

mathematical relation between the space coordinates

and the time coordinate. This relationship is intro-

duced through the adoption of the Lorentz trans-

formation equations, heretofore fully explained, and

was specifically brought out by Minkowski.”
As to mental telepathy. Amazing stories' sister

magazine, Science and Invention, maintains that

there is no such thing and that mental telepathy

has never been proved. The magazine is willing

to pay a large cash prize for absolute proof of

mental telepathy. If you actually have such proof,

you can make a good deal of money by demon-
strating it to the Editors of that magazine.—
Editor.]

TURNING THE “YEAST MEN” AROUND

Editor, Amazing Stories:

I have just finished reading the April issue of

Amazing Stories and found it very interesting.

The Miracle of the Lily was great. Another one
that I enjoyed very much was The Yeast Men.
There was one point I could not understand. I, for

one, cannot see how the Moroniar.s could have won
the war with the Yeast Men. The author describes

how the Yeast Men were shot out of machine guns
and started walking in the direction in which they

were shot, t’ery j)ossiblc. He also states that the

Moronians led some Yeast Men around in a circle.

The Kupenians knew this was possiide because Herr
Schmidt had a Yeast Man draw a buggy through
the streets. Each machine shot 172,000 men per

day. Eive hundred guns could shoot 86,000,000
men per day. Instead of trying to cut the Yeast
Men to pieces with swords, the Eupenian Premier
could have ordered out the 50,000 men that he had
ready, to turn the \'east Men about and start them
in the direction of Moronia. Each man would have
had to take care of about 1,700 Yeast IMcn, which

_ would not have Jjeen a very hard task.
^ I 'lT?kfTil'j^ agree with John F, Macaloifer, Port-

land. Me., aI)out the Weils and \'crne stories, and
the reprints in the Annual. With the exci-ption of

very few I find \^'clls and \'erne stories dry.

How a])nut some more stories by the author of

The Mooii J-*ool and The Face in the Abyss. These
two were aliout tbe best stories I have read in the

Amazing Stories Magazine, but since they ap-

peared in an issue of at_ least six months ago, I

have never seen another like them.
Now that I have found everything wrong with

the Amazing Stories Magazine. I don’t suppose
there will be much chance of this letter being put
in “Discussions.”

Jacob Schwartz,
1474 Park Place, Brooklyn, X. Y.

[Perhaps the Eupenian soldiers would have found
it was quite a difficult prolilem to turn the vast

number of Yeast Men, and it would have taken
them many months to handle the 86,000.000 you
speak of, one by one, and individually, “The Moon
I’ool” has met with wide approval. More of Mr.
Merritt’s work will appear in our columns soon.—
Editor.]

A VIVID TRIBUTE TO A. MERRITT

Editor, Amazing Stories:

I am writing to acknowledge receipt of your ex-
cellent annual issue containing The Master Mind
of Mars. Tlie story is marvelous; the magazine it-

self, a little jewel in its own way. Particularly was
I enthralled bj’- Merritt’s The Face in the Abyss.
and even more, by the announcement that the author
is at work on a sequel. I know not how your other

. readers may feel about it, but for myself, in view
of his lyric and epic masterpiece, The Moon Pool—
for it is evident to any who read it intelligently

that Merritt has Miltonic visions, vast shadowy
splendors, which he has the power to express in
undeniably poetic prose with dashes of Keats and
Shelley—as I say. in view of that achievement,
as well as The Metal Monster, a pure epic poem,
'tis clear that if he is encouraged, he will produce
an abiding contribution to the literature of imagi-
nation in the promised sequel to The Face in the
Abyss.

Plea.se do let me know whether he has finished
the sequel or, if not, when I may look for it in
Amazing Stories.

I am a Senior at the University of Wisconsin
(major in History) and relieve my eyes, tired with
“watching o’er man’s mortality,” as displayed in
the dolorous if colorful pageant of the world, by
journeying to the realm of dreams via the pages
of your priceless publication.

Robert C. Schaller,
7045 Main Street, Janesville, Wis.

[Mr. Merritt’s stories have won great enconiums
from our readers and we hope that his hitherto
happy vein of literature will continue to flow. Your
college work seems to have increased your appre-
ciation of this author, whom we, jointly with you,
admire.

—

Editor.]
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ABOUT REPRINTS IN AMAZING STORIES
Editor, Amazing Stories:

I have been a reader of Amazing Stories since
about Volume 1, No. 3. I like the magazine, but I
have one criticism—too many reprints.

Just finished the May number, and out of a
total of 76 pages of reading matter, 31 were de-
voted to reprints.

Don’t misunderstand me. I like to read both
Poe and .Wells (cadi’t say so much fcr Scrcn
^lucftchhansen'') but, when I buy a new maga-
zine, I like to feel that I’m getting new stories.
And practically every story you have reprimed is
available in every large and many smalt libraries or
bix-k stores.

I ^ college trained, and so perhaps have ac-
^r^urcti the unusual idea of obtaining my facts di-
r^cc rather than second-hand. For instance, Wil-
liam Lornell is a far more instructive authority
zr. Mars than is Baron Munchhausen. And Edgar

Pnrrot^hs is certainly more entertaining.
I rt&d scsentifiction, not as a prophecy of the Su-

trre. z-z‘. as entertainment.- Why not stress that
r.ct c: :_r rrore, Your present attitude smacks too
much cf_ a—empting to justify yourself because
ycur stcrres are not chronicles of fact. You aren’t
ccnducting a personal tour through the pages of
Euclid cr asrrthing of that sort. So please stop
telling us tc Icok upon these stories as prophesying
the future.^ and rermit us to enjoy them as fiction.
And don’t feel impelled to use any more “filler”

like Mcr.Uroso and Muenchhausen.” If you can’t
grt good stun, cut down on the size of the maga-
zine.

Give us^ more stories like The Moon of Doom*
iours for an aE-new, no-reprint magazine.

Ted Cameron,
Frankfort, Ky.

[If our ccn^pcn-fent knew the number of let-
ters we get highly arprcving of the limited number
of reprints which we use, he wcuid feel that we owe
our readers no apologies fcr them. Whether vou
enjoy our stories as fiction, pure and si-spie cr net,
certainly, if you will look a little further, you will
find a prophetic value in some of them, and we are
sure that ten years from now many of them wdll be
read like true prophecy. We have no desire to pub-
lish in the Discussions Column, only the letters of
those who throw flowers in our path. We believe
it is good for a person to get a few brickbats, and
so we are very glad to publish your letter, which
you will find a contrast to many others.

—

Editor.]

A YOUNG APPRECIATIVE CRITIC
Editor, Amazing Stories:

I am a constant reader of Amazing Stories, and
have found this type cf literature more to my likiGg
than any other. I feel that many of the cities of
yot^ magazine have been a

^
little too narrow in

their views. They severely criticize an author, even
to the extent of asking for bis banishment, never
considering that this same author might appeal im-
mensely to many others. This world is made up of
people of widely differing temperaments, and it is
necessary that we be broadminded and understand-
ing in our perspective.

I will now attempt to^ criticize the magazine
proper, realizing that my views are probably wrong,
nevertheless I am human, and so desire to express
my opinion.

^
Dr,^ Mentiroso has received much scorching criti-

cism in the Discussion Columns. This fact proves
the value of the story. Any story that induces so
much original and constructive thought certainly
deserves a place in your magazine. This story was
not meant to suggest a means of time traveling,
but to produce thought and to show facts concerning
time which probably never occurred to us.
The humorous stories have brought forth much

uncalled-for criticism, so it seems to me. Why so
many people object to humor is hard for me to
understand.

^
After reading such a story as The

Talking Brain or such narratives as those of Wells
and Verne, which are interesting but hard reading,
I find that a little snappy humor clears my brain
for better thought on these.

I do not consider Wells your best author, 'but he
certainly has a place in your magazine. I would
eliminate such of his stories as Pollock and the
Porroh Man, They seem to me to contain little or
no science. I think his best story so far is A
Story of the Sto'ne Age.
One of the critics has advised the elimination of

romance. I think you have the happy medium right
now. This critic evidently believes that science
and love do not mix. If this world is to become a
purely material and scientific world, as many
prophecy, I certainly am glad I live now.

In my opinion, the best stories vso far are; A
Columbus of Space, Green Splotches, Station X,
The Second Deluge, The Red Dust, The First Men
in the Moon, The Land That Time Forgot, The
Moon Pool, The War of the Worlds, Around the
Universe, Treasures of Tantalus, Robur the Con-
queror, Below the Infra Red, The Comet Doom,
The Master of the World, The Master Ants, Bob
Olsen’s fourth dimensional stories, and The As-
tounding Discoveries of Dr. Mentiroso.

All Quarterly stories were of the best.
The best story to date is Baron Muenchhausen*s

Scientific Adventures. I realize that in scienti-
fiction it is very hard to picture some superior in-
vention without making it seem impossible. You
certainly have succeeded, not only in overcoming
this, but also in bringing an abundance of scien-
tific facts. Its snappy humor adds immensely to its
attractive interest. -

III. j,„. y,7- ],7.-^1

ABOlir

TEliEVlISIICN
Television is becoming, more and
more popular every day. Get in
on the ground floor. Remember
it was just a few years ago that
Radio was going through the
same stages of development that

Television is today. It is the ex-
perimenters of the old “fan”
days that are now reaping the
rewards of the successful in the
radio field. In Television there
is the same chance for success

—

the same field for experimenta-
tion that Radio afforded. Those
who come out 'on top of this

infant industry will be the ones
who, realizing its possibilities

grow with it. Television will un-
doubtedly attain the proportions,
as an industry, that radio enjoys
today. This is your opportunity
-—it knocks but once—take ad-
vantage of it. Send for, the book
“Television” written by accepted
authorities on the subject treated.

BUflD AN EXPERINCNTAL
TELE.VISBON SET

Build yourself an experimental
Television outfit. In “TELE-
VISION” you will find complete
information for the construction
of an experimental outfit. Every
phase in the construction and de-
velopment of Television is fully

and comprehensively explained.
Mail this coupon today. Don’t
wait! Over 112 pages—fully il-

lustrated—large magazine size.

At All Newsstands
or Write Direct

THE 501 copy

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
230 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
230 Fifth Ave,, New York, N, Y.

Gentlemen: Kindly send me a copy of
“TELEVISION.” Enclosed find 50 cents.

Name

Address

City State
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RUBIRS* VOTE OF PREFEREN€E
Stories I Like

:

: ^

Slttries, I Do Not Like:

yau^ want the; questionnaire: to continue ?.—
I3ij>yofU; like the illustrations; as we have them now?..

©jO>yaiix£avor more illustrations than we have now?..

WhulHiyojii rather have- no. illustrations at. all?..

i^dhress;

City
'Kiia.iSi YOXriCr.magazine;. Oinly by knowing what stories you. like can we please you.
MlUaut^this^^aouppU/ Orcoigr it ani^mail to AMAZING STQHfES; 230 Fifths Avenue,*
Ne.w^' YoxlEr (StS^,

V Iji regard; to? the: magazine: as- a- whole,- I would
f advise- a- change: of: cover and: name. At present,

1 that: the- magazine: is of

the purely; sensational type:- and: therefore does: not
:>' appeal tb^ the.- better class: of people. Those persons
( who-^ crave; thaf: ty^- o.f: literature, upon opening
' Amazing' Stoj^eSj. immedi^fely reject, it because^it

( is not; what: they^ want: furthermore, I am. sure.

I this;, isi not: the^ kmdl of : customer you; are.- reaching;

for. T^lee resulti is>. ypu- get neither, except, by
ii' chance: If: you.: woulS^, change the cover- and? name,

keeping tfe contents', the same, nio.re^ of: the; intel

iectual; class, vpouldl buy it.

This: letter.- is:- longer; than I intend^, but-: T bope-

it haS) nol pTOV'^«i‘ tiressme: My- criticism may- seem
childish; OJ: am- 1^- years of age),.aiiddn- many cases
mistaken^. Hut; it. is: my* first, attempt, as a. literarj-

critici Kenneth K. Johnson,
24f;—7th A-ye. W.',. Glinton,. Iowa.

P. S.“I have included nothing concerning the
fourth dimension, since? I know so: little about it.

However, I would, like to ask this question: ^\Tmt
foundation or evidence is there for- such a theorj'?
Scientists, in propounding, a. theory, do so becatise
of evidence pointing toward' it. So far I' have been
able to find no,- such evidence suggesting a fourth
dimension.
[We claim that we publish indifferently, letters of

.
derogatory as well as, those of favorable criticism.

I
The reason a larger number of appreciative letters

I
are published than: of: the othex's,

.
is? because- com-!

-

paratively few of the first, class are received by us.
' This letter from young reader tells- ita story so-

wdl that criticism: on our- part is not required; It

ip Einstein who has used the fourth dimension in

his work more than other-theorists. See, also Prof,
' Poor 'S. text on page 568-569 .—Editor.]^

GETS FARAWAT STATIONS LOTO AND CLEAR
REGAEDLESS OF STATIC CONDITIONS

Eadio i Engineers, ani' hundreds- Of users report that Aer-O-Lim-
inator; the sensational' nejv Ground Antenna,, ^ts better long

idistaneo' reception, almost- unbelievable, fieedoni from- static and-

('outside '.noises,. far greater. selectivity and.. maryelousiy -clear and
sweet, tone quality. _ . , ^ Li j.

B- Gurtis, of 111,, says;:
• "There^s. no such thing as static trouble

*

'sirice'^ E got my-* Aer-^O'^Iiiminator; I get, stations I never got

before—ao-loud:and elear-I would almost, swear, they, were in the

nest room;" In addition you; are free-- from, troublesome over-

bead; aerials that eyers'one;- now knows are-,static-gatherers.

Aer-b^-Llmlnator (Ground; Antenna)
instalL Takes,. but a few minutes..

Free Trial
Make this thrilling, test at our risk!
(Install an Aer-O-Liminator (Ground
rAntenna-). Leave your old; overhead
'aerial up> Try out on. a night when
'static iS';. had. If: you. do not g-et a
wonderful' improvement, in- freedom
from static; greater - selectivity and
^ear; sweet: tone without interfering
noises., if you. can’t- get good recep-
tion: on- stations- that., are.- drowned, by
static, on: your old' aerial,, you. need
mot Ray us a.red cent: for'this test.

Send: coupon, today for.- scientific

explanation-, of Aerv-'O'- Eiminator.
(Ground: Antenna) ..proof of; perform-
ance,. and: oiiT.' conclusive.^ iron-bound-;
guarantee? and. remarlcable'ICree.'.Trial;

Offerr Send ^ coupon--, today!
' ;

CURTAN- MFG.. CO«
154’. E; Erie Dept; 9J6MA

CPiieago, lU.'. ^

Is simple and
. easy to

1 CURTAN MFG. CO.. *

2 154 E. Erie Street, Dept S76>IVIA

j
Chicago, 111.

Please send me at once complete description, of

I Aer-OrLiminator with details of guarantee. Scientific

I Proof and.FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Q Name;

I

»

I'
city.

- Address •

^
Stato.^

.573

LEARN
RADIO

and Sind

Good Pay from the Start,

Rapid Advancement and
Phenomenal Success in
A Life Profession of
Fascinating Brain-work.

You Can Learn At Home !

H
Here is your bigtoppor-

j' tunity! Our graduates
are earning big money
as radio designers, as.

radio executives, in
broadcasting work, as

skilled service men and
radio dealers. We have

B-i I,. DUNCAN, trained thousands to
Director, B. I. A. become successful ra-

dio operators on ships and in shore sta-

tions. And: now opportunity is knocking
at your door. Are you going to plod along

at a thirty^five dollar a week job when
REAL MONEY is waitingfor you in radio?

A New Course
After years of experience, the Radio In-

I stitute of America has evolved a new and
revolutionary course in radio—right up to
the minute and abreast of the most recent

developments in the radio industry.

It starts with the verj' fundamentals and
takes you through every phase of radio

—

right through television, photoradio-

grams and airplane radio equipment.

The instruction is the work of radio ex-

,
perts., . and , its clearness and. simplicity are
such that you can master every point with

j ease. You take;examinations—your papers
'

are. corrected and all your questions

; answered by men with years, of radio

experience.

A-1 Equipment
A large kit of first-quality equipment is

included in the cost of the course—with-
' out extra charge—parts for making a*

hundred different radio circuits and, the
Peerless Signagraph and key and buzzer
set for code instruction.

R. I. A. hacked hy RCA, G-E
and Westinghouse

Conducted by RCA and enjoying the ad-
vantages ofRCA's associates. General Elec-
tric and Westinghouse, the Radio Institute-

of America can and does give the finest ra-

dio instruction obtainable anywhere.

Home Study Course
Moreover, you can STUDY AT
HOME—when you please and as long:
as you please.

This new booklet describing the'
course is now. ready; If you want to>
learn more about the lucrative and.'?

fascinating profession of radio- send?
the coupon now for your copy.

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Dept. H-9, 326 Broadway, New York City

.
RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA.
Dept. H-9 326 3roadway, New. York City

Dear Mr. Duncan:
Please send me your new- catalog. I ; want to know.

.
more about yo.wr new radior-course.

Name.

t Address

:
City . .State;
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, SOME CRITICISMS AND VIEWS OF A
KQsISH® KEABER, Q2f M’ARRE&SE;

Edifitr, Aheatzi^g-: Stories;^ reading- tfee* June: issuff- q£ your
* magazine,, t offer; the? foilowingt coirnnents. foe witat

may. Be; wortH.':

Inttmble Man-: An; eKcegtibnal' story>. eveir
£axi- Wella Hhe, sequence q£^ e,v.en±s ia. orderly,

logical, andl lifelike. Tihis. is- what giyes his

- (Wells’)? stories-, their quality of realhess., Every-
moyes:, albn^, in suefcL a natural maimer that

one feel’s it might, actually, have happened:
,, Bhmn} Mhic.nvhhaitiS'en’s,- ^vanintres:. Although- F
must ffiye^ iir, secanth place-, idiis is- gpod’; for the

^
same*

reason, as:, the' ahoye; lathing, phenomenal is in-
troduced witHaut reason-, simply tOR make- the story
A masih-g-^

Tlic' mu-& dimension ; \"ery good: to., the^ denoue-
ment,, wlier.e- it falls- with ai dull,, sodden, flop. Why
couldii’t the. yeny stupid- assistant ha.ve. passedi u
lonpp. rope- qi! piece- o.f! cloth, through the- machine,;
which the Dbetor could have, grasped' and: so have
been, gulledi back: through? Ihe author ruined a-,

good! story here by his anxiety to. give it a dreary
cnditigv

A Biold.-gicai' Kxpe.riment': Biteresting,. and welt
written', 'but. it seems, to.- me- that the primary postu-
late- of. the.- atcay isv fallacious. It seems that mothec--
hooA is- much: more a- necessa-ry evil than a blessing:
to the- race. . Sex- is one of the- largest causes, of
crime^., and if it. couldi be eliminated, the- ra-ce should
l)e- mucit hap.pier instead of the cipposite. As the
author seems. to: advance: the argument that it is
God's- win, I- refer him. to the words, of the IMaster,,
that: “There^will. be- neither marriage, nor giving-
in, marriage: in Heaven.”’

Ill' order that you may properly value the- above
o.utburst,, will state that. I- am years- of age,
and have- Been; reading' A'MAZiNa Stories for two
years-.,

p. B. Dixoit,
Box 501,, Fort Smith,. Ark.

^
LWe shall., have- to- evaluate what, you call your

‘^Qutburst^’' on. the basis- of your age. ' Nothing
^vould^ please us liietter than, toi h.ean from, you some
time in the- future as beiiog; blessed' with a good
wife and? numerous, offspring; Your quotation about
marriage,, yfou., will observe^ applies- to Heaven. In
spife- of prohibition,, the.- earth, is- far from being.-
at neavent If sex could, be eliminated, as you say,,
whether the race would be; happier or- not, it cer-
tainly would' dwindle very rapidly.

We’ve; always; said that we- would; not attempt
to;: publlsh_„s?leoted: favoralDl'e letters, from our readers

exclusion of unfavorable.: ones. The only
reason, so many agreeable letters- are published and-
so.-- few*’ condemnatory ones,, is-^that; our correspemd-
entSv seenr to- lie- a. -very appreciative- Bo.dy, and even,
you end y-aur- -letter,, after- all yemr criticisms, say-
ing-: tliat- you. read ‘*Qur Amazing Stories” each
month;. - Your letter and its criticisms are highly
appreciated’..—Extcr-OR.li

ANOTHER QE GUR YO.TJJTGER READERS
- ERAISES, OHR. WORK

' Editor; Am-azing- Stories:-

This. is- my- fo.urth attempt tO; get into:- print. F
am: 14* years- old; and liave been a- reader of Aaiazing-
Stories, siiice- July 1927;

HT. G; Wells, is: the- best author yo.u ha.ve; THo^'
who/ criticize- ISTr., Wells- should: sto.pi to think, tbaf

' 5Ir. W^s’ Has-, studied-, under Frofessor Huxley.
As.- a-, writer he: ia: clasRedi withi S.eott' and Shakes-
peare.. As. to. hi® stories: F have- liked every one
of them.

^
I have; not un^* -word od cxiticds-ni on,

any of his w'orks;
TTw Wan of' tlie/ Worlds, was; without questio.n

the; best- story you. ever printed;.
BUcoil Sliinchhausen-s* Scientific- Adveninrer. is'

a. very- good.^ story;. The* whole narr.ative- is based
on so.iuidi. scientific: ressoning.

N-cnw" as-- to-; your short'- stories, Eetv Million MiVes:
Sumvardi was an. excellentc story,. But what happened
to. the* eartii st. the- end: oF the Ice: Age when the:
SCediterranean^ valley fiiledi with; water from' the-
Atlantic;?:' This was. about 2S’,O.Q0) years, ago. Fbsr
sibly- the ea-rtllfs'. rate* of ratation,. its- orbital speed
or its orbit, was- changed!

T'/?(t Aistonnding Dis.aoveries: of; Dr. Mentiroso*
was: excellent- story; It brings out Efihstein's
theory, •to’ ax striking; degree. The- whole- was;
quite- possible- tromr a., mathematical, standpoint.,

The- M'achiiw- Mdtt. of Ardatlna-. was of: superior
mei'it and; showed; very strikingly what changes-
in: man,., evolution might, bi:uig. about;,

.
Ther covers' are. masterpieces, of genius' and im-

aginatidn' on- the- part of Ddr. Paul.= The: one: in
A4)ril. 1928: issue- should; have, a- place- in. the
Art. Gallery,

.

!
‘ Geor-ge ITuDSOEF.:

Pine Cityi. N. Y.,. K a. 3..

EWer are g^'ad to hear your gpod, words, about
BC. G.. Wells and? what, you say about- him. is; no.;

moi^- than- he: deserves,, although we could not
class him with- Shakespeare; We have- never ceased,
to; uphold Dir. M:entirosO' as, being; an instructive-
figure; It’s hard; ta- say why it puzzles one but
it is* as-toniahi'ng -what daffixuilHes- many, people. Have
iii. assimilating^ the- Ihws of the- dlfference. of time-.,

As. to? thes changes- in man: which- evolution, might:
bring; about, nothing^, vety- startling, has’ Happen^'
in the last' five or six thousand years,, judging by

,
micient books- and archaeolog^c I'emainsi, Tlte:
poems of Homer,, written or composed or recited?
thousands; of. years agp,. still hold a> place in litesrar-

Utre- above; aliiiost- any otlicr thiug^. wintteu by man..
We are sure that Mr. Paul will be gratified by

your appreciative remarks about his work.

—

Editor.]'

Tfds ealumn witl appear mmnthlpF
in AMAzme. SxcmiES

R^te—six cents i werd; W%- discount for 6 issues ami 2Ki%> foe 12^

issues. Cash should accompany all advertisements unless, placed by an-
accredited advertising agency.. Advertisements, for, toss* than 10; w-orcte-

not ajccepted.

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING GO.
230 Fifth Avenue New York

AGENTS WANTED

Agents—Big Pay Selling the New Quickmend
Tube Patch, and Rubber Repair.. Vulcaiiizes- tires
and tttoes -without heat or tools; Quickmend.
Rubber Company,. Box 2di Dept, 3, Lincoln,.
Nebraska,

Men. a-nd- women wanted to.- sell subscriptions,
iin-, their own. communities. Can, make* a dollar
an hour- iii. spare time. Two- leading magazines.
HelF given to.- beginners. Write for information
at: once;. Agency Dept. Experimenter Publishing
Go.., 230' Fifth Ave., New York City.

BUSINESS- OPPORTUNITIES

Free- Book. Start little Mail Order business.
Hadw.il, SA-74 Cortlan.dt Stre.et, N. Y.

Want to, make a dollar an hour in your spare
time?

_
Send for full, information Agency Dept.

Experimenter 'Publishing, Co., 230; Fifth Ave-,
New York City.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

Used Correspondence- School courses sold ,on re-
purchase- basi® Also- rented and exchanged.
Money-back guarantee. Catalog, free. (Courses
bought). Lee Mountain, Fi'sgah,, Alabama-

DETECTIVES

DETECTIVES Earn Bte: Money,. Travel. Make
secret investigations. Experience: unnecessary.
Particulars free; Widte, American Detective Sys-
tem, 2190; Broadway, Y.

HEALTH

TOBACCO or SNUFF habit cured or no pay I

$L50.- if -cured; Sent on trial-! FRANCES. WIL-
LAEHi, Box 796,. Los Angeles, CaJif.

MAGIC AND. GAMES

Spook' Mysteries, Magic,. Mind ' Reading, etc.,

easily. learned. Be; a Master Magician. Two
great card mysteries; and catalogue- 25c. Bagley
Magic Service^ Dept, 5A, 828 Gariield,. Port-
land;, Ore;

INSTRUCTION

Men, get Eoxest Ranger job.;. $125-$200- month
and; home' furnished-;, hun.t, fish, trap; For. details,

write- Norton; Inst-, 1571 Temple Ccmxt, Denver,,
Colorado.

MALE HELP-

Big. Phy ; South, American Work. American,
firm® pay. fare, expenses. South American Serv-
ice- Blareau,. 14?69Q- Alma, Detroit, Mich'.

MISCELLANEOUS',

FORMSr to cast Lead Soldiers, Indians-,. Marines,
Trappers,. Animals, 151 kinds. Send 10c for
illustrated catalogue. H. C. Schiercke, 10.34 72d
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PRINTING,.ENGRA.VING & MULTIGRAPHING

200 Letterheads, and 100' Envelopes, $L10j, post-
paid. Sherman Company, Box 989i. Lo® Angeles,
Cal.

PRINTING OUTFITS AND SUPPLIES

Print Your Own Cards, Stationery,. Circulars,
Advertising, etc. Complete, outfits,. $8.85;. Job
Presses, Sll, $29-; Rotary, $149.^ Print for others;
big profit. Easy rules furnishe.d. Write for
Catalog Presses, Type,. Paper,, etc. Kelsey Com-
pany, J-67, Meriden, Conn.

SALESMEN' ‘WANTED,.

Sell us your spare time. Solicit subscriptions
for two leading, magazines in your city. You
can make a dollar an hour easy. Write; for full
information. Agency Dept., Experimenter Pub-
lishing. Co., 230. Fifth Ave., New York City.

SONG POEM WRITERS'

Song Poem Writers—Have- bonafide pr.o.position.

Hibbcler, D165, 2104 N. Keystone Ave;,. Chicago.

SONG Poem. Writers,. Write- Sequoia Song-
writers- Service, Sherman Branch,. Los Angeles,
Calif.

If you write song poems>. address. M. Paul
Manganella, Suite- 3,. 469S- Hollywood Blvd., Los
Angeles,, Cal.

STAMPS AND COINS

$10' for 25c! A, choice assortment of 500 all

different stamps guaranteed' to. catalog over
$10.-(Di offered to approval applicants for only
25c. Edgewood Stamp. Go.,. Dept. C.,. Milford,
Connecticut.

YOUNG MEN

Intelligent semi-outdoor work in- own city. No
selling' or canvassing, whole- or part time. P. O.
Box 10; Fordham, N. Y’.. C.

Readers of the: AMAZING STORIES MO.NTHLY can find many
hours o-f pleasant reading' in the NEW,. EIG ISSUE O.E THE
AMAZING STORIES QUARTERLY; Off the press in a few days,

tlus- issue Hes with. the. last in. an effort to surpass. Tales; h.y world-

famous authors:. The same kind of exciting narratives that Hye so

pleased yQ:u. in the past. Stories o.f the future,, of weird happenings- -

startling adventure, of other worlds, and of other, people.

BE SURE AND: GET YOUR CORY
OE THE NEW SUMMER ISSUE

THE COFY

A.t all newsstands or write direct

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING GO.
230 Fifth Avenue New York, N, Y.
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290-$6<r^^
9dpOft»t-$l a Week^

Wi full-cut, ffne quality blue-1

f whfte.genuine diamonds of fiery

brilliance are set in a solid plat-

Jnum diskin this handsomely en*

graved, l8'1^^-5eHd white goldj

^lftdy*8 'ring. Lddkfl Hke
solitaire worth

Weekly* ^sparlcliosr, blue-

ing

Business of ^ur own! ' Make f68-.00
week and up. we furnish everything. Sell ail

wool made-to-measure suits direct from factory
823.75. It's easy—real 845.00 values. No ex-
perience needed. Advertising and sales training
course furnished. Write Fairbanks Tailoring
Co.. 2304A Wabansla Ave., Chicago. III.

$85.00 weekIy-~-Dresses Free! 'Associate
company of famous Real Stlk Hosiery offers
you remarkable opportunity to earn money.
Paris styles. Below-store prices. Free equipment.
Harford Frocks. 915 Walnut St.. Indianapolis.

Big Money. Full or Spare Time. Take
brders direct for guaranteed Bdj's’ and Youths’
Clothing. Big Cash commissions. Experience
unnecessary. Sample outfit loaned free. Write
Kralge-WUson, 719 Broadway. N. Y.
Yqu Are Wasting Time Working for

other people. Let us show you how to centrol
your own business and make 5100 a week.
Capital unnece^ry: Immediate profits. Am-
erican Products Company, 1924 Monmouth,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fifth Avenue Manufacturer'Sells Direct
Suits. Topcoats. Overcoats 513.75. commissfon
53.50. Guaranteed All Wool and Worsted Suits,
Overcoats 819.75, .commission S4.00. Repeat
business guaranteed. WrtteforFreeoutflt. Dept.
PPC, Avenue Tailors, 140 Fifth Ave., New York

i Want Men Who Want Money
,.^^11 pay you big commission la cash every
May, also liberal monriily bonus on either a
full or part time basis, to handle America’s
most widely known line of Business and Per-
sonal Christmas' Cards. Season Jiist starting.
WUI furnish everything free and teach you how
to make more money than“you haveever made.
Address Mgr., Dept. 19, Process Engraving
Company, T roy at 21st Street, Chicago

55.00 to $15.00 daily selling Permode
Wash Dfesses and Men’s-Shirts. Best values

—

highest commissions. Write Parmode Co., 704
N. 9th Pt., Pt. Louis., Mo.

, Our Salesmen Make $50 to $i00 Weekly,
Belling the best all-wool, inade-to-measure suits
at 525. Samples free, six days delivery. “Satis-
faction Guaranteed or Money Refunded.”
Bonded by United States Fidelity and Guar-
antee Co. Fall line ready. Homeland Tailor-
ing Co., Inc.. Dept. W, 216 E. Lexington St;.,

Baltimore. Md*. - * -

I’
Agents—-big Money Selling Model Hats

for men. Guaranteed quality; low
.
prices.

20 numbers: smartest styles. Free Outfit.
Model Hat Co.. Dept. M-27. East Orange. N. J.

)
Men! Here’s Biggest Seiler'i928—-Super

-Quality Breeches. Pants for outdoor workers,
sportsmen. Lower priced, bigger commissions.
Business getting Sales Outfit F^e. Big Bob.
Dept. 99, 489 Broome Street. New Yor>.

>1 Not an ordinary offer! Weekly l-ncome
about 555 to live agents. Introduce unbreak-
able fountain pen at H price. Wrlto.for
Free plan or send only 52 for sample demon-
strating pen worth 58. Bonded Reservoir Pen,
Dept. 1307. 147 Nassau Street. New York.

Amazing
ja Carbon

75 Miles on 1 Gallon of Gas. .

New Vapor Moisture Gas Saver anc
Eliminator. All autos. Agencies wanted every-
where. I Free. Crltchlow E-374, Wheaton. 111.

Free Pants: Finest All-Wool, Made^o-
toeasure pants offered free to first man in each
community to write us. Agents given all their
clothes free. Chicago Tailors Ai^tn.Dep’t; 83$,
Station C. Chicago.

: Make $1,000 beforeXmas selling exclusive
persoBafXmas Cardaln distinctive steel engrav-
ed designs. Expensive sample book free. Wet-
more, Jane <fe Sugden, Dept.PCS, Rochester,NY
Genuine DuPont Fabrikoid Tablecloths.

No laundering—Wash like oilcloth—Look like'
Imported Linen. $75weekly—Pay daffy—Sample
book free.DolletteCorp., 1018Wabash. Chicago.
,

Men-^LaSallecanuse a limited number
Of producers to -^ell Quality Suits, Topcoats,
and Overcoats, any two for S27.95 with 56.00
for you on each sale. Free Outfit. La Salle,
Department P-9. 527 Broadway, New York
Get Our Free Sample Case-¥oilet^ Ar-
ticles, Perfumes and Specialties. Wonder-
fully' profitable. La Derma Co.. Dept. RC,
Bt. Louis, Mlsswrl.
)
Agents—Sell Personal Xmas (^ards; 5

orders daily averages 512 commission. The
best money-making opportunity from Now
until Xmas. Personal and commercial cards,
parchments, folders; sensibly priced, \rith your
customers’ names. Box Assortments. Now
Is the time to start selling before ycur friends
buy elsewhere. We deUver-later-oo?tage paid
direct to your customers. Experience not
necessary, but If you have sold Xmas Cards or
other merchandise please so state. Samples
Free. ’'Art-Point” Studios, Dept. A. Sebas-
topol. Calif. <01dest and Largest Process firm
In the West).
Agents—$300 month. Sell Guaranteed

silk hosiery. Must wear 7 months or replaced.
.New selling plan. We--fumlsh auto. Free
silk hosiery for yoi’r. bwn use. Write for
camples.

^ Betterkioc Hosiery Co., SUk 1835,
jOreenfield. Ohio,
1 Baivg-Up Good New Sideline! Sells
's>'«’6rywhere all Merchants. Banks. Mfrs. Big
.Comms. advanced- dally. Pocket Outfit Free.
;Carroll. 319 N. Albany, Dept. VA, Chicago,
Can you sell $50.00 suits for $23.50?

'576.00 weekly easy! I’ll prove It. Ex-
]Mnsive equipment free.' Crane-Kent, Dept.
B-11, Cincinnati, Ohio.,

)
Agents—We start you in business

and help you succeed. No capital or ex-
iperlence needed. Spare or full time. You
can earn S50-SI00 weekly. Write Madison
Products. 566 Broadway. New York, N, Y.

$60. a week easy Introducing beautiful
line of women’s dresses. Smartest styles.
Amaringly low price gets orders Immediately.
iFree selling outfit. lYee Dresses.^ Fashion
iFrocks, Dept. X-ll. Cincinnati, O.

Agents—New Lines Just Out. Every-
thing in hosiery, lingerie and underwear for
pen, women, children. Beautiful irresistible
Catalog and Samples now ready. Two new
special big-money plans. Cash bonus, service
awards. No capital needed. Choice terri-
tories going. Write qPck. World’s Star Knit-
ting Company. 142 Lake St.. Bay City. Mich.

,

Tailoring Salesmen-—Sell Simpson’s
mew $23.50 pure vlrgiD-wool Union made-to-
fmeasure suits and overcoats; commissions In
advance; exclusive territory; big outfit. 175
samples ..free. J. B. Simpson, 843 Adams,
iDfifit. isoarcwcMo..,'^

- —

~

Free outfit yvith actual s'OmpIes of Fine
Bostonian Broadcioth gets quick, sales for ouf
nationally known Bostonian Shirts at 3 for
$6.95. Postage paid. Liberal Cash commission
earns big profits for you. BostonlanMfg. Co.,
Dept. SM9. 68 Summer St.,.Boston. Mass.,
.Beil “HOOK-FAST”—an amazing men’s

belt that never slips! $15 d^iy easy! Per-
sonal initials. 1 Vlatl-Croyd buckles and
emblems. Get'’'Free Belt offer. National
Crafts, Dept. J-23. 41 John Pr... New York.
Great neckwear line now free! Features

finest quality neckwear at factory prices.
Collect big commissions dally. Write for
FREE tie offer and FfffiE outfit. iNawco
Neckwear, K-125, Covington. Ky.
Extra Xmas Mon^ For You. Sell

Quality Card assortments. Splendid "Values.
Sample dollar box 50c Particulars free^ Chas.
Ufert. 100 West 21st St., New York..
Make $12 a day and tiberai bonus selling

Pioneer $23.50 and $33.50 all-wool t^oring.
Commissions paid dally. 100 extra large cloth
samples furnished. We train the inexperienced.
Write Pioneer Tailoring Co.. Congress 4
Throop. Dept. W1272. Chicago. •

Agents $240 month. New Ford Car
given. Write ordera for finest line guaranteed
hosiery^ 126 styles, colors. Beats store
prices. ' Silk hose for your own use free.
Write for samples., Wilknlt^ Hosiery Co.,
Dept., 2235 Greenfield, Ohio. ^

$90. Weekly Sellin-g nationally known,
tallored-to-measure' $23.'^50 suits, overcoats.
Quality unexcelled. Commission $4.00, plus Pro-
fit Sharing. Powerful sales producing outfit fur-
nished. Style-Center. Dept. X-25. Cincinnati. O.

i Pay My Agents $9 Dally Just to Wear
and show my beautiful New Free Lingerie
“V’', Chain. Prevents shoulder straps slip-
ping. Lingerie ”V” Co., 99 Oak St., North
Windham. Conn. ^ .-v,.

• Sell beautiful “Style Tailored” shirts
and neckties direct to wearer at money saving
factory prices. Many beginners earn' $50 first
week In -spare tithe. ? $100- weekly full time
easy. Selling outfit Free.- Howard Shirts,
1219 Yan Buren. Factory 14, Chicago.
GreatestTailoringProposition oftheAge.

Two suits for $28.95. Biggest commlsrion and
dally Cash bon;w. Write for free line. i.'Tru-Flt
Tailors. 808 Broadway, New York. *-*-

Punchboard Salesmen. New fascinating
game. Excitement; legal all states; $200 weekly
easy; one minute sales talk: pay dally. Cigar-
Stores Novelty Co.. Dept. P.. Peoria. III.

Agents-Just Out! $8.88 for Men’s
Suits! Anyone can aell! Big commission In
advancer Free Sales Kit! The 888 Company,
Depj. G-15. Fort 'Wayne, Ihd.
Don’t Sell for Others. Employ Agents

yourself.? Make your own products.*. Toilet
Articles, Household S^claltles, etOi 500%
profit. Valuable booklet Free, National
Scientific Labs., 1929W Broad. Richmond. Va.
$100 weekly selling better-Quaiity, all-

wool. made-to-measure stilts and overcoats at
$23.50. Highest commissions. Extra bonus for
producers. Large swatch samples free. W. Z.
Gibson. 600 Throop St., Dept.Wr672. Chicago.
Bankrupt and Rummage Sales. Make

$50 dally. We start you, furnishing everything.
Permanent business. Free details. Distribu-
tors. Dept. 279. 429 W. Superior. Chicago.
We Start You Without A Dollar, Soaps,

Extracts, '* Perfumes—Toilet Goods, ex-
perience - unnecessary. < Carnation 'Co.
Dept. 593. St. Louis. Moi ' »

Big money in fascinating* spare-time
work at home, writing stories, poems, songs,
photoplays, humor, etc. My free book
tells how to write and where to' sell. Rich-
ard F;;. Abbott, 22 E, 12th St., Cincinnati.
Ohio. 4. .

- .

Agents^ 100% ProfitI ingenious new
device sells on sight wherever typewriters are
used. Great money-making opportunity. Wrfte
for details. Lln-May Co.. Dept. A. Chicago.
You can become successful and in-

dependent In your spare time.i '875 money-
making plans and methods of successful
business men explained In my 3- big books,
sent for only 10c. Money back If not satis-
fied. Raymond Bernard, 22 E. 12th St.,
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Write for Free Soap Sample & Agents

terms on Face Creams, Extracts, etc. Make
Extra Money during your spare time. Lacas-
Slan Co.. Dept. 90. St. Louis. Mo.
Hear Our Simple Pacts; A Tailoring

Line. All Wool Goods.' Made To Measure.
Sensational Low Price. Money Back Guar-
antee. $25.00 Sales Outfit showing quarter
yard samples Free. Also greatest book of
selling helps ever put out. Write at once to
Dept. 510. Madison Brothers, 131 South
Peoria. Chicago.
Steamship Positions— Men— Women.

Good pay. See the world Free. Experience
unnecessary. Send self-addressed envelope for
list. Box 122-R. Mount Vernon. N. Y.
'Enjoy Free Vacation in California.

New Year’s Day Celebration. Take orders for
stationery and greeting cards In your com-
munity. Address Interstate ' Publishing Co.,
Dept.A. Pasadena. Cal., for detallsimmedlately.
Galloping Ivories. NewGame that’s Thrill-
ing all America, Absolutely Legal. Every Cigar
Counter waiting lor you. $12^--S200 "Weekly.
Hurry. K & S. 4339 Ravenswoed. Chicago.

a Week with PreeT^son Sell?
- „ outfit. Wonderful lino lingerie, shirts, ool-’
lars, underwear, etc. We open store for pro-
ducers and pay expenses. Write Today for
your Free outfit. Tellson Mills. Suite PCS.
1107 Broadway. New York, N. Y. *

'’America's Greatest ‘Tailoring Line Freet
130 largeSwatch Sample—AllWool—Tailored
to Order—UnionMap^—Sensational low price.
,Get outfitat once. Address Dept. ^2.

•

wear,i844 \v. Adams. CbtcsgQ.
'^Tpaymy agents $90 a week fust to wearl
and show beautiful -New Free Raincoat and'
gtve away Free Hats. Write for yours. B. P.'
BSng. 23Q So. Wells. Chicago. J

A'gentS'earn^ig money takfng orders fo^
our beautiful Dress Goods. Silks, 'W^h FabriesJ
Hosiery, Fancy Goods, looo Samples furnished;
The^ National ; Importing Co,, Dept. J89.

.
573 Broadway. New York City,
Marcelwaver IsTa^ng AmericanWomea

by storm. Men and womeu representativea
everywhere making blgg^t 'psoflts of years.
$279 a week—$57 a day—$17 an hour—spare
or full time workers earn such amounts.eaiily.
TCTTltorles now befng allotted. Full Informa-
tion Free. Marcelwaver, Dept. &8M, Cin-
clnnatl,,Ofalo;
' Sell Shirts! I furnish free samples^
Ties given free. Personal fnltials. Liberal
25% commission. Write today. R'osecliff
Shirts, Dept. J-ll, 1237 Broadway. New York.,

VSASL99 WHI&B YOU EABN
$$$ For Photoplay Plots. Stories Ac-

cepted. any form. Revised, critlcired, copy-
righted. matketedj, Estab. 1917. Booklet
free. Universar Scenario Co., 215 Western
^ Santa Monica Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

Men, get Forest' Ranger job; $135-$20d
month and home furnished; bunt, fish, traiN
For details* write Norton Institute, 1523
T^Dle Court, Denver. Colo. >

'n&ecotne a Landscape Architect. Bis
Money, Uncrowded Profession. W© teach by
correspondence. Write for details. Nation^
School of Landscape Design. Equitabla Bldg.,
Bes Motaes,

SQUARE-DBJU^^
ADVERTISERS omrx

// i/ou do itusinesson the basis of"S(Uisf(X^
tion or money back'" wtite us for rates in this
and other magazines:

Publishers Classified Service#,
9 ^st 46th St., York

i^iS^OO a day easy. Write for Big FreoQut^
fit showing men’s made-to-measure rainproof
caps. Also Hats. Experience unnecessary.
Free Cap ^ven. Fits-U Cap Co., Dept.'B-IOS,
Cincinnati; Ohio.
'

’'High Grade Specialty SalesmenrT<rcall
on. beauty shops, druggists, etc. $50 to 5125.
commission weekly.. Side line or lull time.
L’Blebou. B-7. Wheaton. HI.

New Way to Make Money and get your
oWn clothes Free, taking orders for our fine
made-to-measure tailoring. Write today for
new style outfit, all wool samples, etc. Fur-
nished free. Progress Tailoring Co^ Dept»
W-372. Chicago.

Stenographer Earned. $1000
In Lunch hours selling Christmas Cards.- FuQ
or spare time. Weekly pay, $10. Sample
Book Free. Exper. unnec. Get details. John
Hertel Co., 320 washii^Qn, Chicago.
Men—Sell Direct from Factory Flnesb

line boys’, youths’, men’s suits, overcoats
pants. Over 20% for you on every sale.
Strongwear. 741 Broadway, New York,
Foreign Positions—Men interested going

romantic South America write us. Good pay.
Expenses paid. South America,Service Bu-
reau, 14.600 Alms. Detroit. Mich.

Gleaning
loe. N6wl

Punchboard—Sideline Men ...
Up $200 Weekly with Lucky Hors^hoe. .

Different! Full Com. repeat business. Free cat&-
log. Puritan Novelty Co.. 1405Jackson.Cfalcago.

Represent Old Established Firm, selling
All W^l Tailor^ to ladivldual Measure Suits
$23.50—529.50. Commissions S4.00-$5.-00.
Your Big Opportunity! Outfit Free! Write
General Tailoring Co., 531 S. Franklin, Chicago.
Business Success: Complete National

Success Course we offer to you at the amazingly
low price of $1.98, Previously sold for $24.00.
Every subject on business and personal effici-

ency treated. Pay postman $1.98 plus a lew
cents postage on delivery. Consrad Co., 230
Fifth Avenue, New York City, N.Y. Desk C.

New Rubber Goods Line. 47 Money
Makers. Aprons. Baby Goods. Sanitary Gar-
ments. Gloves, Rubber Art Rugs in colors.
Cushions. Shopping Bags, etc. Big profits.
Best values. Deal with factory at Rubber
Center. $90 weekly Is easy. Credit given.
Write for Catalog and Free Outfit Offer.
Kr&tee Mff. Co., 86 Bar Akron, Ohio.

Make $1006 extra money by Christmas
with new fast-selUng wonder line* Personal
Christmas Greeting Cards. Complete selec-
tions. Attractive designs. Quality at amaz-
ing low prices. Everybody, buys. Generous
commissions. New Plan. '^We deliver and
collect. Pay you dally. Half-century-old Ann
behindyou. Free Outfit. Write quick. Mount
' Co., 10 Mount

.
Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Big Pay 'Every Day, Showing Ninirod’s
All-Year SeHersI Dress, Work, and Flannel
Shirts, Overalls, Pants, Sweaters, Underwear,
Pajamas, Leather Coats, Lumberjacks, Play-
suits, etc. Exp. unnec. Big Outfit Free! Nimrod
Co.. De^g^t. 85. 4922-28 Lincoln Ave,

’

No«VM
ss.oo
DeposK
$ 1.00
A Week

quality, spark'
Jmg, blue-white

SPECIAL!
Thislady'swriat
watch isthe sen*
eation of New
York. Has 6 fine

desfim j»Kt. solid white
Rfng. Regular $75 'Valv

^Chicago

All home study schools on this page marked
with a star (W) have been Investigated and
approved. These schools are recommehded
on the following grounds: truthful purposes,'
thoroughness of courses, capable Instructors-
and reasonable Instruction fees. Write to the
Institutions marked ' with a star. National
Home Study Council. 'W^hington. D. C.
Hotels Need Trained Executives. Nation-
wide demand for trained men and women;
past experience unnecessary. We train

you by mail and put you in touch with big
opportunities._ Write at once for particu-
lars. Lewis Hotel Training Schools. Suite
AZ-W637. Washington. D. C.
Send forCatalog describing MusicCourses.

Diplomas and Degrees awarded by authority
State of Illinois. Instruction for Be^nners

or Advanced Students. University Extension
Conservatory 706 E. 41st St., Chicago.
Learn electricity at home through com-
plete. practical courseswrittenbywell-known
electrical engineers. Indorsed byEdison and

Steinmetz. Write for Free Booklet. INTERNA-
TIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS'
Dept. \226-C. Scranton. Penna.

Metropolitan NewapaperTralning—the
.^logical, practical path to writing for profit.^ N.Y. Copy-Desk Method. Assignments, crit-
icisms. Ask for catalog. Newspaper Inst, of
America. Dept^ C. 25W. 45th Street. N. Y. O.

genuine dia*
monds andSblue
sapphires. Rich-
* ngraved 14

solid white
gold case. 15jew-
el moveme n

t

guaranteed ac'
curate and de-
pendable. SlOC
Value, Other
diamond wrist
watches fromj3li
up to 51,000,

S% Increase
Wewill give you

more per
year than you
paid in exchange
for a larger dla*
mond ring, «

. — withyour order to show good
fiMf’V dte faith. When postman delivers

article, pay C.O.D. balance ol
deposit. T«ko ten days for trial. If you keep

® week for about one year.DONJBOTHER WRITING A LETTER: Justpm this ad with a dollar to a piece of paper
with your name, address and finger size on itMONEY BACK GUARANTEE
We are an old established firm of diamond
impo^rs. You take no Hah. If you are not
satisfied that article is the biggest bargain
you ever got, return it and we will refund
evei> cent you paid. You have 10 days to
decide. All credit dealings kept strictly confi-
dential. No red tape. No needless delay
^'west Prices — Easiest Terms
Try as haro as you please, you can not buy as
low elsewhere. Terms so easy you will never
miss the money. You get the best of service

WHte f«r FREE Catalog
It brings our large Jewelry Store right into
your home. Gives weights, grades and oom*
j> ete description so you can buy diamond?
like an expert.. Gives information other jewel-
ers dare not tell. State if white or colored

^NTSWANTE0.,200w;ik.Wm,“y=d4?;fl5:

DIAMOND

(HtfACnd Impoftera estonjisiied tS79'
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SCIENTIFiCTiiN
CREATEST OFFER
EVER MADE

Never before has it been possible
to obtain the complete works of
America’s greatest author and
genus, Edgar Allan Poe, for the
amazingly low price that we now
offer them to you.

Edgar Allan Poe has come to be
looked upon as the greatest liter-

ary genius that America has ever
produced. He is the originator

of the first “Scientifietion” stor-

ies-—fiction with a plausible sci-

entific background. Jules Verne
and H. G. Wells freely acknowl-
edge him as the originator of
modern scientifiction.* In addi-
tion, there is little doubt but that
the well, known SHERLOCK
HOLMES is the product of the
inspiration that Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle found in the tvorks of Poe.
Take advantage of this special
introductory offer. There is just Th."W
a limited number of coDies In this red eyes

then
edition.

•Ail ScientlScMon Stories in list

of contents are identlAed wi ;h

& star and printed bold face.

a razor also, th® pendulum \rasmassy and heavy, it ^aa appended to
a weighty rod off brass, and the whole hissed
as It swun^ through the air. I saw that
ths crescent was designed ta cross the
region oj rte heart. Down—steadily down
it erent. The rats were wild, bold, raven-

glaring upon me. Assd

From "The Pit and the. Pendulum."

CONTENTS OF THE SET
ii? INfarie Rofjet.

ONE

Murders In

St-st»w t}f INfarie 31

Balleon Hqhx
«MS. Found in a
®Tho Oval Pertrait.

YOIaTTME

•tKo Perloieed Latter.
“One Ttous.sn<l aad Sesenil Tal® gf

Scheherazade.
*A Descent Info tha Maelstrsm.
®Von Kerapelen and His Discovssy.
•Mesmerse Hevolatien.
Facts In Valdecaife
®Tlie Black Cafa

10 Volumes
Cfotli Bomid

OVER 2000 PAGES
The complete works of Edgar
Allan Poe are published in 10
beautiful volumes. Handsome
red cloth cover. Special egg-shell
paper, made to order for this set.

Printed from plates made for the
well-known Richmond Edition.
Each volume contains an average
or 200 pages. Size of type is long
primer, which is easy reading and
restful to the eyes. The volnmes
are handy in size, 4 x 6J4 inches.
The peatest offer ever made.
This is the chance of a lifetime.
Take advantage of this astound-
ing low price offer. Fill in the
coupon now. Send no money-™
pay the postman $2.7S on, deliv-
ery. We pay the
mailing charges.

Fall ot tho Tloiiw of rslira.
feileacc—A l-ahle.

VOLUME FOUR
Th® MasQue of tha Death,
a’he CaslE of AnwatiUado.
*Tlie Imp of the Pefverso.
The Island of the Fay.
The Asisiirnatlon.

*Jhe Pit and the PenduiuEi!.
The Premature Burial.
Tiic l-ioiiiaiu of Arnhelm.
l^andor’s Cottase.
William Wilson.

TOLT7MK FIVE
fTh@ Tell-Tale Heart.
® Berenice. LiKcfa.
J^esnora. Slorolia.

•Th/l'feeiLte
Ksijr Pest.
•Three Sundays in a Week.

X-isig a PajaRrab.

VOWniB SIS
•Nwratiso ef A.' Oerdon Pyis,

„ , . .
VOIA-ME SKVES

Metzenparstesn,
The Systi'iit at Bit. Tatr ami ITef. J'ether.
Ibe Literary Lite of TiilngiimiMb, Esu.
Ilow to Writs a Blactawia .\ititl«.

Wddiing, STte 'W Iffemoletie.
TOI.iaffi EIGHT

The Oblonn Bos,

SSan riSt' Was Used Ub.
The Businc,^ Man.
Tiia L3n«ise0po nanien.
’Mselzei's Chess Playef.

ns of W^ds,
ColhMjuy of Monas ami t'l

CoiiviTsatlon of Kms and

cobble,a IS?®
RavoB,

The Bells.

^Sennet t® Siieais.
*AI Aaraaf.
Tamerlane,
Etc.

s It.
ittian,

Sha.tow--A Parshti*.
Philosophy of Furaltuse,
A Tale of .letUialem.
«The Sphinx

VODrJSB KINK
Hss Frojt»

The Ibfan of th© Cnjwd.
Never Bot tha Devil Your Haad.
Thou Art tho Man.
WTjy

,
the^ Dutle FreMf^man Weart?

SEm 1^0 MOHEyi

Houil in
Bon Bon.

Wwds '^Ith

The Poetic Pr,

Sitag.

a Mummy,
piiielnle.

y of CJ^pssltion..The Philosophy of
‘

Old KngUsb Poetry.

iM PARse pi.ArE

Popular Book Corporation,
100 Park Place, New York City.

Gentienson:--

Messo semi iM at once, the ramsilcte works oiEacar Allan Pee, eomnrtsjnc ef 10 rdlumc-e as
SSt,.*'™''

odvcrtisomfnt. I win par t!» postmaa
5- To upim arrival ot the btwfci. There e.re bo
estra rharftea of any Hnil. whatROrver. If the
tofcs are nnt as remea#.et»!l. I will return th™
to yon wttMn three dayi amt you are then toreturn ma my money.

Name



i hereby solemnlypledge that

^^You Yourself

The above is the “Pledge of Secrecy*’ evei^' prospective

Tarbell Student must sign before he is permitted to enroll

in the great Tarbell Course in Magic. Dr. Tarbell deman^
this to keep faith with the magic profession, who Jealously

guard their ageold magic secrets. Otherwise he will NOT
reveal or teach any man or women the secrets of real

professional magic.

**1 isMfadSi

the Age-
&M Secrets
&§Mmgh! Dr.

Horlart
Tarbeil

men ivitk
^
hit

tuaruelwtincks^

Learn mi Mail!
For the first time in the history of Magic the age-old, sacredly guards ss^ete of

theMystis Artare being revealed. Now at l^styoucanleaptolMaRemftof^ioml
Magician. Yes, and you can learn this wondetful art easily end gutckly A I iiUm&l

—BY MAIL! You are taught the in3?steriou3 Prir.ciples by wWch the Frofe^sona!

Magician works. You are taught everything from wonderful impromptu eSects to

massive stage illusions—t/yoK sign the Pledge of Secrecy!

lam $s§®toiSQe0 aM@sstis
There’3 a big demand for Masic enter-

tainment. Magicians get big money.

Dr. Tarbell gets as high as ^50 for a
half hour’s work. Unlimited opportun-

ities for you!

Addresa.


